CONDITIONS OF SALE - Public Auction

THE PLACING OF A BID SHALL CONSTITUTE ACCEPTANCE OF THESE CONDITIONS OF SALE BETWEEN BIDDER AND DANIEL F. KELLEHER AUCTIONS, LLC (“KELLEHER”)
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as numbered in the
printed Catalogue. Kelleher, as agent for the consignor or vendor, shall regulate the bidding
and shall determine the manner in which the bidding shall be conducted. Kelleher reserves
the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or
agent), to re-offer any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging
to the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in good faith.
Estimates of sales prices contained in the printed Catalogue reflect the best judgment of
Kelleher and are not minimum or upset prices.
2. (a) Bids shall be made in the steps set forth on the bidding page (ii). (b) The highest bid
acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor or internet bidder and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a
mail bidder, consignor or vendor), the auctioneer alone shall determine who the successful
bidder is and whether to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 20% * on
the hammer price is payable by the buyer to the auctioneer together with any sales and use
tax or customs duties.
3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instructions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those of the bidder or agent or those
of the auctioneer.
(b) Lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer will implement such reserve
price by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor. (c) It may also be assumed that all
consignors have been advanced monies against the sale of their consigned material and
Kelleher therefore has a security interest in the consigned material over and above the
normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as applicable.
(e) Agents are responsible for the payment of the purchase price for all purchases made on
behalf of their clients, unless other arrangements with the auctioneer have been confirmed
in writing prior to the auction.
PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4. (a) Payment for lots, including those on which opinions are desired (Condition of Sale),
shall be as follows:
(b) Floor Bidders. Payment of the purchase price, or such part there of as Kelleher shall
require, shall be made by the purchaser in cash or bank or certified check or in such other
manner as Kelleher may determine. The name and address of the purchaser of each lot shall
be given to the auctioneer immediately following the sale of such lot.
(c) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. Before Kelleher will send such lots, payment in full must be received by Kelleher within three (3) business days of receipt of the aforesaid notification by the mail bidder. However, a purchaser
known to Kelleher at its option may have purchases delivered or forwarded for immediate
payment (by a dollar draft on a U.S. bank in the case of overseas purchasers). Mailed
delivery will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Kelleher of receipt of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges for handling, delivery and
insurance obtained by Kelleher on behalf of the purchaser shall be added to the purchase
price; a minimum charge of $20.00 will be made.
(d) Prompt Payment Discount - Successful bidders whose payment is received within
15 calendar days from the date of the auction, shall be entitled to a 2% prompt payment
discount of the hammer price of each lot, regardless of the method of payment.
5. Title shall not pass to the purchaser until full payment has been received by Kelleher as
agents for the consignor or vendor.
6. (a) Purchasers agree to pay for lots as specified in Condition of Sale 4 (or as the same
may be modified by Condition of Sale 8), and no credit is extended; a late payment charge
of 2% per month or fraction thereof shall be added if payment is not made in accordance
with the aforesaid conditions.
(b) In the event that a bidder shall fail to comply with these Conditions of Sale (“NonComplying Bidder”), then, as to any lot with respect to which such failure to comply
occurs, Kelleher, may, in its sole discretion, re-offer such lot during the same auction or
at an auction at a later time, or by private treaty at such time as Kelleher Auctions, in its
sole discretion, deems appropriate and the Non-Complying Bidder shall be liable for the
deficiency, if any, between the hammer price and the net proceeds of a sale to a subsequent
purchaser, whether at auction or by private treaty, as well as for all costs and expenses of
both sales, all other charges due thereunder, including commissions with respect to both
sales, whether payable to Kelleher or to a third party and all incidental damages. It shall be
in Kellehers’ sole discretion to determine whether to re-offer the lot theretofore hammereddown to a Non-Complying Bidder at the same auction, or by private treaty in due course, or
at a subsequent auction conducted by Kelleher. In no event shall any surplus arising from
the sale of a re-offered lot be payable to a Non-Complying Bidder.
(c) A defaulting purchaser shall be deemed to have granted Kelleher a security interest in
property in Kellehers possession owned by such purchaser. Kelleher shall have all of the
rights afforded a purchase money secured party under the Connecticut or Massachusetts
Uniform Commercial Code with respect to such property and may apply against such
obligations all monies held or received by it for the account of, or due from Kelleher to
such purchaser. Kelleher is authorized to file a Financing Statement in order to perfect its
rights as a secured party.
(d) If Kelleher takes any legal steps to secure payment of a delinquent account, the defaulting purchaser shall be liable for all legal and other expenses incurred by Kelleher to
secure such payment, including but not limited to a reasonable allowance for attorneys’
fees. For purposes of this paragraph, the term legal steps shall be deemed to include any
and all consultation by Kelleher with its attorneys with respect to all matters arising out of
a delinquent account.
(e) Unless otherwise acceptable to Kelleher, payment is to be made only in the form of
cash, bank check or certified check, personal check (which must clear prior to delivery of
lots), credit card (AMEX, Visa, MasterCard and Discover), PayPal or a bank wire transfer.
Payments made by credit card are accepted as a courtesy without surcharge, if paid within
15 days of sale date.

WIRING INSTUCTIONS:
Please contact us for our wiring instructions.
EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY AND AUTHENTICITY
7. (a) See viewing schedule for on-premises viewing. Ample opportunity is given for on
premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon written request and at Kelleher
discretion. Live video viewing is also available, please contact our offices to arrange
same.
(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual description
as modified by any specific notations in this Catalogue.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described may be
returned to Kelleher within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser (“Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Kelleher within four weeks
of the date of the auction; however, Kelleher may, in its discretion, refuse acceptance of
such returned lot. If an opinion of a mutually acceptable authority is desired, the period
of time within which a lot must be received by Kelleher will be extended in accordance
with Condition of Sale 7(g). In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference
to a mutually acceptable authority, and Kelleher thereupon undertakes to re-offer the lot
with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning Purchaser shall be
liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subsequent purchaser, as well as for all costs and
expenses of the re-sale, including commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the
description of which is disputed, must be returned intact and in the original packaging
and in the condition received (unaltered) by the purchaser. The following lots are not
returnable except at the discretion of Kelleher: (i) lots from purchasers who attended the
exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots examined by postal viewers; (iii) lots on account of their
appearance, if they are illustrated in this Catalogue or online; or (iv) lots described as
having repairs, defects or faults for any reason. (v) lots containing more than ten (10)
items. (d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by a mutually
recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is received by Kelleher within four
weeks of the date of the auction. Proof that a mutually acceptable authority declines to
express an opinion is not grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred a purchaser in the submission and the return of a lot under Conditions of Sale 7 is not subject to refund.
(f) Numerical grading is subjective and is based upon the condition of each issue. Lots
may not be returned if a third party grades a stamp at lower than our grade.
(g) Lots with existing certificates from the Philatelic Foundation (PF) or Professional
Stamp Experts (PSE), British Philatelic Association (BPA), Royal Philatelic Society
(London (RPSL) and Australia (RPSA), Vincent Graves Greene Foundation (VGG) or
any other expertizing authority as recognized by the International Association of Philatelic Experts (AIEP), for items within their specialty and dated within the last seven (7)
years from the date of sale, will be offered and sold on an “as-is” basis and as so stated
on the certificate. Such lots may not be returned for any reason, including but not limited
to a contrary verbal or written opinion or certificate.
SALES TAX/CUSTOMS DUTIES
8. Unless presentation of satisfactory proof that it is exempted by law, a purchaser shall
pay to Kelleher the Connecticut, Massachusetts or any compensating use taxes of any
other State claiming jurisdiction. Buyers outside the U.S. are responsible for all customs duties. A purchaser shall indemnify Kelleher and hold it harmless of and from
any claims of any jurisdiction for sales taxes relating to the purchase of articles at the
auction, whenever the same may arise.
APPLICABLE LAW, JURISDICTION, ETC.
9. All matters arising out of this auction shall be governed by the laws
of the State of Connecticut without giving effect to the choice of law principles thereof.
ARBITRATION
10. Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this auction shall be settled
by arbitration in the City of New York, State of New York in accordance with the Rules
of the American Arbitration Association and judgment upon the award rendered by the
Arbitrator or Arbitrators may be entered in any Court having jurisdiction.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ACTIONS
11. The purchaser at this auction (a) consents and submits to the jurisdiction of the
Courts of the State of Connecticut and of the Courts of the United States for a judicial
district within the territorial limits of the State of Connecticut for all matters arising out
of this auction sale, including, without limitation, any action or proceeding instituted
for the enforcement of any right, remedy, obligation and liability arising under or by
reason thereof; and (b) consents and submits to the venue of such action or proceeding
in the City of Danbury, County of Fairfield, State of Connecticut (or such judicial district of a Court of the United States as shall include the same, and (c) further consents
that service of process in any action relating thereto may be effected by registered mail,
return receipt requested address to the purchase at the address given to the auctioneer
at the time of the sale.
BIDDING STEPS
12. Bidding Steps are as published on page (ii); bids made out of increment will be
reduced to the next increment. Example: $603 bid will be reduced to $600, etc.
BIDS BY TELEPHONE
(a) Must be confirmed in writing unless waived by the auctioneer.
(b) Any errors are the responsibility of the bidder.
(c) No bids accepted less than 1 hour before the commencement of the sale.
BIDS BY FAX OR EMAIL
Bids must be received 1 hour before sale commences — be sure to use
FAX: (203) 297-6059 or EMAIL: bids@kelleherauctions.com
PHONE BIDDING DURING THE SALE
Phone bidding space is limited and available on a first come, first served basis. The
importance of reserving early cannot be overstated!
Please call us at (203) 297-6056 to reserve your phone bidding space
STAMP AUCTION NETWORK (SAN) Live internet bidding. To bid, you must be
registered and be approved by both Stamp Auction Network and Kelleher. Please contact us for further instructions or go to www.stampauctionnetwork.com and find the
Kelleher link.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions,

LLC

Flagship Sale No. 698 - Public Auction Sale
To be held at our office:
4 Finance Drive, Suite 100, Danbury, Connecticut 06810

Tuesday, May 2, 2017 - 9:00 AM
Session 1
Lots 1 - 898
Wednesday, May 3, 2017 - 9:00 AM
Session 2
Lots 899 - 1670
Thursday, May 4, 2017 - 9:00 AM
Session 3
Lots 1671 - 2818
featuring
Stanley J. Richmond Holding of Stamps, Part I
“Best” Collection of United States, Part I
“Newbury Park” Collection
“Reno” Holding of Comprehensive British Europe & BNA
“Jointdoc” Collection of Worldwide Booklets, Part I
Lester F. Pross Collection

Viewing
Schedule

April 24 - 28

Connecticut Office, by Appointment Only

May 1
May 2 - 4

Connecticut Office 9 AM - 6 PM
Connecticut Office for lots that have not sold

kelleherauctions.com

Bidding also available on stampauctionnetwork.com
4 Finance Drive, Suite 100
Danbury, CT 06810
Phone 203-297-6056 Fax: 203-297-6059
Toll Free 877-316-2895

Table of Contents: Sale 698

Session 1: British and Foreign
Tuesday, May 2, 2017, at 9:00 AM
British Commonwealth
Great Britain . . . . . . .
Australia . . . . . . . . .
Bushire . . . . . . . . . .
Canadian Provinces . . .
Canada . . . . . . . . . .
Cook Islands . . . . . . .
Cyprus . . . . . . . . . .
Falkland Islands . . . . .
Gibraltar . . . . . . . . .
India . . . . . . . . . . .
Iraq . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ireland . . . . . . . . . .
Malaysia Area . . . . . .
Malta . . . . . . . . . . .
New Zealand . . . . . . .
North Borneo . . . . . . .
Papua New Guinea Area .
Pitcairn Islands . . . . . .
St. Helena . . . . . . . .
St. Kitts-Nevis . . . . . .
St. Vincent . . . . . . . .
Samoa . . . . . . . . . .
Seychelles . . . . . . . .
South African States . . .
Turks Islands . . . . . . .
Zanzibar . . . . . . . . .
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. . . 1-19
. .
. . 20-22
. . .
. . . . 23
.
. . 24-90
. . .
. .91-270
. . .
. . . .271
.
. 272-313
. . . .
. . . .314
.
. 315-344
. . . .
. 345-348
. . . .
. . . .349
.
. 350-369
. . . .
. 370-375
. . . .
. . . .376
.
. 377-388
. . . .
. . . .389
.
. 390-391
. . . .
. . . .392
.
. 393-394
. . . .
. . . .395
.
. . . .396
.
. . . .397
.
. . . .398
.
. 399-428
. . . .
. . . .429
.
. . . .430
.
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. 431-433
. . . .
. 434-444
. . . .
. 445-459
. . . .
. 460-465
. . . .
. 466-467
. . . .
. 468-469
. . . .
. 470-540
. . . .
. 541-597
. . . .
. 598-602
. . . .
. . . .603
.
. 604-630
. . . .
. . . .631
.
. 632-646
. . . .
. . . .647
.
. 648-649
. . . .
. . . .650
.
. 651-652
. . . .

Europe and Colonies
Albania . . . . . . . .
Austria . . . . . . . .
Belgium and Colonies
Bulgaria. . . . . . . .
Czechoslovakia. . . .
Estonia . . . . . . . .
France and Colonies .
German Area . . . . .
Greece . . . . . . . .
Hungary . . . . . . .
Italian Area . . . . . .
Latvia . . . . . . . . .
Liechtenstein . . . . .
Luxembourg . . . . .
Monaco . . . . . . . .
Netherlands. . . . . .
Poland . . . . . . . .
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Portugal. . . . . . .
Romania . . . . . .
Russian Area . . . .
Scandinavia . . . .
Spain and Colonies.
Switzerland . . . . .
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. 653-654
. . . .
. . . .655
.
. 656-680
. . . .
. 681-726
. . . .
. 727-729
. . . .
. 730-763
. . . .

Asia, Middle East and Africa
Bangladesh .
Burma . . .
Burundi . . .
China . . . .
Indonesia . .
Israel . . . .
Japan . . . .
Jordan . . .
Korea . . . .
Liberia . . .
Pakistan . .
Saudi Arabia
Turkey . . .
Viet Nam . .
Yemen . . .
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. . . .764
.
. . . .765
.
. . . .766
.
. . . .767
.
. . . .768
.
. 769-771
. . . .
. 772-773
. . . .
. 774-779
. . . .
. 780-784
. . . .
. 785-786
. . . .
. 787-788
. . . .
. 789-796
. . . .
. 797-798
. . . .
. 799-803
. . . .
. 804-805
. . . .
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. 806-807
. . . .
. 808-809
. . . .
. . . .810
.
. 811-818
. . . .
. 819-821
. . . .
. . . .822
.
. . . .823
.
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. 824-839
. . . .
. 840-842
. . . .
. . . .843
.
. . . .844
.
. 845-880
. . . .
. . . .881
.
. . . .882
.
. 883-884
. . . .
. . . .885
.
. 886-889
. . . .
. . . .890
.
. 891-892
. . . .
. 893-898
. . . .

Latin America
Argentina .
Bolivia . .
Colombia .
Mexico . .
Nicaragua.
Panama. .
Venezuela
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Worldwide Booklets
Australia and States
Austria . . . . . . .
Canada . . . . . . .
Dominican Republic
Germany . . . . . .
Great Britain . . . .
Hungary . . . . . .
Italy . . . . . . . . .
Korea . . . . . . . .
Luxembourg . . . .
New Zealand . . . .
Norway . . . . . . .
Sweden . . . . . . .
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Bidding Increments:

Bidding shall proceed in accordance with the following schedule:
Up to $50.00; increase by $5.00				
Over $50 to $200; increase by $10				
Over $200 to $500; increase by $25				
Over $500 to $1,000; increase by $50				
Over $1,000 to $3,000; increase by $100			
Over $3,000 to $7,500; increase by $250

Frank Mandel		
Charles E. Cwiakala
P.O. Box 157 		
1527 S. Fairview Avenue
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busybird1@me.com				

Over $7,500 to $15,000; increase by $500
Over $15,000 to $30,000; increase by $1,000
Over $30,000 to $70,000; increase by $2,500
Over $70,000 to $130,000; increase by 5,000
Over $130,000 at discretion of auctioneer.
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Covers & Cancels

Minor imperfections, including but not limited to: nicks, edge or flap tears or slight reductions are normal conditions for 19th century envelopes that have been postally transmitted. Folded letters would have at least one file fold. Acceptable forms of conservation include light
cleaning and edge mending. Covers may have an ordinary stamp with a minor defect. The above exist in most 19th century covers and are
not always described and therefore not grounds for return.

Catalogue Values

Unless otherwise noted, the currently available Scott Catalogue values (2017 editions) are quoted in dollars and rounded to the
nearest dollar. Other catalogues are often used for foreign countries or specialized areas as provided.

Session 1
Tuesday, May 2, 2017
Beginning at 9:00 A.M.
At our offices in Danbury, CT

Lots 1-898
British Commonwealth
Europe and Colonies
Asia, Middle East and Africa
Latin America
Worldwide Stamp Booklets

1

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Great Britain

British Commonwealth
GREAT BRITAIN

1

2

1

)
Great Britain, 1840, Mulready Letter Sheet, 1d black (U3), Stereo A34, used within London from
Moorgate Street to City Road with red Maltese cross and light straightline “TP/ MoorgateSt”, bold red octagonal
“PD, MY 15, 1840, 6EV” on reverse; no contents, slight internal wax seal damage and mounting damage on back,
F.-V.F., a scarce mid-May usage, Scott $500+. S.G. Spec. ME1; £1,200+ ($1,480).
Estimate $300 - 400

2

P
Great Britain, 1840s, Queen Victoria, engraved portrait of the young Queen, die-sunk on
114 x 209 mm card, “Toppan Carpenter & Co.” in pencil at bottom of card; light foxing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

3

E
Great Britain, ca. 1840, multicolor surface printed “engine-turned” design, elaborate design in four
different color combinations on white wove paper, each an overall 255 x 122 mm, pencil-numbered 1-4 (we cannot
say when), F.-V.F., would make a most attractive display.
Estimate $300 - 400

2
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4

5

4

)
Great Britain, 1840, Queen Victoria 1st Issue, 1d intense black, experimental black Maltese cross
cancel usage (SG 1), plate 4, RJ, large margins all around, tied by experimental Maltese Cross in black on
folded letter from Perth to Arbroath (both Scotland), postmarked clear boxed “PERTH/ OC 4/ 1840” [the black Maltese Cross did not go into general use until Feb 1841]; additionally, Oct 4 was a Sunday; stamp with tiny scissors cut in lower left corner, clear of design, Very Fine, the letter concerns a proposed railway line between Crief
and Perth.; with 2016 R.P.S.L. certificate. Scott 1a. S.G. Spec. A1um; £9,000 ($11,070).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

5

)
Great Britain, 1841, Queen Victoria line-engraved, 1d red brown (SG 8), three large margins, in at
left, tied by two strikes distinctive Manchester Maltese Cross on folded letter from Manchester to Oxford, clear red
Manchester circular datestamp, 8 Apr 1841 on reverse, along with Oxford receiver the next day; Maltese Cross is
clearly identifiable, though neither strike is complete, F.-V.F. Scott 3. S.G. Spec. £1,100 ($1,350).
Estimate $150 - 200

6

m
Great Britain, 1854-64, 1d red brown, die I, selection of 8 singles, a strip of 5, and a cover Scott #33, 1
cover with a Scott #8 and the other cover with Scot #20, 1 single Scot #16, 4 pairs Scott #20 and a block of 4 Scott
#20, many items plated, plus there are a variety of cancels. Nice lot for the specialist, F.-V.F. Scott 8, 16, 20, 33.
(Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

7

8

7

)
Great Britain, 1856, Queen Victoria, 1s green, Emblems watermark (SG 72), a Fine horizontal pair
tied by Folkestone “303” duplexes, 1 Sep 1864, on folded letter to Valparaiso, Chile; British Panama transit c.d.s.
(23 Sep) on front, red London (2 Sep) on reverse, Very Fine, ex- DeVoss, SG £750 ($920). Scott 28; $725.
Estimate $150 - 200

8

S
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac, overprinted “Specimen” type 9, exceptionally
fresh; repaired upper left corner perf, regummed, Very Fine appearance. An attractive example of this rare Specimen. Scott 110S. S.G. Spec. K15s; £8,500 ($10,460).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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9

10

9

(H)
Great Britain, 1867, Queen Victoria, 5s pale rose, Maltese Cross watermark (SG 127), plate 2,
regummed, lovely fresh color, F.-V.F., a very nice example of this rare unused high value; with 2016 P.F. certificate,
SG £18,000 ($22,140). Scott 57a; $17,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

10

(H)
Great Britain, 1878, Queen Victoria, 10s greenish gray, Official reproduction (SG 128 var.), imperforate on unwatermarked paper, Very Fine. Scott 74 var.
Estimate $300 - 400
Gibbons Specialised states that “An official reproduction was made of this stamp”.

11

12

13

11

SHH
Great Britain, 1877, Queen Victoria, 4d sage green, imperforate overprinted “Specimen” type 9
(SG 153 var.), plate 15, o.g., never hinged, large even margins and bright fresh color, Very Fine. Scott 70 var. S.G.
Spec. J64s; £575 ($710).
Estimate $200 - 300

12

m
Great Britain, 1884, Queen Victoria, £1 brown lilac, Imperial Crowns watermark (SG 185), canceled
bold “Chalk Farm Rd. B.O./ N.W.” c.d.s. (9 Nov 1888) and boxed “C.H.R./ G.P.O.” telegraph cancel, rich color, fresh
and well centered, Very Fine, SG £2,800 ($3,440). Scott 110; $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

13

m
Great Britain, 1891, Queen Victoria, £1 green (SG 212), canceled weakly struck “Registered” oval,
strong color; several perfs slightly clipped at top, otherwise F.-V.F., SG £800 ($980). Scott 124; $800.
Estimate $150 - 200

14

EP
Great Britain, 1911, King George V “Downey Head”, Perkins Bacon die proof of portrait with partly
cleared oval frame (SG 321/327E), on glazed card, 60 x 92 mm, Very Fine, SG £1,100 ($1,350). Scott 151/152E.
Estimate $300 - 400

4
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15

(H)
Great Britain, 1913, King George V “Seahorse”, Waterlow printing, 2s6d deep sepia brown (SG
399), expertly regummed, Extremely Fine; with 2016 R.P.S.L. certificate. Scott 173b; $425. S.G. Spec. N63(2);
£850 ($1,040).
Estimate $200 - 300

16

H
Great Britain, 1913, King George V “Seahorse”, Waterlow printing, 10s indigo blue (SG 402), o.g.
with just the barest trace of hinging, exceptionally fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine, SG £1,200 ($1,480).
Scott 175; $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

17

m
Great Britain, 1929, £1 P.U.C. (SG 438), lightly canceled; bit of perf soiling, otherwise F.-V.F., SG £550
($680). Scott 209; $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

18

HH
Great Britain, 1934, King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (SG 450/2),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; 5s with 2015 A.P.S. and 10s with 2015 P.F. certificates, SG £525 for hinged ($650).
Scott 222-224; $1,275.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Machin trials discovered after 20 years
19

HHa
Great Britain, 1997, Queen Elizabeth II, deep green (as used for 2p), light grey (as used for the 29p),
flame (as used for 1st class, undenominated trials, full panes of 100, a limited supply of these were discovered
and this is the discovery set that was on display at STAMPEX Spring 2017, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; each with
2017 R.P.S.L. certificate.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Sheets of three trials of the Machin head, produced in 1997, have come to light in this the 50th anniversary of the
introduction of Arnold Machin’s iconic portrait of Queen Elizabeth II.
The Machin definitives were first printed in lithography in 1980 as Royal Mail expanded its range of suppliers.
However, by the mid-1990s it had decided that all the standard definitives should be printed in gravure. At the
time The House of Questa, based in south London, did not have gravure capability.
As the company wished to participate in all future tenders for Royal Mail stamps, whether printed by litho or
gravure, in gummed or self-adhesive versions in sheets or stamp booklets, it decided to make a major investment
in a gravure press and an automated booklet maker. To achieve the best, Questa partnered with a number of
highly qualified and renowned organisations to deliver the skills, processes and technology required to ensure it
would be ready for production in less than 18 months.
Courvoisier, based in Switzerland, was at that time arguably the finest gravure stamp printer in Europe. The
company agreed to assist Questa with technical advice and cylinder making. As part of this process Royal Mail
gave permission for a print trial at Courvoisier using the Machin head: the original material to enable the trial to
take place was supplied by Questa. Part of the thinking at the time was that Courvoisier might undertake the
production of the cylinders needed for final stamp printing on behalf of Questa, but this did not materialise.
The undenominated trials were produced in October 1997 in sheets of 100 (from larger sheets of 200 guillotined
in two) with the Courvoisier imprint along the vertical margins. They exist in three colours: deep green (as used for
the 2p), light grey (as used at the time for the 29p), and flame (as used for 1st class). Courvoisier had printed the
then current Kenya definitives, these being of the same overall size as the Machin definitives. As a consequence,
the trials were printed on coated paper without phosphor bands, and have perforation 15 x 14. However, the
stamp image is slightly smaller than that used on Machin definitives.
Barry Robinson, then Design Director of Royal Mail, visited Courvoisier to see the preparations. It is believed the
trial sheets were printed on one of the small gravure printing presses at Courvoisier, some being printed during
the visit.
The gravure press and the automated booklet line were produced by ATN in France. The new machinery would
not fit within Questa’s original base in Camberwell: the move to Byfleet was part of the development.
Courvoisier was founded in 1880 and started printing stamps in 1937. It was noted for the high quality of its
photogravure work, but sadly it ran into financial difficulties and ceased trading in 2001.
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AUSTRALIA - BUSHIRE

20

Ex 21

Ex 22

23

20

H
Australia, 1915, Kangaroo and Map, 6d ultramarine, Die IIA (substituted cliché) (40a), Scott Die III,
2nd watermark, o.g., nearly perfectly centered, Very Fine, Scott $4,000. SG 26b; £7,500 ($9,220).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

21

m
Australia, 1932, Sydney Bridge complete (130-132), neat corner cancels, fresh and well centered,
Very Fine, Scott $365. SG 141/3; £215 ($260).
Estimate $100 - 150

22

m
Australia, 1932, Sydney Bridge complete (130-132), neat corner cancels, fresh and well centered,
Very Fine, Scott $365. SG 141/3; £215 ($260).
Estimate $100 - 150

23

H
Bushire, 1915, 5c brown & carmine (N4), overprint setting IIC, o.g., exceptionally fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine. A beautiful example of this rare stamp—one of only 257 overprinted; with 2016 Sismondo
certificate, Scott $950. SG 4; £600 ($740).
Estimate $400 - 600

CANADIAN PROVINCES

24

H
British Columbia & Vancouver Island, 1860, 2½d dull rose, imperf (1), large part o.g., nearly full margins all around, only slightly cutting in at bottom right, a wonderful example of this classic with brilliant, deep color,
F.-V.F.; with 1980 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $30,000. Unitrade C$25,000 for VF ($18,750).
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

25

(H)
British Columbia & Vancouver Island, 1861, 1d reddish brown (16), expertly regummed, a decent example of this tight margined stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1989 Vincent Graves Greene Philatelic Research Foundation certificate, Scott $1,100. Unitrade 16; C$750 ($560). (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

8
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26

28

26

m
British Columbia & Vancouver Island, 1867, 50¢ on 3d violet, perf 12½ (17), #10 Williams Creek cancel, a lovely example, Very Fine, Scott $1,100. Unitrade 17; C$1,000 for fine ($750).
Estimate $600 - 800

27

New Brunswick, Early 19th Century documents relating to the Province of New Brunswick, 4 military related documents/letters; 1 seaman’s contract dated August 22, 1810 to engage employment on the ship
Waterloo, to voyage to St. John, NB from Liverpool and return; 5 document related to the building and development
of various railway lines to Nova Scotia and Quebec, included are petition to build a line to Nova Scotia, a Memorial
wax sealed document granting land to the New Brunswick and Canada Railway and Land Company Ltd.; also
some miscellaneous items such as over 25 Bank of New Brunswick checks and an Upper Canada embossed
sealed warrant to apprehend one Benjamin Lett from the State of New York, a diverse and interesting group with
historical interest, condition varies per document but generally in a good state of preservation (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

28

New Brunswick, Queen Victoria signed document, a Royal Warrant executed May 9th, 1838 at
Buckingham Palace giving authorization to the Province of New Brunswick to enlist soldiers or persons into military
service, very bold Victoria signature in the first year of her reign.
Estimate $300 - 400

29

30

29

(H)
New Brunswick, 1851, 6d olive yellow (2), unused without gum, four ample margined example, rich,
delicate color, Very Fine; with 1951 R.P.S. certificate and 1996 Vincent Graves Greene Philatelic Research Foundation certificate, Scott $7,000. Unitrade 2; C$7,500 ($5,620).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

30

m
New Brunswick, 1851, 6d olive yellow (2), oval #14, Gagetown grid cancel, a 4 margined example,
Very Fine, Scott $1,250. Unitrade 2; C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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31

s
New Brunswick, 1851, 6d olive yellow (2), tied by #1 St. John oval grid cancel and a May 22, 1858, St.
John, New Brunswick ring cancel, 3 full margins with one margin close, F.-V.F., Scott $1,250. Unitrade 2; C$1,200
($900).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

32

33

32

m
New Brunswick, 1851, 6d olive yellow (2), oval grid cancel, a 4 margined example cut close at bottom
left; tiny translucent stain mentioned for strict accuracy, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,250. Unitrade 2; C$1,600
($1,200).
Estimate $600 - 800

33

m
New Brunswick, 1851, 6d olive yellow (2), barred oval #1 cancel, four full margins all around, strong olive yellow color; small corner creases, otherwise Very Fine; with 1996 Vincent Graves Greene Philatelic Research
Foundation certificate, Scott $1,250. Unitrade 2; C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $250 - 350

34

35

34

m
New Brunswick, 1851, 1s bright red violet (3), with blue barred cancel, full margined example with one
barely touching, lovely iridescent color; tiny tear and corner crease, otherwise Fine; with 1992 Vincent Graves
Greene Philatelic Research Foundation certificate, Scott $7,000. Unitrade 3; C$4,000 ($3,000).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

35

m
New Brunswick, 1851, 1s dull violet (4), with oval barred cancel, full margined example with one barely
touching, a lovely example with deeply blued paper, F.-V.F.; with 1992 Brandon certificate, Scott $8,000. Unitrade
4; C$10,000 ($7,500).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

10
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36

37

38

36

P
New Brunswick, 1860, 5¢ brown, unissued plate proof (5P), bottom margin single, without gum as issued, a lovely example, Extremely Fine. Unitrade 5P; C$300 ($220).
Estimate $200 - 300

37

P
New Brunswick, 1860, 5¢ brown, unissued plate proof, with vertical SPECIMEN overprint (5P
var.), bottom right margin pair, without gum as issued, a lovely pair, Extremely Fine. Unitrade 5P; C$500 ($380).
Estimate $300 - 400

38

P
New Brunswick, 1860, 5¢ brown, unissued plate proofs on India, “SPECIMEN.” overprints type B
& C (5P var.), the first still on card, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$500 ($380). Unitrade 5Piv, v.
Estimate $200 - 300

39

(H)
New Brunswick, 1860, 5¢ brown, unissued (5), unused without gum, margins clear to touching, Very
Fine for this, unusually nice example, very rare unused stamp; with 1954 R.P.S.C. certificate, Scott $16,000.
Unitrade 5.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

40

41

42

40

m
New foundland, 1857, 2d scarlet vermilion (2), circular barred cancel, ample to large corner margined
single, sharp impression, F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $7,000. Unitrade 2; C$8,000 ($6,000).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

41

H
Newfoundland, 1857, 3d green (3), pair, o.g., hinge remnant, a lovely pair; with pencil notation on gum
and small gum wrinkle, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,150. Unitrade 3; C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $600 - 800

42

m
New foundland, 1857, 4d scarlet vermilion (4), light barred cancel, four margined example; light
pressed out creases, F.-V.F. appearance; with 1995 Vincent Graves Greene Philatelic Research Foundation certificate, Scott $3,750. Unitrade 4; C$5,000 ($3,750).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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43

44

45

46

43

m
New foundland, 1857, 6d scarlet vermilion (6), manuscript cancel, full, large margins all around, close
at top; thin speck and a tiny faults mentioned for strict accuracy, otherwise Very Fine; with 1996 Vincent Graves
Greene Philatelic Research Foundation certificate, Scott $4,750. Unitrade 6; C$6,000 ($4,500).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

44

(H)
Newfoundland, 1857, 6½d scarlet vermilion (7), unused without gum, good color, close to ample margins, Very Fine; with 2010 Sismondo certificate, Scott $5,000. Unitrade 7; C$6,000 ($4,500).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

45

m
New foundland, 1857, 6½d scarlet vermilion (7), ample margins at left and right, slightly cutting in at top
and bottom; some small faults, Fine appearance; with 1992 Vincent Graves Greene Philatelic Research Foundation certificate, Scott $3,750. Unitrade 7; C$5,250 ($3,940).
Estimate $500 - 750

46

H
New foundland, 1857, 8d scarlet vermilion (8), o.g., previously hinged, four full ample to large margins
all around; soiled with minor surface rubbing at bottom left, otherwise otherwise Very Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $400. Unitrade 8; C$500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200

47

48

49

50

51

47

m
New foundland, 1857, 1s scarlet vermilion (9), light barred cancel, four ample margins all around, a desirable example, almost Very Fine; signed Brun and Diena, with 1980 Buhler certificate and 1992 Vincent Graves
Greene Philatelic Research Foundation certificate, Scott $10,000. Unitrade 9; C$12,000 ($9,000).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

48

(H)
Newfoundland, 1860, 2d orange (11), unused without gum, ample 4 margin example, Very Fine, Scott
$475. Unitrade 11; C$600 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350

49

m
New foundland, 1860, 2d orange (11), light bar cancel, ample to tight margin example with distinctive
orange color, F.-V.F.; with 1966 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $475. Unitrade 11; C$475 ($360). Estimate $250 - 350

50

m
Newfoundland, 1860, 4d orange (12), light circular bar cancel, a decent example, tight to touching
frame margins, F.-V.F., Scott $1,350. Unitrade 12; C$1,350 ($1,010).
Estimate $600 - 800

51

m
New foundland, 1860, 1s orange (15), very faint barred cancel, four full ample to large margins all
around; light horizontal crease, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 1990 Brandon certificate, Scott $11,500. Unitrade
15; C$15,000 ($11,250).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

12
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Ex 52

53

54

56

52

H
Newfoundland, 1897, Discovery of New foundland complete (61-74), o.g., a bright, fresh set, F.-V.F.,
Scott $370.
Estimate $150 - 200

53

m
Newfoundland, 1897, 1¢ on 3¢ gray lilac (77), type C surcharge, with light barred obliterator cancel, a
lovely example of the scarce surcharge, almost Very Fine; with 2015 Greene Found certificate, Scott $700.
Unitrade 77; C$800 ($600).
Estimate $400 - 600

54

m
New foundland, 1897, 1¢ on 3¢ gray lilac (77), a decent example of this tough issue; lightly stained, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $700. Unitrade 77; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $150 - 200

55

H
New foundland, 1911-31, five better complete issues, comprises #104-114 (including 104b & 105b),
115-126, 131-144, 172-182 & C2, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,287 (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

56

m
New foundland, 1919, 15¢ Trail of the Caribou, Prussian blue shade (124b), faint cancel, Fine; with
1989 Vincent Graves Greene Philatelic Research Foundation certificate, Scott $150. Unitrade 124b; C$125 ($90).
Estimate $100 - 150

57

58

Ex 59

57

HH
Newfoundland, 1920, 3¢ on 15¢ scarlet (128), o.g., never hinged, a beautiful example of the type I surcharge, Extremely Fine, Scott $350. Unitrade 128; C$600 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350

58

m
Newfoundland, 1920, 3¢ on 15¢ scarlet (128), type I surcharge, light, unobtrusive corner circular cancel, a wonderful example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $250. Unitrade 128; C$350 ($260).
Estimate $150 - 200

59

HH
Newfoundland, 1923-24, Pictorial issue, 1¢ to 24¢ complete (131-144), o.g., never hinged, a wonderful fresh set including two shades of the 10¢, F.-V.F., Scott $317. Unitrade 131-144; C$573 ($430).
Estimate
$200 - 300

60

HH
Newfoundland, 1938, 4¢ Royal Family, imperf (247a), pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$175. Unitrade 247a; C$225 ($170).
Estimate $100 - 150
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61

62

61

HHa
Newfoundland, 1941, 5¢ violet, perf 13½ (257 var.), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Unitrade
C$600 ($450). Unitrade 257ix.
Estimate $150 - 200

62

Pa
New foundland, 1941, 5¢ violet, imperf plate proof on gummed, watermarked stamp paper (257P),
right sheet margin block of 4 with security punches, o.g.; tape reinforcing of central horizontal crease and vertically
at right, otherwise Very Fine. Unitrade 257vii; C$200 ($150).
Estimate $100 - 150

63

HHa
Newfoundland, 1944, 48¢ red brown (266), half sheet of 50 from an early printing without a plate number, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Unitrade C$356 as singles ($270).
Estimate $100 - 150

14
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Three Rare Airmail Classics

64

H
New foundland, Airmail, 1919, 3¢ Hawker Flight (C1), o.g.; “J.A.R.” manuscript inscription on back,
light soiling at lower left mentioned strictly for accuracy, otherwise Very Fine, a top quality example of this airmail
classic missing in most collections; with 1996 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $27,500. Unitrade C1; C$20,000 ($15,000).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

65

m
New foundland, Airmail, 1927, 60¢ De Pinedo Flight (C4), wavy machine cancel, a wonderful example
of this airmail classic, Extremely Fine, exceedingly rare stamp in super quality; with 1988 B.P.A. certificate, Scott
$20,000. Unitrade 2; C$25,000 ($18,750).
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

66

m
New foundland, Airmail, 1930, 50¢ on 36¢ Columbia Flight (C5), with partial c.d.s. cancel, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine for this classic airmail; with 1995 Vincent Graves Greene Philatelic Research Foundation certificate, Scott $9,500. Unitrade C5; C$12,000 ($9,000).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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67

68

69

67

H
New foundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic”, without comma after “Post” (C2, C2a),
combination pair, C2 and C2a is without comma after “POST”, o.g., lightly hinged, a lovely pair, F.-V.F.; with 1985
P.F. certificate, Scott $465. Unitrade C2, C2a; C$630 ($470).
Estimate $400 - 600

68

H
Newfoundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic”, without comma after “Post” (C2a), o.g.,
appears lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $240. Unitrade C2a; C$250 ($190).
Estimate $150 - 200

69

H
Newfoundland, Airmail, 1919, $1 on 15¢ “Trans-Atlantic”, without period after “1919" and without
comma after ”POST" (C2b var.), unlisted variety showing both missing punctuations, o.g., barest trace of hinge,
Very Fine. Unitrade C2b var.
Estimate $300 - 400

70

71

70

)
Newfoundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, without period after “1921" (C3), tied by ”St. Johns,
Nfld, Nov 26, 1921" wavy line machine cancel on cover to Boston, Mass., manuscript “First Air Mail, Fro Nf to Canada” endorsement and “Halifax, N.S./Feb 4, 1922" slogan backstamp, Very Fine and choice, Scott $225. Unitrade
C3; C$250 ($190).
Estimate $100 - 150

71

)
Newfoundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, “1921" below ”f" of “Halifax” (C3d), near perfect centering and tied to cover to Boston by “St. Johns Nfld/Nov 26,1921" wavy line machine cancel, ”Halifax, N.S./Feb 4,
1922" slogan backstamp, a Very Fine cover, Scott $750. Unitrade C3d; C$700 ($520).
Estimate $500 - 750

72

73

72

m
New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, narrow “AIR MAIL”, without period after “1921"
(C3f), machine wavy cancel, almost Very Fine appearance, Scott $350. Unitrade C3f; C$450 ($340).
Estimate $200 - 300

73

HH
New foundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, narrow “AIR MAIL”, with period after “1921" (C3h),
o.g., never hinged, fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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74

75

74

)
Newfoundland, Airmail, 1921, 35¢ “Halifax”, narrow “AIR MAIL”, with period after “1921" (C3h),
tied to cover to Halifax by ”St. Johns Nfld/Nov 26,1921" wavy line machine cancel, Typed “VIA AIR MAIL FROM
BOTWOOD” endorsement, “Halifax, N.S./Feb 4, 1922" slogan backstamp, a Very Fine cover, Scott $260. Unitrade
C3h; C$400 ($300).
Estimate $150 - 200

75

H
Newfoundland, Airmail, 1931, 15¢ brown, imperf between (C6a), horizontal pair, o.g., barest trace of
hinge, fresh and well centered; small thin spot, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $950. Unitrade C6a; C$1,200 ($900).
Estimate $250 - 350

76

77

76

HH
Newfoundland, Airmail, 1933, $4.50 on 75¢ Balbo Flight (C18), o.g., never hinged, fresh and well centered example, Very Fine, Scott $500. Unitrade C18; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $300 - 400

77

m
Nova Scotia, 1853, 1d red brown (1), with light oval grid cancels, a lovely 4 margined example, Very
Fine, Scott $525. Unitrade 1; C$700 ($520).
Estimate $300 - 400

78

)
Nova Scotia, 1851, 3d bright blue (2), a 4 margined example tied by Digby, N.S. oval cancel on a neat
small cover, back cancelled Digby, N.S. May 13, 1857 split ring and faint Bridgetown, N.S. May 14; small portion of
back flap missing, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $325. Unitrade 2; C$400 ($300).
Estimate $200 - 300
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79

80

81

82

79

H
Nova Scotia, 1851, 3d dark blue (3), o.g., hinge remnant, ample to large margins and bright color;
slightly toned, otherwise Very Fine; with 1977 A.P.S. and 2014 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,750. Unitrade 3; C$2,200
($1,650).
Estimate $500 - 750

80

m
Nova Scotia, 1851, 6d yellow green (4), light cancel, 3 full margins with one close, delicate color,
F.-V.F., Scott $850. Unitrade 4; C$850 ($640).
Estimate $500 - 750

81

m
Nova Scotia, 1857, 6d dark green (5), light oval cancel, 3½ full margins to close, an attractive example,
almost Very Fine, Scott $2,250. Unitrade 5; C$2,000 ($1,500).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

82

m
Nova Scotia, 1857, 6d dark green (5), bold barred cancel, close to ample margins, deep. rich color,
F.-V.F.; with 1992 Vincent Graves Greene Philatelic Research Foundation certificate, Scott $1,750. Unitrade 5;
C$2,500 ($1,880).
Estimate $600 - 800

83

)
Nova Scotia, 1851-57, 3d bright blue and 6d dark green (2, 5), single of each, large margins to touching, tied to each other and to registered 1859 cover to Bridgetown by oval grid cancels, red “Yarmouth N.S./Mr 19"
origin backstamp and backstamped at Annapolis and Bridgetown on March 22, ms. notation on backflap states
”charged three pence to much, Joseph Shaw", Very Fine; with 1976 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

84

m
Nova Scotia, 1857, 1s reddish purple (6), light cancel, a lovely example with close margins on 2 sides,
F.-V.F., Scott $5,250. Unitrade 6; C$5,250 ($3,940).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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85

86

88

89

90

85

m
Nova Scotia, 1851, 1s deep violet (7), with barred oval cancel, slightly cutting on one side, otherwise
large margins all around, a decent example, Fine; with 1994 Vincent Graves Greene Philatelic Research Foundation certificate, Scott $6,500. Unitrade 7; C$4,000 ($3,000).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

86

H
Nova Scotia, 1860-63, 1¢ black on yellowish, “kiss print” variety (8 var.), with a strong, slightly
blurred impression, o.g., hinge mark, huge margined example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 Greene
Found certificate. Unitrade 8 var.
Estimate $150 - 200

87

HH/Ha Nova Scotia, 1860-63, 1¢ black on yellowish (8), full sheet of 100 with ten sheet margin imprints, o.g.,
hinged at top & bottom only, 85 stamps never hinged, top selvage slightly trimmed, F.-V.F., Scott $1,925 ++ (photo
on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

88

H
Prince Edward Island, 1861, 2d dull rose (1), o.g., lightly hinged, a jumbo margin example; minor
blunted perfs as usually found with perf. 9 along with tiny owner hand stamp, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,100. Unitrade
1; C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $600 - 800

89

(H)
Prince Edward Island, 1861, 2d dull rose (1), unused without gum, full perfed example; a couple small
corner creases, otherwise otherwise Very Fine; with 1989 Vincent Graves Greene Philatelic Research Foundation
certificate, Scott $1,000. Unitrade 1; C$1,100 ($820).
Estimate $500 - 750

90

m
Prince Edward Island, 1861, 3d blue (2), multi bar cancels, a nice example, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Unitrade 2; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $400 - 600

CANADA

91

92

93

91

m
Canada, 1851, Beaver, 3d red, laid paper (1), 7 ring numeral cancel, 4 full margin example with strong
laid lines, strong impression and color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,000. Unitrade 1; C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $500 - 750

92

m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d slate violet, laid paper (2), light seven ring cancel, 4 ample margined
example, deep color; small owner hand stamp on back, Very Fine and choice, Scott $1,650. Unitrade 2; C$2,200
($1,650).
Estimate $600 - 800

93

m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d grayish purple, laid paper (2b), slightly smudged target cancel, large
balanced margins, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,750. Unitrade C$2,400 ($1,800).
Estimate $400 - 600
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94

95

96

97

94

m
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d grayish purple, laid paper (2b), left margin horizontal pair, two light
seven ring cancels, ample margins with top right just into frameline, a lovely pair with a horizontal verge line, F.-V.F.;
with 2014 Greene Found certificate, Scott $3,500. Unitrade 2b; C$3,600 ($2,700).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

95

P
Canada, 1851, Prince Albert, 6d black, trial color plate proof on India, vertical specimen overprint
in orange (2TC var.), mounted on card, deeply etched impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Unitrade 2TCx;
C$375 ($280).
Estimate $150 - 200

96

P
Canada, 1851, Queen Victoria, 12d black, plate proof on India, vertical SPECIMEN overprint in carmine (3P3 var.), without gum as issued, an ample margined example, sharp impression showing a doubling of the
vertical framelines. Unitrade 3Pi; C$2,500 ($1,880).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

97

H
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d red, transfer roller flaw/break variety (4 var.), part o.g., large even margins
and fresh color, strongly showing the transfer roller flaw/break top right, Very Fine. Unitrade 4 var.; C$2,500
($1,880).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

98

99

100

101

102

98

m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d red, 3d brown red & 3d red on thin paper (4, 4a, 4d), all fresh with four good
margins, Very Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

99

m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d red, ribbed paper (4c), with 4 ring, “29" cancel, 4 large margined example,
strong, distinctive horizontal ribbing, Extremely Fine, Scott $575. Unitrade 4c; C$800 ($600).
Estimate $250 - 350

100

H
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d orange red, thin paper (4d), o.g., lightly hinged, clear to large margins on all
sides, fresh and sound, a lovely Canadian classic, F.-V.F., Scott $1,600. Unitrade 4d; C$3,000 ($2,250).
Estimate $600 - 800

101

m
Canada, 1852, Beaver, 3d orange red, thin paper (4d), seven ring target cancel, rich color, fresh and
choice, Extremely Fine, Scott $225. Unitrade 4d; C$300 ($220).
Estimate $100 - 150

102

m
Canada, 1855, Prince Albert, 6d greenish gray (5b), lightly cancelled, ample to full margined example,
bright and fresh, Very Fine; with 2013 Greene Found certificate, Scott $1,200. Unitrade 5b; C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $500 - 750
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103

)
Canada, 1855, Prince Albert, 6d greenish gray (5b), tied by seven ring target cancel on folded letter
cover sheet from Toronto to Kingston, dated December 1855, paying the double rate; missing wax seal on back,
Fine appearance; with 1965 Hunziker photo certificate, Scott $1,900. Unitrade 5b; C$2,000 ($1,500).
Estimate $400 - 600

104

105

106

107

108

109

104

(H)
Canada, 1855, Jacques Cartier, 10d blue (7), unused without gum, 3 full margins and one clear of frame
line, a bright and fresh example; tiny picked out inclusion speck on face, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $9,250. Unitrade 7;
C$9,000 ($6,750).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

105

m
Canada, 1855, Jacques Cartier, 10d blue (7), light grid cancel, full margins except just a little close at
left; tiny surface scuff, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $2,250.
Estimate $350 - 500

106

m
Canada, 1855, Jacques Cartier, 10d blue, major re-entry (double transfer) (7 var.), position 29, with
indistinct cancel, a 4 full margined example with small horizontal pre-printed paper fold, Very Fine; with 1961 P.F.
certificate, Scott $1,750+. Unitrade 7ii; C$3,000 ($2,250).
Estimate $600 - 800

107

H
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, ½d rose (8), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), a 4 ample margined example, a lovely mint example; very light gum bend lower left corner, F.-V.F.; with 2016 Greene
Found certificate, Scott $1,100. Unitrade 8; C$1,400 ($1,050).
Estimate $350 - 500

108

m
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, ½d rose (8), with 4 ring “37" cancel, full and ample margins, F.-V.F.; with
2014 Greene Found certificate, Scott $700. Unitrade 8; C$750 ($560).
Estimate $300 - 400

109

m
Canada, 1857, Queen Victoria, 7½d green (9), circular bar cancel, ample to huge margined example, a
lovely example of this rare classic; tiny crease at top left visible only in fluid, otherwise Very Fine; with 1992 Greene
Found certificate, Scott $3,500. Unitrade 9; C$4,500 ($3,380).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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110

Ex 111

112

110

m
Canada, 1859, Prince Albert, 10¢ black brown, perf. 11¾ (16), very light cancel, a wonderful example
of the deep shade 1st printing; reperforated at top, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2010 Greene Found certificate, Scott
$6,500. Unitrade 16; C$6,000 ($4,500).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

111

H/m
Canada, 1873, Large Queen, ½¢ black, varieties (21 vars.), 4 examples showing unusual varieties
such as, spur in scroll, white area on bun in hair, perf. 11½ x 12, in various combinations, three are unused, one with
o.g., lightly hinged and one used, a great little variety group, F.-V.F.; with 2013, 2014 and 2016 Greene Found certificates. Unitrade 21a, 21iii, 21iv; C$775 ++ ($580).
Estimate $250 - 350

112

m
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 1¢ yellow orange, deep orange and yellow group (23, 23a, 23 var.),
three examples showing the different distinct color shades, F.-V.F. Unitrade 23, 23a, 23i; C$810 ($610).
Estimate $200 - 300

113

)
Canada, 1875, Large Queen, 5¢ olive green, perf 11½ (26), Whycocomagh, Cape Breton to Edinburgh, Scotland, tied by blue oval grid cancel, matching blue “Whycocomagh, C.B., JA 5 1876" c.d.s., Halifax
(1.10) transit backstamp, carried by Inman-Allan Line Hiberian from Halifax to Queenstown, red ”Paid, Liverpool,
Br. Packet, 24 JA 76" transit Edinburgh (1.24) arrival backstamp, Very Fine; with 2016 Greene Found certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400
The 5¢ preferred rate was effective October 1, 1875. Canada was blocked from G.P.U membership by action of
France and Spain and did not join the U.P.U until July 1st, 1878. In response, the United Kingdom extended a
lower 5¢ rate not valid to other distant parts of the British Empire.

114

22

H
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 6¢ dark brown, soft white “blotting” paper (27 var.), bright, fresh and
well centered with a light, face-free, triangular cancel, Very Fine, Unitrade C$1,250 ($940). Unitrade 27ii.
Estimate $350 - 500
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115

116

117

118

119

115

H
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 12½¢ blue (28), part o.g., bright and fresh color, almost Extremely Fine;
with 2014 Greene Found certificate, Scott $1,250. Unitrade 28; C$1,400 ($1,050).
Estimate $500 - 750

116

m
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 15¢ gray violet, watermarked (29c), clearly showing watermark letters
“LL”, neat Ottawa DE 10,1869 split ring cancel, strong bright color, Very Fine, Very Fine examples are rare and
command a high premium; with 2016 Greene Found certificate, Scott $1,250. Unitrade 29c; C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $400 - 600

117

H

Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 15¢ deep blue (30e), part o.g., Fine, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $600 - 800

118

m
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 1¢ brown red, laid paper (31), a lovely example of this scarce Large
Queen variety; small thin and tiny rear at left which is not unusual due to the softness of the laid paper, otherwise
Very Fine; with 2009 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $9,000. Unitrade 31; C$10,000 ($7,500). Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

119

m
Canada, 1868, Large Queen, 3¢ bright red, laid paper (33), with “17" (Ingersol) cancel, a lovely example displaying strong horizontal laid lines; trivial perf crease, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott
$2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

120

Ex 121

122

124

120

HH
Canada, 1882, Small Queen, ½¢ black, gutter pair (34 var.), o.g., never hinged, a lovely example of this
unusual gutter pair, Extremely Fine. Unitrade 34iii; C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $250 - 350

121

HH
Canada, 1870, Small Queens, 1¢ yellow & 2¢ green (35, 36), o.g., never hinged, both post office fresh,
the 1¢ extra “wide”, the 2¢ extra “tall”, F.-V.F.; both with 2016 A.P.S. certificates, Scott $270.
Estimate $150 - 200

122

m
Canada, 1870, Small Queen, 1¢ yellow, “Strand of Hair” variety (35 var.), pair, faint 2 concentric circle
cancel, superb jumbo margined example in a pair with normal stamp, the stand is a strong, well defined example of
the variety, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 Greene Found certificate. Unitrade 35viii; C$600+ ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350

123

HHa
Canada, 1872, Small Queen, 2¢ green (36 var.), Ottawa printing, bottom margin block of 4 with part imprint “BRITISH AMERICAN”, o.g., never hinged, rich color and sharp impression, F.-V.F. Unitrade 36i; C$560
($420) (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

124

HH
Canada, 1873, Small Queen, 3¢ red, perf 11½x12 (37e), o.g., never hinged, fresh and exceptionally
well centered with lovely pastel color, Very Fine; with 2016 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $900. Unitrade C$1,800
($1,350).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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125

126

125

H
Canada, 1873, Small Queen, 3¢ red, perf 11½ x 12 (37e), o.g., hinge remnant, a mathematically centered example, sharp impression on bright paper, Extremely Fine, Scott $450. Unitrade 37e; C$600 ($450).
Estimate $400 - 600

126

H
Canada, 1876, Small Queen, 5¢ deep olive green (38 var.), Montreal printing perf. 12.1 x 12.1, o.g.,
hinge mark, a great early 1880’s issue with deep, rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2014 Greene Found certificate. Unitrade
38i; C$750 ($560).
Estimate $200 - 300

127

HH/Ha Canada, 1872, Small Queen, 6¢ yellow brown (39), perf 11.9 x 11.9, bottom right corner margin block of
4, o.g., 2 lightly hinged and 2 never hinged, a Small Queen showpiece, F.-V.F., ex Vincent Graves Greene, Scott
$4,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

128

129

130

128

H
Canada, 1880, Small Queen, 10¢ magenta (40a), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh and well centered with extra large margins and lovely pastel color, Extremely Fine; with 1995 Greene Found certificate “variety pale magenta” and “heavily hinged”, Scott $2,000. Unitrade 40a; C$1,750 ($1,310).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

129

H
Canada, 1888, Small Queen, 6¢ red brown (43), Ottawa printing perf. 11.9 x 11.9 showing distinctive
offset on gum, o.g., small hinge remnant, a jumbo example with boardwalk margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $240.
Unitrade 43; C$300 ($220).
Estimate $200 - 300

130

H
Canada, 1897, Small Queen, 10¢ brown red (45), o.g., appears lightly hinged, a jumbo margin example
with fresh, delicate color, Extremely Fine, Scott $725. Unitrade 45; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $250 - 350
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131

132

133

134

131

H
Canada, 1897, Small Queen, 10¢ brown red, imperf (45c), horizontal pair, slightly disturbed o.g., large
to huge margins, strong, bold color, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate, Scott $625. Unitrade 45c; C$750
($560).
Estimate $350 - 500

132

HH
Canada, 1893, Queen Victoria “Widow’s Weeds”, 20¢ vermilion (46), o.g., never hinged, a lovely example with fiery color and bright paper, Choice Very Fine; with 2013 Greene Found certificate, Scott $1,000.
Unitrade 46; C$1,800 ($1,350).
Estimate $300 - 400

133

H
Canada, 1893, Queen Victoria “Widow’s Weeds”, 20¢ vermilion, imperf (46a), horizontal pair, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine, only 50 pairs known, Scott $1,500. Unitrade 46a; C$1,800 ($1,350).
Estimate $600 - 800

134

H
Canada, 1893, Queen Victoria “Widow’s Weeds”, 50¢ deep blue (47), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), sharp impression on bright paper, F.-V.F., Scott $425. Unitrade 47; C$400 ($300).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 135
135

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢ to $5 complete (50-65), in a leather-bound presentation album with gold leaf embossed title, “- Jubilee - Postage Stamp Album”; stamps are affixed within gold-lined rectangular boxes on gilt-edged thick card pages, the first 12 values six to a page, the $2-$5 on a third page; the title page
holds a photo of Ottawa’s main Post Office, and the last page bears a 1¢ Jubilee postal card (UX1); the internal binding is slightly separated but is otherwise in excellent condition, the stamps as bright and fresh as the day they came
from the Post Office., ex- Brigham.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
These books, very few of which are recorded, were produced by James Hope & Sons, Ottawa booksellers and
stationers.

136

137

136

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢-50¢ (50-60), a nice used short set, F.-V.F. but Very Fine includes the ½¢, 6¢ & 50¢, Scott $1,110.
Estimate $200 - 300

137

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢ black (50), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and all but
perfectly centered, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90; $450, Scott $300. Unitrade
C$420 ($320).
Estimate $200 - 300
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138

139

140

141

138

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, ½¢ black (50), a choice used single, beautifully centered with
face-free corner cancels including a partial red transit marking at lower right, Extremely Fine, a very striking example, Scott $125. Unitrade C$140 ($100).
Estimate $150 - 200

139

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 6¢ yellow brown (55), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh
and well centered, Very Fine, Scott $575. Unitrade 55; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $300 - 400

140

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 8¢ dark violet (56), an extraordinary mint single, post office
fresh and mathematically centered with pristine, never hinged original gum, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95; $180, Scott $130. Unitrade C$200 ($150).
Estimate $200 - 300

141

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 8¢ dark violet (56), o.g., never hinged, fresh and exceptionally
well centered, Very Fine, Scott $325. Unitrade 56; C$600 ($450).
Estimate $150 - 200

142

143

142

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 20¢ vermilion, “W-E” variety (59 var.), showing the distinctive
hyphen variety in the word “TWENTY”, o.g., hinge mark, fiery deep shade on fresh paper, Extremely Fine. Unitrade
59ii; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $300 - 400

143

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 50¢ ultramarine (60), o.g., never hinged, deep intense color,
F.-V.F., Scott $775. Unitrade 60; C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $250 - 350

144

Ha
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, 50¢ ultramarine (60), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh,
bright color, Very Fine, ex Brigham, Scott $1,500 as singles. Unitrade 60; C$2,000 ($1,500).
Estimate $400 - 600
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145

146

147

145

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $1 lake (61), o.g., never hinged, a lovely example, Very Fine;
with 2013 Greene Found certificate, Scott $2,900. Unitrade 61; C$3,600 ($2,700).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

146

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $1 lake (61), o.g., never hinged, virtually perfectly centered and
post office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $2,900. Unitrade 61; C$3,600 ($2,700).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

147

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh with
truly vibrant color, almost Very Fine; with 2015 Greene Found certificate, Scott $4,000. Unitrade 62; C$3,200
($2,400).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

148

149

150

148

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh with
truly vibrant color, F.-V.F., Scott $4,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

149

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), o.g., hinge mark, sharp impression and
rich color; horizontal gum crease at left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2015 Greene Found certificate, Scott $1,400.
Unitrade 62; C$2,000 ($1,500).
Estimate $350 - 500

150

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $2 dark purple (62), o.g., hinge mark, deep color and prooflike
impression; diagonal corner crease in lower left, otherwise almost Very Fine, Scott $1,400. Unitrade 62; C$1,600
($1,200).
Estimate $350 - 500

151

152

153

151

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister, handstamped “SPECIMEN” (63S), full o.g.,
F.-V.F., Unitrade C$800 for VF ($600).
Estimate $400 - 600

152

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister (63), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh with
rich, warm color, almost Very Fine; with 2016 Greene Found certificate, Scott $4,000. Unitrade 63; C$3,200
($2,400).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

153

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister (63), disturbed o.g., bright and fresh with marvelous color, Very Fine; with 2016 Greene Found certificate, Scott $1,400. Unitrade 63; C$2,000 ($1,500).
Estimate $350 - 500
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154

155

156

154

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister (63), slightly disturbed o.g., deep vibrant color;
near invisible vertical crease, otherwise almost Very Fine; with 2016 Greene Found certificate, Scott $1,400.
Unitrade 63; C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $350 - 500

155

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister (63), o.g., hinge remnant, bright and fresh;
slight diagonal bend, otherwise almost Very Fine, Scott $1,400. Unitrade 63; C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $300 - 400

156

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $3 yellow bister (63), Montreal machine flag cancel, almost
Very Fine, Scott $1,100. Unitrade C$1,200 ($900).
Estimate $500 - 750

157

158

159

157

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $4 purple (64), o.g., never hinged, rich purple color, sound and
fresh, F.-V.F.; with 2013 Greene Found certificate, Scott $4,000. Unitrade 64; C$3,200 ($2,400).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

158

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $4 purple (64), with a light magenta Winnipeg cancel, virtually
perfectly centered with luminous color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,100. Unitrade 64; C$2,000 ($1,500).
Estimate $500 - 750

159

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green (65), o.g., never hinged, beautifully centered
with deep rich color, Very Fine; with 2007 Greene Found certificate, Scott $4,250. Unitrade 65; C$6,000 ($4,500).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

160

161

162

160

m
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria Jubilee, $5 olive green (65), small face-free corner cancel, fresh and
virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,100. Unitrade 65; C$1,600 ($1,200). Estimate $500 - 750

161

(H)
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 2¢ purple, imperf (68 var.), pair, without gum as issued,
striking bright color on almost bluish white paper, Very Fine, Scott $500. Unitrade 68i; C$600 ($450). Estimate
$200 - 300

162

H
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 3¢ & 6¢ plate proofs on India on card (69P, 71P), Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$350 ($260).
Estimate $150 - 200
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163

164

165

163

HH
Canada, 1897, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 6¢ brown (71), o.g., never hinged, a jumbo margined example boasting near perfect centering and razor sharp impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 Greene
Found certificate, Scott $350. Unitrade 71; C$675 ($510).
Estimate $250 - 350

164

HH
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Maple Leaf”, 10¢ brown violet (73), o.g., never hinged, an incredible
mint single, post office fresh and mathematically centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,500. Unitrade 73;
C$2,400 ($1,800).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

165

m
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 1¢ gray green, horizontal stitch watermark (75 var.), partial c.d.s. cancel, deep rich color, exhibits a strong stitch watermark in fluid, Very Fine and scarce, ex Brigham.
Unitrade 75x; C$350 for fine ($260).
Estimate $200 - 300

166

167

166

Ha
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ purple, on thick paper (76a), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants sensibly re-enforcing some perforations, F.-V.F., Scott $700. Unitrade 76a; C$700 ($520).
Estimate $250 - 350

167

H
Canada, 1899, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 2¢ carmine (77b), booklet pane of 6, slightly disturbed o.g.
(interleaving adherence), fresh with bright color; small nick at top of tab, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,600.
Unitrade 77b; C$2,000 ($1,500).
Estimate $400 - 600

168

169

168

HH
Canada, 1898, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 6¢ brown (80), o.g., never hinged, deep color and beautifully fresh, a “wide” printed example, Very Fine, Scott $400. Unitrade 80; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $300 - 400

169

HH
Canada, 1900, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 20¢ olive green (84), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh
and nearly perfectly centered, Very Fine and choice; with 2004 Greene Found certificate, Scott $1,300. Unitrade
84; C$3,000 ($2,250).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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170

171

170

HH/Ha Canada, 1900, Queen Victoria “Numeral”, 20¢ olive green (84), block of 4, o.g., top pair is hinged, bottom pair is never hinged, full deep rich color and crisply printed, Very Fine, ex Brigham, Scott $3,900. Unitrade 84;
C$8,000 ($6,000).
Estimate $800 - 1,200

171

(H)
Canada, 1898, Imperial Penny Postage, 2¢ black, lavender & carmine, imperf (85a), horizontal pair,
without gum as issued, Extremely Fine, Scott $550. Unitrade 85a; C$700 ($520).
Estimate $300 - 400

172

Ex 173

174

175

176

172

HH
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 7¢ straw (92d), o.g., never hinged, a wonderful example of this tough
color with virtual perfect centering, Extremely Fine; with 2006 A.I.E.P certificate, Scott $600. Unitrade 92iii; C$1,400
($1,050).
Estimate $250 - 350

173

HH
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 10¢ brown lilac and10¢ dull lilac (93, 93b), two examples showing
the shade variety, o.g., never hinged (#93) and barest trace of hinge, appears never hinged (#93b), F.-V.F., Scott
$1,575. Unitrade 93, 93i; C$2,250 ($1,690).
Estimate $250 - 350

174

HH
Canada, 1903, King Edward VII, 20¢ olive green (94), o.g., never hinged, sharp impression with rich
color, F.-V.F., Scott $2,000. Unitrade 94; C$2,062 ($1,550).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

175

H
Canada, 1908, King Edward VII, 50¢ purple (95), o.g., hinge mark, a gem quality example with jumbo
perfect margins and outstanding color on a notoriously difficult stamp to find well centered, Superb; with 1980 P.F.
certificate, Scott $950. Unitrade 95; C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

176

H
Canada, 1908, King Edward VII, 50¢ purple (95), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged),
tough to find this well centered with virtually perfect margins, intense color and sharp impression, Extremely Fine to
Superb, Scott $950. Unitrade 95; C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 177

178

177

HH
Canada, 1908, Quebec complete (96-103), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh set, many with exceptional centering for this issue; 1¢ with tiny picked inclusion on back mentioned for strict accuracy, otherwise F.-V.F.,
Scott $2,479. Unitrade 96-103; C$3,600 ($2,700).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

178

HH
Canada, 1908, 15¢ Quebec (102), o.g., never hinged, wonderful jumbo margined, post office fresh example, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $550. Unitrade 102; C$1,050 ($790).
Estimate $400 - 600

179

180

181

Ex 182

179

P
Canada, ca. 1911, King George V “Admiral” engraved portrait, large die proof of the portrait adapted
for several Revenue stamps, most notably the 1915 Supreme Court stamps, “Canada-Special-A-17” by the American Bank Note Co. Ottawa, die-sunk on 150 x 228 mm card, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

180

P
Canada, ca. 1911, Queen Mary engraved portrait, large die proof, “Special-A-18-Canada” by the
American Bank Note Co. Ottawa, die-sunk on card, 113 x 124 mm, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

181

P
Canada, ca. 1915, Canadian Coat of Arms die essay, large die proof similar to that used for Series “C”
5lb. Tobacco tax stamp, “Canada-B-17” by the American Bank Note Co. Ottawa, die-sunk on 150 x 228 mm card,
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

182

HH/Ha Canada, 1912-25, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ to $1 complete (104-122, 136-140, 184), the complete set in blocks of 4 including the imperfs, the 2¢ surcharges and the 3¢ perf 12x8; most are from one source being lightly hinged at the top and in the center, though two additional varieties that are also included are never hinged
(107a & 119a); also the two bottom 20¢ are never hinged, F-VF to Extremely Fine. Many blocks are exceptionally
well centered including the 8¢ through the $1, with the exception of the 10¢ plum, which is just F-VF and pictured
above, Scott $6,226.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Ex 183
183

HH
Canada, 1912-25, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ to $1 complete (104-122), o.g., never hinged, a post
office fresh set, F.-V.F., Scott $2,920.
Estimate $400 - 600

184

HH
Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ green, albino variety (104 var.), interesting “albino” impression variety showing wide sheet margin at top, o.g., never hinged, a nice collateral item for the Canada specialist, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate specifically stating “NO OPINION, this has never been officially
recognized” (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

185

186

187

185

HH
Canada, 1913, King George V “Admiral”, 1¢ deep blue green “squat” printing (104 var.), complete
unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color and mathematically centered margins displaying the
“squat” variety, Extremely Fine. Unitrade 104aii; C$500 ($380).
Estimate $350 - 500

186

HH
Canada, 1922, King George V “Admiral”, 2¢ green (107f), dry printing, booklet pane of 6, o.g., never
hinged, perfectly centered pane amid jumbo margins with fresh post office appearance, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $550. Unitrade 107f; C$900 ($680).
Estimate $350 - 500

187

HHa
Canada, 1923, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ carmine, die I, “D” lathework (109), bottom margin block
of 4, displaying full lathework, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color and sharp impression, Very Fine and choice.
Unitrade 109; C$450 ($340).
Estimate $200 - 300

188

189

188

H
Canada, 1914, King George V “Admiral”, 7¢ sage green (113c), o.g., hinge remnant, deep distinctive
shade of this scarce color variety, Very Fine, Scott $600. Unitrade 113c; C$750 ($560).
Estimate $200 - 300

189

HH
Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 10¢ plum (116), o.g., never hinged, difficult stamp to find with
choice centering with deep color and sharp impression, Very Fine and choice, Scott $675. Unitrade 116; C$1,200
($900).
Estimate $500 - 750
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190

HH
Canada, 1922-51, five different P.F. graded stamps, “VF 80” or better (117//O27), comprising #117
(VF 80), 157 (VF-XF 85), 176 (VF-XF 85), O10 (XF 90) & O27 (VF-XF 85), o.g., never hinged; all with 2016 P.F. certificates (117 as 117a), Scott $940. SMQ $940 (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

191

192

191

HH
Canada, 1925, King George V “Admiral”, 20¢ olive green (119), o.g., never hinged, beautiful stamp
and well centered, Very Fine, Scott $250. Unitrade 119; C$450 ($340).
Estimate $150 - 200

192

HH
Canada, 1912, King George V “Admiral”, 50¢ black (120a), o.g., never hinged, the color is unmistakably black especially intense color on bright white paper and the gum is impeccable, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $725. Unitrade 120a; C$2,000 ($1,500).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

193

HHa
Canada, 1924, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ carmine coil, imperf horizontally (130a), block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $1,650. Unitrade C$2,350 ($1,760).
Estimate $600 - 800

194

HH
Canada, 1924, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ carmine coil, die II (130b), pair, o.g., never hinged, beautiful centering with deep rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $325. Unitrade 130b; C$625 ($470 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

195

HH
Canada, 1917, 3¢ Confederation, brown and dark brown (135, 135 var.), o.g., never hinged, lovely examples of the two color shades, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $240. Unitrade 135, 135i; C$450 ($340).
Estimate $200 - 300
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196

197

196

HHa
Canada, 1924, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ carmine, imperf “D” lathework (138), bottom right margin block of 4, showing the full lathework, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color with sharp detailed impression; trivial
gum bend, otherwise Extremely Fine to Superb. Unitrade 138; C$450 ($340).
Estimate $200 - 300

197

HHa
Canada, 1924, King George V “Admiral”, 3¢ carmine, imperf, type D lathework (138), bottom margin
block of 12 with imprint “T-7-OTTAWA-No-A 126 944 B G”, o.g., never hinged; small tear at bottom left into the
lathework, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $2,490.
Estimate $600 - 800

198

Ex 199

Ex 200

201

198

HH
Canada, 1926, King George V “Admiral”, 2¢ on 3¢ carmine, double surcharge (140a), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1980 Greene Found certificate, Scott $390. Unitrade 140a; C$412 ($310).
Estimate $150 - 200

199

HH
Canada, 1928, King George V “Scroll” definitives, 1¢ to $1 complete (149-159), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $1,477.
Estimate $350 - 500

200

HH
Canada, 1929, King George V “Scroll”, 4¢ bister, 5¢ deep violet and 8¢ blue, imperf horizontally
(152c, 153e, 154c), vertical pairs, o.g., never hinged, lovely examples with deep rich color, Very Fine, Scott $480.
Unitrade 152c, 153e, 154c; C$675 ($510).
Estimate $250 - 350

201

HH
Canada, 1929, 12¢ Quebec Bridge (156), a gorgeous sheet margin single, post office fresh and picture
postcard with immaculate, never hinged o.g., Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $85.
Unitrade C$140 ($100).
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 202

203

202

H
Canada, 1928-30, King George V Scroll & Arch issues, 50¢ & $1 values (158-159, 176-177), o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $875.
Estimate $150 - 200

203

HH
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158), o.g., never hinged, an extraordinary mint single, post office fresh
and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-Sup 95, Scott
$450. Unitrade C$700 ($520). SMQ $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

204

205

204

HH
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158), o.g., never hinged, virtually perfect centering and post office fresh,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 Greene Found certificate, Scott $450. Unitrade 158; C$700 ($520).
Estimate $200 - 300

205

HH
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158), o.g., never hinged, a very lovely example of this iconic stamp, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $450. Unitrade 158; C$700 ($520).
Estimate $200 - 300

206

HHa
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose (158), top right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and
nicely centered, Very Fine, Scott $2,850. Unitrade 158; C$4,800 ($3,600).
Estimate $600 - 800
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207

208

207

HH
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose, “man on mast” variety (158 var.), position 58, o.g., never hinged, a wonderful, post office fresh example of this iconic variety, Very Fine and choice; with 2016 Greene Found certificate,
Scott $1,750. Unitrade 158iii; C$6,000 ($4,500).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

208

m
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose, “man on mast” variety (158 var.), position 58, light c.d.s. cancel, deep
color and beautifully centered example of this iconic variety, Very Fine and choice; with 2012 A.P.S. certificate,
Scott $1,250. Unitrade 158iii; C$2,000 ($1,500).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

209

210

209

HH
Canada, 1929, 50¢ Bluenose and $1 Parliament (158, 159), o.g., never hinged, lovely centering with
bright colors of these popular stamps, Very Fine and choice, Scott $1,050. Unitrade 158, 159; C$1,600 ($1,200).
Estimate $500 - 750

210

HH
Canada, 1929, $1 Parliament (159), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh and all but perfectly centered,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $600. Unitrade C$900 ($680). SMQ $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

211

HH/Ha Canada, 1933, 20¢ Grain Exhibition, broken “X” variety (203 var), block of 4, with 3 normal, variety in
bottom left stamp, o.g., 2 lightly hinged and 2 never hinged including the variety, Very Fine, Scott $390. Unitrade
203i; C$480 ($360).
Estimate $150 - 200

212

HHa
Canada, 1935, King George V Silver Jubilee complete (211-216), set of never hinged plate blocks, the
1¢ a block of 8, 2¢ & 5¢ blocks of 10, 3¢ a block of 4 and 13¢ a block of 25, Scott $708(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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213

Ha
Canada, 1935, 5¢ Silver Jubilee, plate proof on India on card (214), block of 6, Extremely Fine,
Unitrade C$450 ($340).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 214

Ex 215

217

214

H
Canada, 1935, King George V pictorials, plate proofs on India on card, 1¢-$1 complete
(217P-227P), Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$1,800 ($1,350).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

215

H
Canada, 1938, Pictorial definitives, plate proofs on India on card, 10¢, 20¢, 50¢ & $1 complete
(241P, 243P-245P), there are no proofs of the 13¢ value, Extremely Fine, Unitrade C$600 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350

216

)
Canada, 1942-43, King George VI “War” definitives, 1¢ to $1 complete on FDC (249-262), with C7,
CE1 & E10, all addressed to same recipient, tough set, Very Fine. Unitrade C$306+ ($230) (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

217

HH
Canada, 1959, 5¢ St. Law rence Seaway, “kiss print” of red letters (387 var.), bottom margin single,
clear doubling especially in “CANADA”, o.g., never hinged, a striking example, Very Fine and choice; with 2011 P.F.
certificate. Unitrade 387i; C$2,500 ($1,880).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

219
218

HH
Canada, 1969, 6¢ Queen Elizabeth II & Transportation coil, orange, imperf (468Ac), pair, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $300. Unitrade 468Ac; C$400 ($300) (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

219

m
Canada, 1969, 6¢ Queen Elizabeth II & Transportation coil, orange, imperf (468Ac), pair plus one,
Sept. 3, 1969 Clermont. PQ circular dated cancel, an unusual used example; horizontal crease between top and
middle stamp where perforations are missing not affecting any stamp, Extremely Fine, Scott $450. Unitrade 468Ac;
C$600 ($450).
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 220
220

HHa
Canada, 1970, 5¢ Christmas (Children Skiing) and 6¢ Christmas (Christmas Tree & Children) (522,
526 var.), Winnipeg tagged and untagged, 4 blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, a very desirable complete set of blocks,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Unitrade 522i, 522pi, 525i, 525pi; C$490 ($370).
Estimate $200 - 300

221

222

221

HH
Canada, 1977, 25¢ Silver Jubilee, silver value omitted (704a), top margin vertical pair, o.g., never
hinged, a wonderful example showing the missing silver foil, Extremely Fine; with 1997 Greene Found certificate,
Scott $1,100. Unitrade 704a; C$1,500 ($1,120).
Estimate $500 - 750

222

HH
Canada, 1977-78, 12¢ and 14¢ Parliament, printed on the gummed side (714a, 715a), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, a rare modern error duo, Scott $338. Unitrade 714a, 715a; C$450 ($340).
Estimate $150 - 200

223

HH
Canada, 1979, $1 Fundy National Park, untagged with double inscriptions (726a var.), left margin
single, o.g., never hinged, strong doubling of “CANADA”, 2 panes of 50 of this variety reported, ex Sir Gawaine
Baillie Collection. Unitrade 726Aii; C$350 ($260).
Estimate $150 - 200
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224

225

226

224

HH
Canada, 1979, $2 Kluane National Park, silver inscriptions omitted (727a), right margin single with
normal for comparison, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, only 500-600 examples of this rarity exist; with 2014
Greene Found certificate, Scott $350. 727a; 400.
Estimate $200 - 300

225

HH
Canada, 1979, $2 Kluane National Park, silver inscriptions omitted (727a), left margin single, o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, only 500-600 examples of this rarity exist, Scott $350. 727a; 400.
Estimate $200 - 300

226

HH
Canada, 1979, $2 Kluane National Park, silver inscriptions omitted (727a var.), top margin single
showing a double embossing of “$2" and ”CANADA", o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, far rarer than the missing inscription variety; with 2016 Greene Found certificate, Scott $350 ++. 727a var.; 400 ++.
Estimate $200 - 300

227

228

229

227

HH
Canada, 1979, $2 Kluane National Park, silver inscriptions omitted (727a), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

228

HH
Canada, 1978, 14¢ National Exhibition Centenary, gold omitted (767 var), left margin single which
appears to have the gold color omitted; this variety is not listed in the 2016 Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate which states “No Opinion as to Gold
Omitted” and being sold on that basis.
Estimate $150 - 200

229

HH
Canada, 1984, $1 Glacier National Park. shifted inscription (934 var.), right margin single with the $1
value missing, o.g., never hinged, an unusual variety, Very Fine, ex Escobar. Unitrade 934 var.; C$250 ($190).
Estimate $150 - 200

230

HHa
Canada, 1983, $5 Point Pelee, double embossing of black engraving (937 var.), top left plate block of
4, Plate #2, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2014 Greene Found certificate. Unitrade 937iii; C$1,500
($1,120).
Estimate $200 - 300
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231

233

234

231

HHa
Canada, 1989, 59¢ Musk Ox (1174 var), scarce Fall 1989 printing on Slater paper perf. 14.4 x 13.8, bottom right plate block of 4 with imprint, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Extremely Fine to Superb, imprint blocks
are very scarce. Unitrade 1174i; C$250 ($190).
Estimate $150 - 200

232

HH
Canada, 1990, 40¢, Flag, imperf (1194Cg), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $300. Unitrade 1194Cg; C$375 ($280)(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

233

HH
Canada, 1994, $1 Yorkton Court House, shifted inscription (1375b var.), major 5mm horizontal shift
of inscription to the left causing the top to read “ANADA $1 C”, o.g., never hinged, unusual and striking shift, Extremely Fine to Superb. Unitrade 1375b var.
Estimate $200 - 300

234

HH
Canada, 1994, $1 Yorkton Court House, shifted inscription (1375 var.), “ANADA $1 C” shifted up and
horizontally from the stamp below causing appearance in the caption area at bottom and pushing the “Court House”
caption into the middle of the design and leaving a void at the top, o.g., never hinged, unbelievable shift variety, Extremely Fine to Superb. Unitrade 1375 var.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 235

236

237

235

HH
Canada, 1994, 52¢ Choir and 90¢ Outdoor Carroling, unissued values (1534, 1535 vars.), printed in
anticipation of a rate change which was not approved, no multiplies exist of the 90¢ and are only found as singles,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb. Unitrade 1534ii, 1535ii; C$800 ($600).
Estimate $300 - 400

236

HH
Canada, 1994, 90¢ Outdoor Carroling, unissued value (1535 var.), printed in anticipation of a rate
change which was not approved, no multiplies exist of the 90¢ and are only found as singles, along with the regularly issued 88¢, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, fewer than 1,000 examples exist. Unitrade 1535ii;
C$600 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350

237

HH
Canada, 1994, 90¢ Outdoor Carroling, unissued value (1535 var.), printed in anticipation of a rate
change which was not approved, no multiplies exist of the 90¢ and are only found as singles, along with the regularly issued 88¢, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, fewer than 1,000 examples exist. Unitrade 1535ii;
C$600 ($450).
Estimate $250 - 350
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238

239

238

HH
Canada, 1994, 90¢ Outdoor Carroling, unissued value (1535 var.), printed in anticipation of a rate
change which was not approved, no multiplies exist of the 90¢ and are only found as singles, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, fewer than 1,000 examples exist. Unitrade 1535ii; C$600 ($450). Estimate $250 - 350

239

HH
Canada, 2000, 47¢ Queen Elizabeth II, imperf (1683a), bottom margin vertical pair, o.g., never hinged,
lovely and scarce, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $700. Unitrade 1683a; C$900 ($680). Estimate $250 - 350

240

241

240

HHa
Canada, 1994, 52¢ Choir, unissued value (1534 var.), bottom margin block of 4, printed in anticipation
of a rate change which was not approved, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, a rare modern variety.
Unitrade 1534ii; C$800 ($600).
Estimate $300 - 400

241

HHa
Canada, 1994, 52¢ Choir, unissued value (1534 var.), top right plate block of 4, printed in anticipation of
a rate change which was not approved, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb, a rare modern plate block variety. Unitrade 1534ii; C$950 ($710).
Estimate $300 - 400
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242

243

242

HHa
Canada, 2003, $5 Moose, strong offset on back (1693 var.), full pane of 4, o.g., never hinged, unusual
and striking variety, Extremely Fine to Superb, only 200 example have been reported; with 2012 Greene Found certificate. Unitrade 1693 ii; C$500 ($380).
Estimate $200 - 300

243

HH
Canada, 1998, 45¢ Christmas Angels, perf. 13 x 13½ (1764b), o.g., never hinged, a much sought after
variety, Extremely Fine, approximately 500 examples are known, Scott $425. Unitrade 1764b; C$500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200

244

HH
Canada, 2002, $1.25 Year of the Horse souvenir sheet, essay (1934 var.), showing full embossing, no
tagging on the stamp and an overall quadrille grill, o.g., never hinged, Superb and scarce; with 2014 Greene Found
certificate. Unitrade 1934 footnote; C$850 ($640).
Estimate $250 - 350
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245

246

245

HH
Canada, 2003, 48¢ Year of the Ram, gold foiling omitted (1969a), o.g., never hinged, a nice modern
showpiece error, Very Fine, Scott $400. Unitrade 1969a; C$600 ($450).
Estimate $200 - 300

246

Ha
Canada, 2007, Year of the Pig, gold and rainbow foil stamping omitted (2201a), top left plate block of
4, unusual two missing foils, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2008 Greene Found certificate, Scott $350. Unitrade
2201a; C$500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 247

248

247

HH/H Canada, Airmail, 1932, 6¢ on 5¢ brown olive, inverted, shifted and reverse surcharges (C3a, C3
vars.), three surcharge varieties showing the inverted and shifted variety, one badly shifted to the left and the third
with strong offset of the surcharge on the gum side, o.g., 2 very lightly hinged and 1 never hinged, a lovely group of
these unusual varieties, F.-V.F.; with 2013 Greene Found certificate for the inverted surcharge. Unitrade C3a, C3ii,
C3 var.; C$525+ ($390).
Estimate $150 - 200

248

HH
Canada, Special Delivery, 1898, 10¢ blue green (E1), o.g., never hinged, a wonderful jumbo example
display bright color and post office fresh paper, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 Greene Found certificate,
Scott $350. Unitrade E1; C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $300 - 400

249

HHa
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 2¢ rose carmine (MR2a), bottom margin plate block of 8 with “OTTAWA - No A
2" imprint, o.g., never hinged; minor perforation separations in selvage, Very Fine, a scarce War Tax plate, Scott
$560. Unitrade MR2a; C$1,080 ($810).
Estimate $200 - 300
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250

251

250

HH
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 5¢ dark blue, 2-line overprint, o.g., never hinged, deep intense color; tiny, minor corner perf tip crease, otherwise F.-V.F. Unitrade MR2B; C$750 ($560).
Estimate $150 - 200

251

HH
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 5¢ dark blue, 4-line overprint, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Unitrade MR2Bi;
C$900 ($680).
Estimate $200 - 300

252

253

254

252

HH/Ha Canada, War Tax, 1915, 5¢ dark blue, 4-line overprint, bottom block of 4, o.g., 2 hinged at top and 2
never hinged at bottom, a lovely block; a couple of minor shorter perfs, F.-V.F. Unitrade MR2Bi; C$1,100 ($820).
Estimate $200 - 300

253

ma
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 20¢ dark blue, 4-line overprint, right margin block of 4, light rectangular violet
cancel, F.-V.F. Unitrade MR2C; C$420 ($320).
Estimate $150 - 200

254

ma
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 50¢ dark blue, 4-line overprint, block of 4, light overall cancel, unusual usage
as a block; couple of minor perf faults, otherwise Very Fine. Unitrade MR2Di; C$1,200 ($900).
Estimate $250 - 350

255

256

257

255

H
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 50¢ black, 2-line overprint, o.g., lightly hinged, rich color and sharp impression, Very Fine and choice, as an indication of the scarcity of well centered examples, Unitrade’s value for Very Fine
is more than three times its Fine price. Unitrade MR2D; C$500 ($380).
Estimate $250 - 350

256

HH
Canada, War Tax, 1916, 2¢+1¢ carmine, die II (MR3a), o.g., never hinged, bright, fiery color, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, Scott $625. Unitrade MR3a; C$800 ($600).
Estimate $200 - 300

257

H
Canada, War Tax, 1916, 2¢+1¢ brown, die I (MR4a), o.g., small hinge remnant, deep rich color, Very
Fine, Scott $700. Unitrade MR4a; C$1,000 ($750).
Estimate $200 - 300
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258

259

260

261

258

H
Canada, War Tax, 1916, 2¢+1¢ brown, die I (MR4a), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $700. Unitrade
MR4a; C$700 ($520) (photo on web site)..
Estimate $150 - 200

259

HH
Canada, War Tax, 1916, 2¢+1¢ carmine coil, die I (MR6), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$700. Unitrade MR6; C$1,200 ($900).
Estimate $150 - 200

260

H
Canada, War Tax, 1916, 2¢+1¢ brown coil, die I (MR7a), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $400. Unitrade MR7a; C$500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200

261

H
Canada, War Tax, 1916, 2¢+1¢ yellow brown coil, die I (MR7a var.), pair, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and
well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1994 Greene Found certificate, Scott $400. Unitrade MR7aiii;
C$500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200

262

263

264

265

266

262

SHH
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 1¢ orange, “CANCELLED” specimen, diagonally in violet, o.g., never hinged,
a lovely and unusual example, F.-V.F. Van Dam FWT7 var.
Estimate $150 - 200

263

m
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 1¢ orange, black squares precancel, F.-V.F., scarce precancel. Van Dam
FWT7b; C$550 ($410).
Estimate $150 - 200

264

Sm
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 5¢ olive yellow, inverted flags precancel, strong, crisp precancel, F.-V.F.
Van Dam FWT11e; C$650 ($490).
Estimate $200 - 300

265

Sm
($340).

266

S
Canada, War Tax, 1915, 25¢ carmine, railway ties precancel, type II, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F. Van
Dam FWT15a; C$650 as used ($490).
Estimate $200 - 300

267

(H)
Canada, War Tax, 1915, Wine Strips, complete, with upright and sideways heads, 50¢ with bottom
margin plate number, without gum as issued, seldom offered complete set, F.-V.F. Van Dam FWT19-25; C$820
($620). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Canada, War Tax, 1915, 8¢ brown, inverted “X” precancel, in red, F.-V.F. Van Dam FWT12e; C$450
Estimate $150 - 200
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268

269

268

HHa
Canada, Official, 1949, $1 Ferry, “O.H.M.S.” (O10), upper left plate no. 1 block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

269

HH/Ha Canada, Revenue, 1868, Third Bill Issue, $1 blue & black, left and bottom margin block of 25, including
“BRITISH AMERICAN BANKNOTE CO. MONTREAL & OTTAWA” imprint at bottom, o.g.,19 never hinged, sharp
impression with rich colors; some perf separations at edges, slight gum bend across top row, otherwise F.-V.F.
Unitrade FB52; C$1,210 ($910).
Estimate $250 - 350

270

HHa
Canada, Revenues, Ontario, 1903, $4, $10 & $50 Law Stamps (Van Dam OL61, OL63, OL65), bottom
margin imprint blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, blue “C” handstamped on reverse, as usual, Very Fine, Van Dam
C$372 ++ ($280) (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 271

272

273

271

HH
Cook Islands, 1967, $2 on £1 to $10 on £5 Postal Fiscals, $10 with both upright & inverted watermark (192-194, 194 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $648. SG 219-221, 221w; £505 ($620). Estimate
$150 - 200

272

H
Cyprus, 1880, “CYPRUS” on Great Britain 1d red (2), plate 174, trace of o.g., Fine and rare, Scott
$1,500. SG 2; £1,400 ($1,720).
Estimate $300 - 400

273

H
Cyprus, 1880, “CYPRUS” on Great Britain 1d red (2), plate 181, o.g., lightly hinged (plate no. in pencil
on reverse), exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $525. SG 2; £500 ($620).
Estimate $200 - 300
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274

275

276

277

278

Ex 279

274

H
Cyprus, 1880, “CYPRUS” on Great Britain 1d red (2), plate 193, o.g., lightly hinged, Fine, Scott $840.
SG 2; £800 ($980).
Estimate $300 - 400

275

H
Cyprus, 1880, “CYPRUS” on Great Britain 1d red (2), plate 196, o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$725. SG 2; £700 ($860).
Estimate $300 - 400

276

H
Cyprus, 1880, “CYPRUS” on Great Britain 1d red (2), plate 196, o.g., incredibly fresh, F.-V.F., Scott
$550. SG 2; £350 ($430).
Estimate $200 - 300

277

m
Cyprus, 1880, “CYPRUS” on Great Britain 6d gray (5), canceled face-free Larnaca “94 (2)”, fresh and
well centered, Very Fine; with 2008 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $750. SG 5; £650 ($800).
Estimate $300 - 400

278

H
Cyprus, 1880, “CYPRUS” on Great Britain 1s green (6), o.g., incredibly bright and fresh, Very Fine.
Only 2800 issued; with 2008 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $900. SG 6; £850 ($1,040).
Estimate $400 - 600

279

H
Cyprus, 1881, “CYPRUS” and 30pa on Great Britain 1d red (7), plates 201, 216, 217 & 220 complete,
o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $705. SG 10; £700 ($860).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 280

281

282

Ex 283

284

285

280

m
Cyprus, 1881, “CYPRUS” and 30pa on Great Britain 1d red (7), plates 201, 216 & 217, all fresh and
lightly cancelled, Very Fine, Scott $415. SG 10; £407 ($500).
Estimate $150 - 200

281

H
Cyprus, 1881, “CYPRUS” and ½d on Great Britain 1d red, 18mm surcharge (8), plate 217, o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000. SG 7; £900 ($1,110).
Estimate $350 - 500

282

H
Cyprus, 1881, “CYPRUS” and ½d on Great Britain 1d red, 18mm surcharge (8), plate 215, o.g.,
F.-V.F., Scott $840. SG 7; £800 ($980).
Estimate $300 - 400

283

H/(H)
Cyprus, 1881, “CYPRUS” and ½d on Great Britain 1d red, 18mm surcharge (8), plates 174, 181, 201,
205, 208 & 220, o.g. except plates 201 & 220 without gum, F.-V.F., Scott $1,185. SG 7; £1,165 ($1,430).
Estimate $300 - 400

284

H
Cyprus, 1881, “CYPRUS” and ½d on Great Britain 1d red, 18mm surcharge (8), plate 218, o.g.,
lightly hinged, fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $550. SG 7; £500 ($620).
Estimate $200 - 300

285

H
Cyprus, 1881, “CYPRUS” and ½d on Great Britain 1d red, 16mm surcharge (9), plate 216, o.g.,
lightly hinged (pencil notations on reverse), exceptionally fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $400. SG
8; £350 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 200
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286

287

288

289

290

Ex 291

286

H/(H)
Cyprus, 1881, “CYPRUS” and ½d on Great Britain 1d red, 13mm surcharge (10), plates 205, 215,
217 & 218 complete, o.g. except 217 without gum, F.-V.F. Not priced used; with 2013 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $743.
SG 9; £700 ($860).
Estimate $250 - 350

287

H
Cyprus, 1881, Queen Victoria, 1pi rose (12), Crown CC watermark, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $425. SG 12;
£375 ($460).
Estimate $150 - 200

288

H
Cyprus, 1881, Queen Victoria, 6pi olive gray (15), Crown CC watermark, o.g., fresh and extremely well
centered, Very Fine, Scott $1,900. SG 15; £1,700 ($2,090).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

289

H
Cyprus, 1882, Queen Victoria, ½ on ½pi emerald green (16), Crown CC watermark, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott
$750. SG 23; £700 ($860).
Estimate $300 - 400

290

H
Cyprus, 1882, Queen Victoria, 30pa on 1pi rose (17), Crown CC watermark, o.g., nice color, F.-V.F.;
signed Bloch, with 1980 Friedl certificate, Scott $1,750. SG 24; £1,600 ($1,970).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

291

H
Cyprus, 1886, Queen Victoria, ½ on ½pi emerald green, both spacings (26, 26a), Crown CA watermark, o.g., F.-V.F.; with 2012, 2009 A.P.S. certificate, respectively, Scott $850. SG 27, 29; £800 ($980).
Estimate $350 - 500

292

293

Ex 294

ex 295

296

297

292

m
Cyprus, 1886, Queen Victoria, ½ on ½pi emerald green, fractions 8mm apart, large “1” at left (26
var.), Crown CA watermark, canceled Nikosia squared circle, 14 Sep 1886, Very Fine, SG £275 ($340). SG 29a.
Estimate $150 - 200

293

m
Cyprus, 1896, Queen Victoria, 30pa bright mauve & green, damaged “US” (29 var.), light squared
circle, Very Fine; with 2011 A.P.S. certificate, SG £200 ($250). SG 41a.
Estimate $100 - 150

294

m
Cyprus, 1902-04, King Edward VII, ½pi to 45pi complete (38-47), Crown CA watermark, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,311. SG 50/9; £1,100 ($1,350).
Estimate $400 - 600

295

m
Cyprus, 1904-12, King Edward VII, ½pi, 30pa & 2pi, plate flaws (50, 51, 53 vars.), Multiple Crown CA
watermark, Very Fine; 30pa with 2012 A.P.S. certificate, SG £260 ($320). SG 62a, 63c, 65a.
Estimate $100 150

296

H
Cyprus, 1904, King Edward VII, 9pi yellow brown & carmine (56a var.), Multiple Crown CA watermark
inverted, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, SG £300 ($370). SG 68aw.
Estimate $150 - 200

297

H
Cyprus, 1904, King Edward VII, 18pi black & brown, broken top left triangle (58 var.), Multiple Crown
CA watermark, o.g., Very Fine; with 2005 Sismondo certificate, SG £800 ($980). SG 70a. Estimate $400 - 600
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298

Ex 299

Ex 300

301

302

303

298

m
Cyprus, 1915, King George V, 18pi black & brown, broken bottom left triangle (70 var.), Multiple
Crown CA watermark; couple short perfs at left, F.-V.F., SG £700 ($860). SG 83a.
Estimate $150 - 200

299

H
Cyprus, 1921-23, King George V, 10pa to 45pi complete (72-86), Multiple Script CA watermark, o.g.,
lightly hinged; few short perfs 4pi, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $608. SG 85/99; £550 ($680).Estimate $200 - 300

300

m
Cyprus, 1921-23, King George V, 10pa to 45pi complete (72-86), Multiple Script CA watermark,
slightly oily cancel 45pi, F.-V.F., Scott $850. SG 85/99; £750 ($920).
Estimate $250 - 350

301

H
Cyprus, 1923, King George V, 30pa green, broken bottom left triangle (75 var.), Multiple Script CA
watermark, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2005 Sismondo certificate, SG £200 ($250). SG 88a.
Estimate $100 - 150

302

H
Cyprus, 1923, King George V, 10s green & yellow on pale yellow (87), o.g., virtually perfectly centered, Very Fine, Scott $425. SG 100; £400 ($490).
Estimate $200 - 300

303

m
Cyprus, 1923, King George V, 10s green & yellow on pale yellow (87), canceled large (Limassol)
c.d.s., Very Fine; with 1999 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott $425. SG 100; £400 ($490).
Estimate $400 - 600

304

305

306

Ex 307

304

H
Cyprus, 1923, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (88), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh
and well centered, Extremely Fine. Only 1682 were sold, Scott $1,400. SG 101; £1,400 ($1,720).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

305

Cyprus, 1923, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (88), tied on piece by light Larnaca c.d.s., 14
Jul 1924, Very Fine. An extraordinary example of this key high value; with 2009 Stanley Gibbons guarantee, Scott
$1,400. SG 101; £1,400 ($1,720).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

306

S
Cyprus, 1923, King George V, £1 purple & black on red, overprinted “SPECIMEN” (88 var.), trace of
o.g., Very Fine; with 2012 A.P.S. certificate as regummed, Scott $312 estimate. SG 101s; £300 estimate ($370).
Estimate $150 - 200

307

HH/H Cyprus, 1924-28, King George V, ¼pi to £1 (89-108, 110), o.g. (90pi never hinged!); 12pi few toned
perfs, F.-V.F., Scott $664. SG 102/22; £550 ($680).
Estimate $300 - 400

s
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Ex 308

309

310

Ex 311

Ex 312

308

m
Cyprus, 1924-28, King George V, ¼pi to 90pi (89-108); short perfs 1pi ($2), otherwise Very Fine, Scott
$664. SG 103/22; £550 ($680).
Estimate $200 - 300

309

H
Cyprus, 1928, King George V, £5 black on yellow (109), bottom cylinder no. 1 single, o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh and bright, Very Fine. A choice example of this classic 20th century rarity; with 2009 A.P.S. certificate,
Scott $3,750. SG 117a; £3,750 ($4,610).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

310

s

311

H
Cyprus, 1928, Anniversary of British Rule complete (114-123), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $408. SG
123/32; £300 ($370).
Estimate $200 - 300

Cyprus, 1924, King George V, £1 purple & black on red (110), tied on small piece by partial Nicosia
c.d.s., Very Fine, Collier; with 1999 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $900. SG 102; £850 ($1,040). Estimate $500 - 750

313

314

Ex 315

Ex 316

317

312

m
Cyprus, 1928, Anniversary of British Rule complete (114-123), a fresh lightly canceled used set, Very
Fine, Scott $566. SG 123/32; £400 ($490).
Estimate $250 - 350

313

H
Cyprus, 1944, King George VI Pictorial, 1pi orange, perf 13½ x 12½ (146a), o.g., very lightly hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $375. SG 154a; £550 for NH ($680).
Estimate $150 - 200

314

(H)
Falkland Islands, 1933, Centenary, £1 black & carmine (76), unused without gum, extremely fresh and
well centered; forged obliteration, otherwise Extremely Fine, ex- Dr. Killien; with 2016 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott
$2,500 as unused. SG 138; £2,500 as unused ($3,080).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

315

H
Gibraltar, 1886, “GIBRALTAR” overprints on Bermuda (Queen Victoria), ½d to 1s complete (1-7),
o.g., F.-V.F.; 1s with 2009 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $1,497. SG 1/7; £1,200 ($1,480).
Estimate $400 - 600

316

m
Gibraltar, 1886, “GIBRALTAR” overprints on Bermuda (Queen Victoria), ½d to 1s complete (1-7, 4
var.), F.-V.F., SG £850 ($1,040). SG 1/7, 4a.
Estimate $300 - 400

317

H
Gibraltar, 1886, Queen Victoria, 2½d blue, blue-black overprint (4 var.), trace of o.g., Fine; with 1975
R.P.S.L. certificate, SG £500 ($620). SG 4a.
Estimate $150 - 200
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318

319

320

321

318

H
Gibraltar, 1886, Queen Victoria, 2½d blue, watermark inverted (14a var.), o.g., F.-V.F., SG £400
($490). SG 11w.
Estimate $200 - 300

319

H
Gibraltar, 1889, Queen Victoria, 25c on 2½d bright blue, small “I” in “CENTIMOS” (25a), in pair with
normal, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $428. SG 18ab; £354 ($440).
Estimate $150 - 200

320

H
Gibraltar, 1889, Queen Victoria, 25c on 2½d bright blue, broken “N” (25b), in pair with normal, o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $428. SG 18b; £354 ($440).
Estimate $150 - 200

321

HH
Gibraltar, 1889, Queen Victoria, 5c green, watermark inverted (29 var.), left margin single, o.g., never
hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine, SG £300 for hinged ($370). SG 22w.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 322

Ex 323

324

325

Ex 326

Ex 327

322

H
Gibraltar, 1903, King Edward VII, ½d to 8s, Crown CA watermark (39-48), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $644.
SG 46/55; £550 ($680).
Estimate $200 - 300

323

m
Gibraltar, 1903, King Edward VII, ½d to 8s complete, Crown CA watermark (39-47); 4s minor toning
on reverse, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $820. SG 46/55; £650 ($800).
Estimate $250 - 350

324

H
Gibraltar, 1903, King Edward VII, £1 dull purple & black on red (48), Crown CA watermark, o.g., very
lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $600. SG 55; £650 ($800).
Estimate $250 - 350

325

m
Gibraltar, 1903, King Edward VII, £1 dull purple & black on red (48), Crown CA watermark, canceled
registered oval 30 Oct 1905, Very Fine, Scott $750. SG 55; £750 ($920).
Estimate $300 - 400

326

m
Gibraltar, 1904-11, King Edward VII, ½d to 8s (49-63), Multiple Crown CA watermark, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,219. SG 56-59, 61-64, 66/74; £1,360 ($1,670).
Estimate $500 - 750

327

H
Gibraltar, 1904-11, King Edward VII, 19 different (49//63), Multiple Crown CA watermark, several on
both ordinary & chalky papers, comprising 49, 49A, 50b, 51-56, 52a, 56b, 57, 57a, 58, 59a-63 (SG 56, 56c, 58-61,
58a, 61a, 62a, 63, 66/74), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $1,197. SG 56//74; £1,175 ($1,440).
Estimate $400 - 600
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328

329

328

HH
Gibraltar, 1907, King Edward VII, 2½d ultramarine, large “2” in “½” (55 var.), Multiple Crown CA watermark, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, SG £300 for hinged ($370). SG 69a.
Estimate $250 - 350

329

H
Gibraltar, 1907, King Edward VII, 2½d ultramarine, large “2” in “½” (55 var.), Multiple Crown CA watermark, o.g., F.-V.F., SG £300 ($370). SG 69a.
Estimate $150 - 200

330

)
Gibraltar, 1908, King Edward VII, 4s deep purple & green (61), Multiple Crown CA watermark, tied on
registered cover to Germany by Registered oval, 22 Feb 1910, otherwise Very Fine; signed Bolaffi & En. Diena, SG
£1,275 ($1,570). SG 63.
Estimate $400 - 600

331

332

333

331

H
Gibraltar, 1910, King Edward VII, 4s black & carmine (62 var.), Multiple Crown CA watermark reversed, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, SG £1,800 ($2,210). SG 73x.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

332

H
Gibraltar, 1908, King Edward VII, £1 deep purple & black on red (64), Multiple Crown CA watermark,
o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $600. SG 64; £650 ($800).
Estimate $250 - 350

333

m
Gibraltar, 1908, King Edward VII, £1 deep purple & black on red (64), Multiple Crown CA watermark,
19 Feb 1909, Very Fine, Scott $700. SG 64; £700 ($860).
Estimate $300 - 400
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334

Ex 335

Ex 336

337

338

339

334

H
Gibraltar, 1912, King George V, 2½d deep bright blue, large “2” in “½” (69 var.), Multiple Crown CA
watermark, o.g.; slightly rubbed at lower left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2014 Sismondo certificate, SG £600 ($740).
SG 79a.
Estimate $200 - 300

335

HH/H Gibraltar, 1921-32, King George V, ½d to £1 complete (76-92), Multiple Script CA watermark, including all shades but 82a (SG 97), o. g., 5s & 10s never hinged (and possibly 8s!), others lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$796. SG 89/107; £689 ($850).
Estimate $300 - 400

336

m
Gibraltar, 1921-32, King George V, ½d to £1 complete (76-92), Multiple Script CA watermark, including both shades of the 1½d and 1s, 10s & £1 on piece; 5s color bleeds, Very Fine; 10s & £1 with 1999 B.P.A. certificates, Scott $1,427. SG 89/107; £1,265 ($1,560).
Estimate $300 - 400

337

S
Gibraltar, 1925, King George V, £5 violet & black, overprinted “SPECIMEN” (93 var.), Multiple Script
CA watermark, no gum; color bleeds slightly, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $800. SG 108s; £800 ($980).
Estimate $200 - 300

338

HH
Gibraltar, 1925, King George V, £5 violet & black (93), Multiple Script CA watermark, o.g., never
hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine. A marvelous example of this key British high value, Scott $1,750 for hinged. SG
108; £1,600 for hinged ($1,970).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

339

m
Gibraltar, 1925, King George V, £5 violet & black (93), Multiple Script CA watermark, Feb 26, Extremely Fine; with 2005 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $6,000. SG 108; £6,000 ($7,380).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

340

341

342

340

H
Gibraltar, 1935, 3d King George V Silver Jubilee, extra flagstaff (101 var.), o.g., lightly hinged,
F.-V.F., SG £325 ($400). SG 115a.
Estimate $150 - 200

341

H
Gibraltar, 1942, King George VI Pictorial, 2s black & brown, perf 13, “bird on memorial” variety
(115 var.), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, SG £600 for never hinged ($740). SG 128bb.
Estimate $200 - 300

342

HH
Gibraltar, 1918, War Tax, ½d green, overprint double (MR1a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$900 for hinged. SG 86a; £900 for hinged ($1,110).
Estimate $500 - 750

343

HH
Gibraltar, 2010, £2 Engagement of Prince William to Catherine Middleton (1266), 2000 examples in
PO sealed pack, Face Value £4,000 = $5,200, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $19,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Gibraltar - Indian States

344

HH
Gibraltar, 2011, £3 Royal Wedding Prince William & Catherine Middleton (1283), 500 examples in
PO sealed pack, Face Value £1,500 = $1,950, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $6,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

345

Ex 346

345

Pa
Indian States: Alwar, Revenues, ca. 1900s, 1a carmine, plate proof, partially printed block with parts
of 40 stamps completely inked in only a roughly circular area in center, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

346

P
Indian States: Bahawalpur, Revenues, 1880, 1a-10r Court Fee stamps, Waterlow & Sons engraved
trial color plate proofs, set of 8 perforated and ungummed miniature sheets of 9 in various colors, each stamp with
Waterlow Specimen overprint & security punch, 2a with small corner piece of selvage separated, otherwise Very
Fine, a very rare set and beautiful examples of Waterlow engraving.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 347

348

347

HHa
Indian States: Gondal, Revenues, Coat of Arms, Six different: 2a, 8a, 1r, 2r, 5r & 20r, o.g., never
hinged; one 2a soiled.
Estimate $150 - 200

348

H
Indian States: Sirmoor, Revenues, Sir Shamsher Prakash, 1a Receipt Stamp, Waterlow & Sons
Specimens, full sheet of 9 in dark blue, perforated and ungummed, each stamp with Waterlow Specimen overprint
& security punch.
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Iraq - Ireland

Ex 349

350

Ex 351

352

349

H

350

HH
Ireland, 1922, Dollard Provisional Govt. overprint on King George V, 1d scarlet, overprint inverted
(2a), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine; with 1990 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $300 for hinged. SG 2a;
£275 for hinged ($340).
Estimate $250 - 350

351

m
Ireland, 1922, Dollard Provisional Govt. overprints on King George V “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s
complete (12-14), F.-V.F., Scott $710. SG 17/21; £550 ($680).
Estimate $300 - 400

352

H
Ireland, 1922, Thom Provisional Govt. overprint on King George V, 2d orange, Die II, overprint inverted (16a), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; with 1985 Pröschold certificate, Scott $400. SG 13a; £200 ($250).
Estimate $150 - 200

Iraq, 1931, Definitives, ½a to 25r complete (15-27), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $837.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 353

Ex 354

Ex 355

356

353

H
Ireland, 1922, Thom Provisional Govt. overprints on King George V “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s
complete (36-38), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; 5s & 10s signed Holcombe, Scott $2,550. SG 44/46; £1,400
($1,720).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

354

HH/H Ireland, 1922, Thom Free State overprints on King George V “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete
(56-58), includes both shades of the 2s6d, o.g., 5s never hinged others lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $600. SG
64/66, 64aa; £375 for hinged ($460).
Estimate $250 - 350

355

m
Ireland, 1922, Thom Free State overprints on King George V “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete
(56-58), neatly canceled, the 10s tied on piece by Dublin c.d.s., 7 May 1923, Very Fine, Scott $955. SG 64/66; £580
($710).
Estimate $400 - 600

356

m
Ireland, 1934, Pictorial definitive, 2d gray green, perf 15 x imperf (68b), partial Wexford (Logh
Garman) c.d.s., exceptionally fresh, F.-V.F.; with 1996 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $2,000. SG 74b; £1,600 ($1,970).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Ireland

Ex 357

Ex 358

Ex 359

360

357

HH/H Ireland, 1925, Free State overprints on King George V “Seahorses”, narrow dates, 2s6d to 10s
complete (77-79), o.g., 2s6p & 10s never hinged, 5s lightly hinged, Very Fine; signed Bowen BPP, with 2011
A.P.S. certificate, Scott $645. SG 83/85; £250 for hinged ($310).
Estimate $250 - 350

358

H
Ireland, 1927-28, Free State overprints on King George V “Seahorses”, wide dates, 2s6d to 10s
complete (77b-79b), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $400. SG 86/88; £275 ($340).
Estimate $150 - 200

359

m
Ireland, 1927-28, Free State overprints on King George V “Seahorses”, wide dates, 5s & 10s
(78b-79b), fresh and neatly canceled, Very Fine; signed Pröschold BPP, with 2014 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $565.
SG 87/88; £325 ($400).
Estimate $200 - 300

360

m
Ireland, 1925, Free State overprint on King George V “Seahorse”, narrow date, 10s dull gray blue
(79), canceled clear c.d.s., 15 May 1928, Very Fine, Scott $525. SG 85; £350 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 200

361

HH/H Ireland, 1933, 1d carmine, vertical coil, single perf on each side (87a), pair, o.g., top stamp never
hinged; slightly weak perfs, Very Fine, Scott $300. SG 72b; £200 for hinged ($250) (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 362

Ex 363

Ex 364

Ex 365

362

H
Ireland, 1935, Free State overprints on King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (93-95), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $653. SG 99/101; £400 ($490).
Estimate $250 - 350

363

H
Ireland, 1935, Free State overprints on King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (93-95), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $653. SG 99/101; £400 ($490).
Estimate $200 - 300

364

HH
Ireland, 1935, Free State overprints on King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d & 5s
(93-94), 2s6d with corner sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $450. SG 99-100.
Estimate $150 - 200

365

m
Ireland, 1935, Free State overprints on King George V re-engraved “Seahorses”, 2s6d to 10s complete (93-95), an attractive used set; 5s lightly creased, otherwise F.-V.F.; 10s with 2000 A.P.S. certificate, Scott
$945. SG 99/101; £425 ($520).
Estimate $300 - 400
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Ireland - Malaysia

366

Ex 367

368

366

m
Ireland, 1935, Free State overprint on King George V re-engraved “Seahorse”, 10s indigo (95), light
cancel, Very Fine, Scott $650. SG 101; £325 ($400).
Estimate $200 - 300

367

HH
Ireland, 1937, St. Patrick, 2s6d to 10s complete (96-98), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $700. SG
102/04; £590 ($730).
Estimate $250 - 350

368

HH
Ireland, 1976, 15d Franklin, silver inscriptions omitted (392a), o.g., never hinged, position “79” in
pencil on reverse, Very Fine; with 2010 Brandon certificate, Scott $950. SG 394a; £650 ($800).
Estimate $400 - 600

369

H
Ireland, Local, 1981 Railway Preservation Society of Ireland, 20p Railway Letter Fee stamps, imperforate proof of the issued miniature sheet of 9 printed by the Format International Security Printers Ltd.; one impression on the bottom half of a large sheet, approximately 22½" x 18¼", a second, tête-bêche impression in
transposed, mis-registered colors on the top half, folded into sixths, not affecting either proof, Very Fine, one of only
five similar sheets found in the printer’s archives when they were sold in 1995; 4000 of the issued sheets were
printed.
Estimate $500 - 750

370

H
Malaysia: Straits Settlements, 1883, Queen Victoria, 2¢ on 8¢ orange, surcharge double (58a);
heavy horizontal crease resulting in paper separation; with 1948 R.P.S. certificate, Scott $3,750. SG 57a; £3,500
($4,300).
Estimate $500 - 750
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Malaysia

371

372

371

)
Malaysia: Singapore, 1926, Survey Flight Singapore to Kuala Lumpur & Port Swettenham (AAMC
1), two covers, each with rubber stamped cachet “By Air Mail” and franked with Straits Settlements 1c & 3c KGV tied
by Singapore “H” c.d.s., “6AM, 23 AU, 1926”; backstamped at their respective destinations the same day, Port
Swettenham at 12:30 p.m and Kuala Lumpur at 2:30 p.m., Very Fine, a very rare pair of covers—over a period of
many years the owner acquired what must be practically the entire world’s supply, paying as much as $300 per
cover (see next three lots). Muller 1.
Estimate $150 - 200

372

)
Malaysia: Singapore, 1926, Survey Flight Singapore to Kuala Lumpur & Port Swettenham (AAMC
1), two covers as previous, these two franked with a pair Straits Settlements 2c KGV, all other markings the same,
Very Fine. Muller 1.
Estimate $150 - 200

373

374

373

)
Malaysia: Singapore, 1926, Survey Flight Singapore to Kuala Lumpur & Port Swettenham (AAMC
1), two covers similar to the preceding two but these two franked with a single Straits Settlements 4c KGV tied by
“Tanglin/ Singapore” c.d.s., 21 Aug, but with Singapore “H” c.d.s. of 23 Aug on reverse and the same Port
Swettenham & Kuala Lumpur receivers as the other two, Very Fine. Muller 1.
Estimate $150 - 200

374

)
Malaysia: Singapore, 1926, Survey Flight Singapore to Port Swettenham (AAMC 1), covers franked
with a Straits Settlements 1c KGV block of 4 canceled weak strike “Tanglin/ Singapore” c.d.s., 21 Aug (stronger
strike alongside), with Singapore “H” c.d.s. of 23 Aug on reverse along with 12:30 p.m. Port Swettenham receiver,
Very Fine. Muller 1.
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Malaysia - New Zealand

375

376

375

)
Malaysia: Japanese Occupation of Singapore, 1943, cover commemorating the “The First Anniversary of the Surrender of Singapore”, franked with Japan 1y-4y (258-261) and Negri Sembilan 1c black (21),
tied by Singapore/Syonan special commemorative cancel 15 Feb 1943 (Japanese year 2603) on locally addressed
cover; stamp dealer P.M. Mohamed Abdullah, Syonan corner card on reverse; small tear at bottom, otherwise
Very Fine, quite rare; signed Rowell.
Estimate $150 - 200

376

m
Malta, 1919, St. Paul, 10s black (65), Multiple Crown CA watermark, canceled central Valletta c.d.s., 27
Oct 1920, Very Fine. A marvelous used example of this rare Maltese high value.; with 1988 Pinchot certificate,
Scott $4,750. SG 96; £4,500 ($5,540).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

377
377

378

)
New Zealand, 1892, cover with revenues used as postage, two 1870 1d Stamp Duty stamps tied by
Lyttelton squared circles, 14 Dec 1892, on small cover to Christchurch, backstamped Christchurch the same day,
Very Fine; with 2003 Sismondo certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
Stamp shortages early in 1882 led to the widespread use of one penny fiscal stamps to pay postage. Their use
was widely tolerated for a number of years thereafter.

378

)
New Zealand, 1895, cover with revenues used as postage, 1867 1d Stamp Duty stamp tied by
Auckland squared circles, 5 Feb 1895, on small locally addressed cover, Very Fine; with 2003 Sismondo certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: New Zealand

379

)
New Zealand, 1894, Wreck of the “Wairarapa”, cover (and letter) from London to Auckland with
two-line handstamp “Saved from wreck of the Wairarapa”, with large New Zealand Post official seal on reverse;
stamps missing as usual, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
“Wairarapa” came to a tragic end on 29 October 1894, when it hit a reef at the northern edge of Great Barrier
Island, about 60 miles out from Auckland, and sank, killing 101 of the 186 passengers and 20 of the crew of 65. It
remains one of the largest such losses in New Zealand’s history.

380

P
New Zealand, 1898-1909, group of 14 imperf plate proofs in black (70//131), seven different: 1½d, 3d
(crease), 6d & 1s Pictorials, ½d Edward VII (3) and 1d Universal (7, one on red tinted paper), ungummed, Very Fine
(Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

381

P
New Zealand, 1898, Milford Sound, 2s gray green, imperf plate proof (82 var.), unwatermarked, horizontal pair, ungummed, nice margins except barely shaved at upper left, F.-V.F. SG 258 var. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

382

383

384

382

Ha
New Zealand, 1908, 1s King Edward VII Land (121a), block of 4, canceled to order “Brit. Antarctic
Expd., Fe 27 08” with full, never hinged o.g., F.-V.F.; with 2015 Odenweller certificate, Scott $260+. SG A1; £168+
($210).
Estimate $100 - 150

383

HH
New Zealand, 1909, Universal Penny Postage, 1d carmine (131a), De La Rue chalk-surfaced paper,
horizontal pair with full bottom sheet margin, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $410 for hinged. SG 405a; £375
for hinged ($460).
Estimate $250 - 350

384

HH/Ha New Zealand, 1938, Pictorial, 9d red & gray black, perf 13½x14 (213a var.), Multiple NZ & Star watermark inverted, left sheet margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, bit of black mounting remnant on right stamps, lower
left stamp never hinged, Very Fine, SG £800 ($980). SG 587bw.
Estimate $200 - 300
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: New Zealand - Papua New Guinea Area

385

HH
New Zealand, 1954-59, Queen Elizabeth II, 2d, 6d & 9d to 1s9d (296-298, 308, 311), counter-coil gutter pairs, nineteen pairs of each, numbered “1” through “19” in gutter, 1d & 5d handstamped, others machine
printed; comprises CP NC2a, NC4a, NC6a, NC6b & NC6d, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Campbell Paterson
$2,185 ($1,530). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

386

387

388

386

HH
New Zealand, 1958, 2d on 1½d with 4-star ornament, normal & small dot varieties (320, 320a), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Very rare; unpriced by Scott and not even listed by Gibbons, Campbell Paterson $1,650
($1,160). SG 763, 763 var. Campbell Paterson N41a(1), N41a(Z).
Estimate $350 - 500

387

HH
New Zealand, 2003, 50c Ailsa Mountains, silver fern leaf overprint, recalled design (1861 var.), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Accompanied by a 2003 Campbell Paterson letter of explanation and provenance. Campbell Paterson PE25b(Z); $3,500 ($2,450).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
500 sheets of the 50c were had a silver foil fern leaf printed over the black fern leaf that was already part of the
normal stamp design. The initial printing utilized a large solid fern leaf, unlike the smaller, segmented leaf of the
original design. The large overprint was deemed unsatisfactory and was replaced with a smaller, segmented leaf,
but not until a few sheets with the larger overprint had been sent out. New Zealand Post attempted to recall the
first sheets and most were returned. It is not know how many sheets actually remained in public hands—but it is a
very small number.

388

H
New Zealand, Postal-Fiscal, 1940, 35/- on 35s orange yellow (AR70), o.g., lightly hinged, Scott $500.
SG F186; £850 for NH ($1,040).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 389

390

389

P
North Borneo, 1888, Redrawn 25¢ to $2, compound proof in violet-blue on wove paper (44-47 var.),
Very Fine. SG 45-8 var.
Estimate $300 - 400

390

H
Papua New Guinea Area: New Guinea, Airmail, 1939, Bulolo Goldfields, ½d to £1 complete
(C46-C59), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $647. SG 212/25; £1,100 for NH ($1,350). Estimate $250 - 350
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Papua New Guinea Area - Saints

391

m
Papua New Guinea Area: North West Pacific Islands, 1919, Kangaroo and Map, 10s gray & bright
pink (37), 3rd watermark, canceled light Rabaul c.d.s., 15 Mar 1922, bright and well centered, Very Fine, Scott
$275. SG 117; £250 ($310). (Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

392

)
Pitcairn Islands, 1843, two letters from Captain Gilbert Richmond, captain of the barque America,
one datelined “Pitcairn Friday 2 1843” (March) ordering America’s first mate, “Mister Macomber”, to take a group of
Islanders to Lizabeth Island and back; the other is datelined “Pitcairns 12 1843” also to Macomber, ordering him to
“keep Mr. Thusting on board as the People do not want him on shore.”, Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
The barque America was a whaler out of Bristol, R.I. She fist appeared off Pitcairn Island in 1841; these are
believed to be the earliest letters from the Pitcairns.

393

394

395

393

H
St. Helena, 1922, King George V, 6d gray & bright purple, torn flag (85 var.), watermarked Multiple
Script CA, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, SG £300 ($370). SG 104b.
Estimate $150 - 200

394

H
St. Helena, 1922, King George V, 15s gray & purple on blue (94), Multiple Script CA watermark, o.g.,
fresh and perfectly centered; couple small tone spots on reverse only and mild corner bend, otherwise Extremely
Fine, Scott $1,100. SG 113; £1,100 ($1,350).
Estimate $400 - 600

395

H
St. Kitts-Nevis, 1923, £1 Tercentenary of the Colony (64), o.g., lightly hinged, tough to find high value,
deep rich color, Very Fine, Scott $825. SG 60; £800 ($980).
Estimate $500 - 750

396

m
St. Vincent, Revenues, 1880s-90s, group of postally used, group of 10 (6 different), all but one with
“A10” barred oval cancels, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: Samoa - South African States

397

H
Samoa, 1883, mixed Samoa/U.S. franking on cover to Washington D.C., franked with Samoa 1d yellow green and 2d brown orange along with U.S. 5c indigo (#216), tied by grids of square dots, backstamped magenta “San Francisco Paid All/Aug 4” transit c.d.s. with “Washington Rec’d/Aug 10/88” receiver; cover with slightly
rounded corners at top, otherwise quite fresh, Very Fine, ex Risvold.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Ex 398

399

400

398

HH
Seychelles, 1912-13, King George V, 2¢ to 2.25r complete (63-73), Multiple Crown CA watermark,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $128 for hinged. SG 71/81; £110 for hinged ($140).
Estimate $100 - 150

399

m
South Africa: Cape of Good Hope, 1857, “Triangular”, Perkins Bacon printing, 1d brick red on
cream-toned paper (3b), light barred cancel, Very Fine, Scott $1,050. SG 5; £900 ($1,110).
Estimate $300 - 400

400

H
South Africa: Cape of Good Hope, 1868, “Hope Seated”, 4d on 6d deep lilac (20), wing margin single, o.g.; couple small, faint perf tones, Very Fine, Scott $500. SG 27; £550 ($680).
Estimate $150 - 200

401

402

Ex 403

401

m
South Africa: Cape of Good Hope, 1874, “Hope Seated”, 1d on 6d deep lilac (21), horizontal pair on
small piece with Port Elizabeth barred oval “2” cancel plus a barely lightly single with bar and “ONE PENNY” at
top, F.-V.F., Scott $420+. SG 32; £420+ ($520).
Estimate $150 - 200

402

H
South Africa: Cape of Good Hope, 1871, “Hope Seated”, 5s yellow orange (28), o.g., hinge remnants, fresh color, Fine, Scott $600. SG 31; £650 ($800).
Estimate $150 - 200

403

H
South Africa: Cape of Good Hope, 1885, “Hope Seated”, 1s blue green & 5s orange brown (50, 54),
o.g., very lightly hinged, remarkably fresh, Extremely Fine, Scott $315. SG 53a, 68; £320 ($390).
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: South African States

404

Ex 405

Ex 406

407

408

404

Pa
South Africa: Cape of Good Hope, 1900, Table Mountain 1d carmine, plate proof on watermarked
stamp paper (62P), left sheet margin block of 4, o.g., bottom pair never hinged, Very Fine. SG 69P.
Estimate $250 - 350

405

HH
South Africa: Cape of Good Hope, 1902-04, King Edward VII, ½d to 5s complete (63-71), o.g., never
hinged (!), post office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $291 ++. SG 70/78; £250 ++ ($310).
Estimate $200 - 300

406

s
South Africa: Cape of Good Hope - Mafeking, 1900, three different values (163, 164, 173), each in
horizontal pair, tied on small piece by Apr 19 or May 11 c.d.s., Very Fine, Scott $580. SG 2, 3, 12; £570 ($700).
Estimate $200 - 300

407

m
South Africa: Cape of Good Hope - Mafeking, 1900, Sgt. Major Goodyear, 1d pale blue & 1d deep
blue (178), fresh and neatly canceled, Very Fine, Scott $850. SG 17-18; £650 ($800).
Estimate $300 - 400

408

s

South Africa: Cape of Good Hope - Mafeking, 1900, Sgt. Major Goodyear, 1d pale blue (178 var.),
tied on small piece by May 11 c.d.s., Very Fine, Scott $425. SG 17; £325 ($400).
Estimate $200 - 300

409

410

409

)
South Africa: Natal, 1900, Siege of Ladysmith, patriotic postcard featuring “Long Tom” cannon atop
M’Bulwana aimed at defenders of Ladysmith, postmarked “Field Post Office/ British Army. S. Africa” c.d.s., 1 Mar
1900, the day after the siege ended; the card, which was sent without postage and handstamped “T” for postage
due, is datelined Ladysmith and addressed to a Sgt. Major F. Piens, “2nd Middlesex Regt., South African Field
Force, South Africa”; the sender requests that Peins come for a visit, since “your Batt’n. is in Natal”; also an unused
example of the same card with a bit of light foxing, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

410

())
South Africa: Natal, 1900, Siege of Ladysmith, British garrison straightline postmark “LADYSMITH
SIEGE POST OFFICE./ Feb. 18th, 1900” ties 1d rose on cover front only locally added to a Major A.J. Abdy of the
Royal Artillery; sealed tear at top not affecting postmark, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: South African States

Ex 411

412

Ex 413

Ex 414

411

P
South Africa: Natal, 1874, Queen Victoria, 1d, 3d & 6d imperforate, overprinted “CANCELLED”
(51a, 52, 54 vars.), plate proofs on unwatermarked wove paper prepared for the 1873 South Kensington Exhibition,
the 1d a block of 4, 3d & 6d horizontal pairs, Very Fine; 3d with 1984 Philatelic Federation of Southern Africa certificate. SG 67, 68, 70 vars.
Estimate $200 - 300

412

H
South Africa: Natal, 1882, Queen Victoria, 5s maroon, perf 14 (56), Crown CC watermark, o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh and well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $450. SG 71; £400 ($490).
Estimate $200 - 300

413

H
South Africa: Natal, 1887-95, five different Specimen overprints (74, 74a, 77-79), o.g., Very Fine, SG
£390 ($480). SG 106s/7s, 109s, 113s/4s.
Estimate $150 - 200

414

H
South Africa: Natal, 1902, King Edward VII, ½d to £1 complete (81-96), ½d to 4s Crown CA watermark, 5s to £1 Crown CC, o.g., bright and fresh, Very Fine, Scott $755. SG 127/42; £770 ($950).
Estimate $300 - 400

415

416

417

418

419

415

H
South Africa: Natal, 1902, King Edward VII, £1 10s green & violet (97), Crown CC watermark, o.g.,
Very Fine, Scott $600. SG 143; £600 ($740).
Estimate $300 - 400

416

S
South Africa: Natal, 1902, King Edward VII, £1 10s green & violet, overprinted “Specimen” (97-99
vars.), Crown CC watermark, o.g. (£1 10s lightly hinged, 10s with minor album remnant), Very Fine, Scott $820. SG
143s-145s; £795 ($980).
Estimate $350 - 500

417

S
South Africa: Natal, 1902, King Edward VII, £20 red & green, overprinted “Specimen” (100 var.),
Crown CC watermark, o.g. with just the barest trace of hinging (if, in fact, it’s hinged at all!), Extremely Fine. A marvelous example of this very scarce Specimen., Scott $550. SG 145bs; £600 ($740).
Estimate $250 - 350

418

S
South Africa: Natal, 1908, King Edward VII, £1 10s brown orange & deep purple, overprinted
“Specimen” (109 var.), Multiple Crown CA watermark, o.g., hinge remnant, F.-V.F., Scott $350. SG 162s; £350
($430).
Estimate $150 - 200

419

H
South Africa: Natal, 1908, 6d-£1 King Edward VII complete, overprinted “Specimen” (110-116
vars.), Multiple Crown CA watermark, o.g., fresh and bright; 6d with slightly rounded corner, otherwise Very Fine,
SG £400 ($490). SG 165s/71s.
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH: South African States

Ex 420

Ex 421

Ex 422

420

HH/H South Africa: Natal, Officials, 1904, ½d to 1s complete (O1-O6), o.g. (2d-1s never hinged!); 3d with
light vertical crease, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $423 for hinged. SG O1/6; £375 for hinged ($460).
Estimate $150 - 200

421

m
South Africa: Natal, Officials, 1904, ½d to 1s complete (O1-O6), a Very Fine used set, Scott $387. SG
O1/6; £350 ($430).
Estimate $150 - 200

422

H
South Africa: Orange Free State, Railway Officials, 1905, King Edward VII, ½d, 2d & 3d overprinted
“C.S.A.R.” (SG RO1-RO3), o.g., bright and fresh, Very Fine, SG £400 ($490).
Estimate $150 - 200

423

424

423

HH/Ha South Africa: Orange Free State, 1883, 1d red brown (3), interpane block of 16 with central vertical
gutter, o.g., lightly hinged (rows 2-3 never hinged), F.-V.F., Scott $360 ++. SG 2; £336 ++ ($410).
Estimate $150 - 200

424

H
South Africa: Transvaal, 1879, Queen Victoria, 1d on 6d types 10 & 12 se-tenant (115, 107), vertical
pair with imperf sheet margin at top, o.g., Very Fine, Scott $385+. SG 140, 142; £410+ ($500).
Estimate $200 - 300

425

Ha
South Africa: Transvaal, 1901, Pietersburg Local, 1d perforated, types 2 & 3, imperf vertically
(197-198 var.), block of 12 with side selvage—the bottom half of the sheet of 24, first printing with no stop after
“AFR” (R.3/6) and dropped “P” in “PENNY” (R.4/5), o.g., exceptionally bright and fresh; hidden flaws in sheet margin selvage only, Extremely Fine, a marvelous little showpiece. SG 26f-27f; £480 ++ ($590).
Estimate $300 - 400
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426

427

426

H
South Africa: Transvaal, 1885-93, surcharges used on registered cover to Hamburg, Germany
(136a//147), franked with 12 stamps, including four inverted overprints, stamps are 136a, 139, 140, 143-145,
143a-146a & 147 (2) (SG 188, 191, 192, 195-197, 195a-198b & 199 (2)), totaling 1s 2½d; tied by Houtboschdorp
c.d.s.s, 21 Feb 1896, backstamped Haenertsburg (28 Feb), Hamburg (23 Mar) and again at Haenertsburg on 21
Jun (returned?), Very Fine. Though sent by E. Tamsen and obviously philatelic, this is still a unique and highly collectable cover. SG 188//199.
Estimate $150 - 200

427

)
South Africa: Transvaal, 1901, Pietersburg Issue, 1d rose, type 2, imperforate (179 var.), inscription
reads “POSTZEGFL” and no period after right “AFR”, tied by Pietersburg c.d.s., 2 Apr 1901, on cover made by and
addressed to prominent South African philatelist and stamp dealer, Emil Tamsen in Nijlstroom, Very Fine. A rare
cover despite its being a favor item, never having passed through the mails. SG 5d.
Estimate $400 - 600
Tamsen is known to have gone to Pietersburg and produced at least two dozen covers addressed to himself or
his family.

428

ma
South Africa: Transvaal, 1863, 1s green, tête-bêche (222a), two tête-bêche pairs in a block of 6, canceled five strikes Pretoria (Telegraph) c.d.s., Aug 1884 as listed; minor perf stains, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $370+.
SG 174b; £360+ ($440) (Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

429

H
Turks Island 1881 Queen Victoria, 2½d on 6d black, Type 16 (18), part o.g., hinge remnant; top perfs
trimmed, otherwise Fine; 1984 B.P.A. certificate, Scott $425. SG 26; £375 ($460) (Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

430

)
Zanzibar, 1932, Postage Due cover, locally addressed cover franked with 1c brown and handstamped
“T” in circle, assessed 10c postage due paid with a pair of 2c and a single 6c Due (J12, J14), all stamps canceled 20
Sep 1932.
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Albania - Austria

Europe and Colonies

431

432

Ex 433

Ex 434

431

s

Albania, 1913, 2½pi violet brown (1), tied on piece by light Vlonë c.d.s., F.-V.F., Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350

432

s

Albania, 1913, 2pi blue black (8), tied on piece by blue Vlonë c.d.s., July 1913, Very Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

433

H
Albania, Airmail, 1929 issue complete (C22-C28), o.g., lightly hinged; expert handstamps on reverse,
F.-V.F., rare set, Scott $818.
Estimate $250 - 350

434

m
Austria, 1910, Emperor’s Birthday, 1h to 10k complete (128-144), F.-V.F., Scott $914. Michel
161-177.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 435

436

Ex 437

435

HH
Austria, 1929-30, Views, 10g to 10s complete less the 15g (326-327, 329-339), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $671.
Estimate $200 - 300

436

HH
Austria, 1936, 10s Dolfuss (380), left sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,100. Michel 588.
Estimate $400 - 600

437

m
Austria, 1945, 2m-5m Graz overprints, narrow “Österreich” (429-431), light Graz cancels, well centered, Very Fine, Scott $862. Michel 694 II-696 II; €885 ($940).
Estimate $250 - 350
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438

439

438

)
Austria, 1969, 2s Post & Telegraph Employees (855), specially produced First Day Card with a hand
painted artistic representation of stamp signed by the artist Emil Welenofsky, Very Fine, one of only 20 produced.
Estimate $100 - 150

439

)
Austria, 1931, Rotary (B87-B92), the complete set tied by Rotary Convention cancels, 24 Jun 1931, on
registered cover from Vienna to Göppingen, Germany, Very Fine, Michel €600 ($640). Michel 518-523.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 440

Ex 441

440

HH

441

(H)
Austria, 1915, Hungarian Feldpost issue, complete less the 1917 values, imperforate & printed on
both sides (M22//M48 vars.), backs all slightly under-inked, bright and fresh with large margins except 2h close at
right, without gum as always; couple with minor abrasion on “good” side, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Austria, 1933, Ski complete (B106-B109), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $525. Michel 551-554.
Estimate $150 - 200
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Austria - Belgium

442

443

442

)
Austrian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1867, Franz Joseph (coarse printing), 5s red & two 15s
brown (3, 5), tied by two strikes “Lettere Arivate/Per Mare/ Varna 15/8” boxed handstamp on 1874 folded cover
from Constantinople to Lyon, France via Varna (Bulgaria), Avricourt and Paris (both 20 Aug), Very Fine. Michel 3 Ia,
5 Ia.
Estimate $200 - 300

443

)
Austrian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1867, Franz Joseph (coarse printing), two 10s blue & a 15s
brown (4, 5), tied by two strikes “Lettere Arivate/Per Mare/ Varna…” boxed handstamp on 1875 folded cover from
Constantinople to Lyon, France via Varna (Bulgaria), Avricourt and Paris (both 9 Sep), Very Fine. Michel 3 Ia, 5 Ia.
Estimate $200 - 300

444

445

444

)
Austrian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1867, Franz Joseph (coarse printing), 25s gray lilac (6b),
tied by “Lettere Arivate/Per Mare/ Varna 6/7/72” boxed handstamp on folded cover from Bursa (Turkey) to Lyon,
France via Varna (Bulgaria), Avricourt and Paris (both 11 Jul), Very Fine; signed Müller. Michel 6 Ia. Estimate
$200 - 300

445

H
Belgium, 1850, 20c blue (4), a gem 4-margin single tied on 1850 folded letter from Brussels to Gand,
blue Brussels c.d.s., 6 Dec and red Gand backstamp the next day, ornate blue sender’s handstamp at lower left, Extremely Fine; with 2000 p. Kaiser certificate.
Estimate $100 - 150
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Belgium

Ex 446

447

448

Ex 450

446

H
Belgium, 1858-61, King Leopold I, 1c to 40c, imperf plate proofs in black on wove (9P-12P), all with
four margins, but 20c & 40c barely clear at bottom, ungummed, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

447

H
Belgium, 1875, King Leopold II, 5fr deep red brown (39), o.g., very lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh
with rich color, F.-V.F.; signed Pfenninger, Scott $1,700. COB 37; €2,000 ($2,120).
Estimate $600 - 800

448

(H)

449

HH
Belgium, 1912-48, selection of 37 different imperfs, comprises Scott 92, 103, 123, 144, 146-156, 270,
273, 294, 299, B51-52, B417-425, B455-458 & B462-466, the last set is ungummed with “Specimen” overprints,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

450

H
Belgium, 1932, Piccard Balloon complete, imperforate (251-253 vars.), bottom sheet margin singles,
each signed by engraver Jean de Bast, o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

Belgium, 1878, 5fr pale brown (39a), unused without gum, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000 without gum.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 452

Ex 453

451

HH
Belgium, 1949, Van Der Weyden-Jordaens souvenir sheets complete (B466A-B466B), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $400 (Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

452

HH

Belgium, 1932, Cardinal Mercier complete (B114-B122), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

453

H

Belgium, 1932, Cardinal Mercier complete (B114-122), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $573.
Estimate $200 - 300

454

HHa
Belgium, 1954, Political Prisoners Monument complete (B558-B560), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $500 (Photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: Belgian Colonies - Bulgaria

455

456

457

458

455

H
Belgian Congo, 1887-94, King Leopold II, 5fr violet (11), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh and
well centered, Very Fine, Scott $1,350.
Estimate $400 - 600

456

H
Belgian Congo, 1887-94, King Leopold II, 10fr buff (13), horizontal pair, o.g., remarkably fresh, Very
Fine, Scott $1,300+.
Estimate $400 - 600

457

H
Belgian Congo, 1887-94, King Leopold II, 10fr buff (13), horizontal pair, o.g., remarkably fresh, Very
Fine, Scott $1,300+.
Estimate $400 - 600

458

H
Belgian Congo, Parcel Post, 1887, 3.50fr surcharge on 1886 5fr violet (Q1), o.g., lightly hinged, unusually fresh and well centered, Very Fine, ex Maulding; with 1979 Belgian Congo Study Circle certificate, Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $600 - 800

459

460

Ex 464

Ex 465

459

H
Belgian Congo, Parcel Post, 1888, framed 3.50fr surcharge on 1887 5fr violet (Q4), o.g., small hinge
remnant, F.-V.F., Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500

460

H
Bulgaria, 1879, Crowned Lion, 10c black and green (2), full o.g., previously hinged, some adherences
in the corners, bright and fresh color and impression for a most difficult item to locate item in any quality, Very Fine
for the issue, truly a scarce stamp to find this choice; signed A. Brun, Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

461

E
Bulgaria, ca 1925, 10s Tsar Boris essays, 15 trial color die essays (13 different shades of yellow, blue,
green & red) plus another (one of the blues) in a block of 4; mounted on five V.P. Karaivanoff guarantee sheets, Very
Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

462

E
Bulgaria, ca 1925, 10s Tsar Boris essays, 10 different trial colors die essays as previous, but each with
fur hat overprinted in blue; mounted on two V.P. Karaivanoff guarantee sheets, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

463

E
Bulgaria, ca 1925, 10s Tsar Boris essays, design as previous but perforated plate essays, 12 different
colors; mounted on two V.P. Karaivanoff guarantee sheets, Very Fine (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200

464

H

465

H/(H)
Bulgaria, Postage Due, 1886, 5s-50s imperforate complete (J4-J6), 5s o.g., lightly hinged, others
without gum, all bright and fresh with huge margins, 5s ($440) Extremely Fine; others with inconspicuous faults, Extremely Fine appearance, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $150 - 200

72

Bulgaria, 1933, Balkan Games complete (244-250), o.g., a bright, fresh set, F.-V.F., Scott $665.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 466

467

Ex 468

466

(H)
Czechoslovakia, 1934, National Anthem souvenir sheets (200a-201a), without gum as issued; each
reduced slightly at top and bottom, 1k with couple marginal creases, otherwise Very Fine, only 9600 of the 2k were
issued, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

467

s

468

m

469

)
Estonia, 1919, registered local cover, unusual franking tied by multiple “TALLINN-SADAM/ EESTI”
7.5.19 circular datestamps, and with adjacent registration handstamp; top backflap missing and some light folds
only affecting 25k stamp, F.-V.F. Scott 9,11-12,15-16,21,23.
Estimate $300 - 400

470

)
France, 1849-50, Cérès, group of six covers, comprises 10c bister (1) with two margins on small 1851
folded letter; 20c black (3) with four margins on 1857 folded address leaf; 25c blue (6), a folded letter and two
folded address leaves, each with a 4-margin single; and 1fr brown carmine (9b) with three margins on 1853 folded
letter to the U.S., file fold through stamp and piece of address panel missing; a Fine group (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

Czechoslovakia 1919, 2k dark blue, Type I (B18c), tied by 27 XII 19 postmark, Very Fine and rare;
expertized on bottom right corner reverse side of stamp and at bottom right, Scott $4,000. SG 51 I; £2,500 ($3,080).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Estonia, 1923, Red Cross, perf & imperf (B9-B12), Talinn cancels, Very Fine, Scott $640.
Estimate $200 - 300
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: France

471

473

471

)
France, 1849-50, Cérès, 10c bister on yellowish pair and 1fr light carmine single (9, 1 pair), tied to
small envelope by Paris roller cancels addressed to Jefferson County, Ohio, United States, 1fr with three large margins, 10c pair margins around with unevenly separated top right corner cutting into, manuscript “per Havre str”,
Paris 31 OCT 1851 double circle postmark, red boxed “PD” and New York DEC 5 20 arrival all on face, red indistinct
Havre Maritime transit; envelope with creases along left edge and elsewhere, other edge faults and corner at upper
right a bit worn, a well traveled cover, generally F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $2,050.
Estimate $200 - 300

472

)
France, 1853-60, Napoleon III imperforate, group of 17 covers, includes 80c + 20c to Vera Cruz, Mexico (1856); 80c to Amsterdam (1863); 80c + 10c + 40c to New Orleans (1856); and 80c (strip of 4) + 10c + 20c + 40c
to New Orleans (80c strip, originally upside down, removed and turned right side up); also two “Affranchisement
Insuffisant” handstamps, etc; few faults but generally F-VF (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300

473

)
France, 1853, Napoleon III imperforate, 1fr lake on yellowish (21), three large margins, barely shaved
at bottom, tied by mute Paris star on 1858 folded letter to Plymouth, England via Coruña, Spain with multiple transit
and receiving c.d.s.s on reverse, Very Fine, Scott $7,500. Maury 18; €12,000 ($12,720).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

474

475

474

())
France, 1862, Napoleon III perforated, 10c yellow brown on yellowish (25a), horizontal strip of 4 tied
by Southampton “723” barred numerals on cover front only from Havre to London, postmarked octagonal
“Southampton/ France/ MB, My24/ 1864” with blue sender’s oval handstamp at lower left, Very Fine. Yvert 21b.
Estimate $100 - 150

475

)
France, 1868, Napoleon III Laureate, 40c orange on yellowish (35a), tied on folded address leaf to
Genoa, Italy by one of two strikes packetboat “FRANCI/ VIA DI MARE” straightline, backstamped Genoa, 8 Jan
1866, cosmetically refolded, Very Fine. Yvert 31.
Estimate $150 - 200
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476

477

476

)
France, 1870 (Sep 29), Ballon Monté, Celeste (BM4), small folded letter to Bordeaux franked with 20c
Empire Laureate tied by Paris star “1”, 29 Sep Rue d’Enghien c.d.s. alongside; small tear at top of cover and in
stamp, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $425. Maury 4; €625 ($660).
Estimate $150 - 200

477

)
France, 1870 (Oct 14), Ballon Monté, Godefroy-Cavaignac (BM11), folded letter to Rives sur Fure
postmarked R. St. Honoré, 13 Oct; 20c Napoleon Laureate tied by star “11”, backstamped Valence-s-Rhône (17
Oct) and Rives-s-Fure (18 Oct), Very Fine, Scott $325. Yvert €305 ($320). Maury 11; €450 ($480).
Estimate $150 - 200
Interestingly, this cover and the Armand-Barbes cover, were mailed a week apart from the same sender to the
same addressee, yet both arrived at their destination in the same mail.

478

479

478

)
France, 1870 (Oct 29), Ballon Monté, Colonel Charras (BM21), folded letter to Fécamp postmarked R.
de Strasbourg, 27 Oct; 20c Siege of Paris tied by star “14”, backstamped Fécamp (2 Nov), Very Fine, not endorsed
“Par Ballon Monté”, Scott $300. Yvert €360 ($380). Maury 21; €435 ($460).
Estimate $150 - 200

479

)
France, 1870 (Nov 18), Ballon Monté, Général Uhrich (BM30), folded letter on Dépèche-Ballon No. 3
to Rouen; 20c Siege of Paris tied by Sénat c.d.s., 16 Nov, and by star “6”, not backstamped, Very Fine, Yvert €805
($850). Maury 30; €1,000 ($1,060).
Estimate $250 - 350
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EUROPE AND COLONIES: France

480
480

481

)
France, 1870 (5 Dec), Ballon Monté, Franklin (BM38), folded letter to Tours postmarked R. d’Enghien,
3 Dec; pair of 10c Napoleon Laureates tied by star “4”, red boxed “PD”, backstamped Tours (5 Dec), F.-V.F., not endorsed “Par Ballon Monté”, Scott $425. Yvert €385 ($410). Maury 38; €500 ($530).
Estimate $150 - 200
The Franklin left Paris at 1:00 a.m. and landed at 8:00 a.m. the same day. The mail was taken to the nearest Post
Office, which happened to be Tours. Hence the receiving postmark the same day as the flight—a rare
occurrence.

481

)
France, 1870 (27 Dec), Ballon Monté, Tourville (BM50), folded letter to Chateauroux postmarked
Sénat, 23 Dec; 20c Siege of Paris tied by star “6”, backstamped Chateauroux (29 Dec), F.-V.F., not endorsed “Par
Ballon Monté”, Scott $325. Yvert €370 ($390). Maury 50; €450 ($480).
Estimate $150 - 200

482

483

482

)
France, 1871 (11 Jan), Ballon Monté, Kepler (BM57), folded letter to Barbezieux postmarked r. de
Clery (10 Jan); 20c Siege of Paris tied by star “24”, backstamped Barbezieux (13 Jan); stamp with nibbed corner,
otherwise Very Fine, not endorsed “Par Ballon Monté”, Scott $350. Yvert €500 ($530). Maury 57; €500 ($530).
Estimate $150 - 200

483

)
France, 1871 (18 Jan), Ballon Monté, Général Bourbaki (BM63), folded letter to St.
Valery-sur-Somme postmarked R. Bonaparte, 18 Jan; 20 Napoleon Laureate tied by star “15”, backstamped St.
Valery-sur-Somme (26 Jan), Very Fine, Scott $350. Yvert €385 ($410). Maury 63; €500 ($530).
Estimate $200 - 300
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484
484

485

)
France, 1870-71, Siege of Paris: Boule de Moulins, folded letter to Paris endorsed “Paris par Moulins
(Allier)”, postmarked (and datelined) Potrieux, 31 Dec; postage (apparently a strip of five 20c stamps) has been
washed off, as has the postage on a majority of these letters, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
As an alternative to the pigeon post, the “Boules de Moulins” were zinc spheres, 20cm (about 8") in diameter,
which were to be filled with mail and floated down the Seine into Paris. The charge for this service was 1fr,
representing 20c postage and 80c to be paid by postal authorities to creators of the system, 40c upon departure
and 40c upon arrival. The system was a resounding failure. Between January 4-28, 1871, more than 40, 000
letters were sent by this method—none made it to Paris during the siege. They were found later, one “bottle”
being recovered as recently as 1988.

485

)
France, 1871 (Mar. 20), folded invoice to Lombardy, Italy, with 10c bistre-brown x4 with points up, tied
by multiple Muhlhausen March 20, 1871 circular datestamps, with repeated strike alongside and red “P.D.” rectangular handstamp, Verona transit & receiving backstamps, Very Fine. Scott N5. Maury €700 ($740).
Estimate $300 - 400
Multiple franking paying the 40c letter rate from the occupied zone to Italy, which was in effect from September
1870 to December 31, 1871.

486

)
France, 1900, Universal Exposition Paris, beautiful lot of nineteen cards and five covers, with cancels
US Paris Expo flag Bomar 07, three covers with ads for gold medals, and a lot of exposition labels, mixed condition,
a great lot to examine, F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

487

)
France, 1929, 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition (246), tied, along with 1fr lined sower and 3 different
Exhibition labels (the other two labels of the set on reverse), by Exhibition cancels, 20 May, on Special Exhibition
envelope to New York; backstamped Le Havre (21 May) and New York (5 Jun), Very Fine, Scott $750. Maury 257A;
€1,000 ($1,060).
Estimate $400 - 600

488

)
France, 1952, 30fr Leonardo da Vinci (682), tied on Maximum card by Amboise International Leonardo Dd Vinci Congress First Day cancel, Very Fine, Maury €750 ($800). Yvert 929. Maury 1090 (photo on web
site)
Estimate $150 - 200
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489

490

491

492

489

(H)
France, 1849, Ceres, 1fr brown carmine (9b), unused without gum, exceptionally fresh with four ample,
well balanced margins; light thin in top margin, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $6,000 for no
gum. Yvert 6b; €5,000 for no gum ($5,300).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

490

m
France, 1849, Cérès, 1fr brown carmine (9b), canceled two perpendicular lozenges, three large margins, close but well clear at right, F.-V.F. A scarce, completely sound four-margin 1 franc; signed Em. Diena & Oliva,
with 1988 Pinchot certificate as #9, Scott $1,000. Maury 6b; €1,200 ($1,270).
Estimate $200 - 300

491

m
France, 1853, Napoleon III imperforate, 1fr lake on yellowish (21), ample to large margins and light
cancel; small thin spot, F.-V.F. appearance. Quite attractive, Scott $3,250. Maury 18b; €3,500 ($3,710).
Estimate $300 - 400

492

H
France, 1876, Sage Type I, 10c green on greenish (68), o.g., lightly hinged, bright & fresh; centered to
left and bottom, Fine, Scott $800. Yvert 65.
Estimate $200 - 300

493

494

495

496

493

H
France, 1876, Sage Type II, 10c green on greenish (79), o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant color, well centered for issue, Very Fine; signed Brun, Scott $1,100. Yvert 76.
Estimate $250 - 350

494

HH
France, 1877, Sage Type II, 75c carmine on rose (83), o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous example; centered to left and bottom, F.-V.F., expert’s signature on reverse, Scott $2,700. Yvert 81.
Estimate $500 - 750

495

H
France, 1878, Sage Type II, 25c black on red (93), o.g., unusually fresh; Scott number written in pencil
on reverse, F.-V.F., Scott $1,075. Yvert 91.
Estimate $250 - 350

496

H

497

H
France, 1900, Merson, 2fr gray violet & yellow (126), o.g., previously hinged, fresh with excellent color,
centered to top; light vertical gum bend, F.-V.F., Scott $625. Yvert 122.
Estimate $200 - 300

78

France, 1877, Sage Type II, 5fr violet on lavender (96), Fine, Scott $725. Yvert 95.
Estimate $200 - 300
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498

499

498

H
France, 1927, Strasbourg Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet (241); light, insignificant bends in margins, Very Fine, Scott $2,300. Maury BF 2; €3,000 ($3,180).
Estimate $600 - 800

499

H
France, 1937, Paris Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet (329), a fresh, clean sheet, Very Fine, Scott
$700. Maury BF 3; €900 ($950).
Estimate $250 - 350

500

501

502

500

H
France, 1929, 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition (246), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and well centered,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85, Scott $600. Maury 257A; €800 ($850).
Estimate $200 - 300

501

H
France, 1929, 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition (246), o.g., lightly hinged; tiny loss of gum lower left
corner, F.-V.F., Scott $600. Yvert 257A.
Estimate $200 - 300

502

H
France, 1930, 20fr Pont du Gard, perf 11 (254), o.g., previously hinged, a premium example; owner’s
pencil mark on reverse, Very Fine, Scott $1,000. Yvert 262B.
Estimate $400 - 600
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503

504

503

HH
France, 1989, Philex-France ‘89 souvenir sheet, fluorescent paper (2168 var.), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, with Exhibition admission ticket, Scott $250. Maury BF 11e; €450 ($480).
Estimate $100 - 150

504

HH
France, 1989, Philex-France ‘89 souvenir sheet, imperforate (2168 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Maury €450 ($480). Maury BF 11 n.d.
Estimate $100 - 150

505

H
France, 1870, Ballon Monté, Le Lavoisier (BM47), 30c Napoleon Laureate tied by Paris “17” star on
Gazette des Absents No. 17 to St. Gallen, Switzerland; R. du Pont-Neuf postmark, 20 Dec, backstamped Geneva
(28 Dec) and two different St. Gallen (29 Dec), Fine. Maury BM 48; €675 ($720) (Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 506

Ex 507

506

s
France, 1917-19, War Orphans, 2c+3c to 1fr+1fr (B3-B9), each tied on small piece by St. Germain
Peace Congress c.d.s., 2 Jun 1919; nibbed corner 25c+15c, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $804+. Maury 148-154;
€850 ($900).
Estimate $300 - 400

507

H
France, 1917, War Orphans, 35c+25c, 50c+50c & 1fr+1fr (B7-B9), exceptionally fresh, the first two
also remarkably well centered, F.-V.F., Scott $2,100. Maury 152-154; €3,020+ ($3,200). Estimate $750 - 1,000
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508

509

508

)
France, 1926, 5fr+1fr War Orphans (B23), two singles plus a 50c+10c & a 1fr+25c (B24, B25) on registered Paris-Indochina crash cover; tied by “Poste Aerienne/ France-Indo-Chine” c.d.s., violet 3-line handstamp
“RAID INTERROMPU/PAR ACCIDENT/Retour à l’envoyeur”, backstamped Paris, 28 Feb; top flap partly missing,
otherwise Very Fine, acarce flight with a rare franking. Yvert 232.
Estimate $100 - 150

509

)
France, 1950, Famous Frenchmen complete (B249-B254), on bi-colored “P.A.C.” FDC, Maury €900
($950). Maury 867-872.
Estimate $150 - 200

510

)
France, 1951, Famous Frenchmen (B258-B263), on complete set of bi-colored “P.A.C.” FDCs, Very
Fine, Maury €650 ($690). Maury 891-896. (No photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

511

)
France, 1951, Famous Frenchmen (B258-B263), on Maximum cards, the first 5 Maximaphiles
Français, the last Albert Lampl, Very Fine, Maury €650 ($690). Maury 891-896. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

512

ma

France, 1955, Famous Men complete (B294-B299), used blocks of 4, Very Fine. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

513

514

513

m
France, Airmail, 1930, 1.50fr “E.I.P.A.” perfin & 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C6b & C15), lovely used examples, each beautifully centered and lightly canceled, Extremely Fine; C6b with 2016 A.P.S. certificate, Scott
$660. Maury A 6A, 15; €1,505 for perfect centering ($1,600).
Estimate $300 - 400

514

HH
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), o.g., never hinged, fresh and well centered; slight toning
of the gum, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,700. Maury A 15; €1,700 ($1,800).
Estimate $600 - 800
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515

516

515

HH
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and virtually perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,700. Maury PA15; €1,700 ($1,800).
Estimate $500 - 750

516

H
France, Airmail, 1936, 50fr “Banknote” (C15), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; signed Brimont, Scott
$625. Maury PA15; €800 ($850).
Estimate $200 - 300

517
517

518

H
France, Postage Due, 1863, 15c black, typographed, private “Joigny” roulette (J4 var.), strip of
four with intact rouletting on all four sides, tied on cover by four of five strikes Joigny c.d.s., 3 May 1869; addressee’s
name neatly crossed out and envelope (flap missing) reduced at top, backstamped 4 May c.d.s. but town not legible; stamps and cover overall are Extremely Fine. Maury T 3 IIB P1.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
A FANTASTIC MULTIPLE THE ONLY RECORDED STRIP OF FOUR WITH THE JOIGNY ROULETTE ON
COVER.

518

H
France, Postage Due, 1884, 5fr black (J25), large part o.g. (paper hinge remnant), quite fresh; two tiny
central thins, otherwise Fine; with 1981 A.P.S. certificate noting “some o.g.” and 2016 P.F. cert noting “large part
o.g.”, Scott $3,000. Yvert T 24; €4,000 ($4,240).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 519
519

82

HHa
France, Intelligence Service forgeries, 1942, 30c Mercury, 50c Pétain & 1.50fr Pétain, complete
sheets: 50c & 1.50fr sheets of 20, 30c sheet of 16 with vertical & horizontal gutters, o.g., never hinged; 30c with minor separation, Very Fine, Maury €1,232 as singles ($1,310). Maury 2, 5, 10.
Estimate $300 - 400
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520

EPS) France, Postal Stationery, 1900-06, two essay/proofs, first: 1900 type Blanc, 1¢ gray Newspaper
Wrapper; six different die proofs, each with two tête-bêche impressions on various papers; second: 1906 Lined
Sower Paid Reply Letter Card/Envelope in blue on greenish with blank value tablet and opted “Spécimen”, a very
rare group (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500

521

Ex 522

521

H
French Offices in China Postage Due, 1903, 15c blue, carmine handstamp (J22), tied to piece with
complete “TIEN-TSIN-CHINE OCT 03" postmark, trivial perf tip aging, sharp color and impression of stamp which is
extremely well centered for this notoriously off-center issue, Very Fine; signed H. Bloch, Scott $350. Yvert 8. Maury
8.
Estimate $150 - 200

522

HHa
French Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1923, 3pi30pa on 15c gray green & 7pi20pa on 35c violet (54,
55), blocks of 4, the latter on “GC” paper, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $670 as singles. Yvert 39, 40; €476
as singles ($500).
Estimate $200 - 300

523

524

523

P
French Colonies: Algeria, 1958, Unissued 70f + 5f Congress of Decorated Soldiers in Constantine,
color proof, strip of 5, the design of the intended stamp printed (in full) in each of its component colors, and in the final planned multi-color format in which it would have been issued; a small tear to the top left of the center green impression, still Very Fine for this item, well worth a look—an interesting and rare piece of history, only two sheets of
the color trials escaped destruction—both in “very bad condition” (Maury)—meaning there are only ten examples
extant; with 2016 Calves & Jacquart photo certificate. Maury 363Aa; €3,500 ($3,710). Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

524

m
French Colonies: Diego Suarez, 1890, 1c black (6), “8 AOU 90" c.d.s., beautiful example with good
margins all around, 3 extremely large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; signed Bloch, Scott $240. Yvert 6; €265
($280).
Estimate $200 - 250
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525

526

525

HH
French Colonies: French Southern & Antarctic Territories, 1968, 20fr Albatross (28), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $350. Yvert 24; €555 ($590).
Estimate $100 - 150

526

)
French Colonies: Guadeloupe, 1903, 30c type I on 60c brown, surcharge inverted (J13a), large
margins, tied by one of two strikes Pointe-a-Pitre c.d.s., 3 Sep 1903, and by “T” in triangle on locally addressed
cover, Very Fine, Scott $1,100+. Yvert T 13b; €1,100+ ($1,170).
Estimate $500 - 750

527

HH
French Colonies: Indochina, 1896, 5fr red lilac (21), strip of 5, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,250. Yvert €750 as hinged ($800).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 528

Ex 529

528

HH/H French Colonies: Lebanon, Airmail, 1926, Essay of red airplane overprint (C9-C12 vars.), on complete set of 1925 “AVION” overprinted airmail issue, o.g., all never hinged except 2p lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, extremely rare; Sanabria handstamp.
Estimate $400 - 600

529

H
French Colonies: Lebanon, Airmail, 1928, Essay of red airplane and “Republique Libanaise” overprint (C9-C12 vars.), on complete set of 1925 “AVION” overprinted airmail issue, o.g., F.-V.F.; Sanabria
handstamp.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 530

Ex 531

530

H
French Colonies: Lebanon, Airmail, 1943, Proclamation of Independence complete, imperf
(C82-C87), vertical pairs, o.g., hinged on top stamp, fresh, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

531

HH
French Colonies: Lebanon, Revenues, 1919, 1pi, 10pi and 50pi Ottoman Proportional Fee Revenues provisionally overprinted, in French and Arabic, o.g., never hinged; 50pi small stained along bottom,
F.-V.F., rare with 50pi only 5 copies recorded.
Estimate $500 - 750
Used for only 14 days pending the arrival of French revenues.

532

)
French Colonies: Nossi-Bé, Postage Due, 1891, 30c on 2c brown inverted surcharge & 35c on 4c
claret (J2a, J4), tied by two of three strikes Nossi-Be c.d.s., 16 Sep 1891, on locally addressed cover; cover with
light flaws including being reduced at top and bottom, attractive appearance and stamps are Very Fine, Scott
$1,000 ++.
Estimate $400 - 600

533

534

533

HH
French Colonies: Réunion, Airmail, 1937, 50c “Roland Garros” Flight (C1), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $500. Yvert PA 1; €504 ($530).
Estimate $200 - 300

534

HH
French Colonies: Réunion, Airmail, 1937, 50c Roland Garros flight (C1), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $500. Yvert PA 1; €504 ($530).
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 535

Ex 536

535

HH
French Colonies: Rouad, 1916, 5c, 10c & 1pi on 25c handstamped overprints complete (1-3), 5c &
1pi reading up, 10c down, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,650+.
Estimate $500 - 750

536

HH/H French Colonies: Rouad, 1916, handstamped overprints, 5c, 10c & 1pi on 25c complete (1-3), gutter pairs, 5c with millésime “2”, 10c with “1”, overprint reading up on both 5c, down on both 10c, down & up on 1pi,
o.g., stamps never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $3,300 ++.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Felix Cohen, a stamp dealer living in Alexandria, was directly responsible for the issuance of the handstamped
overprints, and he controlled virtually the entire supply. He was also indirectly responsible for the typographed
overprints, since they were only issued to meet the demand that had been created by the appearance (and the
shortage) of the handstamped overprints.

537
537

HHa
French Colonies: Rouad, 1916, 5c red with handstamped overprint (2), block of 4, overprints reading
down, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,200 ++.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 538

539

Ex 540

538

HH
French Colonies: St. Pierre & Miquelon, 1941, “Noël/France Libre” overprints in carmine complete (260-279), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,175. Yvert 212A-231A.
Estimate $500 - 750

539

H
French Colonies: Tahiti, Postage Due, 1893, 1c black with “1893/ Tahiti” handstamp (J14), o.g.,
hinge remnant, left sheet-margin example with large margins around; trivial natural gum crease mentioned just for
the sake of accuracy, Very Fine, rare, only 100 examples were handstamped; signed H. Bloch, Champion &
Bernichon, Scott $2,400. Yvert TT-14; €2,700 ($2,860).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

540

H
French Colonies: Tunisia, 1888-1902, Coat of Arms with lined background, 1c to 5fr complete
(9-27), o.g.; small thin 15c #27, some light gum toning as usually found, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $908.
Estimate $200 - 300
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541

542

541

HH
German States: Bergedorf, 1861, 1½sch black on yellow, tête-bêche (3a, 3), the top horizontal pair in
a corner block of 4 with two blank positions, bright and fresh with full never hinged o.g., F.-V.F.; signed Calves &
Jakubek, Michel €520+ ($550). Michel 3KZ, 3.
Estimate $200 - 300

542

m
German States: North German Confederation, 1869, 18kr bister (Michel 23), bold Offenbach c.d.s.s,
well centered; very minor toning (not mentioned on accompanying certificate), otherwise Very Fine; 1970 APS certificate, Michel €2,300 ($2,440). Scott 23; $1,750.
Estimate $250 - 350

543

)
Germany, 1872, mixed issues franking registered letter to Philadelphia (6, 18, 12(pair), 13), large
part of folded lettersheet with Cloppenburg registry label, rated 55g, 1/3 73 postmark on face, routed through Bremen via Bremen manuscript and blue postmark oddly dated 2 3 72, stamps affixed to reverse and tied by postmark/pen (Cloppenburg 1/3/73) or sealing wax, a most unusual franking and use of not only small and large shield
eagles but the subsequently issued numerals, no receiving marks; several pinholes, F.-V.F., Scott $1,750 ++.
Estimate $300 - 400

544

m
Germany, 1900, “Reichspost”, 5m slate & carmine, type I (65), with Dec. 30, 1901 circular
datestamps; shallow thin, only mentioned for the sake of accuracy, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $2,250. Michel 66 I;
€2,800 ($2,970).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 545

546

545

HH/Ha Germany, 1924-27, Buildings, 1m-5m high values (337-339, 350), blocks of 4, o.g., bottom stamps
never hinged, top barely so, Very Fine, Scott $721. Michel 364-367; €755 ($800).
Estimate $200 - 300

546

HH
Germany, 1925, 10pf Rheinland (348), booklet pane of 10, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Also includes
one interleaf and back cover from booklet MH 17. Michel HB 40B; €2,500 ($2,650).
Estimate $600 - 800

547

548

547

HH
Germany, 1930, IPOSTA souvenir sheet (B33), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,250. Michel
Block 1; €1,600 ($1,700).
Estimate $400 - 600

548

m
Germany, 1930, IPOSTA souvenir sheet (B33), canceled two IPOSTA c.d.s.s, 16 Sep, plus a Stettin receiving c.d.s. the next day, Very Fine and unusual, Scott $1,600. Michel Block 1; €2,000 ($2,120).
Estimate
$400 - 600

549

HH
Germany, 1933, 20pf+10pf Wagner, perf 14 (B55a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $950. Michel
505B; €950 ($1,010).
Estimate $300 - 400
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550

551

550

HH
Germany, 1933, Nothilfe souvenir sheet (B58), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. A pristine sheet; signed
Schlegel D. BPP, with his 2001 certificate, Scott $5,600. Michel Block 2; €7,000 ($7,420).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

551

HH
Germany, 1933, Nothilfe souvenir sheet (B58), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and clean, Very
Fine; signed Peschel BPP, with his 2001 certificate, Scott $5,600. Michel Block 2; €7,000 ($7,420).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

552

553

552

m
Germany, 1933, Nothilfe souvenir sheet (B58), canceled three neat Berlin SW c.d.s.s, 11 Jan 1934,
Very Fine. An exceptional example of this rare used souvenir sheet, Scott $13,000. Michel Block 2; €10,000
($10,600).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

553

m
Germany, 1935, OSTROPA souvenir sheet (B68), canceled two neat OSTROPA pictorial cancels, 25
Jun, an immaculate sheet, Extremely Fine, also includes a slightly faulty Ostropa admission ticket, Scott $700.
Michel Block 3; €1,100 ($1,170).
Estimate $300 - 400
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554

555

554

m
Germany, 1935, OSTROPA souvenir sheet (B68), neatly struck First Day of issue cancellations, outstanding well centered souvenir sheet with tremendous colors; two tiny stains at top left, otherwise Very Fine; with
2007 P.F. certificate, Scott $700. Michel Block 3.
Estimate $250 - 350

555

)
Germany, 1935, OSTROPA souvenir sheet (B68), on large registered cover from Königsberg to Frankfurt with Ostropa pictorial postmarks, 29 Jun; backstamped Frankfurt the next day; sheet with typical toning from the
gum, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $800. Michel Block 3; €1,100 ($1,170).
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 556

Ex 557

Ex 558

556

HH
Germany, Airmail, 1933, Chicago Flight Zeppelins, 1m to 4m complete (C43-C45), o.g., never
hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $3,200. Michel 496-498; €4,000 ($4,240).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

557

s
Germany, Airmail, 1933, Chicago Flight Zeppelins, 1m to 4m complete (C43-C45), each tied on
piece, 1m with corner sheet margin, Very Fine, Scott $800. Michel 496-498; €1,000 ($1,060).
Estimate $250 - 350

558

m
Germany, Airmail, 1933, Chicago Flight Zeppelins, 1m to 4m complete (C43-C45), an immaculate
used set, F.-V.F., Scott $800. Michel 496-498.
Estimate $250 - 350

559

HH
Germany, Airmail, 1933, 4m Chicago Flight Zeppelin (C45), left sheet margin single, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $400. Michel 498; €300 ($320).
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 560
560

m
German Colonies: Samoa, 1900, Kaiser’s Yacht, 3pf to 5m complete (57-69), 50pf, 80pf, 1m & 3m
each on piece; 3m signed Lantelme BPP, 5m A. Brun, Scott $1,065. Michel 7-19; €1,000 ($1,060).
Estimate $300 - 400

561

)
German Occupation of Belgium, 1941, Flemish Legion Allegories, the complete set tied by German
Feldpost 451 (Antwerp) c.d.s.s, 23 Jan 1942, on cover to an SS Rifleman in the 3rd Company of the SS Training &
Replacement Battalion at Debica near Cracow, Poland, Very Fine. Michel I-IV.
Estimate $150 - 200

562

HH
German Occupation of Belgium, 1943, Flemish Legion miniature sheets of 4 complete (Michel
IX-XIV Kb), Feldpost issues for the 27th SS Volunteer Division, known as the Flemish Legion as its members were
drawn from the Low Countries, which saw action on the Eastern Front from 1941; these miniature sheets were issued August 9, numbered serially and depict rulers from the Holy Roman Empire and Hapsburg Dynasty, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. or better, 30,000 sets issued, Michel €950 ($1,010) (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 563
563

P
German Occupation of Channel Islands: Jersey, 1943, printer’s trial proofs of the ½d, 1d & 1½d
(N3P, N4P, N5P), black on pink paper, so-called “mise en train”, ungummed, Very Fine; signed Möhler BPP, SG
£360 ($440). SG 3P-5P.
Estimate $150 - 200
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564

565

564

H
German Occupation of Croatia, 1945, Storm Troopers complete (B73-B75), tied on locally addressed cover by three of four strikes Zagreb 5 c.d.s., 21 Feb 1945, backstamped the next day, Very Fine; signed
Ercegovic, with his 1983 certificate, Scott $570 ++. Michel 170-172; €600 ++ ($640).
Estimate $250 - 350

565

H
German Occupation of Denmark, 1944, Danish Legion, 25ø to 1k Pictorials complete (Michel I-III),
complete booklet containing a pane of 4 of each value in plain red covers, front cover folded open for display, Very
Fine. A choice example of this exceedingly rare booklet., Michel €5,000 ($5,300).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

566

567

566

(H)
German Occupation of Denmark, 1944, Danish Legion, Frederik von Schalburg (Michel IV-V), vertical se-tenant pair, one 50(øre), the other undenominated, unused without gum, Very Fine. Quite rare, Michel
€3,000 for NH ($3,180).
Estimate $400 - 600

567

)
German Occupation of France, 1942, French Legion, War Scenes, the complete set with attached labels, tied by French Le Creuson c.d.s.s, 13 Jul 1942, on an airmail cover to Fieldpost office 03865 (French Legion
Reinforced Infantry Regt. 638); forwarded with German Feldpost c.d.s. (14 Jul) and backstamped with another German Feldpost c.d.s. (23 Jul), Very Fine, Cérès €450 ($480). Michel VI-X. Cérès 6-10.
Estimate $200 - 300
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568

569

568

)
German Occupation of France, 1942, French Legion, War Scenes, the complete set tied by German
Feldpost c.d.s.s, 24 Jun 1944, on an airmail cover to Hamburg, Cérès €400 ($420). Michel VI-X. Cérès 6-10.
Estimate $150 - 200

569

)
German Occupation of France, 1941, French Legion, Russian Bear souvenir sheet (Michel Block
1), tied on cover to Paris one of two strikes German Feldpost c.d.s., 27 Dec 1941, Very Fine; signed Tust BPP.
Cérès Bloc 1; €2,100 ($2,230).
Estimate $500 - 750

570

571

570

)
German Occupation of Kurland, 1945, overprinted set of four values (Michel 1-4B), the complete
set including the “12” both perforated & rouletted, tied by “Deutsche Dienstpost Ostland” c.d.s.s, 8 May 1945, the
last day of the Third Reich, on unaddressed Feldpost card, Very Fine; signed Bohne-GPSY & Van Loo BPP.
Estimate $150 - 200

571

)
Germany: World War II Feldpost, Inselpost, Crete, 1944 ultramarine, perforated, tied by German
Feldpost c.d.s., 25 Nov 1944, on cover sent by a Corporal of Grenadier Regt. 746 (FP 68004) to a relative in Berlin;
small opening tear at top, Very Fine. Michel 7A; €700 ($740).
Estimate $200 - 300
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572

573

572

s

573

HH
German Democratic Republic, 1950, Debria souvenir sheet, plate flaw (B21a var.), angled white line
over “1” of “1950” in right margin, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Michel Block 7 III; €500 ($530). Estimate $150 200

Germany: World War II Feldpost, Feldpost, U-Boot Hela, 1945 blue, tied on piece by Feldpost c.d.s., 8
Apr 1945, Very Fine; signed Dr. Dub, GPSY, Pickenpack. Michel 13b; €2,000 ($2,120).
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 574

Ex 575

Ex 576

Ex 577

574

HH
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Red Overprints complete (9N21-9N34), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; signed Dr.
Dub, Scott $1,300. Michel 21-34; €1,400 ($1,480).
Estimate $350 - 500

575

m
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Red Overprints complete (9N21-9N34); few short perfs 60pf & 1m, otherwise
F.-V.F.; all but 25pf signed Schlegel BPP, Scott $767. Michel 21-34; €900 ($950).
Estimate $100 - 150

576

HH
Germany: Berlin, 1949, U.P.U. complete (9N35-9N41), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Michel 35-41; €750 ($800).
Estimate $200 - 300

577

HH
Germany: Berlin, 1949, U.P.U. complete (9N35-9N41), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Michel 35-41; €750 ($800).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 578

Ex 579

578

HH
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Buildings complete (9N42-9N60), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $700.
Michel 42-60; €750 ($800).
Estimate $200 - 300

579

HH
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Currency Victims complete (9NB1-9NB3), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $375. Michel 68-70; €350 ($370).
Estimate $100 - 150
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580

581

580

HH
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Currency Victims souvenir sheet (9NB3a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
9NB3a, Scott $900. Michel Block 1; €950 ($1,010).
Estimate $250 - 350

581

HH
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Currency Victims souvenir sheet (9NB3a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
9NB3a, Scott $900. Michel Block 1; €950 ($1,010).
Estimate $250 - 350

582

583

584

582

HH
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Currency Victims souvenir sheet (9NB3a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
9NB3a, Scott $900. Michel Block 1; €950 ($1,010).
Estimate $250 - 350

583

HH
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Currency Victims souvenir sheet (9NB3a), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
9NB3a, Scott $900. Michel Block 1; €950 ($1,010).
Estimate $200 - 300

584

m
Germany: Berlin, 1949, Currency Victims souvenir sheet (9NB3a), Special Berlin W30 First Day cancel 17 Dec 1949, Very Fine, Scott $2,100. Michel Block 1; €2,200 ($2,330).
Estimate $500 - 750

585

)
Germany: Berlin, 1953, Kaiser Wilhelm Church issue complete (9NB8-9NB11), on Official First Day
Cover with calligraphic address to England, Very Fine; with 1985 H.G. Schlegel attest. Michel 106-109; €400
($420).
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 586
586

HH
Germany: Saar, 1948, Flood Relief souvenir sheets (B64a, CB1a), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,600. Michel Blocks 1-2; €1,600 ($1,700).
Estimate $400 - 600

587

588

587

m
Germany: French Zone - Baden, 1949, Red Cross souvenir sheet (5NB4a), canceled special
Freiburg/ Henri Dunant pictorial c.d.s., 15 Sep 1949, Very Fine, Scott $1,350+. Michel Block 2 I; €2,000 ($2,120).
Estimate $400 - 600

588

m
Germany: French Zone - Baden, 1949, Red Cross souvenir sheet (5NB4a), canceled Ottersweier
c.d.s., 6 Apr 1949, Very Fine, Scott $1,350. Michel Block 2 I; €1,500 ($1,590).
Estimate $350 - 500

589

590

589

HH
Germany: French Zone - Baden, 1949, 30pf Engineering Congress, type II (5N41a), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $475. Michel 46 II; €650 ($690).
Estimate $150 - 200

590

HH
Germany: French Zone - Baden, 1949, 30pf Engineering Congress, type II (5N41a), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $475. Michel 46 II; €650 ($690).
Estimate $150 - 200
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591

592

591

m
Germany: French Zone - Württemberg, 1949, Red Cross souvenir sheet (8NB4a), canceled Ehingen
(Donau) c.d.s.s, 7 May 1949, Very Fine, Scott $1,350. Michel Block 1 I; €1,800 ($1,910). Estimate $350 - 500

592

)
Germany: French Zone - Württemberg, 1949, Freiburg Reconstruction souvenir sheet, perforated
(8NB8a), tied on a locally addressed picture postcard by Offenburg c.d.s.s, 22 Aug 1949, Very Fine; with 1981 H.G.
Schlegel attest noting “philatelic overfranking”. Michel Block 1 A; €700 ($740).
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 593

Ex 594

Ex 595

Ex 596

593

HH
Germany: Allied Occupation - Bizone, 1948, Post Horn “Band” & “Network” overprints complete
(585A-599A), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, each handstamped printer’s “SB” on reverse, Scott $975. Estimate
$300 - 400

594

HH
Germany: Allied Occupation - Bizone, 1948, Post Horn “Network” overprints complete
(593A-599), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

595

HH/H Germany: Federal Republic, 1951-52, Post Horns complete (670-685), o.g., never hinged except
30pf & 40pf regummed, 70pf with tiny gum disturbance, Very Fine; signed Schlegel BPP, Scott $1,210. Michel
123-138; €1,730 ($1,830).
Estimate $400 - 600

596

HH/H Germany: Federal Republic, 1951-52, Post Horns complete (670-685), o.g., 2pf-25pf, 50pf & 80pf
never hinged, others regummed, F.-V.F.; signed Schlegel BPP, Scott $1,015. Michel 123-138; €1,265 ($1,340).
Estimate $300 - 400

597

HHa
Germany: Federal Republic, 1951, 30pf Röntgen (686), block of 12, o.g., never hinged; folded once,
Very Fine, Scott $720. Michel 147 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 598

Ex 599

Ex 600

Ex 601

598

HH
Greece, 1940, Greek Youth, regulars and airmails complete (427-36, C38-C47), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

599

HH

600

HH
Greece, Airmail, 1940, Greek Youth Organization complete (C38-C47), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350

601

HH/H Greece, Postal Tax, 1922, 5L Surcharges on Women’s Patriotic League Charity labels
(RA46A-RA46D), o.g., all never hinged except RA46A with small spot of gum loss, post office fresh, F.-V.F., Scott
$753 ++.
Estimate $350 - 500

602

m
Greece: Crete, 1898, 20pa bright violet (SG B1), with partial straight line Herakleion cancel, Extremely
Fine, SG £225 ($280). Scott 1; $225 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Greece, Airmail, 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C5-C7), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 603
603

HH/H Hungary, Airmail, 1949, UPU perforated & imperforate souvenir sheets (C81), perforated sheet o.g.,
never hinged, other lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,125.
Estimate $400 - 600

604

605

604

m
Italian States: Sardinia, 1855-63, Victor Emmanuel II, 3L bronze (15), three good margins, just in at
right, canceled light Florence (Firenze) c.d.s.; small faults, apparent only on reverse, Fine appearance; signed
Oliva, with his 2000 certificate, Scott $4,100. Sassone 18A.
Estimate $200 - 300

605

(H)
Italy, 1863, Victor Emmanuel II, 15c blue, type I (litho), printed both sides (23 var.), test print, with
stamp printed both sides in gray blue, with a ghost set-off image (reversed) on the back, unused without gum, perfect state of preservation, Very Fine, as described in CEI 2006, p. 26; with 2006 SBPV/ASEP photo certificate.
Sassone PS7; €6,000 ($6,360).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Ex 606
606

Ex 607

m
Italy, 1923, Manzoni complete (165-170), a fresh, lightly canceled set, quite well centered for these; 5L
canceled Rome - Via del Corso, 23 Feb 1924, 50c actually canceled First Day of Issue, Milan, 29 Dec 1923, F.-V.F.;
5L signed A. Diena and one other, Scott $5,370. Sassone 151-156.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
The issue was only valid for one month—through 28 Jan 1924—the main reason they are so high priced in used
condition. This means that, even though legitimately canceled, this 5L was technically invalid for postage on the
day it was used.

607

HH
Italy, 1935, Bellini complete (349-354, C79-C83), o.g., never hinged, especially bright and fresh,
F.-V.F., Scott $710.
Estimate $150 - 200

608

609

610

608

HH
Italy, 1987, 20000L “Italia” imperf (1297 var), left marginal example, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a
gem of a recent Italian high-value error; signed Avi, with 2010 SBPV/ASEP photo certificate. Sassone 1462Bb;
€10,000 ($10,600).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

609

HH
Italy, 1980, 50L Rocca di Calascio, “Pink Fortress” variety (1412 var), from the long-running Castles
of Italy series, a lower right corner example with full selvage, o.g., never hinged, perfs shifted down into vignette,
Fine; signed Avi, with 2016 SBPV/ASEP photo certificate. Sassone 1527g; €12,500 ($13,250).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

610

HH
Italy, 1988, 650L National Soccer Championships, error of color (1743 var), the “Milan blue”—with
yellow omitted, green areas of issued stamp appear blue; left marginal single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, turn Italy’s own goal to your collection’s advantage; signed Avi, with 2005 SBPV/ASEP photo certificate. Sassone 1954B;
€27,000 ($28,620).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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611

HHa
Italy, 2004, 45c Venus of Urbina, Missing Value (black) (2447 var), complete pane of 100, an astonishing variety without denomination, o.g., never hinged, Post Office Fresh, Very Fine, catalogs at €450 each stamp;
with 2016 SBPV/ASEP Avi certificate. Sassone 2370Aa; €45,000 ($47,700).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Ex 612

613

612

m

613

HH
Italy, Airmail, 1930, 7.70L Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight (C27), top selvedge example, o.g., never
hinged, expert’s mark on reverse, a choice stamp, Very Fine, Scott $900. Sassone 25.
Estimate $300 - 400

100

Italy, 1923, Black Shirts complete (B17-B19), F.-V.F., Scott $480. Sassone 147-149; €600 ($640).
Estimate $150 - 200
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615

614
614

)
Italy, Airmail, 1933, 5.25L+44.75L Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight (C49), tied by Rome c.d.s.s, 16 Jun
1933, on cacheted registered Flight cover to New York, backstamped Rome (20 Jul), Very Fine, Scott $3,000.
Sassone GP28c; €3,750 ($3,980).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

615

)
Italy, Airmail, 1935, Vincenzo Bellini complete (C79-C83), tied on cover tied by two strikes of Venice
15.10.35 handstamps, addressed to New York, scarce, Very Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300

616

)
Italy, Airmail, 1933, 5.25L+19.75L Balbo Trans-Atlantic Flight (C48), tied by Brescia c.d.s.s, 12 Jun
1933, on cacheted registered Flight cover to Amsterdam, backstamped Rome (14 Jun) and Amsterdam (1 Jul),
Very Fine, Scott $3,000. Sassone GP27; €4,250 ($4,500).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Ex 617

Ex 618

Ex 619

617

HH
Italy, Parcel Post Authorized Delivery Stamps, 1956-58 (QY4-QY11), undivided pairs, o.g., never
hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $764.
Estimate $250 - 350

618

HH/H Italian Social Republic, Parcel Post, 1944 issue complete (Q1-Q12), undivided pairs, o.g., hinged /
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,250.
Estimate $350 - 500

619

H
Italy: Trieste Zone A, Parcel Post, 1947-48 complete (Q1-Q12), o.g., lightly hinged; 2L thin, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $1,201.
Estimate $400 - 600

620

P
Italy: Campione d’Italia Comune Di Campione Proofs, 0.20 carmine & 1 France purple proofs,
160x100mm, Very Fine to Extremely Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 621

622

623

621

H
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint on re-engraved 1d-7d (N7, N8a, N9-10), 2d reading up, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; signed Drossos, Scott $770.
Estimate $200 - 300

622

HH
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, Cephalonia & Ithaca overprint inverted on
re-engraved 5d (N9a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed Drossos, Scott $1,100 for hinged. Estimate $300 400

623

HH
Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands, Airmail, 1941, 50L violet brown (NC11), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, an exceedingly rare stamp, Scott $2,400 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 624

625

624

HHa
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands, Airmail, 1934, Soccer World Cup complete (C28-C31),
blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $980.
Estimate $300 - 400

625

)
Italian Colonies: Cyrenaica, 1950, Senussi Warrior, 100m-200ms (75-76), on two solo use philatelic
covers, matching Registration labels, each value tied to envelope by Benghazi Registration 29.VI.50 postmarks to
matching address in Elizabeth NJ, appropriate New York and Elizabeth Registry postmarks, Very Fine. Sassone
11-12; €8,750 ($9,280).
Estimate $500 - 750

626

627

626

H
San Marino, 1892, Arms, 1L carmine & yellow (21), o.g.; lightly toned gum, otherwise F.-V.F., scarce
stamp; with 1978 A.P.S. certificate which does not mention the gum, Scott $1,825. Sassone 20.
Estimate $300 - 400

627

HH
San Marino, 1932, 5L Garibaldi (150), o.g., never hinged; small natural gum inclusion, Very Fine, Scott
$850. Sassone 175; €1,125 ($1,190).
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 628

Ex 629

Ex 630

628

HH

San Marino, 1949-50, Views complete (278-293), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200

629

H
($480).

Vatican, 1936, Catholic Press Conference complete (47-54), Scott $495. Sassone 47-54; €450
Estimate $150 - 200

630

HHa
Vatican, Airmail, 1953, Dome of St. Peter’s complete (C22-C23), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $560. Sassone S.505.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 631

Ex 632

Ex 633

631

H
Latvia, Airmail Semi-Postals, 1933, perf & imperf complete (CB21-CB24), o.g., hinged, bright &
clean, F.-V.F., Scott $340.
Estimate $150 - 200

632

m
Liechtenstein, 1928, 70th Reign Anniversary of Prince Johann II complete (82-89), lightly canceled,
Very Fine, Scott $869. Zumstein 72-79.
Estimate $250 - 350

633

m
Liechtenstein, 1928, 70th Reign Anniversary of Prince Johann II complete (82-89), lightly canceled,
Very Fine, Scott $869. Zumstein 72-79.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 634

Ex 635

634

m
Liechtenstein, 1928, 70th Reign Anniversary of Prince Johann II complete (82-89), canceled
Triesenberg First day cancels, though only the 5fr has the complete date, a choice used set, Very Fine, Scott
$869+. Zumstein 72-79; 950+ SFr ($940).
Estimate $200 - 300

635

m
Liechtenstein, 1930, Landscapes, 3rp to 2fr complete (94-107), neatly canceled, Very Fine, Scott
$1,116. Zumstein 84-97.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 636

637

638

Ex 639

636

m
Liechtenstein, 1930, Landscapes, 3rp to 2fr complete (94-107), an exceptional used set, all canceled
Triesenberg, 24 Jan 1931, Very Fine, Scott $1,064. Zumstein 84-97; 775 SFr ($770).
Estimate $200 - 300

637

HH
Liechtenstein, 1930, 2fr Princely Couple, perf 11½ x 10½ (107a), o.g., never hinged; small black natural paper inclusion in upper right frame line, left perfs ever so slightly blunted, otherwise Very Fine. Exceedingly rare
in never hinged condition.; with 2010 Marxer certificate, Scott $6,750. Zumstein 97C; 9,000 SFr ($8,910).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

638

H
Liechtenstein, 1930, 2fr Princely Couple, perf 11½ x 10½ (107a), o.g.; tiny thin speck, Extremely Fine
appearance. A very rare stamp; with 2010 Marxer certificate, Scott $3,850. Zumstein 97C; 4,500 SFr ($4,460).
Estimate $400 - 600

639

HH
Liechtenstein, 1933, Landscapes, 25rp to 1.20fr complete (108-110), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $840. Zumstein 98-100.
Estimate $250 - 350

640

Ex 641

640

s

641

HHa
Liechtenstein 1937, Labor, 10rp to 50rp, imperforate (132-135), blocks of 4, unblemished o.g., never
hinged, wide balanced margins, Extremely Fine set, seldom offered in any form, let alone in pristine blocks. Michel
152U-155U; €7,200 ($7,630).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

104

Liechtenstein, 1934, Vaduz Exhibition souvenir sheet (115), tied to reverse side of large of registered
envelope, VADUZ 6.X.34 show cancel, Very Fine, Scarce; with 1996 Marxer certificate, Scott $3,500 on full cover.
Zumstein 104.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Ex 642
642

HHa
Liechtenstein 1940, Johann II Birth Centenary, 20rp to 1.50fr, imperforate (160-164), full panes of
25, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine and choice, quite rare and as fresh as the day they were printed; undoubtedly
one of the finest sets of sheets extant, Michel €62,500 ($66,250). Michel 186U-190U.Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

Ex 643
643

HHa
Liechtenstein 1945, Birth of Prince Johann Adam Pius, 20rp to 1fr, imperforate (212-214), full
panes of 20, o.g., never hinged with some usual light natural gum bends, Extremely Fine, a rare showpiece set.
Michel 240U-242U; €28,000 ($29,680).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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644

)
Liechtenstein, 1952, 5fr Vaduz Castle (264), on registered First Day Cover, Very Fine, Zumstein 750
SFr ($740). Zumstein 253.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 645

Ex 646

Ex 647

645

HH
Liechtenstein, Airmail, 1931, Zeppelins, 1fr to 2fr complete (C7-C8), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $565. Zumstein 7-8.
Estimate $200 - 300

646

HH
Liechtenstein, Airmail, 1931, Zeppelins, 1fr to 2fr complete (C7-C8), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $565. Zumstein 7-8.
Estimate $200 - 300

647

s

Luxembourg, 1935, Intellectuals complete (B65A-B65Q), each tied on piece by 18 Jun 1935 c.d.s.s,
Very Fine, Scott $1,665. Michel 266-280; €2,200 ($2,330).
Estimate $500 - 750

648

Ex 649

648

H
Monaco, 1885, 25c green (6), o.g., nicely centered with bright color, F.-V.F., Scott $700. Yvert 6; €1,020
($1,080).
Estimate $200 - 300

649

HH
Monaco, Airmail, 1955-57, Birds, both perforations complete (C41-C44a), o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $734. Yvert 55-58.
Estimate $200 - 300
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650

651

650

)
Netherlands, 1951, Social & Cultural Works (B208-B213), official cacheted First Day Cover, Very
Fine, NVPH €2,100 ($2,230). NVPH 550-555.
Estimate $500 - 750

651

m

Poland, 1946, Education souvenir sheet (B49Bc), First day cancels, Extremely Fine, Scott $575.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 652

653

Ex 654

652

H
Polish Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1919, “LEVANT” overprints complete (2K1-2K12), o.g., a
bright, fresh set; 20f with few small perf stains, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,085.
Estimate $250 - 350

653

m
Portugal, 1855, King Pedro V (straight hair), 5r red brown (5), neat central Porto “52” cancel, large
margins all around, Very Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

654

m
Portugal, 1895, St. Anthony of Padua, 2½r to 1000r less the 15r & 25r (132-134, 136, 138-146),
F.-V.F., Scott $1,211.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 655
655

Ha
Romania, 1945, Russian Armistice Anniversary (B292-303), includes complete gummed white paper
(lightly hinged) and ungummed grayish paper issues in miniature sheets of 4, Very Fine, Scott $960. Michel
885-896x & y; €1,700 ($1,800).
Estimate $250 - 350
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656

Ex 657

656

)
Russia, 1890, cover from Kostroma, Russia to Duxbury, Mass., with 2 #46, #47, #48 & #50 tied by
multiple strikes of Kostroma CDS’s with “Paid E All” & New York receiver, Sudbury Mass receiver, “Forwarded” SL
to Boston, F.-V.F., a lovely 4 color franking.
Estimate $250 - 350

657

HHa
Russia, 1866-70, 1k-30k Arms issue complete, horizontally laid paper (19-25), bottom margin block
of 4, o.g., never hinged, rare NH, eye popping colors, bottom selvedge blocks, F.-V.F., Scott $3,664 as singles.
Michel 18x-23x. Zagorsky 17-22; $7,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Ex 658

Ex 659

Ex 660

658

HH
Russia, 1866-70, 1k-30k Arms issue complete, horizontally laid paper (19-25), o.g., never hinged, as
nice a set as you will ever see, eye popping colors, F.-V.F., Scott $916. Michel 18x-23x. Zagorsky 17-22; $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

659

HH
Russia, 1875-79, 2k-20k Arms issue complete, horizontally laid paper (26-30), o.g., never hinged, a
spectacular set, F.-V.F., Scott $557. Michel 24x-28x. Zagorsky 29-33; $755.
Estimate $500 - 750

660

H
Russia, 1884, 3.50r black & gray, vertically laid paper and 7r black & orange (39, 40), o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,000. Michel 38x, 39y.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

661

HHa
Russia, 1902-05, 3.5r and 7r high values (69, 70), blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $630.
Zagorsky 65-66; $1,560. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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662

Ex 663

662

Pa
Russia, 1922, Workers & Soldiers, 3r blue, unissued proof, block of 25, Liapine P1, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

663

H

Russia, 1935, Spartacist Games complete (559-568), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $472.
Estimate $150 - 200

664

Ex 665

666

664

HHa
Russia, 1946, 5k orange brown (615A), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, immaculate block, Very Fine,
Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200

665

HH

Russia, 1938, Scenic Views complete (666-677), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $400.

666

m

Russia, Airmail, 1924, 10k on 5r Airplane Wide “5" (C7a), Extremely Fine, Scott $700. Michel 268 I.
Estimate $350 - 500

667

H
Russia, Airmail, 1934, Dirigibles complete (C53-C57), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $517
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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668

669

670

668

H
Russia, Airmail, 1935, 1r on 10k Moscow-San Francisco Flight (C68), red overprint, o.g., small hinge
remnant, F.-V.F., rare stamp, Scott $725. Michel 527.
Estimate $500 - 750

669

H
Russia: Far Eastern Republic, Airmail, 1923, Vladivostok overprint, 20k on 4k red (Michel 48A),
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, only 50 issued; signed Mikulski and others, Michel €1,000 ($1,060).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

670

HHa
Russia: Siberia, 1919, 1r on 4k, inverted overprint (4b), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh,
Very Fine, Scott $400 as hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

671

Ex 672

673

674

671

H
Russia: Siberia, 1919, handstamp surcharge, 10k on 10k (52), o.g., very lightly hinged, a rare stamp in
choice condition, Very Fine, only 14 examples known; signed Bloch, with 1971 Friedl certificate, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

672

HH
Russia: South Russia, 1918-20, inverted overprints, 25r on 14k, 25r on 3k (29a, 41a), o.g., never
hinged; 41a has two small stains in bottom selvedge, Very Fine, Scott $1,200 for hinged. Estimate $600 - 800

673

HH
Russian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1879, 7k on 10k, blue overprint (19C), o.g., never hinged, well
centered rare stamp, Very Fine; signed Bühler, Scott $1,250 as hinged.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

674

HH/H Russian Offices in the Turkish Empire, 1879, 7k on 10k, blue overprint (19D), o.g., hinged; expert’s
handstamp on reverse, Very Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
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675

Ex 676

675

HHa
Russia: Tannu Tuva, 1932 3k on 70k, inverted overprint (31a), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh and
bright, Very Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

676

H
Russia: Tannu Tuva, 1933, surcharged Revenue stamps (39, 44), o.g., lightly hinged, uncommon
stamps, F.-V.F., Scott $1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 677

Ex 678

679

677

(H)
Russia: Tannu Tuva, 1943, 25k, Coat of Arms and 50k Government Building issue, offset varieties
(122, 123), 2 vertical pairs, on light buff paper, single form each pair displaying strong offset, without gum as issued,
lovely and unusual examples, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $360.
Estimate $500 - 750

678

(H)
Russia: Tannu Tuva, 1943, 25k, Coat of Arms and 50k Government Building issue, offset varieties
(122a, 123a), 2 vertical pairs, on white paper, single form each pair displaying strong offset, without gum as issued,
lovely and unusual examples, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $380.
Estimate $500 - 750

679

H
Russia: Tannu Tuva, 1943, 25k, Coat of Arms, gummed variety (121a var.), vertical pair, on white paper, pair showing part perforations, o.g., hinge mark, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, gummed examples are scarce,
Scott $250.
Estimate $350 - 500
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Ex 680

681

680

(H)
Russia: Tannu Tuva, 1943, 25k, Coat of Arms issue (120, 120a, 121), vertical strips of 5, 3 complete
strips with 2 found on white paper and 1 strip on buff, without gum as issued; small horizontal tear on Scott #121,
otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, full complete strips are scarce, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

681

HHa
Denmark, 1918, 27öre vermilion & black (110), top margin block of 50, o.g., never hinged; several folds
through perforations, and diagonal creases in top corners affecting ten stamps, F.-V.F., Scott $3,000. Michel 101.
Facit 144.
Estimate $500 - 750

682

H
Denmark, 1918, 27öre vermilion & black (110), study / accumulation of Scott 110 on sheets and stock
page comprising 45 NH singles, pairs, blocks of four; 17 hinged singles and 80 used. Total 142 stamps with a variety of shades noted. Some gum toning, several with heavy tones not counted, Scott $7,500+. Facit 144. (Photo on
web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 683

684

685

683

HH
Denmark, Airmail, 1925 issue complete (C1-C5), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $785. Facit
213-217.
Estimate $250 - 350

684

m
Denmark, Parcel Post, 1919, 1kr brown, “POSFFÆRGE” error (Q11a), neatly canceled, Very Fine, a
very rare stamp; 1978 S. Kaiser certificate, Scott $2,350. Facit PF10v; SKr 18,000 ($1,980).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

685

m

Finland, 1858, small pearls in post horn, wove paper (2), F.-V.F., Scott $925.
Estimate $250 - 350
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686

687

686

)
Finland, 1860, 5k light blue on bluish, roulette I (4), vertical pair canceled manuscript crosses and
tied by Helsingfors c.d.s., 19 Aug 1862 on cover to Jyväskylä with boxed “ANK 19/8” at right, intact “NDN” red wax
seal on reverse; insignificant horizontal file fold at bottom, Very Fine; with 1996 Gummesson certificate, Facit SKr
16,000 ($1,760). Scott $1,400. Facit 3C1Kd.
Estimate $500 - 750

687

HH/Ha Finland, 1867, 8p black on green, roulette III (7), block of 4, o.g., bottom stamps never hinged; right
stamps each with small, light crease, Very Fine. A marvelous block.; with 1969 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100 +++.
Facit 6v1C3.
Estimate $500 - 750

688

689

688

s

689

m
$850.

690

HHa
Finland, 1891, 50k violet & green (55), pane of 25 with bottom selvage removed, o.g., never hinged,
post office fresh, Very Fine, Scott $1,563.
Estimate $300 - 400

Finland, 1866-74, 8p black on green, roulette III (7), horizontal strip of 3, slightly separated, lightly tied
on small piece by 1870 Wiborg c.d.s.s; few slightly nibbed teeth, otherwise F.-V.F., a rare used multiple, Scott $510
++.
Estimate $350 - 500
Finland, 1866, 1m yellow, serpentine roulette (11), complete teeth, Choice Extremely Fine, Scott
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 691

Ex 692

Ex 693

Ex 694

691

HH
Greenland, 1945, Pictorials, 1öre to 5kr complete (10-18), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Facit 10-18; SKr 3,000 ($330).
Estimate $150 - 200

692

HH
Greenland, 1945, Liberation overprints, 1öre to 5kr complete (19-27), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $1,375. Facit 19-27; SKr 10,000 ($1,100).
Estimate $350 - 500

693

HH
Greenland, 1945, Liberation overprints, 1öre to 5kr complete (19-27), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $1,375. Facit 19-27; SKr 10,000 ($1,100).
Estimate $350 - 500

694

HH
Greenland, 1945, Liberation overprints, 1öre to 5kr complete (19-27), horizontal pairs, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $2,750. Facit 19-27; SKr 20,000 ($2,200).
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 695

696

697

698

699

695

HH
Greenland, 1945, Liberation, transposed overprint colors, 10öre to 5kr complete (22a-27a), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine; with 2009 Sismondo certificate, Scott $2,900. Facit 22v2-27v2; SKr 19,500 ($2,140).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

696

m
Iceland, 1897, Crowned Numeral surcharged, large “3 þrir” on 5a green, perf 14 x 13½ (31a),
F.-V.F., an exceedingly rare stamp; signed J. Schl.(esinger), with 2001 A.P.S. and 1977 Grønlund certificates,
Scott $4,750. Facit 33; SKr 35,000 ($3,850).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

697

m

698

m
Iceland, 1902, black “I Gildi” overprint on 3a orange, perf 12 (49), F.-V.F., Scott $675. Facit 48; SKr
4,500 ($500).
Estimate $150 - 200

699

H
Iceland, 1902, black “I Gildi” overprint on 40a light lilac, perf 14 x 13½ (66 var.), o.g., small hinge
remnant, exceptionally fresh and beautifully centered, Extremely Fine, an extraordinary example of this rare shade;
with 2001 L. Nielsen certificate, Facit SKr 6,500 ($720). Facit 42a.
Estimate $250 - 350

114

Iceland, 1897, small “þrir” on 5a green (33A), neatly canceled, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
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700

701

700

H
Iceland, 1925, 35a Reykjavik, Bi-color trial color proof with center in gray brown (147TC), frame in
issued color, on white coated paper mounted on 109x122mm card, Very Fine, an attractive and exceedingly rare
exhibition item. Facit 171.
Estimate $250 - 350

701

)
Iceland, 1930, Parliament Millennium regular issues, 3a to 10kr complete (152-166, C3), tied by
Þingvellir cancels on two registered covers to Austria postmarked Þingvellir c.d.s., 26 Jun 1930 with “Þingvellir”
registration label, both backstamped Reykjavik the same day, the cover with the high values also backstamped
Edinburg, Scotland, 4 Jul, Very Fine, Scott $1,352 off cover. Facit 173-188; SKr 10,000 ($1,100).
Estimate $500 - 750

702

)
Iceland, 1930, Parliament Millennium regular issues, 3a to 10kr complete (152-166), tied by Reykjavik c.d.s.s, 3 Mar 1930, on matched set of four small registered covers to England, not backstamped, Very Fine,
Scott $1,262 off cover. Facit 173-187.
Estimate $400 - 600

703

HH
Iceland, 1937, King Christian X souvenir sheet (B5), six pristine sheets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $630. Facit Block 1. (Photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 704

Ex 705

Ex 706

704

HH
Iceland, Airmail, 1930, Parliament Millennium complete (C4-C8), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$600. Facit 189-193; SKr 3,900 ($430).
Estimate $200 - 300

705

HH
Iceland, Airmail, 1930, Parliament Millennium complete (C4-C8), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$600. Facit 189-193; SKr 3,900 ($430).
Estimate $200 - 300

706

HHa
Iceland, Airmail, 1931, Zeppelins complete (C9-C11), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$1,340. Facit 162-164; SKr 9,200 ($1,010).
Estimate $350 - 500

707

708

707

m
Iceland, Airmail, 1931, Zeppelins complete (C9-C11), lightly canceled, Very Fine, Scott $525. Facit
162-164; SKr 3,500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200

708

HH
Iceland, Airmail, 1933, “Hópflug Itala” complete (C12-C14), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2012
Sismondo certificate, Scott $6,325. Facit 165-167; SKr 42,000 ($4,620).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

709

710

711

709

H
Iceland, Airmail, 1933, “Hópflug Itala” complete (C12-C14), o.g., very lightly hinged, bright colors, remarkably fresh, Very Fine; 1998 L. Nielsen certificate, Scott $2,250. Facit 165-167.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

710

H
Iceland, Airmail, 1933, “Hópflug Itala” complete (C12-C14), o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; each
with 1963 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,260. Facit 165-167; SKr 17,000 ($1,870).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

711

H
Iceland, Airmail, 1933, “Hópflug Itala” complete (C12-C14), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; signed J.F.
Brun with 1971 Grønlund Certificate, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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712

Ex 713

Ex 714

Ex 715

712

m
Iceland, Airmail, 1933, 1kr “Hópflug Ítala (C12), well centered and lightly canceled, Very Fine, Scott
$850. Facit 165.
Estimate $250 - 350

713

H
Iceland, Officials, 1930, Parliament Millennium complete (O53-O67), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $1,140. Facit Tj59-74.
Estimate $400 - 600

714

H
Iceland, Officials, 1930, Parliament Millennium complete (O53-O67), o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $1,140.
Facit Tj59-74.
Estimate $300 - 400

715

m
Iceland, Officials, 1930, Parliament Millennium high values, 50a to 10kr (O63-O67), lightly canceled,
F.-V.F., Scott $2,200. Facit Tj 69-73; SKr 15,300 ($1,680).
Estimate $600 - 800

716

E
Norway, 1960, Norten Filatelistklubbs print of Nyman Essay in brownish rose (4 var.), number 1 of
300 printed; also a black proof of same, one of only 5 made, Very Fine. Facit 4N4 & var.
Estimate $300 - 400

717

H
Norway, 1863, 8sk rose (9), vertical pair tied on cover to Verden, Germany by two of three strikes Christiania c.d.s., 16 Mar 1867, backstamped Kiel and Verden (21 Mar). Facit 9.
Estimate $200 - 300
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718

719

718

)
Norway, 1868, 3sk dark lilac & 8s carmine rose (13, 15), tied on folded cover to Langnau, Switzerland
by two of three strikes Christiania c.d.s., 27 Jan 1872, backstamped Langnau, 1 Feb, Very Fine. Facit 13a, 15a.
Estimate $300 - 400

719

)
Norway, 1868, 8sk carmine rose (15), used with 1871 3sk Post Horn (18), tied on folded cover to
Langnau, Switzerland by two of three strikes Christiania c.d.s., 7 Sep 1872, backstamped Kiel (10 Sep), Burgdorf
(11 Sep), and Langnau (12 Sep), Very Fine. Facit 15.
Estimate $200 - 300

720

721

720

)
Sweden, 1724 and 1834, international usage covers, two wonderful Swedish pre-philatelic covers; the
first a 1724 envelope bearing a sharply-turned and well-struck type 1 Stockholm postmark, addressed to Riga with
the additional notation “franco Hamburg”; the second a June 14, 1834, two-page folded letter (in English) posted in
Strömstad, struck with an arc postmark (without the standard horizontal line between day and month slugs), sent to
Wisbeach (Wisbech), England, “via Gothenburg” with an account of the voyage—and an invoice! the 1724 cover
has a loss of paper to the back of the envelope (probably from the original opening of the letter), but is crowned by a
vibrant red wax seal with engraving-sharp impression—stunning eye appeal; Facit Postal VII 1800 SEK.
Estimate $400 - 600

721

)
Sweden, 1868, folded letter from Göteborg to London, franked with a 30ö brown and a pair of 50ö
rose (11, 12) tied by Göteborg c.d.s.s, 9 Jun, rated manuscript “130” (double weight) with red manuscript “10/2”
debit, handstamp “P.D.” and London Paid entry c.d.s., backstamped Kiel/ Hamburg (11 Jun) and London (13 Jun),
Very Fine; with 1997 Obermüller Wilén certificate with Standard Numeric Grade of “3 (3, 4, 5), 3, 3”, Facit SKr
35,000 ($3,850).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
The three digits of Standard Numeric Grading system used on the certificate refer to the quality of the stamp, the
centering and the gum, respectively, on a scale of 0 to 5 with “3” being very fine.
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722

HHa
Sweden, 1869, 17ö gray (15), a fabulous vertical block of 6 with full bottom sheet margin, incredibly fresh
and virtually perfectly centered with pristine, never hinged o.g., Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2002 Obermüller
Wilén certificate with Standard Numeric Grade of “4, 4, 5”, Scott $5,100 as hinged singles. Facit 15c; SKr 60,000 as
singles ($6,600).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
The three digits of Standard Numeric Grading system used on the certificate refer to the quality of the stamp, the
centering and the gum, respectively, on a scale of 0 to 5 with “5” being the highest possible quality and “4” being
extra fine.

723

Ex 724

725

723

m
Sweden, 1920, 5ö green, perf 10 coil, watermarked wavy lines + “KPV” (122 var.), shows clear “KU”
of sheet margin watermark, lightly canceled, Very Fine; with 1996 K. Norsten certificate, Facit SKr 6,500 ($720).
Facit 143Abz.
Estimate $200 - 300

724

HH
Sweden, 1924, U.P.U. Congress, unwatermarked values complete (197-211), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,345. Facit 196-210.
Estimate $400 - 600

725

H
Sweden, Official, 1874, 50ö rose (O10), perf 14, o.g., small hinge remnants, very well centered, Very
Fine, Scott $600. Facit TJ9.
Estimate $200 - 300
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726

727

728

726

P
Sweden, 1985, 2kr Otryades Sculpture, large die proof in black (1551P), recess-mounted in between
two pieces of bristol, 145 x 205 mm, Extremely Fine, a rare item—not to be confused with the “test stamps” put out
by the Swedish Post Office beginning in 1987.
Estimate $200 - 300

727

ma
Spain, 1865, 12c blue & rose (69), used block of 12, large margins all around, Madrid “1” cancels; folded
vertically in center and small crease at top of 3rd stamp in top row, Very Fine, a rare large used multiple, Scott $228
+++. Edifil 70.
Estimate $300 - 400

728

HH
Spain, Airmail, 1938, 45c+2p+5p Madrid Defense (CB6), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, small guarantee handstamp on reverse, Scott $650. Edifil 759.
Estimate $200 - 300

729

730

729

())
Spanish Colonies: Puerto Rico, 1867, Official cover front (from San Juan) to Toa Baja, bearing
block of nine Cuba 1864 ½r green on pink (19) tied by elliptical handstamps with manuscript “4½” due marking,
postmarked “Toa Baja/Puerto-Rico” (30 Jul) and “Puerto-Rico” (31 Jul) c.d.s.s adjacent, as well as fancy
handstamped “Gobierno Capitania General [Military Governor] de la Isla de/Pto Rico” official sender’s cachet; filing
crease crosses vertical right hand row of the block, spectacular and remarkable use known only on official mail sent
unpaid or on incoming mail.
Estimate $500 - 750

730

)
Switzerland, Zürich, 1843, 6rp black, vertical underprint (1L2), type V, two huge margins, just in at top
and left; tied by bold red rosette on folded cover to Winterthur, postmarked matching Zurich c.d.s., 17 Jun 1844,
backstamped Winterthur the same day; minor foxing and edge wear, Fine, Scott $3,750. Zumstein 2S.
Estimate $500 - 750
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731

732

733

734

731

m
Switzerland, Zürich, 1843, 4rp black, vertical underprint (1L1), type I, three large margins and light
red Zurich rosette cancel; right margin added and tiny pinhole in left margin, the latter not mentioned on the accompanying certificate, Very Fine appearance. An attractive example of this rare stamp.; with 1985 von der Weid certificate, Scott $16,500. Zumstein 1S; 20,000 SFr ($19,800).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

732

m
Switzerland, Zürich, 1846, 4rp black, horizontal underprint (1L3), type II, four nice margins with a
bold red Zurich rosette cancel plus a partial black rosette; upper right corner skillfully replaced, Very Fine appearance. Another attractive, affordable rarity; with 1980 von der Weid certificate and “Rep.” handstamped on reverse,
Scott $22,000. Zumstein 1W; 27,500 SFr ($27,220).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

733

m
Switzerland, Geneva, 1843, “Double Geneva”, 10c black on yellow green (2L1), exceptionally fresh
with large, perfectly balanced margins and a neat central red Geneva rosette cancel; expertly rebacked, Extremely
Fine appearance. A lovely example of this World Class rarity.; with 1992 Rellstab certificate and “Rep.”
handstamped on reverse, Scott $40,000. Zumstein 3; 50,000 SFr ($49,500).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

734

m
Switzerland, Geneva, 1849, “Vaud”, 4c black & red (2L5), light, centrally struck red Geneva rosette
cancel; very skillfully repaired (nearly undetectable), Very Fine appearance. A very pretty stamp.; with 1988
Rellstab certificate: “completely rebacked, margins added, partly repainted etc.”, Scott $20,000. Zumstein 9;
25,000 SFr ($24,750).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

735

736

737

738

735

m
Switzerland, Basel, 1845, Dove, 2½rp black, crimson & blue (3L1), light corner strike of red a Basel
c.d.s., fresh colors with good margins except just clear at bottom; expertly repaired (again, nearly undetectable),
F.-V.F. appearance. A pretty stamp.; with 1984 Rellstab certificate: “Rebacked, margins added, frame lines partly
repainted.”, Scott $13,500. Zumstein 8; 17,500 SFr ($17,320).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

736

m
Switzerland, 1850, Poste Locale, 2½rp black & red, without frame around cross (4), good margins
all around except just clear at upper left, light “PD” cancel; lower right corner repaired and design retouched, F.-V.F.
appearance; with 1983 Rellstab certificate, Scott $25,000. Zumstein 14 II; 30,000 SFr ($29,700).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

737

m
Switzerland, 1852, Rayon III, 15rp vermilion, small numerals (11), clear lozenge cancel, large balanced margins with dividing line visible all around, Very Fine, Scott $850. Michel 10; €650 ($690). Zumstein 18; 800
SFr ($790).
Estimate $200 - 300

738

H
Switzerland, 1862-63, Sitting Helvetia, 1fr bronze (48), slightly redistributed o.g., fresh and well centered, Very Fine; with 2012 Sismondo certificate, Scott $1,400. Zumstein 35; 1,750 SFr ($1,730).
Estimate $350 - 500
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Ex 739

Ex 741

742

739

H
Switzerland, 1900, U.P.U. re-engraved, 5c to 25c complete (101-103), o.g., lightly hinged, an exceptionally fresh set, F.-V.F., Scott $862. Zumstein 77C-79C; 1,080 SFr ($1,070).
Estimate $250 - 350

740

)
Switzerland, 1905-07, 5c Numeral & 5c Tell’s Son, private vending machine coils (115 (2), 128
vars.), three picture postcards sent from Territet to Sweden in 1905, 1906 & 1907, each franked with a vertical pair
of 5c stamps dispensed from an early vending machine, F.-V.F., very scarce (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

741

HH/Ha Switzerland, 1907-08, 16 different values 2c//3fr, complete for the period (126//145), blocks of 4,
comprises Scott 126-136, 136a139, 141 & 145, o.g., lightly hinged at top, bottom stamps never hinged (3fr only upper right stamp hinged); single short perf one never hinged 3fr, otherwise Very Fine, Zumstein 4,600 SFr ($4,550).
Zumstein 101-116.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

742

HH
Switzerland, 1908, Helvetia with Sword, 3fr bister & yellow (145), o.g., never hinged (!), bright and extraordinarily fresh, Very Fine. Zumstein 116; 1,000 SFr ($990).
Estimate $300 - 400

743

744

745

743

HH
WIII 1.

744

H
Switzerland, 1934, NABA souvenir sheet (226), center stamps o.g., Never Hinged, hinge remnant on
top selvedge, Very Fine, Scott $825. Michel Block 1. Zumstein WIII 1.
Estimate $200 - 300

745

m
Switzerland, 1934, NABA souvenir sheet (226), bright and fresh and neatly canceled to order with a
central first day Exhibition c.d.s. 29 Sep 1934, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Scott $550+. Zumstein WIII 1; 725+
SFr ($720).
Estimate $200 - 300

122

Switzerland, 1934, NABA souvenir sheet (226), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $825. Zumstein
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 746

Ex 747

748

746

HH
Switzerland, 1945, PAX, 5c to 10fr complete (293-305), without the 5c semi-postal, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $525. Zumstein 262-274.
Estimate $100 - 150

747

m
Switzerland, 1945, PAX, 5c to 10fr complete (293-305, B145), including the 5c semi-postal, neatly
canceled used set, F.-V.F., Scott $896. Zumstein 262-274, WIII24.
Estimate $250 - 350

748

E
Switzerland, 1929, Pro Juventute, 10c Essay of a cabin in the Alps (B50 var.), imperf and ungummed
corner sheet margin single. Only one sheet of 50 was produced.; with 1997 Rellstab certificate for the complete
sheet of 50. Zumstein W 50.
Estimate $150 - 200

749

HH
Switzerland, 1940, Pro Patria; 1945, “Life Boat” & 1951, LUNABA souvenir sheets (B105, B143,
B206), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350

750

Ex 751

750

HH
Switzerland, 1940, Pro Patria souvenir sheet (B105), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $425.
Zumstein 12.
Estimate $100 - 150

751

HH
Switzerland, 1940, Pro Patria souvenir sheet (B105), five sheets, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$2,125. Zumstein W II/12; 2,375 SFr ($2,350).
Estimate $400 - 600
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752

Ex 753

752

)
Switzerland, 1940, Pro Patria souvenir sheet (B105), canceled Winterthur, 1 Aug 1940 on locally addressed Registered Express cover, Very Fine. Zumstein 12; 1,200 SFr ($1,190).
Estimate $250 - 350

753

P
Switzerland, 1945, Basel Dove souvenir sheet (B144P), complete set of nine progressive proofs on
82.5 x 74 mm gummed granite paper: 1.) gray only, 2.) gray back text only, 3.) red only, 4.) black only, 5.) embossing
only, 6.) gray (front & back) only, 7.) gray & red only, 8.) gray, red & black complete and 9.) gray, red & black plus embossing—the finished design; all are from plate position “No. 6”; also included is an example of the issued sheet
(position 2), Extremely Fine. A very rare set of proofs. Zumstein W III/23P.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

754

755

756

757

754

HH
Switzerland, Airmail, 1919-20, 30c & 50c Propeller overprints (C1-C2), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
each with small guarantee handstamp on reverse, Scott $350. Zumstein F 1-2; 530 SFr ($520).
Estimate $150 - 200

755

m
Switzerland, Airmail, 1920, 30c First Issue (C1), fresh and well centered, neat partial Petit Lancy c.d.s.,
“23.XII…”, Very Fine; with 1988 Marchand certificate, Scott $1,250. Zumstein F 1; 1,800 SFr ($1,780).
Estimate $350 - 500

756

m
Switzerland, Airmail, 1920, 30c First Issue (C1), fresh and well centered, neat partial Geneva/ Jonction
c.d.s., “16.IV.2…”, Very Fine; with 1991 Rellstab certificate, Scott $1,250. Zumstein F 1; 1,800 SFr ($1,780).
Estimate $350 - 500

757

m
Switzerland, Airmail, 1936, 40c on 90c Disarmament Conference (C25a), canceled to order with full,
never hinged o.g., Extremely Fine; signed Moser, Scott $800. Zumstein 24a.
Estimate $300 - 400
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758

Ex 759

Ex 760

Ex 761

758

HH/Ha Switzerland, Airmail Semi-Official, 1913, Laufen/Borrer, 50c green, block of 4, o.g., lower right stamp
never hinged; tiny thin lower left stamp, small, faint soiled spot between top stamps. A very scarce multiple.
Zumstein F VII; 1,900 SFr ($1,880).
Estimate $300 - 400

759

HH
Switzerland, U.N. European Office, 1950, Landscapes and Historical, 5c to 10fr complete
(7O1-7O20), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500. Zumstein 1-20.
Estimate $150 - 200

760

HH
Switzerland, U.N. European Office, 1950, Landscapes and Historical, 5c to 10fr complete
(7O1-7O20), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500. Zumstein 1-20.
Estimate $150 - 200

761

H
Switzerland, Intl. Labor Bureau, 1928 5fr Rütli re-engraved, 1930, 10fr gray green (2O35, 2O30),
o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh; 5fr with a few slightly short perfs at top, otherwise Very Fine, Zumstein 950 SFr
($940). Zumstein D III/31-32.
Estimate $300 - 400

762

H/ma Switzerland, Revenue, 1890, St. Gallen Embroidery stamps, 7 different values, 20rp-10fr, 50 of each
in blocks of 25, mint, o.g., never hinged except the 20rp canceled to order “Joh. Steigrt-Weyer/ Flawil”; 20rp block
with crease/tear affecting four stamps, one 50r block is of 49 plus single, otherwise F.-V.F. 1949 Schaufelberger
CF1750); a scarce holding (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

763

P
Switzerland, Postal Stationery, 1900, 5c U.P.U. postcard, large die proof of the indicia, in black on
coated paper approximately 7" x 10¼", Very Fine, very few are known.
Estimate $300 - 400
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ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: Bangladesh - Israel

Asia, Middle East and Africa

764

HHa
Bangladesh, 1980, Unissued 50p gray Palestinian Welfare, block of 25, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
never issued due to “Palestinian” and “Freedom” being misspelt in the Arabic inscription at bottom of design; the
stamps were withdrawn, but distributed without authorization; with 2016 Calves & Jacquart photo certificate for upper left corner block(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 765
765

Ex 766

Ex 767

Ex 768

HH
Burma, Officials, 1952-53, unissued “Pyidaungsu” control overprints, a rare complete set of 14,
overprinted in black on the 2r value and gold on all remaining values; overprinted as such following the looting from
the Post Offices, o.g., never hinged, near pristine, Very Fine, rare set.
Estimate $500 - 750
Stanley Gibbons Part 21 South East Asia, p. 253, notes “only a small quantity was however completed and the
overprints were not issued”.

766

HH
Burundi, 1983, African Animals with WWF overprint (589a-601a), o.g., never hinged (small gum disturbance 2fr), Very Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

767

HH
China: Taiwan, 1962, Palace Museum Paintings (2nd series) complete (1355-1358), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $515.
Estimate $300 - 400

768

HH

769

HH
Israel, 1948, First Coins, 250m to 1000m high values (7-9), tab singles, the 1000m with full corner margin, dulled o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $6,000. Bale 7-9.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

126

Indonesia, 1950, “RIS” overprints, 3r to 25r (354-358), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $805.
Estimate $200 - 300
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ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: Israel - Jordan

770

771

770

E
Israel, 1967, 80a Independence Day, watercolor sketch by designer M. Shamir (344 var.), similar to
final design and issued colors but in a 40a denomination instead of 80a; on 170 x 130 mm card with issued 80a
stamp affixed below; signed on reverse “With compliments, M. Shamir”, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

771

Israel, Primary founder and first prime minister of the Sate of Israel, 5" x 7" black & white press photo
signed “D. Ben-Gurion” in blue ballpoint in the blank bottom margin. Light bend at upper right, Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

772

773

772

)
Japan, 1936, Carl Lewis “Chichibu Maru” Seapost cover, with 10 Sep pictorial cancels, to Petaluma,
Cal.; numbered “C-1” with Carl Lewis receipt.
Estimate $150 - 200

773

)
Japan, 1937, Carl Lewis “Hikawa Maru” Seapost cover, postmarked twice with special cancels, 12
March (departure) and 12 October (return), unaddressed, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

774

HHa
Jordan, 1963, King Hussein, 4f on 12f black & carmine-red (SG 541), 5640 copies including 56 sheets
of 100 (selvage removed on two sides, six folded in half), o.g., never hinged; a very few with minor perf flaws on
edges, Very Fine, SG £112,800 ($138,740). Scott 425a; $90,240. (Photo on web site). Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: Jordan

775

776

775

HHa
Jordan, Postage Due, 1952, 1f on 1m, surcharge setting as used regular issues (SG D350b), irregular block of 28, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, exceedingly rare—only a single sheet of 100 is known, a photocopy of
which is included, SG £7,700 ++ ($9,470). Scott J47 var.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

776

HHa
Jordan, Postal Tax, 1953-56, 20f on 20m, “FILS” in black, “POSTAGE” overprint inverted (SG
406a), bottom margin imprint block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, SG £680 ($840). Scott RA41 var.
Estimate $250 - 350

777

778

777

HHa
Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, 1949, 4m U.P.U., overprinted in one line as 50m (SG P31e),
control number block of 4, o.g., never hinged (paper hinge remnant in selvage), SG £600 as singles ($740). Scott
N19 var.
Estimate $200 - 300

778

HHa
Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, 1949, 4m U.P.U., overprinted in one line as 50m (SG P31e), upper left corner margin block of 6, o.g., never hinged (paper hinge remnant in selvage), SG £900 as singles ($1,110).
Scott N19 var.
Estimate $300 - 400
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ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: Jordan - Korea

779

780

781

779

HH
Jordanian Occupation of Palestine, Postage Due, 1948, 1m red-brown, perf 12, double overprint
(SG PD25b), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, unpriced by Gibbons. Scott NJ1 var.
Estimate $150 - 200

780

HH
Korea (South), 1951, 300wn on 50wn violet blue, lithographed surcharge in pale brown, type IIIB
(131 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Korea P.S.C. 99a var.
Estimate $150 - 200

781

HHa
Korea (South), 1951, 300wn on 50wn violet blue, lithographed surcharge in pale brown, type IIIB
(131 var.), block of 4, o.g., never hinged; light natural gum bend bottom stamps, Very Fine. Korea P.S.C. 99a var.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 782

783

784

782

HH
Korea (South), 1951-52, Participating Nations’ Flags complete (132-173, 154a, 155a), including Italy
with and without Crown, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,115.
Estimate $350 - 500

783

H
Korea (South), 1955, 20h “Reconstruction” watermarked (211), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $700. Korea P.S.C. 130.
Estimate $200 - 300

784

HH
Korea (South), 1958, Postal Week souvenir sheet (283a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2004
A.P.S. certificate, Scott $2,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: Liberia - Pakistan

785

786

785

)
Liberia, 1921, 15 different stamps on German East Africa Line letter sheet, stamps of the 1918-21 issues including Regular issues, Semi-Postals, Officials and a Postage Due tied on back of letter sheet by oval postmarks “Deutsche Seepost/ Linie/ Hamburg/ West Afrika/ 22. 1. 21/ XX.”; few minor wrinkles and upper left corner
nearly separated, most unusual.
Estimate $100 - 150

786

P
Liberia, 1881, 3¢ black, large die proof (21P), defaced trial die proof in black from Liberia, die sunk on
India paper with inscription “D. Feldwick, Engr & Designer 16 Holborn, E.C.”, a superb and unusual Small Queens
collateral item, Extremely Fine, This die proof has the same frame work as Canada’s 3¢ Small Queen issue from
1870., rare.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 787

Ex 788

787

HH/H Pakistan: Bahawalpur, 1947, Interim Period Overprints, 3p to 10r complete (A1-A17), o.g., very
lightly hinged or never hinged, an immaculate complete set of this exceedingly rare King George VI overprinted issue, which was released on August 15 and withdrawn on October 3 when Bahawalpur united with Pakistan, Very
Fine, a remarkably choice set, Scott $7,220. SG 1-17; £13,000 ($15,990).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

788

E
Pakistan: Bahawalpur, Officials, 1948, Essays for proposed Official Pictorials, 2a, 4a, 6a & 8a
(7-10 vars.), stamp-size photographic reductions of artist’s drawings adapting the designs of the 1984 Regular Issue by adding “Service” to the side panels in English and Urdu; the 4a with small alteration after photographing,
Very Fine, most likely a unique set.
Estimate $500 - 750
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789

790

791

792

789

HH
Saudi Arabia, 1934, Heir Apparent, 20g bright violet (145), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, each with
an “extra dot” variety, Extremely Fine, Scott $300+. SG 323.
Estimate $100 - 150

790

H
Saudi Arabia, 1934, Heir Apparent, ½s brown (148), o.g., hinge remnant, Extremely Fine, Scott $475.
SG 326.
Estimate $200 - 300

791

HH
Saudi Arabia, 1964-70, 200pi Gas-Oil Plant Redrawn, King Saud Cartouche (341), o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $650. SG 556.
Estimate $300 - 400

792

HH
Saudi Arabia, 1964-70, 200pi Gas-Oil Plant Redrawn, King Saud Cartouche (341), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $650. SG 556.
Estimate $300 - 400

793

794

Ex 795

Ex 797

793

HH
Saudi Arabia, 1966-76, 1p Dam Redrawn, Faisal Cartouche, unwatermarked (393), three mint singles, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300

794

HH
Saudi Arabia, 1966-76, 100p Gas-Oil Plant Redrawn, Faisal Cartouche, unwatermarked (449), o.g.,
never hinged, Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

795

HH
Saudi Arabia, 1968-76, Dam Redrawn, Faisal Cartouche, watermarked, 8 different (462//472), comprising 2p, 3p, 6p-10p & 12p, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,030.
Estimate $250 - 350

796

HHa
Saudi Arabia, 1976-77, six different definitives (495//694), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
SG 861, 933, 935, 940, 1008 & 1140; £412 ($510) (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

797

H
Turkey, Newspaper Stamps, 1909, Regular issue overprinted, 5pa to 5pi complete (P55-P60), o.g.,
F.-V.F., Scott $922.
Estimate $250 - 350
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ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: Turkey - Viet Nam

798
798

799

)
Turkish Post in Iraq, 1884, “NEDJEF” dated double circle full cancel, without bars, tying 2 piaster
Ottoman issue on cover to Tabriz, Iran, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
Only a few part cancels are known on stamp or piece. This being the only known cover to date with the full cancel
Unrecorded in Coles & Walker Handbook.

799

(H)a
Viet Nam (North), 1949, 2d brown-yellow, 5d orange, 50d on 5d red, blocks of 15, printed on handmade local paper, without gum as issued; few with natural flaws, Very Fine; with 2015 Drouot Philatélie certificate.
Yvert 60-62; €3,750 ($3,980).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

800

801

800

(H)a
Viet Nam (North), 1949, 2d brown-yellow, 5d orange, 50d on 5d red, blocks of 15, printed on handmade local paper, without gum as issued; few with natural flaws, #62 edge faults, Very Fine; with 2015 Drouot
Philatélie certificate. Yvert 60-62; €3,750 ($3,980).
Estimate $600 - 800

801

(H)a
Viet Nam (North), 1949, 2d brown-yellow, 5d orange, 50d on 5d red, blocks of 10, printed on handmade local paper, without gum as issued, Very Fine; with 2015 Drouot Philatélie certificate. Yvert 60-62; €2,500
($2,650).
Estimate $500 - 750
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ASIA, MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA: Viet Nam - Yemen

802

803

802

(H)a
Viet Nam (North), 1949, 2d brown-yellow, 5d orange, 50d on 5d red, blocks of 15, printed on handmade local paper, without gum as issued; few with natural flaws, Very Fine; with 2015 Drouot Philatélie certificate.
Yvert 60-62; €3,750 ($3,980).
Estimate $400 - 600

803

(H)a
Viet Nam (North), 1949, 2d brown-yellow, 5d orange, 50d on 5d red, blocks of 10, printed on handmade local paper, without gum as issued, Very Fine; with 2015 Drouot Philatélie certificate. Yvert 60-62; €2,500
($2,650).
Estimate $250 - 350

804

HHa
Yemen, 1993, selection of 11 different surcharges (621//645), comprises, all in strips of four unless
noted, #621, 621B, 627 (block of 6), 638-644 and 645 (block of 4); several have “R” of surcharge both with and without period in the same strip, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $6,060 ++. SG 119, 133-142; £5,600 ++ ($6,890).
(Photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
A very rare group of the most difficult of the post-unification surcharges—some possibly unique as multiples.

805

HHa
Yemen, Revenues, 1990s, five different in full sheets, first, three small 2r stamps, perf 12½x13, in
brown, in pink & in green, a sheet of 100 of each; also a sheet of 100 of the green stamp rouletted; then a slightly
larger 5r stamp in pale blue & pink. a sheet of 50, perf 13x13½, and a sheet of 100 (folded once), perf 12; a total of
550 stamps in all, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine (photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
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www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site. Also, you can bid on our site,
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LATIN AMERICA: Argentina - Bolivia

Latin America

806
806

(H)
Argentina, 1864, Rivadavia, watermarked, imperf, 15c blue (10), unused without gum, bright and
fresh with a marvelous, prooflike impression, two large margins, close at bottom and barely shaved at right, Fine;
with 1926 R.P.S.L. certificate, Scott $13,500 with gum.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
An attractive, completely sound example of this rare unused stamp.

807

808

807

Ha
Argentina, Airmail, 1930, Zeppelin, 50c blue, overprint inverted (C21a), block of 15, o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh and well centered; nearly perfectly centered four stamps in left column, slight reinforcement, a Very
Fine and rare multiple, Scott $7,125+.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

808

ma
Bolivia, 1917, 10c Type 1 surcharge in red on 1c blue revenue (102), used block of 4, canceled central
Cobija circular datestamp, 20 Mar 1917, with an additional strike on the reverse, Very Fine; with 1970 P.F. certificate as old Scott number 102D, Scott $7,000 ++.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
An exceedingly rare multiple of this great Bolivian rarity.

809

134

H
Bolivia, Airmail, 1930, Zeppelin overprint, 50c orange & brown, brown overprint double, both inverted (C16 var.), o.g., Very Fine, only 25 of this rare error were produced; signed Kessler.Estimate $200 - 300
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LATIN AMERICA: Colombia - Mexico

810

811

810

m/)
Colombia, 1919 June 18 Experimental Flight Barranquilla-Puerto Colombia. (C1), American aviator
Enox Martin flew approximately 160 covers franked with C1, of which only 200 were overprinted, between these two
cities., Very Fine and scarce; 1992 PF certificate, Scott $1,700 as a used single.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

811

E
Mexico, 1991, Endangered Species, six different designs of 1000p composite essays, multicolor
imperf proofs in two strips of three (originally a single sheetlet) on thick glazed paper, each imprinted “Prueba”
(proof) on reverse, Very Fine, only 45 sets are said to have been sold, with just a single sheet being retained for the
Postal Museum.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 812

813

812

E
Mexico, 1991, Endangered Species, six different 1000p essays, as previous, but cut into individual
proofs, Very Fine, only 45 sets are said to have been sold, with just a single sheet being retained for the Postal Museum.
Estimate $350 - 500

813

m
Mexico, 1884, Hidalgo Medallion, 1c blue, color error (150b), lightly canceled, Very Fine; signed
Sismondo, with his 2007 certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

814

Sa
Mexico, 1899-1903, Pictorial Issue punched specimens (296P, 300P-304P, 320P), small remainder
of blocks of 4 with 4-hole security punches comprising 1899 two blocks each 3c & 20c-5p,plus a block of six of the
1p; 1903 1c (5 blocks) and 1910 5p (one block), the 1c & 3c with never hinged o.g., the 20c-5p adhered to cards and
cut close (the 20c a bit too close), F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
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LATIN AMERICA: Mexico

Ex 815
815

HHa
Mexico, 1934, 1¢-20p, National University, complete set (698-706, C54-C61, RA13B), full panes as
issued, including postage, air posts and the postal tax stamp, an amazing holding of 100 sets, the postage centavo
values being in full panes of 100 divided by a gutter (folded in the gutter), the 5P and 10P are two panes of 50 each,
the air post issues, being larger formats, are found in three panes of 30 each, plus vertical margin blocks of ten, o.g.,
never hinged, pristine and post office fresh! exceedingly fresh and choice, well centered overall Very Fine, Scott
$1,225,030.
Estimate $300,000 - 400,000
This incredible hoard was purchased by the father of the current owner directly from the Mexican Post Office. In
fact, a photocopy of the original purchase order, dated August 17, 1935, is included in the lot. Since the time it
was issued, the National University set has become the iconic 20th Century set that every beginning Mexican
collector dreams of owning, much like the Graf Zeppelin set for United States collectors or the Falkland
Tercentenary set is for collectors of the British Commonwealth. Imagine finding one hundred sets of either of
these two aforementioned sets in pristine sheets and large multiples! That would be ultimate show-stopper. What
makes this holding even more remarkable is the very low printing number of the National University set. Only
1,500 of the 20P Airmail stamp were issued, meaning the lot offered here represents 6.7% of all sets possible.
Putting that in perspective, to obtain the same percentage of U.S. Graf Zeppelin sets possible, one would have to
acquire 4,088 sets which carry a current catalog value of $9,504,600.00. We feel safe in saying this is the largest
current holding of this set, as well as being the largest ever offered at public auction. An unbelievable and
never-to-be-repeated opportunity to obtain one hundred sets of one of the most desirable and recognizable 20th
Century sets of the World in immaculate never hinged condition - just as they came from the Post Office.
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LATIN AMERICA: Mexico - Nicaragua

816

H
Mexico, Airmail Official, 1929, Habilitado overprint, 1p black (CO10), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine,
rare, “Sirron”; signed Kessler, Ruidiaz, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

817

818

817

HHa
Mexico, Airmail Official, 1931, 15c on 20c gray black, surcharge inverted (CO16a), block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged; signed Ruidiaz, Scott $560 for hinged singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

818

HH/H Mexico, Airmail Official, 1934, Servicio Oficial overprint on 10c violet, perf 12, overprint double
(CO30a), o.g., lightly hinged at top, bottom stamps never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,300 for hinged singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

819

E
Nicaragua, 1946, 8c Roosevelt & Churchill, pre-production photographic mock-up (695E), accepted design in a large size (122 x 70 mm) with white ink touch-ups and two smaller photo-reductions, identified as
job number C-S-5707-1, the three recess mounted beneath plastic in a Security Banknote Co. folder measuring
265 x 215 mm, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
A unique Roosevelt collectible.
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LATIN AMERICA: Nicaragua - Venezuela

820

E
Nicaragua, Airmail, 1946, 5cor Roosevelt, pre-production photographic mock-up (C276E), using
the design of the 75c, in a large size (70 x 122 mm); included is a photo cut-out of the sculpted Roosevelt head featured in the accepted design with a photo-stat of the head in the large frame with the text unchanged and two smaller
photo-reductions with the head and the final text, identified as job number C-S-5707-5, the unaccepted design and
the two small photo-reductions are recess mounted beneath plastic in a Security Banknote Co. folder measuring
about 8½"x10½"; the other two items are loose; the plastic covering is loose on three sides, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
A unique group of Roosevelt collectibles.

821

822

823

821

m
Nicaragua, Airmail, 1936, 10c on 20c green, overprint reading down (C135), blue boxed airmail cancel, May 16, 1937, Very Fine, only listed mint; two small handstamps on reverse, Scott $350 mint.
Estimate $250 - 350

822

H
Panama, Airmail, 1936, 5c on ½c Arosemena overprint (C19), o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine;
signed Bloch, Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

823

H

138

Venezuela, 1899, Bolivar, 2b orange (149), o.g., Very Fine, Scott $400.
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WORLDWIDE BOOKLETS: Australia

Worldwide Booklets

824

825

824

HH
Australian States: Victoria, Booklet, 1913, 2s (SG SB4), red on pink cover, complete and unexploded,
containing ½d block of 12 and 1d blocks of 6 & 12, o.g., never hinged; minor rust and erased pencil on cover, otherwise Very Fine, Work Catalogue #6, SG £6,000 ($7,380).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

825

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1913, 2s (SG SB1), red on pink cover, complete and unexploded, containing ½d
block of 12 and 1d block of 18, o.g., never hinged; tiny scuff on back cover, otherwise Very Fine, Work Catalogue #1,
SG £2,250 ($2,770).
Estimate $500 - 750

826

827

826

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1927, 2s (SG SB19), green on pale green cover, complete and unexploded, containing 1½d blocks of 6 & 12, o.g., never hinged; ink notations in a tiny hand on the front cover indicate constant plate
flaws on the stamps in the booklet, otherwise Very Fine, Work Catalogue #30A, SG £1,400 ($1,720).
Estimate $300 - 400

827

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1928, 2s3d (SG SB23), green on pale green cover, complete and unexploded, containing 3 panes of 6 of the 1½d scarlet, watermark inverted, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Work Catalogue #32, SG
£450 ($550).
Estimate $150 - 200
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WORLDWIDE BOOKLETS: Australia

828

829

830

828

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1930, 3s (SG SB24), black on blue cover, inscribed “Air Mail Saves Time”, complete
and unexploded, containing 3 panes of 4 of the 3d Airmail plus 12 Air Mail labels, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Work Catalogue #A1, SG £850 ($1,040).
Estimate $400 - 600

829

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1931, 2s (SG SB26b), black on cream cover, complete and unexploded, containing
2 panes of 6 of the 2d scarlet, o.g., never hinged; bit of barely noticeable toning on front cover, otherwise Very Fine,
Work Catalogue #34C-1, SG £650 ($800).
Estimate $200 - 300

830

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1934, 2s (SG SB26b), black on green cover, complete and unexploded, 2d scarlet,
o.g., never hinged; tiny scuff on front cover, Very Fine, Work Catalogue #34E-2, SG £650 ($800).
Estimate $150 - 200

831

832

Ex 833

831

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1938, 2s (SG SB27), black on green cover, complete and unexploded, containing 2
panes of 6 of the 2d scarlet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Work Catalogue #35, SG £500 ($620).
Estimate
$200 - 300

832

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1938, 2s (SG SB27), black on green cover, complete and unexploded, containing 2
panes of the 2d scarlet, watermark inverted, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., SG £500 ($620). Estimate $200 - 300

833

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1942, 2s6d (SG SB28, SB28a), black on buff cover, complete and unexploded, two
booklets, with and without waxed interleaves, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, SG £360 ($440).
Estimate $150

834

H
Australia, Booklet, 1960, 5s (SG SB35), selection of 35 different Edition/Advertising combinations (plus
4 duplicates), including eight with waxed interleaves (SB35a), Very Fine, SG £1,082 ($1,330) (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

835

H
Australia, Booklet, 1962, 5s- (SG SB36), selection of 16 different Edition/Advertising combinations
(plus 3 duplicates), including two with waxed interleaves (SB36a), Very Fine, SG £1,110 ($1,360) (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

836

H
Australia, Booklet, 1964, 5s (SG SB37), selection of 11 different Edition/Advertising combinations including one with waxed interleaves (SB37a), Very Fine, SG £620 ($760) (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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837

H
Australia, Booklet, 1965, 5s (SG SB38), selection of 11 different Edition/Advertising combinations,
Very Fine, SG £660 ($810) (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

838

H
Australia, Booklet, 1966, 60¢ (SG SB39), selection of 16 different Edition/Advertising combinations, including three with waxed interleaves (SB39a), Very Fine, SG £975 ($1,200) (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 839

840

841

839

HH
Australia, Booklet, 1966, 60¢ (SG SB39), complete and unexploded, selection of 22 different Edition/Advertising combinations including two with waxed interleaves (SB39a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, SG
£1,160 ($1,430).
Estimate $300 - 400

840

HH
Austria, Booklet, 1913, 1.50kr (113a (3), 115a), complete and unexploded, containing three 5h yellow
green panes of 6 and one 10h rose pane of 6 ordinary paper, o.g., never hinged, perfs typically clipped at bottom;
tiny scuff & light corner crease on front cover, otherwise Very Fine, Michel €2,200 ($2,330). Michel MH 1ax.
Estimate $350 - 500

841

HH
Austria, Booklet, 1916, Franz Josef, 2kr (146a, 146b, 148a, 150a), complete and unexploded, containing 5h panes of 6 and of 4 + two labels, and 10h & 15h panes of 6, o.g., never hinged, perfs typically clipped at bottom; light crease back cover, otherwise Very Fine, Michel €2,900 ($3,070). Michel MH 2. Estimate $400 - 600

842

843

844

842

HH
Austria, Booklet, 1918, Karl I, 2kr (146a, 146b, 148a, 168a), complete and unexploded, containing 5h
panes of 6 and of 4 + two labels, and 10h & 15h panes of 6, o.g., never hinged, front cover with light ink line at lower
left, otherwise Very Fine, Michel €2,400 ($2,540). Michel MH 3.
Estimate $400 - 600

843

HH
Canada, Booklet, 1923, Admiral (BK 10b), complete and unexploded, one pane each of Scott #105a,
107b and 109a, slogan inside large capitals, English version, o.g., never hinged; with a bit of gum disturbance from
the glassine interleaving, otherwise Very Fine. Unitrade BK 10b; C$500 ($380).
Estimate $150 - 200

844

H
Dominican Republic, Booklet, 1944, Communications Bldg., 25p (C51), exploded booklet of 25
panes of 4 of 25c, each pane lightly numbered in pencil in the selvage, o.g., barely hinged; tiny, barely noticeable
scuff on first pane and small split in spine of cover, otherwise Very Fine. Quite a nice example of this exceedingly
rare booklet, only 20 of which were made.
Estimate $500 - 750
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845

846

847

845

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1913, Germania (2011 Michel MH5), complete and unexploded, pristine Peace
printing booklet comprising Scott #82i (3 panes of 6), 1 pane 82i (2) + 83g (4), and 1 pane 83g (6), o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, not often seen, 2011 Michel €8,000+ ($8,480). Scott $2,900 for singles.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

846

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1918, Germania (2011 Michel MH9.4 A 2), complete and unexploded, containing
Scott #98 (pane of 6), 98b, 100 (pane of 6), 100b, 82e, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine, scarce, 2011
Michel €4,500 ($4,770). Scott $750 + for singles/panes.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

847

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1921, Germania and Numerals (2011 Michel MH15A), complete and unexploded,
containing Scott #126 (pane of 6), 124d, 124 (pane of 6), 141b, 138b; Post Office fresh, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, 2011 Michel €900 ($950).
Estimate $200 - 300

848

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1916, Eagle (2011 Michel MH16), complete and unexploded, with Scott #331 (2
panes of 10), 332 (pane of 10), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, Very Fine, incredibly scarce: a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, 2011 Michel €10,000 ($10,600).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

849

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1925, Rhineland (2011 Michel MH17), complete and unexploded, with Scott #347
(2 panes of 10) and 348 (pane of 10), o.g., never hinged, clean and pristine, Very Fine, 2011 Michel €7,500
($7,950).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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850

851

850

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1925, Emergency Relief (2011 Michel MH18.1), complete and unexploded, pristine panes of Scott #B12 (4), B13 (4), B14a, with B12 and B13 panes’ selvage showing accounting numbers, o.g.,
never hinged; slightest of crease to front cover at staple (not immediately noticeable), F.-V.F., scarce - 60,000 booklets produced (in four varieties), of which 28,547 were sold, with the remainder destroyed, 2011 Michel €1,800
($1,910). Scott $632 for singles/panes.
Estimate $350 - 500

851

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1925, Emergency Relief (2011 Michel MH18.3), complete and unexploded, with
panes of Scott #B12 (4), B13 (4) and B14 (2); B12 and B13 show accounting numbers in selvage, B14 is a marginal
pair without labels (unlisted in Scott); only 28,547 booklets (in four varieties, of which this is one) were sold, o.g.,
never hinged, crisp, clean booklet, Very Fine, a scarce item, 2011 Michel €5,000 ($5,300).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

852

853

852

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1930, Eagle Airmail (2011 Michel MH19), complete and unexploded, containing
Scott #C28 (pane of 10) and C30c, o.g., never hinged, fresh as the day it was bought, Very Fine, a pretty booklet,
2011 Michel €2,500 ($2,650). Scott $955 for singles/panes.
Estimate $500 - 750

853

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1931, Eagle Airmail (2011 Michel MH20.1), complete and unexploded, containing
Scott panes #C28d and C30b, along with 3 panes of 5 airmail etiquettes, o.g., never hinged, fresh booklet, Very
Fine, 2011 Michel €1,200 ($1,270). Scott $750 for individual panes.
Estimate $250 - 350
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854

855

854

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1926, Schiller & Frederick the Great (2011 Michel MH21.1), complete and unexploded, with Scott #355 (pane of 10) and 353 (2 panes of 10), o.g., never hinged, nice booklet, Very Fine, 2011
Michel €6,000 ($6,360).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

855

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1926, Emergency Relief (2011 Michel MH23.1), complete and unexploded, Scott
#B15 (pane of 8) and B16a, o.g., never hinged, fresh, clean, Very Fine, 2011 Michel €1,200 ($1,270). Scott $476 for
singles/panes.
Estimate $250 - 350

856

857

856

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1928, Hindenburg/Ebert (2011 Michel MH25.4), complete and unexploded, with
Scott #368c, 370b (pane of 10), 374b, o.g., never hinged, pristine, Very Fine, includes scarce sideways watermark
8pf value—a great find, 2011 Michel €7,000 ($7,420). Scott $1,880 for singles/panes. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

857

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1928, Hindenburg/Ebert (2011 Michel MH25.11), complete and unexploded, nice
panes of Scott #368c, 370 (pane of 10) and 374b, o.g., never hinged; small paper adhesions on back cover (from
previous hinging?), but these could be scraped away with care to return the back cover to pristine condition—there
is no paper or printing missing, F.-V.F., 2011 Michel €3,000 ($3,180).
Estimate $600 - 800

858

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1928, Emergency Relief (2011 Michel MH27.1), complete and unexploded, fresh,
containing Scott #B24a with cross in label, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, three varieties of this booklet were printed
(total issue 300,000), of which 90,000 were MH27.1; a total of 79,753 booklets were sold in total, with the remainder
destroyed, scarce, 2011 Michel €600 ($640). Scott $400 for pane.
Estimate $150 - 200
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859

860

861

859

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1928, Emergency Relief (2011 Michel MH27.2), complete and unexploded, containing Scott #B24a with label reading “Verwende die Wohlfahrtspostkarte!”, o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very Fine,
three varieties of this booklet were printed (total issue 300,000), of which 105,000 were MH27.2; a total of 79,753
booklets were sold in total, with the remainder destroyed, scarce, 2011 Michel €700 ($740). Scott $400 for pane.
Estimate $150 - 200

860

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1928, Emergency Relief (2011 Michel MH27.3), complete and unexploded, containing Scott #B24a with label reading “Benutze eine Woche Wohlfahrtsmarken!”, o.g., never hinged, clean; previous glue spots on back cover, with surface tears from removal from previous album not affecting integrity of booklet
or stamps, F.-V.F., three varieties of this booklet were printed (total issue 300,000), of which 105,000 were MH27.3;
a total of 79,753 booklets were sold in total, with the remainder destroyed, scarce, 2011 Michel €800 ($850). Scott
$400 for pane.
Estimate $100 - 150

861

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1929, Emergency Relief (2011 Michel MH28.2), complete and unexploded, variety
with manuscript correction to date on front cover (changing end of validity from April to June); panes are Scott
#B28a and B29a; front cover creased at staple from opening; 300,000 booklets produced (three varieties), of which
172,581 were sold, with the remainder destroyed, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., not easily found, 2011 Michel €1,200
($1,270). Scott $340 for panes.
Estimate $100 - 150

862

863

864

862

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1931, Emergency Relief (2011 Michel MH30.4), complete and unexploded, containing Scott #B38a, B38b, o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very Fine, four varieties of the booklet exist, with a total of
17,587 sold, tough to source, 2011 Michel €500 ($530). Scott $325 for panes.
Estimate $100 - 150

863

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1933, Hindenburg (2011 Michel MH33), complete and unexploded, contains Scot
#403 (pane of 8), 404a and 406a, o.g., never hinged; front cover creased at staple, with price penciled in at top left,
otherwise as issued, F.-V.F., 2011 Michel €950 ($1,010). Scott $390 for stamps/panes.
Estimate $150 - 200

864

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1933, Emergency Relief (2011 Michel MH34.1), complete and unexploded, as issued, containing Scott #B50b and B53b, with light pencil notation on back cover, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, four
varieties exist, with 168,585 booklets in total sold, 2011 Michel €1,000 ($1,060). Scott $450 for panes.
Estimate $200 - 300
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865

866

867

865

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1933 Wagner, 2rm (Michel MH 34.3), complete but exploded, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Michel €1,000 ($1,060). Scott B50b, B53b; $450 ++.
Estimate $250 - 350

866

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1934, Hindenburg (2011 Michel MH35), complete but unexploded, containing
Scott #415b, 419 (pane of 8), 418c, 419c, o.g., never hinged; appears may have been exploded and restapled,
hinge remnants on back cover; these could be scraped away without harm: no paper or printing has been pulled
away; very light crease to front cover at staple, Fine, 2011 Michel €900 ($950).
Estimate $100 - 150

867

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1934, Emergency Relief (2011 Michel MH40.3), complete and unexploded, containing Occupations issues Scott #B60a and B63a, o.g., never hinged, catalogue number and price noted on back
cover, F.-V.F., 2011 Michel €500 ($530). Scott $230 for panes.
Estimate $100 - 150

868

869

870

868

HH
Germany, Booklet, 1936, Olympics (2011 Michel MH42.2), complete and unexploded, containing
Scott #B82a and B83a, o.g., never hinged, fresh and clean, Very Fine, a nice looking item, 2011 Michel €1,000
($1,060).
Estimate $200 - 300

869

HH
Germany: Berlin, Booklet, 1949, Stamp Centenary (Michel MH 1), complete and unexploded, Landmarks, 1pf, 4pf, 10pf & 20pf, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Michel €700 ($740). Scott 9N42a/9N49a.
Estimate $150 - 200

870

HH
Germany: Berlin, Booklet, 1949, Berlin Buildings (2011 Michel MH1), complete and unexploded,
contains Scott #9N49a, 9N47a, 9N43a (2) and 9N42a (2); labels of each pane read “100 Jahre deutsche
Briefmarke”, o.g., never hinged, an uncommon #1 to add to your collection, Very Fine, the first Berlin booklet produced, with 100,000 issued, 2011 Michel €700 ($740). Scott $370 for panes.
Estimate $150 - 200
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871

872

873

871

HH
Germany: Berlin, Booklet, 1952, Landmarks (Michel MH 2), 1pf, 4pf, 10pf & 20pf, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine; with 2008 Sismondo certificate, Michel €1,300 ($1,380). Scott 9N42a//9N49a. Estimate $300 - 400

872

HH
Germany: Berlin, Booklet, 1952, Berlin Buildings (Michel MH2), complete and unexploded, contains
Scott #9N49a, 9N47a, 9N43a (2) and 9N42a (2); each pane has a different label extolling stamps and German
Post’s services, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Michel €1,300 ($1,380).
Estimate $250 - 350

873

HH
Germany: Berlin, Booklet, 1962, Dürer (2011 Michel MH3b), complete and unexploded, containing
pane of 10 Scott #9N179; inside covers provide postal rates as of 1 July 1962, with back cover ad reading “Vergiß
mein nicht”, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, scarce; only about 35,000 produced, 2011 Michel €850 ($900).
Estimate $200 - 300

874

875

876

874

HH
Germany: Berlin, Booklet, 1963, Dürer (2011 Michel MH3cII), complete and unexploded, with pane of
10 Scott #9N179; inside covers provide postal rates as of 1 July 1963, with back cover an ad for the Postal Savings
Bank; 24-25 notches on cover spine, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, scarce; only about 35,000 total produced in two
varieties, 2011 Michel €600 ($640).
Estimate $150 - 200

875

HH
Germany: Berlin, Booklet, 1970, Brandenburg Gate (2011 Michel MH6c), complete and unexploded,
containing Scott #9N251c, o.g., never hinged; very light pencil notation of catalogue number on front cover, otherwise pristine, F.-V.F., scarce, as only 107,000 booklets were issued, 2011 Michel €1,000 ($1,060).
Estimate
$200 - 300

876

HH
Germany: Berlin, Booklet, 1972, Accident Prevention (2011 Michel MH8c), complete and unexploded, containing Scott #9N317a; cover ads are for Versandstellen, the Postmuseum and Michel, o.g., never
hinged, pristine, Very Fine, scarce; only 250,000 issued—and this has an uncatalogued front cover variety with
“Bitte hier öffnen!” printed in the right margin, 2011 Michel €650 ($690).
Estimate $150 - 200
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877

878

879

877

HH
Germany: Berlin, Booklet, 1972, Accident Prevention (2011 Michel MH8d), complete and unexploded, with Scott #9N317a; cover ads are for Hawid, the Postmuseum and Michel, o.g., never hinged, fresh and
clean, Very Fine, scarce; only 284,000 issued—and this has an uncatalogued front cover variety with “Bitte hier
öffnen!” printed in the right margin, 2011 Michel €850 ($900).
Estimate $150 - 200

878

HH
Germany: Federal Republic, Booklet, 1960, Heuss I (2011 Michel MH6), complete and unexploded,
pane of Scott #708var (fluorescent; Michel #183yW a (gray green)); left border of booklet pane with red sheet number, o.g., never hinged, fresh and clean, Very Fine, scarce—only 1000 such booklets produced; with 1985 Schlegel
certificate, 2011 Michel €1,600 ($1,700).
Estimate $350 - 500

879

HH
Germany: Federal Republic, Booklet, 1968, Brandenburg Gate (2011 Michel MH14), complete and
unexploded, containing Scott #953b; booklet cover gives postal rates as of 1 July 1971 for cards, letters and printed
matter, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; signed Schmidl BPP, 2011 Michel €600 ($640).
Estimate $150 - 200

880

881

882

880

HH
Germany: Federal Republic, Booklet, 1968, Brandenburg Gate (2011 Michel MH14d), complete and
unexploded, t containing Scott #953b, with “Gebührenangaben ungültig” written in red ink on front cover, along with
a “Holzminden a/-4.-9.72 17/345" bridge cancel in black; inside cover lists postal rates as of 1 July 1971 for letters
and cards, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh bookle, Very Fine, interesting item with notation of post-issue rate
change, 2011 Michel €600 ($640).
Estimate $100 - 150

881

HH
Great Britain, Booklet, 1958-59, 3s (353cd/358cd), complete and unexploded, dated Oct 1959, ½d, 1d,
1½d & 3d with graphite lines, o.g., never hinged, the key 1½d pane with all virtually intact, Very Fine, Scott $688 as
panes. SG M15g; £350 ($430).
Estimate $200 - 300

882

HH
Hungary, Booklet, 1908-13, 2.42k (72c), complete and unexploded, containing 4 panes of 6 of 10f carmine, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and crisp, Very Fine, Scott $400 ++.
Estimate $200 - 300
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883

884

883

HH
Italy, Booklet, 1911, 3.60L (123c), complete and unexploded, containing 4 panes of 6 of 15c slate,
re-engraved, o.g., never hinged, cover quite fresh; but lightly creased, panes slightly toned at right edge, F.-V.F.
Sassone L 2; €9,000 ($9,540).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

884

HH
Italy, Booklet, 1916, 4.80L (129a), complete and unexploded, containing 4 panes of 6 of 20c on 15c
slate, re-engraved, o.g., never hinged; minor rust on front cover, panes slightly toned at right edge, F.-V.F. Sassone
L 3; €4,500 ($4,770).
Estimate $600 - 800

885

HH
Korea (South), Booklet, 1956, 600h (212Fa), complete and unexploded, containing five panes of 6 of
the 20h blue redrawn, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $875 as panes. Korea P.S.C. 137b.
Estimate $250 - 350
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886

887

888

886

HH
Luxembourg, Booklet, 1895, 2.15fr (61, 73), complete and unexploded, containing two panes of 6 of
each of 2½c slate green & 5c green, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Michel €2,200 ($2,330). Michel 58, 70. Rogers 2.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

887

HH
Luxembourg, Booklet, 1895, 1.25fr (73), complete and unexploded, containing four panes of 6 of 5c
green; the first stamp booklet ever issued, o.g., never hinged, Fine, Michel €1,400 ($1,480). Michel 70. Rogers 1.
Estimate $400 - 600

888

HH
Luxembourg, Booklets, 1926, Grand Duchess Charlotte, 12fr (159, 160, 168, 173), complete and unexploded, two, both containing a pane of 10 of each value (5c, 10c, 35c & 70c), one with white covers, the other
gray, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Michel €600 ($640). Michel 166, 167, 223, 281.
Estimate $200 - 300

889

890

891

889

HH
Luxembourg, Booklets, 1930, Prince Charles (B40, B41), complete and unexploded, two, each containing two panes of 10 of 10c+5c & 75c+10c, o.g., never hinged, the 10c+5c booklet missing the staple, Very Fine,
Michel €1,700 ($1,800). Michel 227, 228. Rogers R1-2.
Estimate $500 - 750

890

HH
New Zealand, Booklets, 1935, 2s & 1938, 2s3d (SG SB15, SB19), complete and unexploded, o.g.,
never hinged; usual minor rust on covers, otherwise Very Fine, Work Catalogue #11 & 14, SG £775 ($950).
Estimate $250 - 350

891

HH
Norway, Booklet, 1910, 120øre (80a), complete and unexploded, containing two panes of 6, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Facit SKr 3,800 ($420). Facit H10.
Estimate $150 - 200
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892

893

894

892

HH
Norway, Booklet, 1937, 240øre (119a), complete and unexploded, containing two panes of 6 with selvage at top, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Facit SKr 6,000 ($660). Facit H15a.
Estimate $350 - 500

893

HH
Sweden, Booklet, 1872, 3kr (191a), complete and unexploded, containing two panes of 10 of 15ö rose
mounted with bottom selvage, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh, Fine, Facit SKr 13,000 ($1,430). Scott
$1,200 as panes. Facit H19IIAaO.
Estimate $300 - 400

894

HH
Sweden, Booklet, 1891, 1.55kr (56e), complete and unexploded, containing 4 of 5 panes of 6 of 5ø yellow green (missing the first pane - tab still in booklet), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,100 as panes. Facit H1
partial.
Estimate $400 - 600

895

896

895

HH
Sweden, Booklet, 1911, 3kr (82a), gray violet cover, complete and unexploded, containing two vertical
panes of 10 of 15ø red brown mounted with bottom selvage, o.g., never hinged; cover lightly creased, Very Fine,
Facit SKr 16,000 ($1,760). Facit H11B2.
Estimate $600 - 800

896

HH
Sweden, Booklet, 1922, 4kr (83a), cover 82 x 50 mm, containing two panes of 10 of 20ø deep blue
mounted with bottom selvage, o.g., never hinged; cover lightly creased, F.-V.F., Facit SKr 19,000 ($2,090). Facit
H12C.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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897

HH
Sweden, Booklet, 1921, 4kr (143a), complete and unexploded, containing two panes of 10 of 20ø blue
mounted with top selvage, o.g., never hinged; cover lightly creased, Very Fine, Facit SKr 13,000 ($1,430). Facit
H14.
Estimate $500 - 750

898

HH
Sweden, Booklet, 1922-24, 3kr (190a), complete and unexploded, containing two panes of 10 of 15ø violet mounted with bottom selvage, o.g., never hinged; cover lightly creased, F.-V.F., Facit SKr 9,000 ($990). Facit
H17.
Estimate $250 - 350

Please Vist Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site. Also, you can bid on our site,
and the site is fully searchable.
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Wednesday, May 3, 2017
Beginning at 9:00 A.M.
At our offices in Danbury, CT

Lots 899-1670
U.S. Stamps: 19th Century Regular Issues
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U.S. STAMPS: Postmasters’ Provisionals

U.S. Stamps
POSTMASTERS’ PROVISIONALS

899

900

901

899

(H)
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), unused without gum, four full massive margins all
around, proof like impression; tiny thin speck, centered Extremely Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

900

m
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), four able to large margins all around, blue manuscript
cancel; minor edge flaws at right, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200

901

m
New York, N.Y., 1845, 5¢ black on bluish (9X1a), three strip manuscript cancel, four full ample to large
margins all around; tiny tear at bottom and corner crease at top right, otherwise Very Fine; with 1977 P.F. certificate
for 9X1, but this is actually 9X1a, Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

902

Pa
Providence, R.I., 5¢ black and 10¢ black, plate proofs on card se-tenant (10X1P4-10X2P4), Very
Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
A choice example of this rare Provisional plate proof.

903

904

903

(H)
Providence, R.I., 1846, 5¢ gray black (10X1), unused without gum, incredibly fresh and choice corner
margin single; a flawless top quality Providence provisional, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF
90 XQ, Scott $225.
Estimate $300 - 400

904

(H)
Providence, R.I., 1846, 5¢ gray black (10X1), unused without gum, impressive example with intense
color; faint trace of crease, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
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905

H
Providence, R.I., 1846, 10¢ gray black (10X2), o.g., hinged, outstanding top right corner margin single
with full fresh gum; rare this, as this Providence Provisional is rarely found in this remarkable state of preservation;
faint horizontal crease caused by the thin brittle gum - should not be considered a fault, otherwise Extremely Fine,
Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

906

H
Providence, R.I., 1846, 5¢ gray black and 10¢ gray black, se-tenant (10X2a), top right margin pair,
o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

907

m
St. Louis, Mo., 1845, 5¢ black on greenish (11X1), four clear ample to large margins all around, double
stroke manuscript cancel, dramatic diagonal preprint paper fold at bottom and another tiny preprint paper fold at
bottom; small thin and repaired fault at right, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $8,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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Rare St. Louis "Bear"

908

156

m
St. Louis, Mo., 1846, 5¢ black on gray lilac (11X4), type III, position 5, manuscript cancel, full margins,
only barely cutting in at bottom left on fresh gray lilac paper. Sound examples are very rare and this stamp has
nearly full margins almost all around, Fine and attractive; with 2012 P.F. certificate, Scott $55,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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909

910

911

912

909

P
1847, 5¢ red brown, large die proof with cross-hatching on white laid paper (1P1c), about
36 x 40 mm, Very Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

910

H
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), o.g., lightly hinged, large margins all around except just touching at upper right,
attractive shade and impression, much nicer than normally found of this highly popular stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1998
P.F. certificate, Scott $6,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

911

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), beautiful red grid cancellation, superior GEM quality example with unusually
large margins and heavenly rich color; a great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95, Scott $375. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

912

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), red New York square grid cancels, fabulous eye catching stamp, large to very
large margins including the top frame line of the stamp below, excellent shade and impression, Very Fine; 1989 P.
F. cert, Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

913

914

915

916

917

913

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), red New York square grid cancel, marvelously well centered stamp, large to very
large margins, Extremely Fine; 1987 P. F. certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

914

m
1847, 5¢ brown (1), unobtrusive red circular grid cancels, absolutely gorgeous high quality stamp, almost dark brown, large to very large margins, excellent shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 2001 P.S.E. certificate, which calls this stamp red brown, Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600

915

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancel, pretty example with large to extremely large margins including sheet margin at bottom, nice shade and impression, an exceptionally choice stamp, Extremely Fine; 2001
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

916

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), neat red circular grid cancel, impressive well margined stamp, brilliant fresh
color and impression, Extremely Fine; 1994 P. F. certificate for cover from which this stamp was removed (cover enclosed from Boston), Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600

917

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), bright red grid cancel, outstanding large margined example with large margins,
excellent shade and impression, Extremely Fine; 1999 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $400 - 600
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918

919

920

921

918

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), blue circular grid cancel, immaculate high quality example including portions of
the frame lines of the stamps above and below and to the left, tremendous color and impression, Extremely Fine;
1987 P. F. certificate, Scott $485.
Estimate $400 - 600

919

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), blue Philadelphia c.d.s. cancel, four clear margins all around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600

920

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), red New York square grid cancel and light manuscript marking at left center,
sterling example with breathtaking color, Extremely Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $350 - 500

921

1847, 5¢ red brown (1), tied to small piece by red New York square grid cancel, extremely large margins
including frame lines of stamps at left and at top, sharp early impression, Very Fine; 1991 P. F. certificate, Scott
$450.
Estimate $350 - 500
s

922

923

924

925

926

922

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), two strikes of blue italic numeral “5” cancel, wonderful example with nicely balanced margins, nice shade and impression, Very Fine; 2001 P. F. certificate, Scott $550. Estimate $300 - 400

923

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), red circular grid cancel, four large balanced margins all around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85, Scott $400. Scott Stamp Values $475 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $250 - 350

924

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), red grid cancels, very large full margins on all four sides, capturing portions of
adjacent stamps at left and bottom; thins and small crease at top, centered Extremely Fine, Scott $440.
Estimate $250 - 350

925

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), black grid cancel, four full large margins all around; a couple minute corner tip
creases, only mentioned for accuracy, otherwise Very Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

926

m
1847, 5¢ brown (1), recut frame line, blue postmark and light manuscript cancel, four large margins all
around, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
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927

928

929

930

927

s

928

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), used on piece with numeral “5" cancels, large margins all around except top
which only slightly cuts in, Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

929

m
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), light red cancellation, large margins and warm rich color; a good looking stamp;
pressed vertical crease at left, Extremely Fine appearance, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

930

m
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), gorgeous red grid cancellation, spectacular deep rich color of great intensity;
a marvelous top quality example of the popular dark brown shade, Extremely Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate, Scott
$800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1847, 5¢ red brown (1), tied on small piece by blue grid cancellation, with matching adjacent “Philadelphia, Pa, Aug 5" town cancel, attractive four margin example with brilliant color; minute margin tear in bottom margin
of stamp, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $415.
Estimate $200 - 300

931

932

933

934

931

m
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), double struck blue integral “5cts” rate cancellations, flawless example of the
desirable dark brown shade; with four generous margins and terrific eye appeal, Extremely Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

932

s

933

m
1847, 5¢ orange brown (1b), black circular grid cancel, four clear margins all around, Very Fine; with
2014 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott Stamp Values $750 VF 80.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

934

m
1847, 5¢ orange brown (1b), vertical pair, dark blue cancels, mostly clear, ample to large margins all
around, only cutting in at lower right, sharp impression and beautiful color of this scarce shade; tiny corner edge
crease at lower right, F.-V.F. centering; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott $2,080.
Estimate $500 - 750

1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), tied on small piece by square red grid cancellation, desirable four margined
example with astounding rich color and clean clear impression, Very Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
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935

936

937

938

935

m
1847, 5¢ red brown and 10¢ black (1-2), 5¢ with blue circular grid cancel, 10¢ with red square grid cancel, respectable inexpensive representations of these popular first issues, 5¢ with 3½ large margins, only cutting in
at upper left, 10¢ cutting in at top, left and bottom, full margin at right; some faults, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

936

m
1847, 10¢ black (2), striking bold red grid cancellations, exemplary GEM quality example with extremely
large margins and breathtaking deep rich color, deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1998 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

937

m
1847, 10¢ black (2), blue cancel, four full large margins all around, sharp jet black color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $1,225 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

938

m
1847, 10¢ black (2), lightly struck red grid cancellation, wide margin at right showing interesting plate
scratches in margin; an extremely fresh and attractive example, Very Fine; with 2010 Weiss certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

939

940

941

942

939

m
1847, 10¢ black (2), eye catching blue grid cancellation, dynamite example with clear impression and
four ample margins, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $875. SMQ VF 80; $975.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

940

m
1847, 10¢ black (2), pretty blue town cancellation, completely sound and attractive stamp with ample
margins and gorgeous color of great intensity, Very Fine, Scott $875.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

941

s
1847, 10¢ black (2), tied on small piece by lovely blue “Louisville, Ky” town cancellation, lovely example
with particularly strong color and detailed impression; quite elusive as there are only 94 covers remaining out of
Louisville, Fine, Scott $875.
Estimate $600 - 800

942

m
1847, 10¢ black (2), red grid cancellations, brilliantly colored stamp with clear margins all around; a very
pleasing 10 cent 1847 issue, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $825.
Estimate $600 - 800
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943

944

945

946

943

m
1847, 10¢ black (2), generous red town cancels, wonderfully fresh and choice example with attractive
wide margins, Very Fine; signed “H. Bloch”, 1996 P. F. certificate, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

944

m
1847, 10¢ black (2), light red cancellation, extremely fresh stamp with clearly etched impression, Fine,
Scott $825.
Estimate $400 - 600

945

P
1847 (1875 Reproductions), 5¢-10¢ complete, plate proofs on card (3P4-4P4), great color and sharp
impression, Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

946

P

1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ red brown, plate proof on card (3P4), Very Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

947

948

949

950

947

(H)
1847 (1875 Reproductions), 5¢-10¢ complete (3-4), without gum as issued, appealing examples of
these tough stamps; the 1875 Reproductions always bring a hefty price as they are in high demand; each stamp
with a trivial thin spot, otherwise Very Fine, Scott #3 - only 4,779 reportedly sold, Scott #4 - only 3,883 reportedly
sold, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

948

(H)
1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ red brown (3), without gum as issued, extra large margins and
mouthwatering color; a “Big-Time” example that rarely comes so choice, Extremely Fine to Superb, only 4,779 reportedly sold; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95, Scott $850. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

949

(H)
1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ red brown (3), without gum as issued, immeasurable quality example of
this elusive 1875 reproduction; precise centering and eye-arresting color; simply spectacular, Extremely Fine to
Superb, only 4,779 reportedly sold; with 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

950

(H)
1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ red brown (3), without gum as issued, delightful example with ravishing
rich color, quite elusive, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 4,779 reportedly sold; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded 85, Scott $850. SMQ VF-XF 85; $950.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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951

952

953

954

955

951

(H)
1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ red brown (3), without gum as issued, brilliant fresh stamp in flawless
condition; these 1875 reproductions are particularly “hot” at the moment, Very Fine, only 4,779 reportedly sold; with
2008 P.F. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

952

(H)
1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ red brown (3), without gum as issued, captivating color and crisp impression; a handsome top quality example of this desirable 1875 reproduction, Very Fine, only 4,779 reportedly
sold, Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

953

(H)
1847 (1875 Reproduction), 5¢ red brown (3), without gum as issued, four full ample to large margins all
around, gorgeous proof like color and impression, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750

954

(H)
1847 (1875 Reproduction), 10¢ black (4), without gum as issued, Post Office fresh and choice example
with sterling color and prooflike impression; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine, only 3,883 reportedly sold; with 1983
P.F.C. and 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90, Scott $1,050. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

955

(H)
1847 (1875 Reproduction), 10¢ black (4), without gum as issued, among the freshest an choicest examples obtainable; with deep prooflike color and razor sharp impression; scarce in this condition, Extremely Fine,
only 3,883 reportedly sold; with 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1851 ISSUE

956

162

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), position 9R1E, blue cancel, full balanced margins with plenty of room to
show full type characteristics, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85 and
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $13,000 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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957

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type Ib (5A), neat black town cancellation, extremely impressive example of this rare type
Ib stamp; Pos. 8R1E - the “best” position of type Ib; and extraordinary example that is completely sound in all respects, with brilliant fresh color; a wonderful opportunity for any serious collector looking for a handsome and sound
example of this stamp, F.-V.F.; with 1976 P.F. certificate, Scott $12,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

958

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type Ia, curl in “c” variety (6 var.), impressive balloon town cancellation, the most extraordinary example of type Ia we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a spectacular example of the
curl in “c” variety coming from position 95R4; colossal margins all around clearly showing type characteristics and
bold prooflike color; a rare opportunity to acquire a true World Class GEM stamp that has been off the market for
over 15 years, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1985 and 1999 P.F. certificates, Scott $12,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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959

960

961

962

963

959

H
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably fresh and choice top quality example with beautifully balanced margins and crisp clear impression, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

960

(H)
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), position 22L1E, unused without gum, clear to large margins, except just into
along the left side, rich shade and impression, Fine; with 2016 Crowe certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

961

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), lightly struck town cancellation, boardwalk margins and lively color; an exciting
top quality example that would please the most discriminating collector, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015
P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J, Scott $135. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $1,275.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

962

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), position 49R1E, neatly struck black cancellation, lovely well margined type II
stamp, with brilliant fresh color, Very Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $135. SMQ VF 80; $175.
Estimate $150 - 200

963

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), neatly struck black grid cancellation, extremely intense color; premium example that’s completely sound and fresh, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $135.
Estimate $100 - 150

964

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type III (8), black 1858 town postmark, four clear margins all around, beautiful deep rich
blue, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

965

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type III (8), faintly cancelled by barely noticeable town cancellation, among the most attractive examples of this rare type III stamp in existence; with big beautiful margins including a portion of the adjacent stamp at bottom; electrifying deep shade of blue printed on lily white paper; one of the few examples of Scott #8
we would classify as a “GEM”, as this stamp is a true condition rarity that would enhance any great collection; accompanied by 1968 letter from world renowned expert “Lester Brookman” attesting to this stunning stamp’s identification, Extremely Fine, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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966

967

968

969

970

966

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type III (8), removed manuscript cancel, four ample to large full margins all around, excellent example with full type characteristics; sealed internal vertical tear at top left, vertical crease at bottom right, Very
Fine appearance; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

967

m
1851, 1¢ blue, types III & IIIa (8,8A), vertical se-tenant pair, positions 29/39L4, rich color and light town
cancel, huge margin at left with bit of adjacent stamps visible, but just touching at top and just in at right and bottom;
two tiny, nearly invisible staple holes, one in each stamps, otherwise Fine. A reasonably attractive example of this
rare pair with position 29 having a very nice break at the bottom; with 2016 Doporto plating certificate, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

968

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type IIIa, double transfer, one inverted (8A var.), position 81L1E - double transfer, one
inverted, black grid cancellation, a gorgeous top quality example of this rarely seen double transfer which occurred
on only one position on plate 1 early; completely sound and very choice stamp that is a “must have” for any serious
1851 one cent collector; a philatelic rarity especially with Ashbrook’s note, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, with Stanley
Ashbrook’s accompanying note stating that this “stamp is Pos. 81L1E, and that it is just as rare as Pos. 7R1E”, Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

969

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), position 71R1E, black circular grid cancel, respectable margins, with full
large margins at left and right and close to slightly cutting in at top and bottom with still plenty of room to show full
type characteristics, Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600

970

m
1851, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), lightly struck town cancellation, fresh example of this tough stamp; extra
large margins and vivid color, Fine, Scott $825.
Estimate $400 - 600

971

H
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), o.g., previously hinged, magnificent full margins with sheet margins at left and
adjacent stamps at top, right and bottom, Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ $11,000 Gem
100.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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972

973

974

975

976

972

H
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), redistributed o.g., splendid top quality example with sumptuous color and detailed impression; a gorgeous well margined stamp that’s completely sound in all respects, Extremely Fine; with
2002 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

973

H
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), o.g., hinged, 4 clear margins, barely touching at top and ample margins on all
other sides, Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate for pair, Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

974

H
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), disturbed o.g. (minor gum bend at bottom left), premium example with most
impressive color - a gorgeous shade of blue, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

975

m
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), red town postmarks, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF
90. SMQ $300 XF 90.
Estimate $200 - 300

976

m
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), neatly struck black town cancellation, huge margined stamp with splendid
fresh color; a great stamp, Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200

977

978

979

980

977

m
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), blackish blue town postmark, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $225 XF 90.
Estimate $150 - 200

978

m
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), vertical pair with wide sheet margin at left, neat manuscript cancellations, well
margined multiple in flawless condition; a great item for the 1852 one cent specialist, Extremely Fine; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400

979

m
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), horizontal pair, position 18L1L-19L1L, beautifully struck Philadelphia postmark, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $420 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $300 - 400

980

m
1852, 1¢ blue, type IV (9), pair, position 28-29L1L, black grid cancellations, well margined multiple with
ravishing rich color; a perfect item for the eagle eyed collector looking to add a GEM example of #9 to his collection as the right side stamp would yield a huge margined example which would have few rivals; all you need is a pair of
scissors; left stamp with a trivial crease along the top left corner of the stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
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981

982

983

984

985

981

m
1851, 3¢ orange brown, type I (10), stitch watermark variety, blue town postmark, top margin copy with
four full clear margins all around, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200

982

H
1851, 3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), large part o.g. (pencil mark on gum), phenomenal color and impression; a rare unused stamp; manuscript ink writing on reverse “(18)51, 3.00", Fine, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $300 - 400

983

m
1851, 3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), black circular grid cancel and French entry postmark, four clear
margins all around, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

984

m
1851, 3¢ orange brown, type II (10A), blue town postmark, four clear margins all around, Very Fine; with
2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

985

E
1851, 3¢ Washington essay, by Draper, Welsh & Co., in black (11-E8b), die on bond, 29 x 35 mm,
Very Fine, Scott $300. Brazer 33E-Hb.
Estimate $150 - 200

986

H
1852, 3¢ brownish carmine, type I (11 var.), o.g., very lightly hinged, one of the most beautiful obtainable examples of the gorgeous brownish carmine shade we’ve ever encountered; with warm rich color and wonderfully balanced margins; a true GEM, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $500 - 750

987

HH
1852, 3¢ dull red, type II (11A), o.g., never hinged, awesome GEM quality example of this tough mint
stamp; with boardwalk margins on all sides, and unblemished original gum in immaculate mint condition; how this
stamp has survived the last 150 years in this wonderful state of preservation is hard to believe - destined for the finest collection, Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 100, Scott $250. SMQ Gem 100; $4,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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988

989

990

991

988

(H)a
1852, 3¢ dull red, type II (11A), block of 4, positions 48L3-49L3, 58L3-59L3, positions 49L3 and 59L3
have extra vertical line outside of left frame line, 58L3 has extra vertical line outside of right frame line, unused without gum, full ample margins at left, right and bottom, touching to cutting in at top, fresh appearance, rare position
piece; tiny horizontal scissor cut between right stamps, tiny thin speck on lower right stamp, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott
$2,100 for Block of 4.
Estimate $400 - 600

989

m
1852, 3¢ pinkish, type II (11A var.), lightly struck town cancellation, handsome example of the incredibly
rare “pinkish” shade; a wonderful example in the true color, missing from all but the most advanced collections; blue
ink handstamp on reverse shows through to the face at bottom right, otherwise Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott
$5,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

990

m
1856, 5¢ red brown (12), unusually light black town cancellation, awesome top quality example with bold
prooflike color printed on clean white paper; evenly balanced margins and clear impression; quite elusive when
found with these marvelous qualities; faint corner crease at top right, otherwise Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1998
and 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

991

m
1856, 5¢ red brown (12), lightly struck black town cancellation, large margins, luscious rich shade,
F.-V.F., Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

992

993

994

995

992

m
1856, 5¢ red brown (12), neat black cancellation, extremely fresh example, dazzling rich color printed on
bright white paper; tiny light corner crease, otherwise Very Fine; 2012 Weiss certificate, Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600

993

m
1856, 5¢ red brown (12), nice portion of large Boston “Paid” in grid cancellation, with sharp impression
and beautiful rich color; small corner repairs, otherwise Very Fine; with 2006 R.P.S.C. certificate not mentioning
fault and 2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

994

m
1856, 5¢ red brown (12), neat black New York Ocean mail cancellation, extraordinary deep shade, a
choice well margined stamp; small thin spot and light creases, Very Fine appearance, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300

995

m
1856, 5¢ red brown (12), lightly struck town cancellation, fresh and affordable example with great color;
horizontal crease, along with a tiny crease at top right corner, otherwise Fine, Scott $700. Estimate $100 - 150
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996

997

998

999

1000

996

m
1856, 5¢ red brown (12), vertical pair, black town postmark and partial red transit markings, large margins at left, right and bottom, slightly cutting in at top, magnificent multiple with beautiful color and impression, bottom stamp is very well centered; crease on bottom stamp, Very Good-Very Fine, Scott $1,950.
Estimate $600 - 800

997

m
1855, 10¢ green, type I (13), partial black postmark, four clear ample to large margins all around, Very
Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

998

m
1855, 10¢ green, type I (13), light black town cancellation, bright color and detailed impression; small inclusion spot at top left corner, F.-V.F., Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350

999

H
1855, 10¢ green, type II (14), blue town cancel, huge margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $650 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $500 - 750

1000 m
1855, 10¢ green, type II (14), unobtrusive black town cancel, four full large to gigantic margins all around,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ $350 XF 90.
Estimate $250 - 350

1001

1002

1003

1004

1001 m
1855, 10¢ green, type II (14), black town postmark, large, full margins all around, Extremely Fine; with
1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300
1002 m
1855, 10¢ green, type II (14), neatly struck black cancellation, impressive well margined example with
luxurious rich color; a fault free stamp issued on bright white paper, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
1003 m
1855, 10¢ green, type II (14), horizontal pair, extremely light black cancellation at top center, impressive
multiple with gleaming rich color and extra large margins; right stamp with a vertical crease, otherwise Very Fine,
Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
1004 (H)
1855, 10¢ green, type III (15), unused without gum, magnificent appearing example with equally balanced margins and heavenly rich color; small corner margin crease at bottom right, otherwise Extremely Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1005

1006

1007

1008

1009

1005 m
1855, 10¢ green, type III (15), neatly struck black cancellation, handsome used example with nicely balanced margins and delightful color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300
1006 m
1855, 10¢ green, type III (15), black town postmark, four ample to large margins all around, Very Fine;
with 1983 P.F. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
1007 m
1855, 10¢ green, type IV (16), neat black town cancellation, tremendous example of this tough type IV
stamp; remarkably choice with extra large margins and intense color, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF 90, Scott $1,700. SMQ XF 90; $2,800.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1008 m
1855, 10¢ green, type IV (16), light town cancellation, absolutely gorgeous type IV stamp, with the deepest and richest color we’ve seen on this issue; simply outstanding, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1009 m
1855, 10¢ green, type IV (16), black town postmark, nearly full margins all around, only slightly cutting in
at top left, ample to large margins on other sides, difficult type, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1010

1011

1012

1013

1010 m
1851, 12¢ gray black (17), pen mark in the bottom left corner and neat black town cancellations, stunning
showpiece margins and Jet-Black color; among the most impressive World Class GEMS we have ever encountered, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J, Scott $250. SMQ XF-SUP 95J;
$2,000+.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1011 m
1851, 12¢ gray black (17), neatly struck black cancellation, brilliant fresh color and finely detailed impression, F.-V.F.; with 1983 P.F. certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
1012 m
1851, 12¢ gray black (17), brown town postmark, four clear ample to large margins all around, Very Fine;
with 1985 and 1998 P.F. certificates, Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300
1013 m
1851, 12¢ gray black (17), faintly struck blue cancellation at bottom left, brilliant fresh four margin single
with alluring rich color, Very Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1014

1015

1016

1014 H
1851, 12¢ gray black (17), horizontal pair, black circular grid cancels and small transit cancel on left
stamp, four full large margins all around, Very Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $605.
Estimate $400 - 600
1015 H
1851, 12¢ gray black (17), pair and strip of 3, black town cancels, nice multiples; tiny thin specks and
small internal creases, V.G.-Fine, Scott $1,400 for single and 2 pairs.
Estimate $300 - 400
1016 m
1851, 12¢ gray black (17), horizontal pair, red town cancellation, fresh and attractive multiple; the left
stamp being particularly choice, Fine, Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

1857 ISSUE

1017

1018

1017 m
1861, 1¢ blue, type I (18), spectacular violet grid cancellation, breathtaking example of this tough type I
stamp; a handsome well margined stamp with a tantalizing colored cancel, of which we have offered precisely one in all our years in the auction business; this striking violet cancel commands an unimpressive $150. premium in the
Scott Specialized catalog; you see many black and even blue cancellations on this issue, and sometimes an occasional red strike; but violet! A once in a lifetime opportunity to have what no one else possesses, F.-V.F.; with 2003
P.F. certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1018 m
1861, 1¢ blue, type I (18), black cancellation, splendid example of this tough stamp, delightful rich color
and virtually perfect centering, Extremely Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750

1019 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type Ia (19), barely noticeable black town cancellation, dynamite example with heart
pounder deep rich color, the freshest example you’ll ever see; a handsome example of this terribly difficult stamp;
scissor separated at top and bottom - resulting in a few blunted perforations at top, and extra long perforations at
bottom that clearly show the type Ia type characteristics, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $9,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1020

1021

1022

1023

1024

1020 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type Ia (19), manuscript pen stroke cancellation, immensely rare type Ia clearly showing
type characteristics at bottom of stamp; an affordable example in acceptable quality; margin nick at left, otherwise
Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1021 H
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), major double transfer at top, position 74R12, o.g., previously hinged, Very
Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1022 H
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, o.g., hinged, exceedingly fresh type I stamp in flawless condition; a
very handsome mint 1 cent 1857, F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1023 H
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 11 or 12, o.g., sharp impression and brilliant color, exceptionally well
centered; light creases and reperforated at left, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1024 H
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, o.g., lightly hinged (minor vertical gum bend along right side), unbelievably fresh stamp that has been hidden away in an old time album for decades, Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

1025

1026

1027

1025 (H)a
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, block of 4, unused without gum, absolutely gorgeous well centered
multiple; a handsome exhibition piece for the 1 cent specialist; quite rare as Scott catalog value for this block with
original gum is an impressive $6,000; an ungummed block is unlisted in Scott; top 2 stamps with diagonal crease;
lower right stamp with a repaired lower left edge adding a small portion of the corner, Very Fine appearance, Scott
$1,600 for no gum singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
1026 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, light town cancellation, incredibly fresh and choice well centered
stamp with vivid color; very handsome stamp showing part of adjacent stamp at left, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate for horizontal pair, from which this stamp was taken, this being the left stamp from the pair, Scott $275.
Estimate $400 - 600
1027 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 11, position 2R, relatively light grid cancel, quite fresh; tiny sealed tear
lower right, F.-V.F., Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1028

1029

1030

1031

1032

1028 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, neatly struck black cancellation, outstanding color and centering; a remarkably choice example of this tough type II Franklin, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott
$275.
Estimate $250 - 350
1029 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), partial New York postmark, deep rich hue, showing fully type characteristics,
F.-V.F.; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate for pair, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
1030 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type II (20), plate 2, partial black “PAID” in grid cancellation, fresh and choice example,
F.-V.F., Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
1031 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type III (21), neatly struck “Chicago” cancellation, extremely intense color and razor sharp
impression; one of the most attractive examples obtainable for the money; small stain along perforations at bottom
center, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
1032 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), neatly struck black grid cancellation, tremendous showpiece with heart
pounding color and detailed impression; beautiful type IIIa stamp with well proportioned margins, Very Fine; with
1986 and 2004 P.F. certificates, Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1033

1034

1035

1036

1033 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), plate 11, black town postmark, lovely example showing full type characteristics, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1034 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), bold grid cancellation, vibrant color and nicely balanced margins, Very Fine,
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
1035 H
1857, 1¢ blue, type IV (23), large part o.g., fabulous color and sharp impression, according to PSE’s population report, this stamp is the highest graded example of this issue; a rare opportunity to acquire a magnificent
showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ $23,000 XF 90. Estimate $15,000 20,000
1036 (H)
1857, 1¢ blue, type IV (23), vertical pair, positions 1L1L and 11L1L, the top stamp is recut twice at bottom
and the bottom stamp is recut once at top and one at bottom, unused without gum; the bottom stamp with three blind
perforations at left, the top stamp has a piece out at top, V.G., genuine unused perforated type IV stamps are extremely rare; with 1971 Friedl and 2016 Crowe certificates, Scott $8,500.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1037

1038

1039

1040

1041

1037 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type IV (23), town postmark, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values $1,500 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1038 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type IV (23), blue grid cancellation, flawless example with finely etched impression and
beautiful rich color complimented by the colored cancel; a gorgeous example of type IV, F.-V.F., Scott $1,025.
Estimate $500 - 750
1039 HH
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), o.g., never hinged, phenomenal example in a pristine mint state; unlisted in
Scott in never hinged condition; a gorgeous well centered example with radiating color in full “bloom”; as pretty as
they come, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $140 is for “hinged”.
Estimate $500 - 750
1040 H
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), disturbed o.g., Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. SMQ $750 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $300 - 400
1041 H
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), o.g., lightly hinged, ravishing rich color; very pleasing example, Very Fine;
with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for block/6, from which this stamp was taken, top right stamp, Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

1042

1043

1044

1042 H
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), o.g., previously hinged, brilliant luminescent color, well centered, Very Fine;
with 2013 P.F. certificate for strip, Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
1043 H
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), o.g., very lightly hinged, exceedingly fresh example with nicely balanced margins, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for block/9, from which this stamp was taken, this being the
top left stamp from the block, Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
1044 m
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), light target cancellation, marvelous right sheet margin single with part imprint
“& Cincinnati”; a wonderful position piece that would fit nicely into any specialized 1857 collection, Very Fine, Scott
$40.
Estimate $100 - 150

1045 H
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), o.g., previously hinged, interesting dry print impression, well centered for issue, Very Fine; with 1979 and 2016 P.F. certificates, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1046

1047

1048

1049

1050

1046 m
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), black town cancel, very well centered for this very difficult issue, Extremely
Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $1,150 XF 90.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1047 m
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), black town cancel, well centered for this very difficult issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values $550 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $400 - 600
1048 m
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), black “New York” cancellation, phenomenal well centered stamp with vibrant
color; seldom seen so nice, Extremely Fine, Scott $175.
Estimate $200 - 300
1049 HH
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. and 2017 P.S.A.G.
certificates, Scott $65 for hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400
1050 H
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), electrifying color and
sharp impression; extremely desirable example of this tough stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate,
Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150

1051

1052

1051 HH/Ha 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), block of 4, o.g., top 2 barely hinged, bottom 2 never hinged, among the
freshest and most pleasing multiples you’ll ever see; the bottom two are in an impressive state of preservation, Very
Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
1052 HHa
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), bottom left corner margin block of 10, o.g., never hinged, a magnificent
showpiece in an immaculate mint state; with full and unblemished gum without any skips or bends; unlisted in the
Scott catalog in never hinged condition; what a great block, Fine, Scott $1,030 for blocks and singles.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1053

1054

1055

1053 (H)a
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), block of 12 (3x4), unused without gum, sharp impression and rich color;
light paper wrinkle on top center stamp, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $570 for 12 no gum singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
1054 Ha
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), left plate block of 8, o.g., small hinge remnants, mostly in the selvage (6
stamps never hinged), remarkably fresh example of this extremely rare plate block, showing portions of adjoining
stamps at top and bottom, Fine, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1055 H
1857, 3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), o.g., lightly hinged, luxurious rich color; an absolutely astounding GEM
QUALITY example of this incredibly scarce type IV stamp; a breathtaking example that would enhance any great
collection, Extremely Fine; with 2001 and 2017 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1056
1056

1057

1058

1857, 3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), tied on small piece by scarcer green “Napanoch, NY” town cancellation,
pleasing example of the more difficult type IV stamp with a beautiful colored cancel, F.-V.F., Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

s

1057 m
1857, 3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), neatly struck black “Paid” cancellation, premium example with rich color
with lots of vim and vigor, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
1058 m
$325.

176

1857, 3¢ dull red, type IV (26A), light green postmark; blind perforations at left and right, Very Fine, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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A Magnificent Classic Rarity

1059 H
1858, 5¢ brick red, type I (27), o.g., lightly hinged, the most impressive mint example we have ever had
the pleasure to offer at public auction; a completely sound and choice 5 cent brick red shade with breathtaking color;
a handsome stamp deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Fine, of the 20 or so known mint examples of
the 5 cent brick red shade, only a small fraction remain in completely sound condition; with 1958 A.P.S. cert. and
with 1974 and 2015 P.F. certificates, Scott $80,000.
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
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1060

1061

1062

1063

1064

1065

1060 m
1858, 5¢ brick red, type I (27), perfectly struck, face free black town cancellation at bottom right, one of
the most appealing used examples obtainable; a choice well centered stamp with extremely intense color; rarely do
used #27’s come along in any quality approaching this stamp; if this stamp is on your wantlist, don’t pass up this opportunity - as your wait for another one like this will be a long wait, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1977 P.F.C. and
2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85, Scott $1,600. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1061 m
1858, 5¢ brick red, type I (27), light black town cancels, bright attractive color, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values $2,400 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1062 m
1858, 5¢ brick red, type I (27), black town cancellation, extremely fresh and choice; a faultless example
of this tough stamp, Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1063 m
1858, 5¢ brick red, type I (27), lovely appearance; short perf at left and repaired thin at bottom, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400
1064 m
1858, 5¢ brick red, type I (27), light face free cancel, rich color & nicely centered; small sealed perf tear at
top, Very Fine appearance; 2010 PF certificate, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $250 - 350
1065 m
1858, 5¢ brick red, type I (27), neat black cancellation, gorgeous appearing well centered stamp with
vivid color; small repair at the lower right and reperforated at right, top and bottom, otherwise Very Fine; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $250 - 350

1066 H
1857, 5¢ red brown, type I (28), part o.g., a fantastic example of this incredibly rare red brown shade in
unused condition; with breathtaking color and razor sharp impression; of the handful of unused examples that are
known to exist the example offered here is among the finest, as this stamp is a true condition rarity when found unused especially with part original gum; missing from all but the most advanced U.S. collections; reperforated at right
and bottom, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $60,000 for full o.g.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1067

1068

1069

1067 m
1857, 5¢ red brown, type I (28), neatly struck black town cancellation, luscious rich shade; a flawless example of this seldom offered stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1068 m
1857, 5¢ bright red brown, type I (28b), neat town cancellation, desirable bright red brown shade, which
is an often confusing and misidentified color variety on the 1857 five cent Jefferson; tiny corner perf crease at bottom right - virtually invisible, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1069 m
1857, 5¢ bright red brown, type I (28b), neat black town cancellation, well margined example showing a
portion of adjacent stamp at left; beautiful alluring rich shade; short perf at right is of little consequence, otherwise
Fine; with clear 1984 P.F.C. and 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate which does mention the short perf, Scott $2,300.
Estimate $500 - 750

1070 m
1858, 5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), light town cancel, fabulous hue of this difficult shade, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $5,000 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1071

1072

1071 m
1858, 5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), 1859 c.d.s., Fine; with 1973 P.F. certificate and 2004 P.S.E. certificate
graded F 70, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1072 m
1858, 5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), excellent example of this difficult shade; small thin spot at top, pressed
corner crease at lower right, Very Fine appearance; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1073

1074

1075

1073 m
1859, 5¢ brown, type I (29), black grid cancellations, faultless example with razor sharp impression,
Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $375. SMQ VF 80; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
1074 m
$425.

1859, 5¢ brown, type I (29), greenish blue circular grid cancel, Very Fine; with 2007 P.F. certificate, Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

1075 m
1859, 5¢ brown, type I (29), horizontal pair, Baton Rouge postmark, sharp proof like impression, Fine;
with 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

A Magnificent Classic Mint Gem

1076 H
1861, 5¢ orange brown, type II (30), o.g., lightly hinged, stupendous GEM quality example in uniquely
appealing condition; perfectly centered amid large and balanced margins; riveting rich color printed on clean white
paper; a World Class example deserving placement in the finest collection; this is 1 of 2 examples to achieve the
grade of XF-Sup-95, with just 1 other grading higher - according to PSE’s population report; the quintessential example of this scarce stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott
$1,200. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $9,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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1077

1078

1079

1080

1077 H
1861, 5¢ orange brown, type II (30), o.g., previously hinged, sharp prooflike color and impression, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values $1,850 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1078 (H)
1861, 5¢ orange brown, type II (30), unused without gum, sharp crisp impression; light diagonal crease,
F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
1079 m
1860, 5¢ brown, type II (30A), spectacular deep red unframed grid cancellation, wide margins and vibrant color, nicely contrasted by the spectacular cancel; a pretty stamp you will not regret adding to your collection,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85, Scott $290. SMQ VF-XF 85; $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
1080 m

1860, 5¢ brown, type II (30A), red circular grid cancel, F.-V.F.; with 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

1081
1081 m

1082

1083

1084

1085

1857, 10¢ green, type I (31), light non-obtrusive postmark, Very Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

1082 m
1857, 10¢ green, type I (31), red paid cancel, respectable copy showing full type characteristics, F.-V.F.;
with 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,300.
Estimate $600 - 800
1083 m
1857, 10¢ green, type II (32), light town cancellation, fresh and attractive example; reperforated at left,
otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
1084 m
1857, 10¢ green, type II (32), neatly struck black cancellation, dazzling rich shade; very choice, F.-V.F.;
with photocopy of 1991 P.F. certificate for strip/3 when it was on cover, Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
1085 (H)
1857, 10¢ green, type III (33), unused without gum, bright proof like color and impression; tiny bend at
lower right, mentioned only for accuracy, otherwise Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80, Scott
$2,150.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1086

1087

1088

1089

1090

1086 m
1857, 10¢ green, type III (33), light town postmark, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF
90. Scott Stamp Values $650 XF 90.
Estimate $500 - 750
1087 m
1857, 10¢ green, type III (33), neat black “Paid” in circle cancellation, captivating color; a most impressive example with a eye catching postmark, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1088 m
1857, 10¢ green, type IV, “stitch watermark” variety (34 var.), position 55L - recut at bottom, black
town cancellation, with supple color and finely detailed impression; a beautifully centered example of this scarce
“stitch watermark” variety, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85, Scott $2,100.
SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,750.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1089 m
1857, 10¢ green, type IV (34), position 55L1, faint manuscript pen stroke cancellation, featuring gorgeous deep rich color and gorgeous centering; a remarkably choice example of this highly sought after type IV
stamp, Very Fine; with 1966 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1090 m
1857, 10¢ green, type IV (34), light black cancellation, brilliant fresh example; a flawless example of this
terribly elusive stamp, Fine; with 1981 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this scarce type IV stamp was taken, this
being the right stamp, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1091

1092

1093

1094

1095

1091 H
1857, 12¢ black, plate I (36), o.g., hinge remnant, select example of this notoriously difficult stamp; with
astounding jet-black color; this elusive plate 1 stamp is much rarer than Scott #36B and should receive serious attention, as it seldom appears at public auction, Fine, Scott $1,850.
Estimate $500 - 750
1092 m
1857, 12¢ black, plate I (36), outstanding blue town cancellation, fabulous example of this tough stamp;
a top quality example with an incredible depth of color nicely complimented by the pretty cancel, Very Fine; with
1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
1093 H
1859, 12¢ black, plate III (36B), o.g., lightly hinged, tremendous top quality stamp with succulent rich
color; a delightful top quality stamp deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely Fine; with 2000
P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1094 H
1859, 12¢ black, plate III (36B), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 1993 P.F. certificate
for block, Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
1095 H
1859, 12¢ black, plate III (36B), o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum), brilliant fresh color; a handsome example, Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1096

1097

1096 H
1859, 12¢ black, plate III (36B), o.g., previously hinged, excellent sharp crisp impression and attractive
black shade; centered to the top and left, Fine; with photocopy of 1992 P.F. certificate for block of six, from which it
was taken; along with 2016 Crowe certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
1097 P
1860, 24¢ gray lilac, imperf proof on stamp paper (37P5), unused without gum, fresh etched impression; minor expert restoration on face, otherwise Very Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1098 H
1860, 24¢ gray lilac (37), o.g., barest trace of hinge, the “ultimate” example of this terribly elusive stamp;
a Superb example with wide, balanced margins and mouthwatering deep rich color and well incised impression;
this is without question the finest example we have ever encountered, deserving placement in a spectacular collection; a wonderful opportunity to acquire a true World Class GEM, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of only 2 examples to attain the coveted grade of XF-Sup-95, and is the highest graded copy of this scarce stamp - according to
PSE’s population report; the Top-Of-The-Pop; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $1,450. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $7,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

1099

1100

1101

1099 H
1860, 24¢ gray lilac (37), o.g., hinge remnant, extremely well margined example with exquisite color and
steep impression; a beauty, F.-V.F., Scott $1,450.
Estimate $600 - 800
1100 H
1860, 24¢ gray lilac (37), o.g., hinge remnants, heavenly rich color; a lovely example in flawless condition, Fine, Scott $1,450.
Estimate $400 - 600
1101 m
1860, 24¢ gray lilac (37), red grid cancellation, alluring rich color; very pleasing stamp; small corner
crease at bottom left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $465.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1102

1103

1102 m
1860, 24¢ gray lilac (37), neatly struck black cancellation, attractive deep rich color and near perfect centering; minute crease along the bottom left corner, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $400. Estimate $150 - 200
1103 (H)
1860, 24¢ gray lilac, imperf (37c), unused without gum, rarely offered imperforate single with wide sheet
margin at left side, leaving no doubt that this is a genuine imperforate stamp; lovely rich shade; a sound and attractive example of this tough issue, Extremely Fine; with 1958 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,500. Estimate $750 - 1,000

1104
1104 H

1105

1106

1107

Ex 1108

1860, 30¢ orange (38), o.g., bright fresh color, Fine appearance, Scott $2,150. Estimate $750 - 1,000

1105 H
1860, 30¢ orange (38), part redistributed o.g., warm rich color; sound and attractive, Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
1106 (H)
gum.

1860, 30¢ orange (38), regummed, sumptuous rich shade; an appealing stamp, Fine, Scott $800 for no
Estimate $200 - 300

1107 m
1860, 30¢ orange (38), brilliant red grid cancellation, astounding top quality stamp with bodacious rich
color; simply extraordinary, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate, Scott $475. Estimate $500 750
1108 H/m
1857-60, 1¢ to 30¢ group (22//38), includes #’s 22, 27, 28, 29, 30 (mint, o.g. hinged), 30A, 31-33, 36b,
and 37-38, incredibly valuable and eye catching selection of 1857 classics; all selected for a nice array of neat
and/or colored cancellations; small faults, Fine appearance, Scott $7,765.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1109

1110

1109 (H)

1860, 90¢ blue (39), unused without gum, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

1110 (H)

1860, 90¢ blue (39), regummed, deep rich color; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1111

1112

1113

1114

1111 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 1¢ bright blue (40), without gum as issued, bright color, an excellent example
showing full type I characteristics, F.-V.F., Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300
1112 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 1¢ bright blue (40), without gum as issued, extremely fresh example; crease
along bottom right corner, otherwise Fine, only 3,846 reportedly sold, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
1113 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 3¢ scarlet (41), without gum as issued, captivating color; a premium example
with full lone perforations all around - scarce thus, as oftentimes this issue comes with perf problems, Fine, only 479
reportedly sold; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1114 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 3¢ scarlet (41), without gum as issued, breathtaking color and impression; a
lovely example of this tough stamp - nicer than normally encountered; couple short perfs at right, otherwise Fine,
only 479 reportedly sold, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1115

1116

1117

1118

1119

1115 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 5¢ orange brown (42), without gum as issued, extremely fresh and choice wide
margined example that captures part of the imprint along the left side of the stamp; unique position piece with lots of
eye appeal, V.G., only 878 reportedly sold; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1116 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 5¢ orange brown (42), without gum as issued, F.-V.F. for the issue; with 1986
P.F. certificate, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800
1117 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 5¢ orange brown (42), without gum as issued, handsome example with captivating color; a very pretty 1875 reprint; reperforated at left, otherwise F.-V.F., only 878 reportedly sold, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
1118 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 10¢ blue green (43), without gum as issued, attractive example of this stamp;
wonderfully fresh with fabulous rich color printed on clean white paper; tiny hidden thin spot; a couple pulled perfs at
left, otherwise Fine, only 516 reportedly sold, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1119 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 10¢ blue green (43), without gum as issued, proof like color and impression;
reperforated at left and right, otherwise Fine, only 516 issued; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1120

1121

1122

1123

1124

1120 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 12¢ greenish black (44), without gum as issued, choice example with warm
rich color; an affordable example of this rarity; couple slightly nibbed perforations as usual, V.G., only 489 reportedly sold, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1121 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 24¢ blackish violet (45), without gum as issued, handsome example with well
balanced margins and ravishing rich color; as fresh and choice as the first day it was issued; scissor separated at
sides leaving full long perforations at left and slightly blunted perforations at right, otherwise Very Fine, only 479 reportedly sold, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1122 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 24¢ blackish violet (45), without gum as issued, Fine, only 479 issued; with
2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1123 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 30¢ yellow orange (46), without gum as issued, handsome example with incredible depth of color - a fiery rich shade that would please any collector; single nibbed perf at left, otherwise Fine,
only 480 reportedly sold, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1124 (H)
1857-60 (1875 Reprint), 90¢ deep blue (47), without gum as issued, impressive example with astounding rich color; this stamp has been hidden away for decades and has seemingly never seen the light of day; simply
gorgeous; reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine, only 454 reportedly sold; with 1968 P.F. certificate, Scott
$3,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1861-1866 ISSUE

1125

1126

1127

1125 E
1861, 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in bright orange red (65-E15h), complete design, plate
on semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., never hinged, formerly known as Scott #56, this beautiful 1861 essay is rarely found in pristine mint condition, and is unlisted in Scott in pristine mint condition, Very Fine;
with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for irregular block of 3, from which it was taken, top left stamp, Scott $550 is
for “hinged”.
Estimate $500 - 750
1126 E
1861, 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in brown rose (65-E15h), complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., hinge remnant, brilliant color; minute thin speck, otherwise Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
1127 E
1861, 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in bright orange red (65-E15h), complete design, plate
on semi-transparent stamp paper, perf’d and gummed, o.g., hinged (natural gum skips), formerly Scott #56 - a decent example available for a discounted price; completely sound, V.G., Scott $550.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1128

1129

1128 E
1861, 24¢ Washington essay, by Toppan, Carpenter & Co., in black (70-E2c), vignette plus label, die I
on colored card, 5 different: black/light pink, orange/buff, violet blue/yellow, violet/ivory and brown/pale blue-green,
the last not listed, about 49 x 49 mm, Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350
1129 E
1861, 30¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in green on India (71-E2a), die-sunk on card,
5½" x 8½", Very Fine, Finkelberg, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

Ex 1130

Ex 1131

1132

1133

1134

1130 m
1861, 1¢ to 90¢ group (63, 65, 68-73, 75-78), handsome selection of 12 values, some with colored cancels, a nice appearing selection of these popular stamps; small faults, Fine appearance, Scott $2,468.
Estimate $200 - 300
1131 (H)
1861, 1¢ to 30¢ group (63, 65, 70, 71, 73, 78), unused without gum, fresh unused group of 6 issues, impressive amount of catalog value; small faults, including missing corner on Scott #78, otherwise Fine, Scott $3,410.
Estimate $250 - 350
1132 H
1861, 1¢ blue (63), o.g., very lightly hinged, astounding example with four extremely well balanced margins, and eye-arresting color; an extraordinary example of this difficult 1861 issue who’s quality would be difficult to
equal, Superb; with 2000 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $300.
Estimate $500 - 750
1133 m
1861, 1¢ dark blue (63b), green paid cancels, rare shade; creases and tears, Fine appearance; with
2010 Weiss certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
1134 m
1861, 3¢ pink (64), neat manuscript pen stroke cancellation, lovely pink shade; a handsome example of
this tough stamp - seldom offered in completely sound condition, Very Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate, Scott $675
for “normal” cancel.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1135

1136

1137

1138

1135 m
1861, 3¢ pigeon blood pink (64a), bold blue target cancellation, remarkably fresh and choice stamp with
nicely balanced margins and true color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $165.
Estimate $200 - 300
1136 HH
1861, 3¢ rose (65), o.g., never hinged, incredible example with flawless centering, exquisite rich color,
and tremendous eye appeal; a true condition rarity, as this stamp is as fresh on the back as it is on the front; simply
amazing, Extremely Fine, this is 1 of 8 examples to achieve the grade of XF-90 according to PSE’s population report; with only 9 others grading higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $125 is for “hinged”. SMQ
XF 90; $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1137 m
1861, 3¢ rose (65), strip of 3, fancy geometric cancellations, wonderfully fresh multiple, Extremely Fine;
with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $9.
Estimate $150 - 200
1138 (H)
1861, 3¢ lake (66), unused without gum, marvelous lake shade; a more than acceptable example of this
elusive stamp - missing from most collection; two missing perforations at bottom center, V.G., Scott $2,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

1139

1140

1141

Ex 1142

1143

1139 m
1861, 5¢ buff (67), well placed red grid cancellation, big time example of this tough stamp; precisely centered with exuberant color and fabulous overall freshness; if you’ve been patiently waiting for just the “right” copy of
the 5 cent buff to come along, then your wait is over; this GEM should elicit spirited bidding before the hammer falls
at public auction, Extremely Fine; with 1995 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $860.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1140 m
1861, 5¢ buff (67), light and unobtrusive black grid cancellation, choice example of this tough stamp;
warm rich color and choice centering, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $800. SMQ VF 80;
$1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1141 m

1861, 5¢ buff (67); light crease at bottom, otherwise Fine, Scott $850.

Estimate $150 - 200

1142 m
1861, 5¢ buff & 5¢ brown yellow (67, 67a), three extremely fresh examples in distinctly different shades;
includes a handsome 5 cent buff with red grid cancel, along with two 67a’s - one with a black cork cancel, the other
with a beautiful blue grid cancellation; a premium group for the 1861 specialist, Fine, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1143 m
1861, 5¢ brown yellow (67a), black and red cancels, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $1,850 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1144

1145

1146

1147

1148

1144 m
1861, 10¢ yellow green (68), bright red grid cancellation, impressive top quality example with lively
bright color, Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150
1145 H
1861, 12¢ black (69), o.g., previously hinged, nicely centered for this stamp, perfs close at top but clear of
design, sharp crisp shade and impression, fresh, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1146 H
1861, 12¢ black (69), o.g., lightly hinged, incredibly well centered mint stamp with sharp impression; a
very pretty stamp; reperforated at top, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1147 m
1862, 24¢ red lilac (70), red circular grid cancel, sharp impression, great color and well centered;
reperforated at right (not mentioned on certificate), otherwise Extremely Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate, Scott $340.
Estimate $350 - 500
1148 m
1862, 24¢ red lilac (70), Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
Scott Stamp Values $500 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1149

1150

1151

1152

1153

1149 m
1862, 24¢ red lilac, 24¢ brown lilac & 24¢ steel blue (70, 70a, 70b), fresh and affordable shade study
on the 24 cent 1861 issue, Fine, Scott $1,475.
Estimate $150 - 200
1150 H
1862, 24¢ brown lilac (70a), o.g., previously hinged, sharp impression; lightened toned spots, otherwise
Very Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1151 m
1861, 24¢ steel blue (70b), neatly struck black cancellation, completely sound and attractive example of
the elusive steel blue shade; a good looking stamp, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
1152 m
1861, 24¢ steel blue (70b), red circular grid cancel, bold color and sharp impression; small thins, Very
Fine appearance, Scott $890.
Estimate $250 - 350
1153 m
1862, 24¢ pale gray violet (70d), black circular grid cancel; small repaired tear at top, V.G.-Fine, Scott
$3,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1154

1155

1154 P

1861, 30¢ orange, small die proof (71P2), Very Fine, Scott $225.

1155 m
$205.

1861, 30¢ orange (71), blue double circle “Jan” town cancel, Very Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

1156

1157

1158

1159

Estimate $100 - 150

1160

1156 H
1861, 90¢ dull blue (72), o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum), incredible example of the elusive dull blue
shade; impeccably fresh and choice, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,250.Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1157 H
1861, 90¢ blue (72), o.g., previously hinged, proof like color; reperforated at top, otherwise Extremely
Fine, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1158 m
1861, 90¢ blue (72), neatly struck black cancellation, sterling example with extremely large margins and
delightful fresh color; a great stamp, Very Fine; with 1982 P.F. certificate, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
1159 m
1861, 90¢ blue (72), black circle of wedges cancellation, ravishing rich color; an impressive example in
flawless condition, F.-V.F.; with 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
1160 m

1861, 90¢ blue (72), Very Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $600.

Estimate $300 - 400

1161 P
1863, 2¢ black, die II, large die proof (73P1a), with “National
Bank Note Co. N.Y.” imprint, die-sunk on card, 5’ x7¼", bright and fresh,
Very Fine, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1161
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1162

1163

1164

1162 HH
1863, 2¢ black (73), o.g., never hinged, sharp impression of jet black color on post office fresh white paper; reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $375 for o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750
1163 Ha
1863, 2¢ black (73), bottom margin block of 4, o.g., top stamps with hinge remnant, bottom left stamp is
never hinged, fresh charcoal black color, Fine, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1164 m

1863, 2¢ black (73), blue circle of wedges cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $80.
Estimate $150 - 200

1165
1165 H

1166

1167

1862, 5¢ red brown (75), o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $5,750.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1166 m
1863, 5¢ brown (76), circle of wedges cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF
90J. SMQ $875 XF 90J.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1167 m
1866, 15¢ black (77), desirable blue grid and partial light red cancel at left, sharp clearly etched impression; a very pretty stamp with two marvelous cancels, Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $195.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1168

1169

1170

1171

1172

1168 m
1863, 24¢ lilac (78), blue circular grid cancel, crisp detailed impression, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
1169 m
1863, 24¢ dark lilac shade (78 var.), black cork cancellation, phenomenal appearing example with the
most beautiful deep rich color imaginable; what a great stamp; reperforated at left, otherwise Extremely Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
1170 m

1863, 24¢ lilac (78), light cancel; light corner crease at lower right, Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150

1171 m
1863, 24¢ grayish lilac (78a), Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85.
Scott Stamp Values $575 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $400 - 600
1172 m

1863, 24¢ gray (78b), extremely light cancellation, fresh stamp with lively color, F.-V.F., Scott $450.
Estimate $100 - 150

1867 GRILLED ISSUES

1173

1174

1175

1176

1173 m
1867, 3¢ rose, A. grill (79), fancy black cancellation, among the most eye catching examples of this notoriously difficult grilled all over 1867 issue we’ve seen; a lovely example with strong color and an unbelievable cancel
- rarely seen on this issue; slight crease at bottom right corner, otherwise Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1174 m
1867, 5 better grilled issues (83-85, 85B, 85E), extremely valuable group of 5 better 1867 grilled issues,
each with black cancellation, the 85 with natural straight edge at right; small faults, otherwise Fine, Scott $10,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1175 m
1867, 3¢ rose, C. grill (83), wonderfully fresh and crisp with a face-free quartered cork cancel; small corner crease at upper right, otherwise Fine, perfs just in at bottom, but a lovely stamp, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
1176 (H)
1867, 2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), unused without gum, flawless example of this terribly difficult Z grill; with
brilliant color; this example is a very pretty copy of this notoriously difficult stamp, Fine; with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott $6,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1177

1178

1177 H
1867, 2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), o.g., hinged, extremely rare mint Z grill on an extremely fresh appearing 2
cent Black-Jack; a decent example of this stamp that’s obtainable for just a small fraction of it’s enormous catalog
value; faint horizontal crease along the bottom of the stamp, otherwise Fine, Scott $17,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1178 m
1867, 2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), neatly struck black cancellation, exceptional example of the 2 cent Z grill; a
flawless stamp with brilliant fresh color, Very Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1179 H
1867, 3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), o.g., previously hinged, wonderful example of this rare Z grill with clear grill
impression, this stamp is exceptionally rare sound, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $25,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1180

Ex 1181

1182

1180 m
1867, 3¢ rose, Z. grill (85C), black cork cancellation, decent example of this difficult 3 cent Z grill; brilliant
color; trivial light crease of little consequence, otherwise Fine, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
1181 H/(H)
1867, 1¢ to 10¢, E. grills (86-89), 86-87 o.g., hinged; 88-89 without gum, brilliant fresh examples of these
elusive grilled stamps; small faults, including 86 reperforated at right, otherwise Fine, Scott $7,475.
Estimate $500 - 750
1182 m
1867, 1¢ blue, E. grill (86), neatly placed negative star cancellation, vibrant color and clear impression;
premium quality stamp that’s completely sound and attractive, Very Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1183

1184

1185

1186

1187

1183 m
1867, 2¢ black, E. grill (87), neatly struck black cancellation, exquisite rich shade; a very handsome example of this popular Black-Jack, Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1184 m
1867, 2¢ black, E. grill (87), small circle of V’s cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1185 H
1867, 3¢ rose, E. grill (88), o.g., previously hinged; light diagonal crease at top right, otherwise F.-V.F.;
with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350
1186 m
1867, 10¢ green, E. grill (89), neatly struck black cancellation, boardwalk margins and scintillating color;
a splendid top quality example that rarely comes so choice, Very Fine; with 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
1187 m

1188

1867, 10¢ green, E. grill (89), circle of wedges cancel, Very Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1189

1190

Ex 1191

1192

1193

1188 m
1867, 12¢ black, E. grill (90), neatly struck red and black cancellations, warm rich color and wide margins; a superior example of this terribly elusive stamp, Very Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
1189 m
1867, 12¢ black, E. grill (90), black cork cancellation, incredibly intense color; a very pleasing example
with a razor sharp impression, Very Fine; with 1994 P.F. certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
1190 m
1867, 15¢ black, E. grill (91), light black cancellation, unusually choice example of this stamp with E grill;
superior color and centering; slightly nibbed perforation at top, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300
1191 H/m
1867, 1¢ to 30¢, F. grills (92-100), premium group of 9 different values; used include #’s 92, and 94-100;
#93 is unused with o.g., hinged, a very useful group featuring numerous examples with attractive and/or colored
cancellations; small faults, otherwise Fine, Scott $4,770.
Estimate $500 - 750
1192 H
1867, 1¢ blue, F. grill (92), o.g., previously hinged, extraordinary example of this notoriously difficult one
cent F grill, with wonderful overall freshness, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
1193 m

194
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1194

1195

1196

1197

1194 H
1867, 2¢ black, F. grill (93), o.g., lightly hinged, desirable example of this incredibly difficult grilled
Black-Jack issue; wonderfully well centered amid unusually large margins; with electrifying color with lots of vim
and vigor; finding these issues in such remarkable quality is a rare occurrence, Extremely Fine, this stamp is 1 of 5
examples to attain the grade of XF-90 according to PSE’s population report; with just 2 others grading higher; with
2003 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $450. SMQ XF 90; $1,650.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1195 (H)
1867, 2¢ black, F. grill (93), unused without gum, tremendous top quality grilled Black-Jack with unusually choice centering, and large margins; a gorgeous example with exquisite color; small corner perforation crease
and clip, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
1196 HHa
1867, 2¢ black, F. grill (93), left margin block of 4 with part imprint, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in
selvage only, gorgeous multiple in immaculate condition; a beautiful showpiece, Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate,
Scott $2,600 for hinged.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1197 m
1867, 2¢ black, F. grill (93), spectacular 5 point star cancellation, stunning GEM quality example; extra
large margined Black-Jack with beautiful rich color; deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely
Fine; with 1994 P.F. certificate, Scott $60.
Estimate $350 - 500

1198

1199

1200

1198 H
1867, 3¢ red, F. grill (94), o.g., hinged, stunning top quality example with precise centering and alluring
rich color; a true condition rarity that would enhance any serious collection, Extremely Fine; with 2004 and 2009
P.F. certificates, Scott $350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1199 H
1867, 5¢ brown, F. grill (95), o.g., small hinge remnant, extremely fresh and choice mint stamp, with
gleaming rich color and immaculate original gum; rare like this, Fine, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
1200 m
1867, 5¢ brown, F. grill (95), neatly struck black grid cancellation, outstanding high quality example with
eye-arresting color and detailed impression; seldom seen with such wonderful qualities, Very Fine; with 1996 P.F.
certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1201

1202

1203

1204

1205

1206

1201 H
1867, 10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), o.g., hinged, delightful example of this elusive grilled stamp; with
luscious rich color and full long perforations all around, Very Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1202 H
1867, 10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), o.g., hinge remnant, completely sound and attractive example with
incredible depth of color, V.G., Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
1203 m
1867, 10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), segmented cork cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $350 - 500
1204 m
1867, 10¢ yellow green, F. grill, thin paper variety (96 var.), nice strike of “Hiogo, Japan” cancellation,
extremely scarce cancel on a pretty stamp, especially so - as it is the seldom offered “thin paper” variety; small
crease at top left corner, otherwise Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate, Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
1205 (H)
1867, 12¢ black, F. grill (97), unused without gum, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded F-VF 75,
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
1206 m
1867, 12¢ black, F. grill (97), leaf like cancellation, an awesome top quality example with nicely balanced
margins and radiating color, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $250. SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800

1207

1208

1209

1210

1211

1207 H
1867, 15¢ black, F. grill (98), slightly disturbed o.g., incredible grilled stamp, with the deepest and richest
color obtainable on this stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $4,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1208 (H)
1867, 15¢ black, F. grill (98), unused without gum, awesome sound stamp with sharp clear impression;
scarce like this, Very Fine; with 1974 P.F.C. and 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,600. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1209 H
1867, 15¢ black, F. grill (98), o.g., lightly hinged, vivid fresh color; a scarce grilled stamp; horizontal
creases, otherwise Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which this scarce stamp was
taken, top left stamp, Scott $4,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1210 (H)

1867, 15¢ black, F. grill (98), unused without gum, F.-V.F.; with 1994 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1211 m
1867, 24¢ gray lilac, F. grill (99), unusually light cancellation, pleasing example of this difficult stamp; diagonal crease at top left; tiny tear at upper right, otherwise Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1212

1213

1214

1215

1216

1212 m
1867, 30¢ orange, F. grill (100), neatly struck black cancellation, flawless and choice example with glorious color; a very pretty example of this tough grilled stamp, Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
1213 m

1867, 90¢ blue, F. grill (101), circle of wedges cancel, F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1214 m
1867, 90¢ blue, F. grill (101), bold grid cancellation, radiating color; mild horizontal creases, otherwise
Fine, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
1215 m
1867, 90¢ blue, F. grill (101), bright and fresh with a clear 4-bar grid cancel, centered to left, but completely sound and quite attractive, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $350 - 500
1216 m
1867, 90¢ blue, F. grill (101), black cork cancellation, fresh and affordable example of this extremely elusive 90 cent grilled stamp; minute thin spot only shows in fluid, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $2,250.
Estimate $250 - 350

1875 RE-ISSUE OF THE 1861-1866 ISSUES

1217

1218

1219

1220

1217 (H)
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 1¢ blue (102), unused without gum, huge margins and dazzling color; outstanding appearing example; diagonal crease at bottom, otherwise Very Fine, only 3,195 reportedly sold, Scott
$350.
Estimate $200 - 300
1218 m
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 1¢ blue (102), double struck black duplex cancellations, flawless sound example of this scarce used 1875 re-issue, with huge margins and intense color; a rare opportunity to bid on one of
few used examples known to exist, Extremely Fine, of the 3,195 examples that were reportedly sold in 1875, only
about 50 examples are recorded in genuinely used condition; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1219 H
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 2¢ black (103), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.F. certificate,
Scott $3,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1220 H
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 2¢ black (103), o.g., very lightly hinged, incredibly FRESH example of this elusive 1875 re-issue; breathtaking jet-black color printed on clean white paper; wonderful state of preservation without any aging; neatly reperforated at left, otherwise Fine, only 979 reportedly sold, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1221 H 1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 3¢ brown red (104), o.g., hinged, outstanding example of
this rarely offered 3 cent 1875 re-issue; nicely centered with generous margins and scintillating
color and impression; ridiculously under valued stamp, especially in this top quality, Very Fine,
only 465 reportedly sold; with 1978 and 2016 P.F. certificates, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1222 H
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 5¢ brown (105), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.;
with 1994 P.F. and 1996 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $2,600. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1223 H 1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 5¢ brown (105), o.g., hinge remnant, lovely large
margined example of this difficult re-issue; with warm rich color and choice centering; a single
pulled perf at upper right side - so trivial, it isn’t mentioned on accompanying certificate, otherwise F.-V.F., only 672 reportedly sold; with clear 1973 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1224 H
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 10¢ green (106), o.g., lightly hinged, the most impressive example imaginable; a fantastic well centered example of the rare 1875 10
cent re-issue with monumental JUMBO margins, and vivacious rich color with clearly
etched impression; expect spirited competition on this stamp - as is almost never appears on the market with qualities approaching this stamp’s stunning appearance; a
single nibbed perf along bottom left side, and a minor natural gum crease shows at bottom right - both trivial “issues” that aren’t even mentioned on the accompanying certificate, otherwise Extremely Fine, only 451 reportedly sold; with clear 1971 P.F.
certificate, Scott $3,100.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1225 (H)1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 12¢ black (107), unused without gum, visually pleasing
balanced large margins with deep black color neatly contrasted on bright white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1226

1227

1226 (H)
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 12¢ black (107), unused without gum, huge margins and incredible depth of
color; an impressive example of this ridiculously undervalued stamp that for some odd reason only catalogs for
$1,750. in unused, no gum condition in Scott; a wonderful opportunity for any collector looking for a very pretty example of this scarce 1875 re-issue; trivial thin spot at top right corner, otherwise F.-V.F., only 389 reportedly sold;
with 1967 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1227 (H)
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 12¢ black (107), unused without gum, sharp impression; small crease at defective top left corner, Very Fine centering; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $200 - 300

1228 H
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 15¢ black (108), part o.g., small hinge remnant, completely sound and attractive example in a quality seldom seen; wonderfully well centered with generous margins all around; astoundingly
fresh stamp with the deepest and richest color obtainable - as this stamp has been hidden away from the elements
for decades in a serious collector’s album; an incredible state of preservation, Very Fine, only 397 reportedly sold;
with 1974 P.F. certificate, Scott $4,500 for a full o.g. example.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1229 (H)
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 24¢ dark violet (109), unused without gum, hands down - the finest known example of this rare 24 cent 1875 re-issue; spectacular well centered stamp with beautifully balanced margins;
brightly emblazoned color on clean white paper; a true World Class GEM that hasn’t seen the light of day for many
decades and makes it’s first appearance at public auction since the 1970’s; if you are serious collector patiently
waiting for the finest known #109, then your wait is finally over; expect spirited competition for this stamp - as it’s unlike any other example we’ve encountered, Extremely Fine to Superb, only 346 reportedly sold; with 1971 P.F.
certificate, Scott $2,700.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1230 H
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 24¢ dark violet (109), o.g., hinged, attractive example, with mouthwatering
color printed on clean white paper; scissor trimmed perforations along the top, otherwise Very Fine, only 346 reportedly sold; with 2007 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $5,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1231 H
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 24¢ dark violet (109), o.g., previously hinged, proof like color and impression;
usual scissor clipped perfs at top and bottom, Very Fine appearance; with 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott $5,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1232 (H)
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 30¢ brownish orange (110), unused without gum, handsome example, with
warm rich color; an attractive stamp for the money; traces of pink “stain” is virtually invisible, but is mentioned on the
accompanying certificate, otherwise F.-V.F., only 346 reportedly sold; with 1971 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1233 (H)
1861-66 (1875 Re-issue), 90¢ blue (111), unused without gum, wonderful top quality example of this rarity; with astounding color and clearly etched impression; woefully undervalued in Scott - as this stamp almost never
is found in completely sound condition, Very Fine, only 317 reportedly sold; with 1997 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,800.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1869 PICTORIAL ISSUE

Ex 1234

1235

1236

1237

1238

1234 H/m
1869, 1¢-90¢ Pictorials complete (112-122), 112-115 unused no gum; 116-122 are used, desirable set
of these popular issues; selected for color and freshness; couple minor faults of little consequence, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $5,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1235 m
1869, 1¢ buff (112), lovely red cancellation, premium example with rich color, nicely complimented by the
gorgeous colored cancel, Very Fine; with 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300
1236 H
1869, 2¢ brown (113), o.g., previously hinged, sharp impression and brilliant color, Extremely Fine; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ $1,650 XF 90.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1237 H
1869, 2¢ brown (113), o.g., very lightly hinged, extraordinary top quality stamp with supremely elegant
color; as fresh as the very first day it was issued, Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $525.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1238 m
1869, 2¢ brown (113), light black cancellation, extremely fresh and choice example with alluring rich
color, Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $80.
Estimate $150 - 200

1239

1240

1241

1242

1243

1239 m
1869, 2¢ brown (113), massive straddle margin copy with jumbo margins at left and right; reperforated at
the right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $85.
Estimate $150 - 200
1240 H
1869, 3¢ ultramarine (114), o.g., lightly hinged, desirable example with resplendent color printed on lily
white paper; a well margined stamp with near perfect centering; scarce like this, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2013 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $400 - 600
1241 H
1869, 6¢ ultramarine (115), disturbed part o.g., Extremely Fine centering; with 2016 P.F. certificate,
Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1242 H
1869, 10¢ yellow (116), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), breathtaking color, without
any hint of the oxidation that so often affects the color of this issue; as fresh on the front as it is on the back - with
gleaming fresh gum showing just a bare suggestion of hinging, if at all, Very Fine; with 1994 P.F. certificate, Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1243 m
1869, 10¢ yellow (116), neat black cancellation, tremendous example with huge boardwalk margins and
scintillating rich color; among the finest known copies of this tough stamp; deserving placement in a collection from
distinction, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J, Scott $125. SMQ XF-SUP 95J;
$1,850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1244

1245

1246

1247

1248

1244 H

1869, 12¢ green (117), o.g., small red owners handstamp on reverse, Very Fine, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1245 m

1869, 12¢ green (117), Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ $375 XF 90.
Estimate $300 - 400

1246 m
1869, 12¢ green, double grill (117 var.), light black cancellation, spectacular double grill variety featuring extra large margins and splendid color; simply gorgeous, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
1247 m
1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), Very Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate and 2006 P.F. certificate
graded VF 80, Scott $850.
Estimate $400 - 600
1248 m
1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), black cork cancellation, nicely centered example with breathtaking
rich colors; a very pretty stamp; tiny crease along bottom right corner, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $150 - 200

1249

1250

1251

1249 m
1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), black cork cancellation, completely sound and affordable example
with brilliant color, Fine, Scott $850.
Estimate $150 - 200
1250 m
1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), quartered cork cancel, Extremely Fine; with 1986 and 2011 P.F.
certificates and 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $525 XF 90.
Estimate $400 - 600
1251 m
1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), neatly struck red and black cancellations, awesome top quality
stamp with the deepest and richest color imaginable on this issue; a sensational example with nicely balanced margins; a real “keeper”, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $210.
Estimate $250 - 350

1252 H
1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type I, without grill (118a), previously hinged with part o.g., proof-like impression with fresh sharp color, Fine; with 1994 P.F. certificate, Scott $13,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Inverted Centers

1253 m
1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type II, center inverted (119b), attractive example of this very scarce stamp;
small repair in grill, F.-V.F. appearance, it is estimated that only approximately 100 used examples of this issue exist; with 1975 P.F. certificate, Scott $22,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

1254 m
1869, 24¢ green & violet, center inverted (120b), light cork cancellation, extremely desirable example
of this incredibly rare center inverted stamp; well centered with nicely balanced margins; simply spectacular;
nibbed perf at upper left, otherwise Very Fine, only 94 examples are known to exist; with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott
$37,500 for a faulty example.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
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Ex 1255

1256

1257

1258

1259

1255 (H)
1869, 24¢ green & violet and 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (120, 121), unused 24¢ is without gum, 30¢ is
regummed, bright and colorful; some small faults, V.G.-Fine, Scott $4,450.
Estimate $600 - 800
1256 (H)

1869, 24¢ green & violet (120), unused without gum, Very Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,800.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1257 (H)
1869, 24¢ green & violet (120), unused without gum, warm rich colors; a decent example of this scarce
unused stamp; trivial light soiling, otherwise Fine, Scott $2,800.
Estimate $200 - 300
1258 m
1869, 24¢ green & violet (120), neatly struck black cancellation, appealing top quality example featuring
scintillating color and beautiful centering amid wide margins; as pretty as they come, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1259 m
1869, 24¢ green & violet (120), black crossroads cancellation, extra intense color and sharp clear impression; a flawless quality stamp that would please any collector of choice stamps, F.-V.F.; with 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

1260 H
1869, 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), o.g., lightly hinged, clean proof like impression, Very Fine; with
2017 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1261 H
1869, 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), o.g., previously hinged, gorgeous bright color, F.-V.F.; with
2014 P.F. certificate, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1262

1263

1264

1265

1262 (H)
1869, 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), regummed, gorgeous fresh colors; a remarkable example of
this popular stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $1,600 for no gum.
Estimate $600 - 800
1263 m
1869, 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), Japan X cork cancel, brilliant fresh color, Fine; with 2001 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
1264 m
1869, 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), neatly struck black cancellation, sterling quality; with brilliant
fresh color; a flawless and sound stamp, Very Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $425. Estimate $300 - 400
1265 m
1869, 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), beautiful blue town cancellation, well centered and extremely
fresh; a great stamp for the economy minded philatelist; reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $100 - 150

1266 m
1869, 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), neat cork cancel at upper right corner, along with small portion
of desirable red postmark at bottom left, astounding GEM QUALITY example featuring boardwalk margins and vivacious colors that seem beyond description; a striking stamp that would enhance any great collection and would
please the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine to Superb, this outstanding showpiece is 1 of 17 examples attaining this lofty grade according to PSE’s population report, with only 3 others grading higher; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $425. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $3,700.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1267 H
1869, 30¢ ultramarine & carmine, without grill (121a), o.g., hinged, phenomenal top quality example of
this “without grill” variety; an extremely large margined example, with deep sensual color and clear impression;
among the few completely sound and choice examples available to collectors, Very Fine; with 1972 P.F. certificate,
Scott $11,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Magnificent Mint 90 Cent Pictorial

1268 H
1869, 90¢ carmine & black (122), o.g., hinged, beautifully fresh color and balanced well centered margins, conservatively graded, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate and 2014 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $19,250 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $20,000 - 25,000
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1269

1270

1271

1272

1273

1269 H
1869, 90¢ carmine & black (122), traces of o.g., lively bright colors; an impeccably fresh example of this
scarce 90 cent Lincoln, Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $12,000 for full o.g.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1270 m
1869, 90¢ carmine & black (122), cork cancel, Very Fine; with 2001 and 2015 P.F. certificates, Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1271 m
1869, 90¢ carmine & black (122), light black cork cancellation, completely sound and attractive 90 cent
Lincoln with vivid color, Fine, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1272 m
1869, 90¢ carmine & black (122), brilliant carmine color; small thins in grill and clipped perforations at
top, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1273 m
1869, 90¢ carmine & black (122), brilliant carmine color; small crease at left, otherwise Fine, Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $300 - 400

1875 Re-issue of the 1869 Pictorial Issue

1274

1275

1276

1277

1278

1274 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 1¢ buff (123), disturbed o.g., Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
1275 m
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 1¢ buff (123), neat registry and blue crayon cancellations, well margined example with warm rich color; much scarcer stamp in used condition than mint condition, Very Fine, only 10,000 reportedly sold, Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
1276 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 2¢ brown (124), o.g., previously hinged, brilliant proof like color, Extremely Fine;
with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $1,500 XF 90.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1277 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 2¢ brown (124), o.g., hinged, lively rich color printed on clean white paper; flawless and sound - scarce thus; small hinge thin, otherwise Very Fine, only 4,795 reportedly sold; with 2017 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
1278 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 2¢ brown (124), part o.g., great margins and centering, Extremely Fine; with
2016 P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1279

1280

1281

1282

1283

1279 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 2¢ brown (124), small part o.g., extremely handsome example of this tough
stamp; wonderful centering; extra large margins, and gleaming fresh color, Extremely Fine, only 4,755 reportedly
sold, Scott $650 for full o.g.
Estimate $400 - 600
1280 (H)
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 2¢ brown (124), unused without gum, vibrant color and detailed impression; an
incredibly fresh and choice example of this woefully undervalued stamp, Very Fine, only 4,795 reportedly sold,
Scott $260.
Estimate $250 - 350
1281 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 6¢ blue (126), o.g., hinge remnants (pencil mark on gum), incredibly fresh and desirable example with vivid color printed on lily white paper; marvelous high quality stamp, Very Fine, only 2,226 reportedly sold, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1282 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 6¢ blue (126), o.g., previously hinged, decent example of this terribly elusive
1875 re-issue, with brilliant color and razor sharp impression; single nibbed perf at top right is trivial at best, otherwise Fine, only 2,226 were sold, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750
1283 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 6¢ blue (126), o.g., paper hinge remnants (album adherence), extremely intense
color, and clearly etched impression; quite attractive, F.-V.F., only 2,226 reportedly sold; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

1284

1285

1286

1287

1288

1284 (H)
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 10¢ yellow (127), regummed, good looking 1875 Pictorial re-issue, with well proportioned margins and wonderful overall freshness, Very Fine, only 1,947 reportedly sold; with 1970 P.F. certificate, Scott $725 for no gum example.
Estimate $600 - 800
1285 (H)
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 10¢ yellow (127), unused without gum, dazzling bright color, almost a canary yellow shade; a wonderful example of this terribly undervalued stamp; minor perf faults, otherwise F.-V.F., only 1,947
reportedly sold; with 1980 P.F. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750
1286 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 12¢ green (128), o.g., barest trace of hinge, magnificent example in a condition
rarely seen; a beautifully centered stamp with unusually large margins and incredible depth of color; just a great
stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 1,584 reportedly sold; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85, Scott
$2,250. SMQ VF-XF 85; $3,650.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1287 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 12¢ green (128), o.g., strong impression and bold color; reperforated at top, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1288 (H)
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 12¢ green (128), regummed, exceptionally bright and fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $1,025
for no gum.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1289 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 15¢ brown & blue, type III (129), o.g., previously
hinged, proof like color and impression, well centered with large margins all around,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott Stamp Values
$3,000 XF 90.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1290 (H)1869 (1875 Re-issue), 15¢ brown & blue, type III (129), unused without gum, fabulous
fresh stamp, with incredible depth of color; a flawless stamp with excellent eye appeal, F.-V.F.,
only 1,981 reportedly sold, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

1291 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 24¢ green & violet (130), o.g., lightly hinged, a
true condition rarity, featuring boardwalk margins and scintillating color; how this
stamp survived the last 142 years in this remarkable state of preservation is hard to
imagine; this stamp is 1 of 9 examples in the grade of XF-90, with only 6 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report, Extremely Fine, only 2,091 examples sold; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $2,100. SMQ XF 90;
$4,750.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1292 H 1869 (1875 Re-issue), 24¢ green & violet (130), o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum),
good looking example of this tough stamp; tantalizing fresh colors in a marvelous state of preservation, as this stamp hasn’t seen the light of day in decades, F.-V.F., only 2,091 reportedly sold,
Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1293 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (131), o.g., lightly
hinged, spectacular 1875 Pictorial re-issue with beautiful centering, well placed
within it’s borders; with ravishing rich colors printed on clean white paper; simply
magnificent, Extremely Fine, only 1,535 examples sold; with 2003 P.F. certificate,
Scott $2,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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1294

1295

1296

1297

1294 (H)
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 30¢ ultramarine & carmine (131), unused without gum, splendid example with
ravishing rich colors; a flawless 1875 re-issue, Fine, only 1,535 reportedly sold, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
1295 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 90¢ carmine & black (132), part o.g., perfect centering and resplendent colors; a
great looking re-issue that would wonderful on an album page; reperforated at top and left sides, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1296 H
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 90¢ carmine & black (132), o.g., previously hinged, beautifully bright carmine
color; tiny corner perforation crease at bottom right, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1297 (H)
1869 (1875 Re-issue), 90¢ carmine & black (132), unused without gum, wide margins and captivating
color; an extremely handsome well centered example of this popular re-issue; reperforated at top, otherwise Extremely Fine, only 1,356 reportedly sold, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1298

1299

1298 (H)
1869 (1880 Re-issue), 1¢ buff (133), unused without gum, splendid fresh color; a faultless example,
Fine, only 5,000 reportedly sold; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
1299 (H)
1869 (1881-82 Re-issue), 1¢ brown orange (133a), without gum as issued, warm rich color and extra
large margins; an impeccably fresh example of this terribly undervalued stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 18,252
reportedly sold; with 1996 P.F. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

1870-1888 BANK NOTE CO. ISSUES

Ex 1300

1301

1300 m
1870, 1¢ to 15¢, H. grills (134-139, 141), decent group of 7 different values, all genuinely grilled stamps,
neat black cancellations, nice colors; small faults, Fine appearance, Scott $3,632.
Estimate $500 - 750
1301 H
1870, 2¢ red brown, H. grill (135), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1994 and
2016 P.F. certificates, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1302

1303

1304

1305

1306

1302 m
1870, 6¢ carmine, H. grill (137), neatly struck black cancellation, handsome wide margined grilled
stamp, with an easily identifiable grill; unbelievably fresh high quality stamp, Very Fine; with 1990 A.P.S. and 1999
P.F. certificates, Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
1303 m
1871, 7¢ vermilion, H. grill (138), bold grid cancellation, dazzling color; a premium quality - 100% sound
grilled Banknote issue, F.-V.F.; with 1985 P.F. certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
1304 m
1871, 7¢ vermilion, H. grill (138), well struck impression; small corner crease at bottom right, F.-V.F.
centering, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
1305 (H)
1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill (139), unused without gum, incredibly fresh example of this seldom offered unused grilled stamp; with fine detailed impression and terrific eye appeal; reperforated at left, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott
$2,550.
Estimate $500 - 750
1306 m
1870, 10¢ brown, H. grill (139), unusually light black cancellation, extremely desirable example of this
notoriously difficult grilled stamp; showing a fully impressed grill, and lovely fresh color, Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400

1307

1308

1307 (H)
1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill (141), unused without gum, glowing orange color, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1308 m
1870, 15¢ orange, H. grill (141), black cork cancellation, handsome example of this elusive grilled
stamp; with breathtaking color and clearly defined grill; reperforated at top, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $200 - 300

1309 H
1870, 24¢ purple, H. grill (142), black cork cancellation, a flawless example of this exceedingly difficult
grilled stamp; a very choice stamp with robust color for this normally washed out issue; this is a wonderful opportunity for the collector searching for a completely sound example, F.-V.F.; with 1996 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $6,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1310

1311

1312

1314

1310 m
1870, 30¢ black, H. grill (143), neat black cancellation, impeccably fresh and choice example of this notoriously difficult stamp; rarely found in sound condition, Very Fine; with 1985 and 2016 P.F. certificates, Scott
$4,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1311 m
1870, 30¢ black, H. grill (143), black cancellation, worthwhile example of this rare stamp; choice centering and splendid color; reperforated at top, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1312 m
1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill (144), black segmented cork cancellation, lovely rich shade; a nice appearing
stamp with easily identifiable grill; tiny ½ mm tear at top, otherwise Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1313 m
1870, 90¢ carmine, H. grill (144), black and partial red cancel; several faults, Fine appearance, Scott
$2,500 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1314 H
1870, 2¢ red brown, I. grill (135A), disturbed o.g., wonderful example of this rarely offered unused example of the newly listed “I” grill; a completely sound example with brilliant color and an easily identifiable grill, Fine;
with 2014 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1315

Ex 1316

1317

1318

1319

1315 m
1871, 7¢ vermilion, I. grill (138A), fabulous red cancellation, tremendously fresh and choice example of
the I grill, with a lovely postmark, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1316 H/(H)
1870, 1¢ to 15¢, 8 different (145-152), 145-147 and 152 with o.g., hinges; 148-149 and 151 are without
gum; and 150 is regummed, a decent group; couple small faults, otherwise Fine, Scott $3,815.
Estimate $500 - 750
1317 m
1870, 3¢ green (147), New York, NY Devil’s Mask cancellation (SE #PH-M14), gorgeous strike on a top
quality stamp, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1318 H
1871, 7¢ vermilion (149), o.g., previously hinged, brilliant fresh color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1319 m
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1320

1321

1320 m
1870, 12¢ dull violet (151), horizontal pair, black NYFM (RE-S1), and trace of red cancellation at bottom
left, extremely appealing multiple with brilliant color, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
1321 m
1870, 15¢ bright orange (152), partial target cancellation, superior example of this tough stamp; lively
bright color and beautifully balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $220.
Estimate $200 - 300

1322 H
1870, 24¢ purple (153), disturbed o.g., awesome GEM quality stamp with captivating rich color and detailed impression; an astounding large margined showpiece deserving placement in a collection of distinction; this
is 1 of 4 examples to attain the grade of XF-Sup-95, with just 1 other grading higher, according to PSE’s population
report, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1985 P.F.C. and 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $1,800.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $9,250.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1323 H
1870, 24¢ purple (153), o.g., lightly hinged, an unbelievable huge margined example with outstanding
rich color; simply gorgeous, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J, Scott
$1,800. SMQ VF-XF 85J; $4,150.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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1324

1325

1324 (H)
1870, 24¢ purple (153), unused without gum, extremely fresh and choice example with unusually large
margins, Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600
1325 m
1870, 24¢ purple (153), interesting “H” cancellation, oversized margins and warm rich color; a delightful
top quality Banknote issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300

1326 H
1870, 30¢ black (154), disturbed o.g., incredible example of this rare and often mis-identified National
Printing; beautifully centered with large margins and astounding rich color; just a great stamp that rarely appears on
the market place, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $7,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1327

1328

1329

1330

Ex 1331

1327 m
1870, 30¢ black (154), neatly struck black cancellation, most impressive stamp with clear prooflike color,
Very Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
1328 m
1870, 90¢ carmine (155), cork cancel, deep rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $725 XF 90.
Estimate $500 - 750
1329 m
1870, 90¢ carmine (155), neatly struck black cancellation, well margined example with luxurious color,
F.-V.F.; with 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
1330 m
1870, 90¢ carmine (155), black cancellation, fresh and affordable; reperforated at top; minute thin spot,
otherwise Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150
1331 H/(H)
1873, 1¢ to 12¢, 7 different (156-162), o.g. or without gum, decent group, all with unusually rich colors;
couple small hidden faults, otherwise Fine, Scott $1,945.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1332

1333

1334

1335

1336

1332 m
1873, 1¢ ultramarine (156), great margins and centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott Stamp Values $250 for XF-Sup 95.
Estimate $250 - 350
1333 H
1873, 3¢ green (158), o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant fresh example with impressive centering, Extremely
Fine, Scott $110.
Estimate $150 - 200
1334 H
1873, 6¢ dull pink (159), o.g., barest trace of hinge, tremendous stamp, with boxy margins and heavenly
rich color; a true condition rarity that is almost never found in this wonderful quality, Extremely Fine; with 1984 P.F.
certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1335 H
1873, 7¢ orange vermilion (160), o.g., hinged, fresh stamp with nicely balanced margins; reperforated
at bottom, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $300 - 400
1336 m
1873, 7¢ orange vermilion (160), scarce “FREE” in circle cancel, brilliant color and impression, F.-V.F.,
Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200

1337

1338

1337 HH
1873, 10¢ brown (161), o.g., never hinged, impressive well margined example in a wonderful mint
stamp; with gleaming fresh color and pristine gum - just like it was when it was issued in 1873; a true condition rarity
that isn’t even listed in the Scott Specialized catalog in Never Hinged condition, F.-V.F.; with 2006 P.F. certificate for
block/10, from which this immaculate stamp was taken, this being Pos. 7 from the block, Scott $900 is for “hinged”.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1338 m
1873, 10¢ brown (161), strip of 4, circle of wedges cancels; tiny thin spot on position 3, otherwise Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $110.
Estimate $150 - 200

1339

1340

1339 H
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott
$2,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1340 H
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), o.g., hinged with disturbed original gum from hinge removal, F.-V.F.;
with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1341

1342

1343

1344

1341 m
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), striking red cancellation, extraordinary top quality stamp with super intense color, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $300 - 400
1342 m
1873, 12¢ blackish violet (162), bold blue cancel, sharp impression and stunningly bold color, Extremely
Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $148.
Estimate $300 - 400
1343 H
1873, 15¢ yellow orange (163), o.g., hinged, lively bright color and crisp clear impression; a premium example of this difficult stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1344 (H)
1873, 15¢ yellow orange (163), regummed, decent example of this notoriously difficult unused stamp;
reperforated at top, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $750 for no gum.
Estimate $100 - 150

1345

1346

1347

1348

Ex 1349

1345 H
1873, 30¢ gray black (165), o.g., hinged; reperforated at top, otherwise Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
1346 (H)
1873, 30¢ gray black (165), unused without gum, sharp impression; an elusive unused stamp, Fine,
Scott $1,300.
Estimate $300 - 400
1347 m
1873, 30¢ gray black (165), NYFM cancel (TR-S5), great centering and margins, Extremely Fine; with
2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $310 XF 90.
Estimate $200 - 300
1348 m

1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. and 2008 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

1349 m
1873, 90¢ rose carmine (166), two lovely examples, one in the deep rose carmine shade, neat black
cancellations, Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1350 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 12¢ dark violet (173), without gum as issued, rich color and sharp impression; intact perforations at the sides; a premium quality and well centered example of this difficult 1875 Special Printing;
usual clipped perforations at top and bottom, otherwise Very Fine, a mere 71 examples are known to exist; with
1956 P.F. certificate, Scott $6,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1351 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 90¢ violet carmine (177), without gum as issued, bright proof like color; usual
scissors-separated, with intact perfs on three sides, Fine appearance; with 1952 and 2009 P.F. certificates, Scott
$21,500.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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Ex 1352

1353

Ex 1354

1355

1356

1357

1352 H/(H)
1875, 2¢ vermilion and 5¢ blue (178, 179), 178 with o.g.; 179 regummed, fresh and attractive examples
with brilliant colors, F.-V.F., Scott $575.
Estimate $150 - 200
1353 m
1875, 5¢ blue (179), a magnificent gem, Superb; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98J. Scott
Stamp Values $1,000 for SUP 98.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1354 H/(H)
1879, 1¢ to 30¢, 7 different (182-186, 188, 190), attractive group of 7 different soft paper banknote issues, 182-186 o.g., hinged, 188 and 190 are regummed, nice appearing selection with decent centering on all the
important values; small hidden flaws, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $2,715.
Estimate $300 - 400
1355 H
1879, 1¢ dark ultramarine (182), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely gorgeous well centered stamp with lively
color printed on clean white paper; a great stamp that normally doesn’t come this way, Extremely Fine, this stamp is
1 of 9 examples to attain the grade of XF-90 according to PSE’s population report; with only 8 others grading higher;
with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $225. SMQ XF 90; $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
1356 m
1879, 1¢ dark ultramarine (182), neat duplex cancellation, impressive little GEM, with colossal margins
of epic proportions, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2001 P.F.C. and 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J, Scott
$6. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $325.
Estimate $250 - 350
1357 H
1879, 2¢ vermilion (183), o.g., lightly hinged, awesome example with exuberant color and clear impression; a wonderful copy of this notoriously difficult stamp that almost never comes this nice, Extremely Fine; with
1995 P.F. certificate, Scott $100.
Estimate $200 - 300

1358

1359

1360

1361

1358 m
1879, 3¢ green (184), perfectly struck Kicking Mule cancellation, completely sound and attractive example of this popular fancy cancel, F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.F. and 2005 P.S.E. certificates.
Estimate $150 - 200
1359 H
1879, 6¢ pink (186), disturbed o.g., stupendous margins and alluring rich color, Extremely Fine; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J, Scott $900. SMQ XF 90J; $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1360 H
1879, 6¢ pink (186), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh example with enormous margins and incredible color - much more intense than usually found on this issue, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1361 m
1879, 10¢ brown, with and without secret mark (187-188), se-tenant pair, very scarce variety that is
sure to be a highlight of your banknotes; light creases at right and minor oil stain on back of left stamp, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $725.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1362

1363

1364

1362 H
1879, 10¢ brown, with secret mark (188), o.g., previously hinged, sharp impression and fresh appearance, Very Fine; with 1991 and 2004 P.F. certificates and 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1363 HH
1879, 15¢ red orange (189), o.g., never hinged, supreme top quality example in pristine mint condition; a
tremendous well centered stamp with large margins and ravishing rich color; among the most impressive obtainable examples, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $675. SMQ XF 90; $2,650.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1364 HH
1879, 15¢ red orange (189), o.g., never hinged, luxurious rich color; an incredibly well centered example
with full and unblemished gum in a tremendous mint state; rare like this, Extremely Fine, 1 of 16 examples at this impressive grade, with only 12 others grading higher according to PSE’s population report; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $675. SMQ XF 90; $2,650.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1365

1366

1367

1368

1369

1365 H
1879, 30¢ full black (190), o.g., very lightly hinged, awesome example with the deepest and richest color
imaginable; an extraordinary well margined stamp with virtually perfect centering; simply astounding, Extremely
Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $900. SMQ XF 90; $1,900.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1366 H
1879, 30¢ full black (190), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2015 P.F. certificate for
block, Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1367 H
$900.

1879, 30¢ full black (190), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate for block, Scott
Estimate $400 - 600

1368 H
1879, 30¢ full black (190), o.g., very lightly hinged, brilliant fresh example with huge margins; an eye
catching stamp with jet-black color, Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1369 m
1879, 30¢ full black (190), light black cancellation, extraordinary GEM quality example of this tough
stamp, that is terribly elusive when found in such wonderful condition; precise centering and warm rich color; simply
outstanding, Extremely Fine to Superb, 1 of 16 examples at this impressive grade, with only 6 others grading higher
according to PSE’s population report; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $95. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$825.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1370 H
1879, 90¢ carmine (191), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely phenomenal example of this 90 cent Perry; impeccably fresh stamp with clearly etched impression and outstanding centering; a true condition rarity deserving
placement in a collection of distinction, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $2,000. SMQ
XF 90; $4,750.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1371
1371 H

1372

1373

1879, 90¢ carmine (191), o.g., previously hinged, Fine; with 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1372 H
1879, 90¢ carmine (191), o.g., hinge remnants, bright and fresh appearance; hinge thin and blind perforation at left, Very Fine centering, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
1373 m
1879, 90¢ carmine (191), neatly struck registry cancellations, outstanding top quality example with an incredible depth of color and superb centering; this striking example would please the most discriminating collector,
Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $360. SMQ XF 90; $800.
Estimate $600 - 800

1374

1375

1374 E
1881-82, 5¢ A.B.N.C. Garfield essay, in gray black (205-E2), vignette with frame of horiz. lines, die on
India, die sunk on card, 146 x 221mm, overall very bright and fresh appearance, Very Fine, Scott $250. Brazer
115aE-Fd.
Estimate $150 - 200
1375 Sa
1889, 5¢ yellow brown, overprinted “Sample A” (205SL), block of 4, o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh and
perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $300+.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1376

1377

1378

1379

1380

1376 H
1882, 5¢ yellow brown (205), o.g., lightly hinged, dynamite example featuring gargantuan margins and
radiating color; an eye catching showpiece that would enhance any great collection of top quality stamps, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J, Scott $240. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1377 m

1881, 1¢ gray blue, re-engraved (206), sharp Glen Allen Star cancel, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $100 - 150

1378 H
1881, 3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), o.g., very lightly hinged, sterling example with breathtaking
color and large well balanced margins; a great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2005 P.F. certificate, Scott
$70.
Estimate $200 - 300
1379 HH
1882, 6¢ rose, re-engraved (208), o.g., never hinged, pristine mint example, seldom seen in this marvelous state of preservation - as fresh on the back as it is on the front, Fine, Scott $2,350.
Estimate $400 - 600
1380 H
1882, 6¢ deep brown red, re-engraved (208a), o.g., hinged, extremely intense color; reperforated at
bottom, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200

1381

1382

1383

1384

1385

1381 H
1882, 10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), o.g., very lightly hinged, among the most impressive examples
imaginable; a beautiful large margined stamp with heavenly rich color on this very tough stamp, Extremely Fine to
Superb; with 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $350 - 500
1382 H
1882, 10¢ brown, re-engraved (209), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), outrageous example of this tough stamp; captivating color and sharp detailed impression, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate stating never hinged, Scott $160.
Estimate $250 - 350
1383 HH
1883, 2¢ red brown (210), o.g., never hinged, select top quality mint stamp in a remarkable mint state; a
beautifully centered showpiece with delightful fresh color; a true condition rarity, Extremely Fine to Superb, 1 of 6
examples at this impressive grade, with only 2 others grading higher according to PSE’s population report; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $130. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1384 H
1883, 2¢ red brown (210), o.g., barest trace of hinge, awesome showpiece with gargantuan margins of
epic proportions; a ridiculous stamp featuring deep prooflike color and well incised impression; this stamp is the finest known example and is deserving of placement in the finest collection, Superb; with 2014 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E.
certificates, Scott $42.
Estimate $500 - 750
1385 H

1883, 2¢ red brown (210), o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh appearance, Extremely Fine, Scott $43.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 1386

1387

Ex 1388

1389

1386 HH/H 1883-87, 1¢ to 4¢, 4 different (211-214), o.g., hinged, 213 is never hinged, extremely fresh group with
excellent centering, Very Fine, Scott $520.
Estimate $250 - 350
1387 H
1883 Special Printing, 2¢ pale red brown (211B), o.g., hinged, fresh and choice example of this often
mis-identified Special Printing; signed “Bartels” expert signature on reverse, Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
1388 H/(H)
1887-88, 1¢-90¢ American Bank Note Co. issue complete (212-218), 212-217 o.g., hinged; 218 is
regummed, appealing group of 7 different values, with several nicely centered; trivial flaws, including 218
reperforated at right and top, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,130.
Estimate $250 - 350
1389 HH
1887, 1¢ ultramarine (212), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E.
certificate for pair, from which it was taken, left stamp from pair, Scott $290.
Estimate $200 - 300

1390

1391

1392

1393

1390 HH/H 1887, 1¢ ultramarine (212), block of 4, o.g., 2 left stamps previously hinged, 1 stamp very lightly hinged,
3 stamps never hinged, bright fresh color; left two stamps with natural straight edges, F.-V.F., Scott $1,140.
Estimate $400 - 600
1391 m
1887, 2¢ green (213), Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ
$225 XF-SUP 95J.
Estimate $150 - 200
1392 m
1887, 3¢ vermilion (214), lightly struck target cancellation, astounding used example, with virtually perfect centering, and splendid fresh color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $55.
Estimate $200 - 300
1393 m
1887, 3¢ vermilion (214), Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate and 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90. SMQ $250 XF 90.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1394

1395

1396

1394 HH
1887, 3¢ vermilion (214), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 5, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully
fresh multiple in a pristine mint state, Fine, Scott $900 for N.H. singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
1395 H
1888, 5¢ indigo (216), o.g., lightly hinged, among the most beautiful examples we have encountered; a
Superb stamp with beautifully balanced margins and sumptuous color; this stamp in the grade of “95" is a true condition rarity, Extremely Fine to Superb, this stamp is 1 of 4 examples to attain the grade of XF-Sup-95 according to
PSE’s population report; with only 6 others grading higher; with 1987 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95, Scott $225. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1396 HH
1888, 5¢ indigo (216), o.g., never hinged, huge jumbo side margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
1992 and 2001 P.F. certificates, Scott $700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1397

1398

1399

1397 H
1888, 5¢ indigo (216), o.g., lightly hinged, attractive example with radiant color, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F.
certificate graded VF 80, Scott $225. SMQ VF 80; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
1398 P
1888, 5¢ indigo, imperf proof on stamp paper (216Pb), pair, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine;
with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 XQ, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1399 P
1888, 5¢ indigo, imperf proof on stamp paper (216Pb), horizontal pair, o.g., previously hinged, splendid well centered pair with deep prooflike color, extremely handsome example, Extremely Fine, Rare; 1986 P.F.
certificate, Scott $1,400. Datz $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1400 HH
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), o.g., never hinged, astounding example in a wonderful mint state; with
full and unblemished gum in a marvelous state of preservation’ beautiful centering and sterling rich color; a true
condition rarity that would please the most discriminating collector of top quality stamps, Extremely Fine; with 1986
P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $900.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1401

1402

1403

1401 HH
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), o.g., never hinged, tall margins and vivid color; an incredibly fresh mint
example, Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for pair from which this stamp was taken, left stamp, Scott
$900.
Estimate $400 - 600
1402 H
1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 1991 P.F. certificate for
block, Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150
1403 HH/H 1888, 30¢ orange brown (217), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 5, o.g., lightly hinged (center
stamp never hinged), phenomenal top quality imprint and plate # strip with bold prooflike color; a rare opportunity,
as most nice multiples have been broken up into singles, Very Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,200.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1404

1405

1404 P
1888, 30¢ orange brown, imperf proof on stamp paper (217Pa), horizontal pair, o.g., previously
hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $1,750.Estimate $1,500 2,000
1405

1888, 30¢ orange brown, imperf proof on stamp paper (217Pa), pair, o.g., previously hinged, bright
fresh color; horizontal crease at bottom, Very Fine, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $400 - 600

1406

1407

1406 H
1888, 90¢ purple (218), o.g., lightly hinged, one of the most beautiful obtainable examples of this popular
stamp; a large margined stamp with breathtaking color - as fresh and choice as the very first day it was issued; a
matchless top quality showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $850.Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1407 H
1888, 90¢ purple (218), o.g., previously hinged, bright fresh color and large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J. SMQ $1,400 VF-XF 85J. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1408
1408 H

1409

1410

1411

1412

1888, 90¢ purple (218), o.g., hinge remnant; hinge thin specks, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $200 - 300

1409 H
1888, 90¢ purple (218), o.g., previously hinged, bright color; unnoticeable scuff on neck of Perry, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $150 - 200
1410 m
1888, 90¢ purple (218), superior color and overall appearance, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $1,500 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1411 m
1888, 90¢ purple (218), neatly struck “New York” registry cancellation, fantastic example featuring colossal margins and marvelous rich color; an amazing top quality example in flawless condition, Extremely Fine; with
1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $400 - 600
1412 m
1888, 90¢ purple (218), neatly struck black cancellation, brilliant fresh color; a good looking 90 cent
Perry, Very Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1890 ISSUE

1413

Ex 1414

1415

1416

1413 HH
1890, 1¢ dull blue (219), o.g., never hinged, well margined example in immaculate condition, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $65.
Estimate $75 - 100
1414 H/(H)
1890-95, 5 different, imperf (219De//268P5), horizontal pairs, including 219De, 222TC5b (yellow brown
shade), 223TC5c (black brown shade), 224P5 and 268P5, all o.g. and hinged, except 219De which is without gum,
attractive selection of imperf pairs, a desirable group, Very Fine, Scott $990.
Estimate $300 - 400
1415 HH
1890, 2¢ carmine (220), o.g., never hinged, sharp color and finely etched impression, Very Fine; with
2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $60.
Estimate $100 - 150
1416 m
1890, 2¢ carmine (220), Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J.
SMQ $160 XF-SUP 95J.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1417 HH
1890, 2¢ carmine, cap on left “2” variety (220a), o.g., never hinged, sensational example of this incredibly elusive stamp that is all but unheard of in this remarkable condition; with beautiful rich color and sharp detailed
impression, Extremely Fine to Superb, 1 of 9 examples at this impressive grade, with only 1 other grading higher according to PSE’s population report; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $425. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$2,650.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1418

1419

1420

1421

1418 HH
1890, 3¢ purple (221), o.g., never hinged, bold prooflike color; an extraordinary example in an immaculate mint state, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate, Scott $190.
Estimate $250 - 350
1419 HH
1890, 3¢ purple (221), o.g., never hinged, handsome example with large margins and crisp clear color,
Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $190.
Estimate $200 - 300
1420 H
1890, 4¢ dark brown (222), o.g., lightly hinged, outstanding large margined example with vivid color, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200
1421 H
1890, 4¢ dark brown (222), bottom plate number and imprint strip of 5, o.g., hinge remnants, beautiful
deep rich color; an attractive plate strip, F.-V.F., Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

1422

1423

1425

1422 HH
1890, 5¢ chocolate (223), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013
P.S.E. and 2014 P.F. certificates, Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400
1423 HH
1890, 5¢ chocolate (223), o.g., never hinged, fresh color and crisp impression; tiny gum skips (only mentioned for accuracy), F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate for strip, Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150
1424 HH/Ha 1890, 6¢ brown red & 8¢ lilac (224, 225), 6¢ blocks of 4 and 6, 8¢ block of 4 with plate number margin,
o.g., hinge remnants (3 6¢ stamps are never hinged), F.-V.F., Scott $1,515 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1425 HH
1890, 6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous top quality example; a select example in a marvelous mint state, Extremely Fine; with 1986 P.F.C., 2006 A.P.S., and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott
$190. SMQ XF 90; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1426

1427

1428

1426 HH
1890, 6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, superior high quality example of this tough stamp; broad
margins and splendid color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $190.
Estimate $250 - 350
1427 HH
1893, 8¢ lilac (225), o.g., never hinged, luscious rich shade; an extraordinary mint example, Extremely
Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $250 - 350
1428 H
1890, 30¢ black (228), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values $415 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $300 - 400

1429 HH
1890, 90¢ orange (229), o.g., never hinged, strong impression and mouthwatering rich color; an extraordinary example with stupendous margins unlike anything we have ever seen on this “tight” margined issue; with
gleaming unblemished gum in an incredible state of preservation - rare thus, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, this
amazing stamp is 1 of 2 examples attaining this grade according to PSE’s population report, with only 13 others
grading higher; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J, Scott $1,450. SMQ VF-XF 85J; $2,900.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1430

1431

1432

1430 H
1890, 90¢ orange (229), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome example with wonderful overall freshness, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750
1431 H
1890, 90¢ orange (229), o.g., very lightly hinged, handsome well margined example with fiery bright
color, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400
1432 m
1890, 90¢ orange (229), double oval New York registry cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010
P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1893 COLUMBIAN ISSUE

Ex 1433

Ex 1434

1433 (H)
1893, Columbians, 1¢ to 50¢ (230-240), fresh group of 10 different values, regummed, Fine, Scott
$1,349 for o.g. examples.
Estimate $150 - 200
1434 HH
1893, Columbians, 1 to 4¢ (230-233), o.g., never hinged (230 and 231 with gum bends), choice centering and gleaming color on all four stamps; an extremely attractive group, Very Fine, Scott $335.
Estimate $200 - 300

1435 HH/Ha 1893, Columbian, 3¢ green (232), block of 16, o.g., hinge remnants (10 stamps never hinged), eye
catching large multiple with alluring rich color and some nicely centered stamps, Fine, Scott $1,275 as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

1436 HHa
1893, Columbian, 3¢ green (232), full top plate block of 20 containing two full plate blocks of 8 plus full
corner margins at left and right, o.g., never hinged, a great post office fresh multiple with bright color, a must for any
Columbian collector, F.-V.F., Scott $4,620.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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1437

1438

1437 HH
1893, Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Extremely Fine; with 2017
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $340 XF 90.
Estimate $250 - 350
1438 H
1893, Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely gorgeous stamp with monumental margins and lively bright color, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 XQ, Scott $55. SMQ XF
90; $70.
Estimate $150 - 200

1439

1440

1439 HHa
1893, Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), block of 8, o.g., never hinged, fresh and attractive multiple with
excellent centering and captivating fresh color; position #6 has a tiny thin spot, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,280 for
singles.
Estimate $350 - 500
1440 HHa
1893, Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), block of 12, with part imprint in right side selvage, o.g., never
hinged, nice big block featuring beautiful color of great intensity, Fine, Scott $1,920 for singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

1441 HH/Ha 1893, Columbian, 4¢ ultramarine (233), bottom plate block of 8, o.g., lightly hinged (6 stamps never
hinged), outstanding top quality plate with wide selvage, fabulous centering, and exquisite color; a true showpiece,
Very Fine, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1442 m
1893, Columbian, 4¢ blue, color error (233a), black duplex cancellation, among the most impressive
appearing examples of this rare “blue” color error obtainable; with excellent centering and stunning deep color;
small hidden faults, as usually found, that only show in fluid, otherwise Very Fine, a stamp of great rarity, as only two
panes reached the marketplace, of these less than two dozen are known in used condition; with clear 1978 P.F. certificate mentioning no faults, Scott $16,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

1443 HH
1893, Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), o.g., never hinged, rich dark chocolate color and visually perfectly centered, Superb; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ $3,000 SUP 98.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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1444

1445

1446

1444 HH
1893, Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 1992 P.F. and 2017 P.S.A.G. certificates, Scott $160.
Estimate $250 - 350
1445 HH
1893, Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), o.g., never hinged, attractive wide margined example with fabulous rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300
1446 HHa
1893, Columbian, 5¢ chocolate (234), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, deep color, Very
Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $640.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 1447

1448

1449

1447 H
1893, Columbians, 5¢, 6¢ and 10¢ (234, 235, 237), three select Columbians, o.g., lightly hinged, each
with beautiful fresh color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
1448 HH
1893, Columbian, 6¢ purple (235), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh well centered example that
would please the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine; with 1988 P.F.C. and 2007 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90, Scott $160. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
1449 HH
1893, Columbian, 6¢ purple (235), o.g., never hinged, as fresh and pristine as the very first day it was issued; a beauty, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken,
this being top left stamp from the block, Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300

1450 Ha
1893, Columbian, 6¢ purple (235), top plate block of 8, o.g., previously hinged; light selvage creases,
some light rejoined perforations, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,800.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1451

1452

1453

1451 HH
1893, Columbian, 8¢ magenta (236), o.g., never hinged, breathtaking color and clear impression; simply gorgeous, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300
1452 HH
1893, Columbian, 10¢ black brown (237), o.g., never hinged, sharp crisp impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $285.
Estimate $300 - 400
1453 HH
1893, Columbian, 10¢ black brown (237), o.g., never hinged, unusually choice example with colossal
margins, in Post Office fresh mint condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate for this stamp
when it was a top margin plate single, the margin having been subsequently removed, Scott $285.
Estimate $250 - 350

1454

1455

1454 H
1893, Columbian, 10¢ black brown (237), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), immense
margins, and sensational color, the desirable deep shade; small sealed horizontal internal tear at bottom, otherwise
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150
1455 HH
1893, Columbian, 10¢ black brown (237), top plate number and imprint strip of 4, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1456

1457

1458

1456 HH
1893, Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), o.g., never hinged, supreme example of this difficult mint
stamp; that is quite elusive in both well centered and never hinged condition; this remarkable stamp has gleaming
fresh color and sharp detailed impression, Extremely Fine, this stamp is 1 of 22 examples to attain the grade of
XF-90 according to PSE’s population report; with only 18 others grading higher; with 1997 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90, Scott $675. SMQ XF 90; $1,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1457 H
1893, Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), slightly disturbed o.g., this stamp is among the most impressive 15 cent Columbians we have ever offered; incredibly well centered with gargantuan margins, and exquisite
bright color; a true GEM who’s equal would be difficult to find, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95J, Scott $225. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1458 HH
1893, Columbian, 15¢ dark green (238), o.g., never hinged, Fine; with photocopy of 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate for block, Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 1459

1460

1461

1459 (H)
1893, Columbian, 15¢ dark green, 30¢ orange brown and 50¢ slate blue (238-240), without gum, or
regummed over faults, odd little group of nice “looking” Columbians; including 238 x (3), 239 x (2), and 240 x (4);
great lot for eBay dealer or any dealer’s bargain box; small faults throughout, F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $3,395 for
o.g.
Estimate $250 - 350
1460 HH
1893, Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), o.g., never hinged, desirable left sheet margin single with
part imprint in selvage; a fabulous example with warm rich color and tremendous eye appeal, Extremely Fine; with
2000 P.F. certificate for pair from which it was taken, this being the top stamp from the pair, Scott $725.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1461 HH
1893, Columbian, 30¢ orange brown (239), o.g., never hinged, premium quality stamp with sharp clear
impression and nicely balanced margins, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $725. Estimate $500 - 750

1462

1463

1462 H
1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), o.g., hinged, attractive example with warm rich color and nicely
balanced margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750
1463 H
1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), o.g., very lightly hinged, well margined example with clear impression and tremendous eye appeal, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85,
Scott $500. SMQ VF-XF 85; $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

1464

1465

1466

1464 m
1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), light black “New York” registry cancellation, fabulous example
with unusually large margins and mouthwatering rich color, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 1983 P.F. certificate
for block/4, from which it was taken, top left stamp, Scott $200.
Estimate $250 - 350
1465 m
1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), neatly struck double oval cancellation, fabulous deep rich color;
a very pleasing example, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $200. SMQ VF 80; $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1466 m

1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1467 Ha
1893, Columbian, 50¢ slate blue (240), bottom plate block of 8, slightly disturbed o.g.; a few light repaired perforation separations, lower right stamp has tiny thin speck, Fine appearance, Scott $26,500.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

1468 HH
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2017 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values $5,600 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1469

1470

1471

1469 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., hinged, gorgeous well centered example with brilliant color; a
handsome and desirable $1 Columbian, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1470 (H)
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), unused without gum, magnificent top quality example, with prodigious margins, and electrifying color; a big time example, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90,
Scott $550. SMQ XF 90; $700.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1471 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80,
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1472

1473

1474

1472 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), disturbed o.g., very choice example of this popular stamp; with vivid
color, F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
1473 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., lightly hinged, bright fresh color, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate
for pair, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
1474 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g.; small flaws, none detracting from attractive appearance, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

1475

1476

1477

1475 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., hinged, excellent shade and impression; light gum soaking at
upper left from removal of hinge and lack of gum, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2016 Crowe certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400
1476 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), o.g., previously hinged, slightly disturbed original gum, bright fresh
color; perforation thin at top, fifth from the left, Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for pair, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400
1477 (H)
$550.

1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), unused without gum, extremely fresh and attractive, F.-V.F., Scott
Estimate $250 - 350
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1478

1479

1478 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), slightly disturbed o.g., well centered key value; thin specks and
reperforated at top, Very Fine appearance, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300
1479 H
1893, Columbian, $1 salmon (241), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh color; short
gumming at top and straight edge at top, F.-V.F., Scott $2,200.
Estimate $500 - 750

1480

1481

1482

1480 H
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., previously hinged, brilliant fresh appearance, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; with 2001 and 2016 P.F. certificates, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1481 HH
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., never hinged, nice shade and impression, fresh; small vertical gum wrinkle at top center and trivial blind perforation at upper left, Fine appearance; with 2016 Crowe certificate,
Scott $3,800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1482 H
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., hinged, despite being reperfed, this gorgeous $2 Columbian is among the freshest and choicest obtainable examples you’ll ever see; with perfect centering and warm rich
color; expertly reperforated at left, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1483

1484

1485

1483 H
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., lightly hinged, radiant color; a lovely example of this popular
issue; a few toned perf tips along the top margin, generally F.-V.F., Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750
1484 (H)
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), unused without gum, good looking example with prooflike color
and extremely large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85J, Scott
$550. SMQ VF-XF 85J; $700.
Estimate $500 - 750
1485 H
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), o.g., hinge remnant, magnificent example with JUMBO margins
and vivacious color; among the most attractive $2 Columbians you’ll ever see; small hinge thin of little consequence, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1486

1487

1486 m
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), New York registry cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $775 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $500 - 750
1487 m
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), neat duplex cancellation, a flawless example with wonderful
overall freshness, F.-V.F.; with 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $575.
Estimate $350 - 500

1488
1488 m
$700.

1489

1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), light cancel, good color; small thin, F.-V.F. appearance, Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

1489 m
1893, Columbian, $2 brown red (242), black cancellation, affordable example with lovely centering;
missing bottom right corner perforation, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $575.
Estimate $150 - 200

1490 H
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., lightly hinged, among the finest known examples of this
popular stamp; perfectly centered with the deepest and richest color you’ll ever see on a $3 Columbian; a true condition rarity that would enhance any great portfolio - deserving placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine to
Superb, this stamp is 1 of 8 examples to attain the grade of XF-Sup-95 according to PSE’s population report; with
only 6 others grading higher; with 2005 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $1,500. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $4,800.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1491

1492

1493

1491 H
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), neatly struck cancellation at top right corner, sensational top
quality stamp, with gleaming rich color and excellent centering; a true condition rarity, Extremely Fine; with 1986
P.F.C. and 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90, Scott $800. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1492 H
1893, Columbian, $3 olive green (243a), disturbed o.g., deep rich color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2009 P.S.E. certificate for block which was graded XF-Superb 95, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1493 H
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., previously hinged, lovely deep yellow green shade, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1494

1495

1496

1494 HH
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., never hinged, excellent shade and impression, a lovely
example of this scarce mint stamp, Fine and attractive; with 1991 P.F. certificate for this stamp when it was a bottom
left corner margin single; the margins having been subsequently removed, Scott $4,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1495 H
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., previously hinged with disturbed original gum in the area
of hinge removal, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1496 H
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), o.g., hinge remnant, decent example with eye-arresting color;
unbelievably fresh; small hinge thin spot, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

1497

1498

1499

1497 (H)
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), unused without gum, unbelievably fresh and choice example,
nicely centered with incredible color; light diagonal crease at center, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
1498 m
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), extremely light cancellation at lower left, worthwhile example
with choice centering and gorgeous fresh color; tiny thin spot (too bad), otherwise Very Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
1499 m
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), inverted “New York” registry cancellation, flawless example
with ravishing rich color, Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1500

1501

1500 m
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), face free cancellation, very fresh and affordable $3 Columbian; trivial perf thin at top right, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
1501 m
1893, Columbian, $3 yellow green (243), it is argued that this is the most difficult of the dollar value
Columbians; small thin spot at bottom right, otherwise Fine; with 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $825.
Estimate $250 - 350

1502 H
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., lightly hinged, astounding example in impeccably fresh
condition; with brilliant color and sharp impression, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90, Scott
$2,000. SMQ XF 90; $4,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1503

1504

1505

1503 H
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., lightly hinged, exquisite example with strong color and
superior centering, Very Fine; with 1991 P.F.C. and 2010 P.S.A.G. certificates, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1504 H
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), o.g., hinge remnant, lovely appearing example of this popular
stamp; with sumptuous color and razor sharp impression; a marvelous appearing $4 Columbian; small hinge thin
spot, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1505 (H)
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), unused without gum; tiny repaired thin at left, F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1506

1507

1508

1506 m
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), double oval New York registry cancel, bright vibrant color;
reperforated at top, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750
1507 m

1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244); thin, Very Fine appearance, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400

1508 m
1893, Columbian, $4 crimson lake (244), great color; light pressed creases and short perforation at left,
otherwise Fine, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350

1509

1510

1509 H
1893, Columbian, $5 black (245), o.g., hinge remnant, good looking stamp with luscious rich color and
sharp, detailed impression; a completely sound stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1510 m
1893, Columbian, $5 black (245), duplex cancel; minute 1mm tear at top, otherwise Very Fine, Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

1894-1898 BUREAU ISSUES

Ex 1511

Ex 1512

1513

1514

1511 H/m
1894, 1st Bureau issue (unwatermarked), 1¢ to $5, 17 different (246//263), including 246-250,
252-255, 257-261, 261A, 262 and 263, o.g., hinged, #263 used with neat cancellation, a very appealing selection of
these difficult unwatermarked Bureau issues, missing only 251 and 256 for completeness; small faults not readily
apparent to the naked eye, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $10,650.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1512 H
1894, 1st Bureau issue (unwatermarked), 1¢ to 50¢, 14 different (246-258, 260), o.g., hinged, typical
centering for these difficult issues, Fine, Scott $2,300.
Estimate $400 - 600
1513 HH
1894, 1¢ ultramarine (246), o.g., never hinged, impressive large margined stamp with delightful color,
Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this stamp was taken, this being the top stamp from
the pair, Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200
1514 HH
1894, 1¢ ultramarine (246), o.g., never hinged, large jumbo margins, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1515

1516

1515 Ha
1894, 1¢ ultramarine (246), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants, among the choicest examples
of this woefully undervalued plate block we have ever offered; incredibly well centered with large margins on all
stamps; as fresh as the first day it was issued; as pretty as they come, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750
1516 Ha
1894, 1¢ ultramarine (246), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., small hinge remnant, brilliant color; premium
example of this multiple, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 1517
1517 Pa
1894, 1¢ to $5, plate proofs on card (247P4-248P4, 256P4, 262P4-263P4), blocks of 4, complete set of
the five denominations that were issued as card proofs (not all denominations were printed on card, these are all of
the five proofs printed), full large margins, rich colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $7,825.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1518

1519

Ex 1520

1521

1518 H
1894, 1¢ blue (247), o.g., very lightly hinged, superior top quality stamp with rich color and precise centering, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150
1519 m
1894, 2¢ pink, type I (248), neat duplex cancellation, huge margined example of this tough little stamp,
Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $9. SMQ XF 90; $75.
Estimate $75 - 100
1520 HH/Ha 1894, 2¢ carmine lake, type I, 2¢ carmine, type III and 3¢ purple (249, 252, 253), blocks of 4, 3¢ with
left plate number margin, o.g., 2¢ blocks with hinge remnants, 3¢ block is never hinged; some minor gum creases
on 3¢ block, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
1521 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine lake, type I (249), o.g., never hinged, brilliant stunning color, very scarce shade, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $1,150 XF 90.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1522

1523

1524

1525

1522 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine lake, type I (249), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearing; small perforation
fault at right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 1996 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
1523 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine, type I (250), o.g., never hinged, incredible example with a sensational depth of color
and unusually large margins; a true GEM destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F.
certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $90. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1524 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine, type I (250), o.g., never hinged, select top quality example with beautifully balanced
margins and delightful fresh color; a superior example of this tough little stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2002
P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $90.
Estimate $300 - 400
1525 HHa
1894, 2¢ carmine, type I, misperfed (250), left plate block of 6, an interesting misperforated block showing doubling of the horizontal perforations, o.g., stamps never hinged, separated perfs, some expertly reinforced,
an eye catching production error showing the quality produced by the 1894 Bureau issues, V.G.-Fine, Scott $800
as “normal” plate.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1526

1527

1528

1526 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine, type II (251), plate number single, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
1527 (H)a
1894, 2¢ carmine, type II (251), bottom plate block of 4, unused without gum, seldom offered type II plate
block; only a handful are known to exist, Fine, Scott $4,000 for original gum example.
Estimate $500 - 750
1528 H
1894, 2¢ carmine, type III (252), o.g., hinged, sharp impression, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $220 XF 90.
Estimate $150 - 200

1529

1530

1531

1529 HH
1894, 2¢ carmine, type III (252), single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of
2013 P.F. certificate for strip, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
1530 Ha
1894, 2¢ carmine, type III (252), block of 4, o.g., hinged, brilliant and fresh color, Very Fine; with 2015
P.F. certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
1531 HH
1894, 3¢ purple (253), wide top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged; small gum skip on
center stamp, Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1532

1533

1534

1532 HH
1894, 4¢ dark brown (254), o.g., never hinged, splendid example of this elusive and undervalued stamp;
with gargantuan margins rarely seen on this issue; simply stunning top quality stamp with bold prooflike color, Very
Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $600 - 800
1533 HH
1894, 4¢ dark brown (254), plate number single, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh; light creases in
margin only, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate for strip, Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
1534 H
1894, 4¢ dark brown (254), o.g., lightly hinged, tremendous showpiece with luxurious color and crisp impression; a striking large margined GEM that would enhance any great collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
1995 P.F. certificate, Scott $190.
Estimate $350 - 500

1535

1536

1537

1535 H
1894, 5¢ chocolate, misperf (255), vertical strip of 3, o.g. (bottom stamp with album adherence on gum,
middle stamp faint fingerprint on gum), fabulous misperfed strip showing dramatic doubling of the horizontal perforations; an exhibit quality showpiece; top stamp with tear at left, otherwise Fine, Scott $330 for normal singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
1536 (H)a
1894, 5¢ chocolate (255), plate block of 8, unused without gum, bright color; thins on top right stamp,
creases on top selvage, perforation separations, F.-V.F., Scott $1,720.
Estimate $300 - 400
1537 HH
1894, 10¢ dark green (258), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and choice example of this difficult never
hinged stamp; with extra large margins and tantalizing fresh color; a surprisingly difficult stamp to find in choice condition, Very Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1538 H
1894, 50¢ orange (260), impressive left margin arrow strip of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (minor gum wrinkle affects bottom stamp), desirable showpiece with sterling color and clear impression, Fine, Scott $2,000 as 4 singles
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1539

1540

1541

1542

1543

1539 H
1894, $1 black, type I (261), o.g., hinged, absolutely gorgeous top quality example of this scarce
unwatermarked type I stamp; with “Jet-Black” color printed on clean white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1540 H
1894, $1 black, type I (261), o.g., lightly hinged; reperforated at top, Extremely Fine appearance; with
2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
1541 H
1894, $1 black, type I (261), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh stamp with wonderfully rich color; trivial light vertical crease, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
1542 (H)

1894, $1 black, type I (261), regummed over small thins, Fine, Scott $325.

Estimate $200 - 300

1543 m
1894, $1 black, type I (261), neatly struck black cancellation, fresh and attractive appearing example of
this terribly elusive unwatermarked, type I stamp; small thin spot, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott
$375.
Estimate $150 - 200

1544

1545

1544 HH
1894, $1 black, type II (261A), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate for block, Scott
$6,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1545 HH
1894, $1 black, type II (261A), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2015 P.F. certificate for
block, Scott $6,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

1546

1547

1546 H
1894, $1 black, type II (261A), o.g., hinge remnant, unbelievable state of freshness; a pristine example of
this difficult type II stamp with Jet-Black color and detailed impression, Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
1547 H
1894, $1 black, type II (261A), o.g., hinge remnant (pencil mark on gum), scarce unwatermarked type II
stamp; vibrant color on clean white paper; horizontal crease, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $2,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1548

1549

1550

1551

1552

1548 m
1894, $1 black, type II (261A), bold jet black color; faint horizontal crease at top and trivial corner perf
crease at bottom right, Very Fine; with 2010 P.F. certificate, Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300
1549 H
1894, $2 bright blue (262), town postmark, proof like color and impression; laminated thin at right, otherwise Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded F 70J, grade for centering alone is XF-Superb
95J, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $600 - 800
1550 H
1894, $2 bright blue (262), badly disturbed o.g., robust color and clear impression; small faults, including
a small thin spot, F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $400 - 600
1551 (H)
1894, $2 bright blue (262), unused without gum, nice tall margins and astounding bright color - very
pretty; light horizontal crease, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.F. certificate for this stamp stating “regummed”, which
has subsequently been removed, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
1552 m
1894, $2 bright blue (262), extremely light and unobtrusive cancellation, desirable example of this difficult used stamp, that normally comes far off centered and heavily cancelled; tiny thin, otherwise Very Fine, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

1553 Pa
1894, $2 dark blue and $5 dark green, plate proofs on card (262P4-263P4), matching right arrow
blocks of 4, unhinged and pristine backs, very fresh color and sharply detailed impression, Extremely Fine, very
rare, only 100 stamps of each were produced, Scott $5,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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1554 Pa
1894, $5 dark green, plate proof on card (263P4), top plate block of 6, full large margins all around,
deep rich color and crisp impression; light crease at top left above imprint in margin only, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, unique, only top plate block known, Ex Warm-Griffiths, Scott $6,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1555 H
1894, $5 dark green (263), right margin single, o.g., previously hinged, gigantic full margins and pristine
appearance, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. SMQ $8,150 for XF 90.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
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1556

1557

1558

1556 H
1894, $5 dark green (263), o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum), extremely handsome example of this elusive stamp, the rarest regularly issued U.S. stamp; breathtaking fresh stamp with nicely balanced margins, Very
Fine, Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1557 H
1894, $5 dark green (263), o.g., previously hinged, stellar color and impression; a couple small tears and
light crease at right, centered Very Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1558 m
1894, $5 dark green (263), partial double oval cancel, sharp etched impression; tiny tear at upper left,
Just Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 1559

1560

1561

1562

1559 H
1895, 2nd Bureau issue (D.L. watermark), 1¢ to $1 (264-273, 275-276), 12 values, o.g., hinged, brilliant fresh colors, Fine, Scott $1,521.
Estimate $250 - 350
1560 HH
1895, 1¢ blue (264), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example with ravishing rich color and superior centering; a great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95 XQ, Scott $17. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
1561 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, type I (265), o.g., never hinged (natural gum bend), brilliant fresh example with balanced margins, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $105.
Estimate $150 - 200
1562 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, type I (265), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate, Scott $83.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1563

1564

1563 HH/H 1895, 2¢ carmine, type II, dramatic foldover error (266), vertical strip of 3, o.g., lightly hinged at top
stamp and partially ungummed on back and gummed on front because the foldover occurred before gumming, a
great showpiece item; perforations trimmed at top, otherwise Fine, Scott $233.
Estimate $200 - 300
1564 HHa
1895, 2¢ carmine, type II (266), left margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged; bottom right stamp with
gum disturbance at lower right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1565

1566

1567

1565 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, type III (267), o.g., never hinged, unusually choice top quality example of this tough little stamp, that rarely comes so choice, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95,
Scott $16. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
1566 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, type III (267), o.g., never hinged, handsome well margined example with bright emblazoned color, Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F.C. and 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $16. SMQ XF 90;
$75.
Estimate $100 - 150
1567 HH
1895, 2¢ carmine, type III, dramatic foldover (267), horizontal strip of 7, left four stamps are imperforate
between stamp and selvage, o.g., never hinged, a great showpiece freak; a few light gum wrinkles, otherwise Fine,
Scott $122.
Estimate $200 - 300
1568 HHa
1895, 2¢ carmine, type III (267), wide top plate # 221 block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Fine, Scott $325
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1569

1570

1571

1572

1573

1569 HH
1895, 3¢ purple (268), o.g., never hinged, flawless example of unparalleled quality; fabulous centering
and electrifying color; simply amazing, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 9 examples achieving this impressive
grade, with only 2 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95, Scott $115. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1570 HH
1895, 4¢ dark brown (269), o.g., never hinged, superior top quality stamp with finely detailed impression
and beautiful centering; quite elusive stamp in this condition, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 19 examples
achieving this impressive grade, with only 4 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report; with 2009
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $125. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1571 HH
1895, 4¢ dark brown (269), bottom margin single with imprint, o.g., never hinged, sharp impression and
post office fresh, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $1,250 XF-SUP
95.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1572 H
1895, 4¢ dark brown (269), top plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, matchless GEM with large,
equally balanced margins and tantalizing color; rarely found with these qualities; 1 of 2 examples at this grade, with
only 3 others grading higher, Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98, Scott $42. SMQ SUP 98; $325.
Estimate $350 - 500
1573 HH
1895, 4¢ dark brown (269), top pair with plate number and part imprint, o.g., never hinged, sharp color
and impression, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate for strip, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

1574 HH
1895, 5¢ chocolate (270), top margin imprint single, o.g., never hinged, the most impressive example we
have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a sensational stamp with mountainous margins unlike anything we’ve ever seen; with brilliant fresh color and clearly etched impression; this is 1 of 9 examples at this grade,
with only 6 others grading higher, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J, Scott
$105. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $1,450.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1575

1576

1577

1575 HH
1895, 5¢ chocolate (270), o.g., never hinged, magnificent well centered stamp with strong impression
and sumptuous color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $105. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
1576 HH
1895, 5¢ chocolate (270), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, incredibly handsome mint plate strip with luscious rich color; as fresh as the first day it was issued, Very Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
1577 Pa
1895, 5¢ chocolate, imperf proof on stamp paper (270P5), block of 4, slightly disturbed o.g., hinge
remnants, sharp etched impression, centered Very Fine, only 300 issued; with 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $150 - 200

1578

1579

1580

1578 HH
1895, 6¢ dull brown (271), top left corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh color; light
gum crease, light bends and tiny tears in selvage (only mentioned for accuracy), otherwise F.-V.F.; with photocopy
of 2016 P.F. certificate for block, Scott $360.
Estimate $100 - 150
1579 HH
1895, 8¢ violet brown (272), o.g., never hinged, astounding GEM quality example of this tough stamp;
extra large margins and bold prooflike color; this stamp would make a wonderful addition to any great collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $210. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,950.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1580 H
1895, 8¢ violet brown (272), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), stunning top margin imprint single with incredible depth of color; without question, this is the finest known copy of this stamp, deserving
placement in a collection of distinction, Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 100, Scott $70. SMQ Gem
100; $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1581

1582

1583

1581 H
1895, 8¢ violet brown (272), o.g., very lightly hinged, extraordinary GEM quality example destined for
the finest collection; perfectly centered with tremendous rich shade; this is 1 of 3 examples to attain the grade of
Sup-98, with just 1 other grading higher, according to PSE’s population report, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate
graded SUP 98, Scott $70. SMQ SUP 98; $525.
Estimate $500 - 750
1582 HH
1895, 8¢ violet brown (272), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh example with finely etched impression; a remarkably fresh top sheet margin single, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $210.
Estimate $350 - 500
1583 P
1895, 8¢ violet brown, imperf proof on stamp paper (272P), bottom imprint and plate number strip of 3,
o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely gorgeous wide margined strip with the deepest and richest color imaginable, a true
condition rarity worthy of placement in the finest collection, Superb, only 300 issued. Datz $1,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

A Magnificent Condition Rarity

1584 HH
1895, 10¢ dark green (273), o.g., never hinged, the finest known copy of this tough stamp; dead-on perfectly centered with impressive large margins with full long perforations on all around; with tremendous deep rich
color, unlike anything we have ever seen on this issue; a true World Class GEM that has been hidden away - off the
market for the last 30 years, and finally making an appearance at public auction; a wonderful opportunity for the collector of top quality stamps to add this stamp to his or her collection; a one-in-a-million showpiece unlike any other
#273 we’ve seen, Superb, the Top Of The Pop - this is the only example of this stamp to achieve the much coveted
grade of Sup-98, and is the HIGHEST GRADED example of this stamp, according to PSE’s population report; with
1987 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98, Scott $280. SMQ SUP 98; $10,000.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
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1585

1586

1587

1588

1589

1590

1585 HH
1895, 10¢ dark green (273), o.g., never hinged, among the freshest and choicest obtainable examples of
this difficult stamp obtainable; near perfect centering with well proportioned margins, and glowing rich color; this
spectacular stamp is destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 8 examples achieving
this impressive grade, with only 2 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $280. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $3,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1586 H
1895, 10¢ dark green (273), o.g., small hinge remnant, boardwalk margins and gorgeous rich color; simply outstanding, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J, Scott $95. SMQ XF 90J; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
1587 HH
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), o.g., never hinged, awesome example in a remarkable state of preservation;
a wide margined stamp with deep prooflike color on clean white paper; simply stunning, Extremely Fine, this stamp
is 1 of 14 examples to attain the grade of XF-90 according to PSE’s population report; with only 8 others grading
higher; with 1999 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $625. SMQ XF 90; $1,450.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1588 HH
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), o.g., never hinged, striking mint example with nicely balanced margins and intense color with lots of vim and viger; quite elusive when found in this marvelous state of preservation, Extremely
Fine; with 2008 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $625. SMQ XF 90; $1,450.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1589 HH
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice stamp with ravishing rich
color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $625. SMQ VF 80; $625. Estimate $600 - 800
1590 H
1895, 15¢ dark blue (274), o.g., hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2000 P.F. certificate and 2017
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $825 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $600 - 800

1591

Ex 1592

1591 H
1895, 50¢ orange (275), o.g., very lightly hinged, astounding example of this nearly impossible stamp;
perfectly centered amid balanced margins, and mouthwatering color printed on clean white paper; this stamp is ridiculously scarce when found in this magnificent quality, and will certainly enhance any great collection of top quality stamps; finding another #275 with the qualities that this stamp possesses would be a rare accomplishment,
Extremely Fine to Superb, this stamp is 1 of 7 examples to attain the grade of XF-Sup-95 according to PSE’s population report; with only 4 others grading higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $260. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $1,150.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1592 m
1895, $1 black, type I, $1 black, type II, $2 bright blue and $5 dark green (276-278), four high values,
black cancellations, the $5 Marshall being particularly attractive; small faults, F.-V.F. appearance, Scott $1,360.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1593

1594

Ex 1595

1596

1597

1598

1593 H
1895, $1 black, type II (276A), o.g., hinge remnants, scarce type II stamp with intense color, Fine, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
1594 m
1895, $1 black, type II (276A), lightly struck black cancellation, tall margins, intense color, and razor
sharp impression; seldom offered with such a light unobtrusive cancel, Very Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott
$210.
Estimate $200 - 300
1595 m
1895, $2 bright blue & $5 dark green (277-278), key values of 1895 issue; several small thins and short
perforation at top of $2, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350
1596 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh and appealing example with strong impression
and near perfect centering; a stunning $2 Madison that is scarce when found so choice, Extremely Fine, this stamp
is 1 of 17 examples to attain the grade of XF-90 according to PSE’s population report; with only 7 others grading
higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $900. SMQ XF 90; $1,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1597 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), o.g., lightly hinged, tremendous GEM quality example with awesome color
printed on lily white paper; simply stunning, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1598 HH
1895, $2 bright blue (277), bottom margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, crisp etched impression, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,900.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1599

1600

1601

1602

1603

1599 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1985 P.F. certificate for block and 2014 P.F. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1600 H
1895, $2 bright blue (277), o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent FRESH stamp with prooflike color printed on
lily white paper; a large margined example of this tough stamp, Very Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1601 m
1895, $2 bright blue (277), unusually light black cancellation, rare quality for a used $2 Madison; superior centering, bold prooflike color, and incredibly light postmark - this stamp has it all, Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $425. SMQ XF 90; $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1602 m
1895, $2 bright blue (277), heavy Boston, Mass double oval postmark, sharp impression and bold color,
Very Fine centering; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
1603 m
$425.

254

1895, $2 bright blue (277), brilliant color; small filled thins, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
Estimate $200 - 300
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1604

1605

1606

1607

1608

1604 m
1895, $2 dark blue (277a), Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate and 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values $550 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $400 - 600
1605 m
1895, $2 dark blue (277a), neatly struck black cancellation, very pleasing example of the eye catching
dark blue shade, especially with the light cancel; a beauty, F.-V.F.; with 1979 P.F. certificate, Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
1606 S
1895, $5 dark green, overprinted “Specimen” (278SE), o.g., hinged, brilliant color; handsome and
sound example of this elusive and undervalued Specimen overprint, Fine, only 100 issued, Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
1607 (H)
1895, $5 dark green (278), unused without gum, awesome appearing example of this popular stamp;
near perfect centering amid balanced margins and striking deep rich color; an amazing $5 Marshall; reperforated at
right, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $600 - 800
1608 (H)
1895, $5 dark green (278), regummed, nice appearing stamp, with wonderful overall freshness;
reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $800 for no gum.
Estimate $500 - 750

1609

1610

1611

1612

1613

1609 (H)
1895, $5 dark green (278), unused without gum, well margined example with sensational deep shade;
small thin spot, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
1610 m
1895, $5 dark green (278), neatly placed black registry cancellation, superb quality stamp with gleaming
rich color and detailed impression, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate, Scott $625. Estimate $750 - 1,000
1611 m
1895, $5 dark green (278), New York double oval registry cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values $825 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $600 - 800
1612 m
1895, $5 dark green (278), light registry cancellation, well balanced margins and gorgeous color;
reperforated at right, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300
1613 HH
$25.

1898, 1¢ deep green (279), o.g., never hinged, robust color and large margins, Extremely Fine, Scott
Estimate $50 - 75
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1614

1615

1616

1614 H
1898, 2¢ red, type IV (279Bj), booklet pane of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, vivid rich shade; premium example
of this elusive booklet pane, Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1615 HH/H 1898, 2¢ red, type IV, vertical watermark (279Bk), booklet pane of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps
never hinged), lively bright color; lovely example of this seldom offered pane, Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1616 HH
1898, 4¢ rose brown (280), o.g., never hinged, pristine example of this extremely elusive rose brown
shade; a Post Office fresh stamp with tremendous eye appeal, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF
90, Scott $80. SMQ XF 90; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

1617

1618

1619

1617 HH
1898, 5¢ dark blue (281), o.g., never hinged, a spectacular GEM quality featuring large margins and the
deepest and richest color imaginable; certainly the finest example we have had the pleasure to offer at public auction, as this stamp is seldom seen with such wonderful qualities, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 3 examples
achieving this impressive grade, with only 6 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report; with 1986
and 2000 P.F.C.’s and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $100. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1618 HH
1898, 5¢ dark blue (281), o.g., never hinged, incredibly rich color; huge margined example of this normally “tight” margined issue, Extremely Fine, Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200
1619 HH
1898, 6¢ lake (282), bottom strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, outstanding well centered plate number strip in
a remarkable state of preservation; these Bureau issue strips are never found this well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1620

1621

1622

1623

1624

1620 H
1898, 10¢ brown, type I (282C), o.g., lightly hinged, sensational example of this difficult type I Daniel
Webster; unusually large margined stamp with ravishing rich color; rarely found so choice; this is 1 of 8 examples
achieving the grade of XF-Sup-95, with only 5 others grading higher, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2010 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $175. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $650.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1621 HH
1898, 10¢ brown, type I (282C), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh color, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
1622 HH
1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II (283), o.g., never hinged, lovely top margin partial imprint single in Post
Office fresh and choice condition, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2016 P.S.E. certificate for strip/3, from which this
stamp was taken, left stamp from the strip, Scott $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
1623 HH
1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II (283), o.g., never hinged, bottom margin part arrow single with natural
straight edge at right; excellent centering, Extremely Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400
1624 HH
1898, 10¢ orange brown, type II (283), o.g., never hinged, attractive top left corner margin single, with
deep rich color, Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

1625

1626

1627

1625 HH
1898, 15¢ olive green (284), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and choice bottom margin single in a
quality seldom seen on this difficult Bureau issue, Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott
$475. SMQ XF 90; $1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1626 HH
1898, 15¢ olive green (284), o.g., never hinged, absolutely spectacular top quality stamp; impressive
centering and well proportioned margins; with gleaming rich color; a true condition rarity that would enhance any
serious collection, Extremely Fine, this is 1 of 10 examples achieving this impressive grade, with only 5 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $475. SMQ XF
90; $1,600.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1627 HH
1898, 15¢ olive green (284), o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality example; as fresh and choice as
the first day it was issued; in a wonderful state of preservation, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. and 2006
P.S.E. certificates, Scott $475.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 1628

Ex 1629

Ex 1630

1628 P
1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ to $2 complete, small die proofs (285P2-293P2), incredibly fresh and bright; a
few small thins and light creases, Very Fine appearance, rare, only 85 sets were issued, Scott $6,950. Estimate
$3,500 - 5,000
1629 H/(H)
1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ to $1 (285-292), o.g., 292 regummed over creases, nice group of affordable
Trans-Mississippi issues; #’s 287 and 289 are o.g., never hinged with brilliant fresh colors; trivial flaws on the high
vales, otherwise Fine, Scott $2,427.
Estimate $350 - 500
1630 HH/H 1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ to 50¢ (285-291), o.g., mostly never hinged, overall bright and fresh set; a few
light gum bends, 2¢ has tiny gum offset at bottom, F.-V.F., Scott $1,843.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1631

1632

1633

1631 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green and 2¢ copper red (285, 286), o.g., never hinged, delightful
examples; both stamps with lively color, Extremely Fine, Scott $142.
Estimate $150 - 200
1632 HHa
1898, Trans-Miss., 1¢ dark yellow green (285), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extremely
bright color; a wonderfully fresh multiple, Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
1633 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 2¢ copper red (286), o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality showpiece with
gleaming fresh color; a tough stamp to find nice, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF 90, Scott $67. SMQ XF 90; $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1634

1635

1636

1634 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), o.g., never hinged, vibrant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2017 P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
1635 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), o.g., never hinged, nifty example with deeply saturated color, without the slightest hint of any oxidation - scarce thus, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
1636 H
1898, Trans-Miss., 4¢ orange (287), o.g., hinged (gum is partially disturbed from hinge removal), Extremely Fine centering; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $110.
Estimate $100 - 150

1637

1638

1639

1637 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), o.g., never hinged, huge margins and bold prooflike color; an eye
catching showpiece destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $275.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1638 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), o.g., never hinged, huge margined example with alluring rich
color; simply gorgeous, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate for this stamp when it was a plate single; the selvage having been subsequently removed, Scott $275.
Estimate $350 - 500
1639 H
1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), o.g., lightly hinged, outstanding large margined example with
sumptuous rich color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $100. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500

1640

1641

1640 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), o.g., never hinged, rich sultry color; a very pretty stamp, F.-V.F.;
with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for pair from which this stamp was taken, left stamp, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
1641 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 5¢ dull blue (288), single with imprint, o.g., never hinged; light tone spot in selvage
(mentioned for accuracy), Fine; with photocopy of 1989 P.F. certificate for block, Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1642

1643

1642 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 8¢ violet brown (289), a spectacular top right corner margin single, o.g., never
hinged, wonderful centering and glorious rich color; as nice an example of this stamp one could ever hope for, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $425.
Estimate $500 - 750
1643 H
1898, Trans-Miss., 8¢ violet brown (289), o.g., lightly hinged, astounding well centered example with vibrant color and steep impression, Extremely Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $250 - 350

Very Rare Major Error

1644 H
1898, Trans-Miss., 8¢ violet brown, imperf horizontally (289a), vertical pair, o.g., previously hinged,
exceptional example of this issue; bottom stamp with natural gum crease, as you typically see with these issues,
otherwise Very Fine, only 25 pairs issued; with 2014 P.F. certificate, Scott $27,500. Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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1645

1646

1645 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., 10¢ gray violet (290), o.g., never hinged (minor gum crease mentioned only on most
recent certificate), spectacular color and impression; a well margined example with centering second to none; quite
a stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with clear 1992 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $425.
Estimate $400 - 600
1646 HHa
1898, Trans-Miss., 10¢ gray violet (290), right margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, pristine multiple;
exceedingly fresh with deep dark color, V.G.-Fine, Scott $1,700 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

1647

1648

1649

1647 H
1898, Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), o.g., lightly hinged, fabulous showpiece; eye arresting color
and unusually large margins; a gorgeous stamp that would please the most quality conscious collector, Extremely
Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate, Scott $600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1648 H
1898, Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green (291), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate,
Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
1649 H/(H)
1898, Trans-Miss., 50¢ sage green and $1 black (291, 292), 50¢ has very slightly disturbed o.g., $1 is
without gum, $1 has sharp impression and very presentable copy; small thin on $1, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

1650

1651

1650 H
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., lightly hinged, impeccably fresh example featuring Jet-Black
color printed on lily white paper; a well margined stamp rarely found with such wonderful qualities, Extremely Fine;
with 1998 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1651 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh example in immaculate mint
condition; with gleaming rich color printed on bleach white paper; a very handsome example of this rarely offered
never hinged stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1652

1653

1654

1652 H
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., lightly hinged, an amazing example with fabulous centering, extra large margins, and delightful rich color; as pretty as they come, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90, Scott $1,400. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1653 H
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably fresh and choice top quality example
of this popular stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1654 H
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate for block,
Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1655

1656

1657

1655 H
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., hinge remnant, sound and attractive example with brilliant color,
F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1656 H
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., lightly hinged, flawless and affordable example of this desirable
stamp; intense color, Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1657 H
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), o.g., lightly hinged, incredible depth of color, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F.
certificate, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ex 1658

1659

1660

1658 (H)
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), two singles, unused, one without gum, one regummed, rich jet black
color; a couple tiny thins, short perf at bottom of no gum stamp, V.G., Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
1659 m
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), seldom seen light black cancellation, extremely fresh and choice example of this tough used $1 Trans, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $725.
Estimate $500 - 750
1660 m
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), neatly struck black cancellation, vivid and bright example with choice
appearance; two perf thins at bottom center, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1661

1662

Ex 1663

1661 m
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292), magnificent jet black color, trace guide line at top; crease at top, Very
Fine appearance, Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300
1662 m

1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black (292); small thins, Very Fine centering, Scott $725. Estimate $200 - 300

1663 m
1898, Trans-Miss., $1 black and $2 orange brown (292, 293), lovely inexpensive key values; natural
straight edges at left and small faults, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,825.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1664 H
1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), o.g., lightly hinged, astounding example with the deepest
and richest color imaginable; a delightful top quality stamp that is impeccably fresh with incredible centering; a true
GEM that would please the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine to Superb, this stamp is 1 of 16 examples to attain the grade of XF-Sup-95 according to PSE’s population report; with only 3 others grading higher; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $1,900. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $5,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

1665

1666

1665 HH
1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color; diagonal crease, Fine
appearance, Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1666 m
1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), extraordinary light registry cancellation, wonderfully fresh
and choice top quality example of this difficult stamp; with luxurious rich color; a beauty, Extremely Fine; with 2009
P.F.C. and 2013 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $1,100. SMQ XF 90; $2,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1667
1667 m

1668

1669

1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), F.-V.F.; with 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

1668 m
1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), light double oval cancels; tiny invisible thin speck only mentioned for accuracy, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600
1669 m
1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), unusually light black cancellation, large margins and rich
color; nice appearance; several pinholes and a small thin spot, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $200 - 300

1670 Ha
1898, Trans-Miss., $2 orange brown (293), block of 4, o.g., hinged, fresh appearing block with gorgeous proof like impression and hue that would make this block worthy of some of the best collections, F.-V.F.; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $8,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Please Vist Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site. Also, you can bid on our site,
and the site is fully searchable.
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Lots 1670-2818
U.S. Stamps: 20th Century Regular Issues
U.S. Stamps: Airmail and Other Back-of-the-Book
U.S. Possessions and United Nations
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U.S. Stamps
1901 PAN-AMERICAN ISSUE

Ex 1671

1672

1673

1671 HH
1901, Pan-Americans complete (294-299), o.g., never hinged, handsome well balanced set in immaculate mint condition; each selected for color and freshness; the #299 being particularly choice with near perfect centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 296 with 1987 P.F.C. and 299 with 1996 P.F. certificate, Scott $962.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1672 m
1901, Pan-American, 1¢ green & black (294), wavy line machine cancel; tiny wrinkle at right, only mentioned for accuracy, otherwise Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200
1673 HH
1901, Pan-American, 2¢ carmine & black (295), o.g., never hinged, astounding top margin imprint single; perfect centering, large margins and iridescent color, Superb, Scott $40.
Estimate $250 - 350

1674

1675

1674 HHa
1901, Pan-American, 2¢ carmine & black, “grounded train” (295), block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1675 HHa
1901, Pan-American, 2¢ carmine & black (295), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example in a condition rarely encountered, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1676

1677

1676 HHa
1901, Pan-American, 2¢ carmine & black (295), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, brilliant
fresh colors, a Post Office fresh multiple, Very Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
1677 Ha
1901, Pan-American, 2¢ carmine & black (295), bottom plate block of 10, o.g., small hinge remnants,
extremely attractive top quality example, wonderfully well centered with radiant rich colors, quite elusive in a multiple of this size, Very Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

1678

1679

1678 HH
1901, Pan-American, 4¢ deep red brown & black (296), o.g., never hinged, wide margins and warm
rich colors, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $170. SMQ VF 80; $175.
Estimate $150 - 200
1679 HH
1901, Pan-American, 4¢ deep red brown & black (296), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; light straw
inclusion at right, Very Fine; with photocopy of 1980 P.F. certificate for block, Scott $170. Estimate $100 - 150

1680

1681

1680 HHa
1901, Pan-American, 5¢ ultramarine & black (297), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh appearance;
light gum bend on lower left stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $720.
Estimate $300 - 400
1681 HH/Ha 1901, Pan-American, 5¢ ultramarine & black (297), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (1 stamp
never hinged), F.-V.F., Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1682

1683

1684

1685

1682 HH
1901, Pan-American, 8¢ brown violet & black (298), o.g., never hinged, magnificent GEM quality top
margin imprint single with precise centering and ravishing rich color; a World Class example that would please the
most discriminating collector, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $230.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1683 HH
1901, Pan-American, 8¢ brown violet & black (298), o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, Extremely
Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ $500 XF 90.
Estimate $350 - 500
1684 HH
1901, Pan-American, 8¢ brown violet & black (298), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $325 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $250 - 350
1685 HH
1901, Pan-American, 8¢ brown violet & black (298), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh stamp with intense colors, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $230.
Estimate $100 - 150

1686 HHa
1901, Pan-American, 10¢ yellow brown & black (299), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, outstanding mint
block with delightful fresh color; one of the nicest remaining intact blocks available to collectors, Very Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,200 for singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Please Vist Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site. Also, you can bid on our site,
and the site is fully searchable.
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Rare Pan-American Inverts

1687 H
1901, Pan-American, 1¢ green & black, center inverted (294a), o.g., previously hinged, centering and
gum is much better on this issue that most, Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $12,500.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

1688 S
1901, Pan-American, 4¢ chocolate & black, center inverted, overprinted “Specimen” (296aSE),
o.g., previously hinged, a spectacular, well centered for issue example of this undervalued and rare invert, made
even more rare with Specimen overprint, Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $11,500.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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1902-1908 REGULAR ISSUES

Ex 1689

Ex 1690

Ex 1691

1689 H
1902-03, 1¢ to $5 complete (300-313), o.g., hinged, impressive complete set of 14 different values, 312
and 313 are sound and attractive examples with brilliant colors; #310 with light creases, otherwise Fine, Scott
$4,465.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1690 m
1902-03, 3¢ to $5, interesting shade study (303-313), neat black cancellations, eye catching group of
1902 regular issues showing a wide range of color shades; includes 302 x (4), 303 x (3), 304 x (5), 305 x (2), 306 x
(3), 307 x (4), and 308-313 one each; a well researched study that would enhance any advanced collection, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,121.
Estimate $350 - 500
1691 HH/H 1902-03, 1¢ to 8¢ (300-306), o.g., 302, 304 and 306 are very lightly hinged, other 4 are never hinged, extremely attractive group of 7 different values; all carefully chosen by a very particular collector for centering, color
and appearance, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $510.
Estimate $350 - 500

1692

1694

1692 Ha
1902-03, 1¢ to 10¢ (300-307), blocks of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, desirable group of 8 different values;
gorgeous colors throughout, F.-V.F., Scott $1,510.
Estimate $350 - 500
1693 HHa
1902, 1¢ blue green and 2¢ carmine (300-301), 1¢ block of 24 and 2¢ block of 21, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,448 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1694 HHa
1903, 1¢ blue green (300), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh and choice example of this
tough plate; a couple minor perf seps, F.-V.F., Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

1695 m
1903, 1¢ blue green (300), light wavy black cancellation, a one in a million showpiece with monumental
JUMBO margins and lively rich color; an amazing stamp who’s equal probably does not exist; a true GEM destined
for the finest collection, Superb, this stamp is 1 of 2 examples to achieve the ultimate grade of GEM-100J, and is the
highest graded example, according to PSE’s population report; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J,
Scott $1. SMQ Gem 100; $750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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1696 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine (301), o.g., never hinged, most impressive mint stamp with wonderful overall freshness, Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F.C. and 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $37. SMQ XF 90; $110 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1697 HHa
1903, 2¢ carmine (301), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, immaculate multiple with vibrant
color on clean white paper, Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

1698

1699

1700

1698 HH
1903, 1¢ blue green (300b), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, phenomenal top quality example of
this scarce never hinged pane with wonderful centering and captivating rich color; among the finest obtainable examples, Very Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1699 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous top quality example
of this booklet pane; seldom seen both well centered and in immaculate mint condition; a rare opportunity to acquire
this pane in a Post Office fresh state, Very Fine, Scott $950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1700 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, Position E, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, with original
covers (although covers are damaged), great for exhibit or display, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1701

1702

1701 HH/H 1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps never hinged), choice example
with dazzling color, Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
1702 HH/H 1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, Position E, o.g., very lightly hinged (4 stamps never hinged),
very fresh, Fine overall, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1703

1704

1705

1703 HH/H 1903, 2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, o.g., top stamps lightly hinged (bottom four stamps of each
booklet pane are never hinged); 1 pane with light crease across one stamp, 1 pane with light creases across three
stamps, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $150 - 200
1704 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark inverted (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1582, o.g.,
lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
1705 HH/H 1903, 2¢ carmine, watermark reversed (301c var.), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 1691, o.g.,
hinge remnant on top pair, Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1706

1707

1708

1706 HH
1903, 4¢ brown (303), o.g., never hinged, fabulous mint stamp with the most intense color and clear impression you’ll ever see, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 90, Scott $140. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
1707 Ha
1903, 4¢ brown (303), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants, handsome multiple with radiating
color; quite an elusive plate, Fine, Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400
1708 H
1903, 5¢ blue and 6¢ claret (304-305), o.g., previously hinged, bright color, balanced margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $120.
Estimate $150 - 200

1709

1710

1711

1709 HH
1903, 5¢ blue (304), o.g., never hinged, well balanced margins and brilliant fresh color, Extremely Fine;
with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $250 - 350
1710 HH
1903, 6¢ claret (305), o.g., never hinged, brilliant color and post office fresh, Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded SUP 98. Scott Stamp Values $4,500 SUP 98.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1711 HH
1903, 6¢ claret (305), o.g., never hinged, tremendous top quality example with unusually large margins
and eye arresting color; among the more impressive #305’s on the market, Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.F.C. and
2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $150. SMQ XF 90; $450.
Estimate $350 - 500

1712 HHa
1903, 6¢ claret (305), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, terribly elusive never hinged plate with
warm rich color; the bottom three stamps are magnificent examples - particularly the plate number single, which is a
GEM, Fine, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1713

1714

1715

1713 HH
1902, 8¢ violet black (306), o.g., never hinged, stark black hue, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $240 XF 90.
Estimate $200 - 300
1714 HHa
1902, 8¢ violet black (306), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, sharp impression and fresh, Very Fine; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
1715 Ha

1902, 8¢ violet black (306), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., hinged, deep, prooflike color, Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

1716

1717

1716 HH
1903, 10¢ pale red brown (307), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous stamp with precise centering and eye arresting color; simply stunning quality, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $350 - 500
1717 HH
1903, 10¢ pale red brown (307), right margin single, interesting ink bleed through to back, o.g., never
hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $250 - 350

1718

1719

1718 m
1903, 10¢ pale red brown (307), wavy line machine cancel, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $210 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $150 - 200
1719 HH
1902, 13¢ purple black (308), o.g., never hinged, handpicked EM from a freshly broken block, with outstanding color and impression, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 1999 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it
came, bottom right stamp, Scott $100.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1720

1721

1720 Ha
1902, 13¢ purple black (308), left plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, one of the most impressive examples you’ll ever see; sensational well centered plate with outstanding color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
1721 HH/Ha 1902, 13¢ purple black (308), top plate block of 6, o.g., bottom left lightly hinged (5 stamps never
hinged); tiny owners handstamp on back of upper right stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400

1722

1723

1724

1725

1726

1722 HH
1903, 15¢ olive green (309), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, GEM quality example with perfectly balanced margins and breathtaking rich color; an amazing showpiece, Superb, Scott $475.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1723 HH
1903, 15¢ olive green (309), o.g., never hinged, a true condition rarity in a wonderful state of preservation; with bold rich color and crystal clear impression; a surprisingly difficult stamp to obtain in top condition, Extremely Fine; with 1989 P.F. and 2001 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $475.
Estimate $600 - 800
1724 H
1903, 50¢ orange (310), o.g., very lightly hinged, magnificent well centered showpiece with astounding
color printed on fresh paper; a flawless example of this popular stamp, Extremely Fine; with 1986 P.F.C. and 2005
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $375. SMQ XF 90; $575.
Estimate $600 - 800
1725 H
1903, 50¢ orange (310), o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant fresh color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1996
P.F. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
1726 H
1903, 50¢ orange (310), o.g., previously hinged, fresh orange color, Very Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1727

1728

1729

1730

1731

1727 H
1903, 50¢ orange (310), o.g., hinge remnant, fabulous bright color; trace guideline at bottom, Very Fine,
Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
1728 H
1903, 50¢ orange (310), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), select high quality stamp with
ravish color and detailed impression, Extremely Fine; with 1980 P.F. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
1729 H
1903, $1 black (311), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderful well margined example of this tough stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95, Scott $600. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1730 H
1903, $1 black (311), o.g., hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. SMQ $1,300 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1731 H
1903, $1 black (311), o.g., lightly hinged, marvelous example with incredible centering and wonderfully
balanced margins; this fabulous stamp is as fresh and choice as the very first day it was issued, Extremely Fine to
Superb; with 2004 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1732

1733

1734

1735

Ex 1736

1732 H
1903, $1 black (311), o.g., lightly hinged (minor gum crease), fresh stamp with extra large margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $600 - 800
1733 H
1903, $1 black (311), o.g., previously hinged, brilliant fresh color, Very Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate,
Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
1734 H
1903, $1 black (311), o.g., hinge remnant, eye catching jet-black color; very pleasing to the eye, Fine,
Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
1735 m
1903, $1 black (311), neatly struck cancellation, extraordinary top quality stamp with fabulous color
printed on clean white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $95. SMQ XF 90; $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
1736 (H)
1903, $1 black and $2 dark blue (311-312), $1 is unused without gum, $2 is expertly regummed, useful
key values; $1 has small thin, $2 has light internal wrinkle and small inclusion at left, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $315.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1737

1738

1739

1740

1741

1737 HH
1903, $2 dark blue (312), o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh mint stamp with bold color; seldom seen
in Post Office fresh condition, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,550.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1738 H
1903, $2 dark blue (312), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values $925 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1739 H
1903, $2 dark blue (312), o.g., lightly hinged, marvelous example of the $2 Madison with gleaming fresh
color; very pretty; horizontal gum bend, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400
1740 H
1903, $2 dark blue (312), o.g., hinged, deep rich color and impression; tiny thin speck and reperforated at
top, otherwise Fine, Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300
1741 m
1903, $2 dark blue (312), neatly struck black cancellation, brilliant fresh stamp with sharp detailed impression, Very Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

1742

1743

1744

1745

1746

Ex 1747

1742 H
1903, $5 dark green (313), o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent left sheet margin single with part arrow in selvage; a gorgeous well centered $5 Marshall with an incredible depth of color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF 80 for block/4, from which this stamp was taken; this being the top left stamp from the block, Scott
$2,100.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1743 H

1903, $5 dark green (313), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1744 H
1903, $5 dark green (313), o.g., previously hinged, bright and fresh appearance; faint diagonal crease at
bottom right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1745 H
1903, $5 dark green (313), o.g., hinge remnants (pencil mark on gum), fresh and affordable example
with excellent color, V.G.-Fine, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
1746 m

1903, $5 dark green (313), key value to set; light internal crease, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

1747 HH
1906, 1¢ blue green, 2¢ carmine, type I and 2¢ lake, type II, all imperf (314, 320, 320A), o.g., never
hinged, a handsome well centered trio of imperforates, all with beautiful fresh colors, Extremely Fine, Scott $185.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 1748

1749

1748 HH/Ha 1906, 1¢ blue green and 2¢ scarlet, type I, each imperf (314, 320b), blocks of 4, nice wholesale offering containing 314 x (4) blocks/4, and 320b scarlet shade x (2) blocks/4, o.g., 320b with 2 stamps hinged, 314
blocks are never hinged (natural gum creases), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $740 for singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
1749 HH
1906, 1¢ blue green, imperf (314), o.g., never hinged, massive margins all around with portions of adjoining stamps and imprint margin at left, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100, Scott $33.
Estimate $300 - 400

1750 HH
1906, 1¢ blue green, imperf (314), top strip of 8, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only, desirable multiple showing plate number and guide line arrow at right, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $260 for
singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

1751

1751

1753

1751 HH
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, boardwalk margins rarely encountered on this difficult
imperforate issue; a striking showpiece with lively fresh color, Superb, Scott $600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1752 HH
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2013
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $850 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $600 - 800
1753 HH
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ $750 XF 90.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1754

1755

1756

1757

1754 HH
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $700 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $500 - 750
1755 HH
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80,
Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
1756 H
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally fresh with large to oversize margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
1757 m
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), neatly struck black cancellation, outstanding example of this rare used
stamp; a well margined stamp with captivating color; this is among the few used copies of this stamp that has all the
attributes of a genuinely used example, Extremely Fine; with 1981 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

An Incredibly Rare Block

1758 HHa
1908, 5¢ blue, imperf (315), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color; bottom left stamp
with natural gum wrinkle, otherwise Very Fine, incredibly rare, it is estimated only a small handful exist; with 2017
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $12,500.
Estimate $12,000 - 18,000
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1759 HH
1908, 5¢ blue, experimental coil, perf 12 horizontally (317), o.g., never hinged, awesome example of
this rare coil single, rarely seen in immaculate mint condition; a well centered large margined stamp with beautiful
color; as this is quite possibly the finest known example of this stamp this is a rare opportunity to acquire this valuable coil, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1958 P.F.C. and 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85, Scott
$12,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

1760 H
1908, 5¢ blue, experimental coil, perf 12 horizontally (317), vertical pair, o.g., previously hinged, rich
deep shade, extremely attractive pair, centered to right as are many pairs, missing from all but the advanced collections; guide line shows on top stamp and a few trivial separated perforations, Fine, rare - one of a few pairs still intact, many have been separated into singles; signed S.A. (pencil signature) and CHM (handstamp), with 1999 P.F.
certificate, Scott $15,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000

1761 H
1908, 1¢ blue green, experimental coil, perf 12 vertically (318), horizontal pair, o.g., previously
hinged, deep shade, excellent impression, nicely centered, fresh, nicer than most pairs of this very scarce and
highly desirable early coil, F.-V.F. and attractive; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $11,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
“J. C. M. & Co. Inc.” handstamp on gum side across the center perforations.
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1762

1763

1762 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, excellent example of this desirable booklet, in a wonderful state of preservation, F.-V.F., Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
1763 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type I (319g), booklet pane of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, nicely balanced margins and vivid
color, F.-V.F., Scott $125.
Estimate $100 - 150

1764

1765

1766

1764 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine rose, type I (319n), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, warm rich color; premium
quality example of this elusive color variety, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
1765 HH
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, desirable example of the elusive
scarlet shade, in pristine Post Office fresh condition, Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
1766 H
1903, 2¢ scarlet, type I (319p), booklet pane of 6, disturbed o.g., brilliant fresh; lovely scarlet shade, type
I, F.-V.F., Scott $185.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1767 HH
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fi), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example of this elusive and often misidentified type II stamp; an attractive bottom margin imprint single with breathtaking color and unusually wide margins, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $250 - 350

1768

1769

1768 H
1903, 2¢ carmine, type II (319Fh), booklet pane of 6, position D, plate no. 4602, o.g., hinged; bottom right
vertical pair with natural paper inclusions, F.-V.F., Scott $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
1769 H
1903, 2¢ lake, type II (319Fq), booklet pane of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, impressive example of the eye
catching lake shade; with breathtaking rich color; an elusive and seldom offered booklet pane that is considerably
undervalued in Scott, F.-V.F., Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350

1770

1771

1770 HH/Ha 1906, 2¢ carmine rose, imperf, type I (320c), block of 4, o.g., bottom hinged, top two never hinged, seldom offered block of the carmine rose shade, Extremely Fine, Scott $450 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
1771 Ha
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Ex 1772

Ex 1773

1772 H
1904, Louisiana Purchase complete plus shades (323-327), o.g., hinged, desirable shade study of the
two lower values in the set - #323 x (2) one in the dark green shade; #324 x (3) one in the dark carmine shade, and
another in the bright carmine shade, Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
1773 HH
1904, 1¢ and 2¢ Louisiana Purchase (323-324), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary top quality mint
stamps with nicely balanced margins, Extremely Fine; the Scott #324 with 1998 P.F. certificate, Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150

1774

1775

1774 Ha
1904, 2¢ Louisiana Purchase (324), top plate block of 6, o.g., hinged, deep shade; a lovely example of
this scarcer plate of 6, Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
1775 HHa
1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), bottom plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, dazzling color; a fresh
and pristine multiple in immaculate condition, F.-V.F., Scott $1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800

1776

1777

1776 HH
1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), q, o.g., never hinged, impeccably fresh stamp with wide margins
and bold color, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $185.
Estimate $250 - 350
1777 HH
1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), o.g., never hinged, fresh stamp with lively color, Very Fine; with
2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $185.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1778

1779

1778 HHa
1904, 3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, pristine example with
lively bright color and strong perforations on all stamps, Fine, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
1779 Ha
1904, 5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), bottom plate block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, much better centered
than normally encountered; with fabulous deep rich color, Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750

1780

1781

1782

1780 HH
1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), o.g., never hinged, superior example of this tough stamp, with the
deepest and richest color you’ll ever see, with crisp clearly etched impression; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine;
with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $310. SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
1781 HH
1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded
VF 80, Scott $310.
Estimate $250 - 350
1782 H
1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), wide top margin single with plate number, o.g., previously hinged,
Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $250 XF 90. Estimate $200 - 300
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1783

1784

1783 HH/Ha 1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (2 bottom stamps never hinged),
F.-V.F., Scott $880.
Estimate $250 - 350
1784 Ha
1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), top plate block of 4, o.g., very lightly hinged, handsome example being an enormous wide top position, with captivating color, Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

1785
1785 HHa

1786

1904, 10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), bottom plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1786 HHa
1907, 2¢ Jamestown (329), block of 6, o.g., never hinged; blind perforation on top right stamp, F.-V.F.;
with photocopy of 2013 P.S.E. certificate for block, Scott $420.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1787

1788

1787 Ha
1907, 2¢ Jamestown (329), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
1788 Ha
1907, 2¢ Jamestown (329), top plate block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge, minor perf seps in selvage; an
attractive example of this elusive multiple, Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300

1789 HH
1907, 5¢ Jamestown (330), o.g., never hinged, extremely handsome example of this tough stamp; an attractive wide margined stamp with eye-arresting color and sharp clearly etched impression, Extremely Fine; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $290.
Estimate $300 - 400

1790 Ha
1907, 5¢ Jamestown (330), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge on only one stamp, warm
rich color; a completely sound and attractive example of this scarce plate, with typical centering for this tough issue,
V.G., Scott $3,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Ex 1791

Ex 1792

1791 H
1908-09, Washington-Franklins, 1¢ to $1 complete (331-342), o.g., hinge remnants, extremely fresh
and choice set of these popular stamps; a very pleasing group, Fine, Scott $1,186.
Estimate $300 - 400
1792 H
1908, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (331a, 332a), booklet panes of 6, o.g., hinged, fresh examples on these
two better booklets; each with lively color, Fine, Scott $285.
Estimate $100 - 150

1793

1794

1793 HH
1908, 2¢ carmine (332), o.g., never hinged, among the most remarkable examples we have ever had the
pleasure to offer at public auction; a perfectly centered World Class GEM with large and balanced margins on all
sides; with ravishing rich color of tremendous appeal; a striking stamp deserving placement in the finest collection
of top quality stamps; this is the only example achieving the perfect grade of GEM-100 from PSE, with just 4 others
grading higher (Gem-100J), according to PSE’s population report, Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded
Gem 100, Scott $15. SMQ Gem 100; $1,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1794 HH
1908, 3¢ deep violet (333), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example of this tough stamp that simply defies belief; a perfect GEM with captivating rich color and monumental margins, unlike anything we have ever seen
on this “tightly” margined issue; a new record price is most certainly in store for this amazing stamp, as it’s the highest graded Scott #333 - sharing this grade with just one other example; this stamp is destined for a collection of distinction, Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98, Scott $75. SMQ SUP 98; $1,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1795

1796

1797

1795 HH
1908, 3¢ deep violet (333), left plate number strip of 3 with plate number and imprint, o.g., never hinged;
staple hole in top selvage, Very Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $225 for singles. Estimate $150 - 200
1796 HH/Ha 1908, 3¢ deep violet (333), gorgeous wide top plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps never
hinged), intense color and clearly etched impression, Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
1797 H
1908, 4¢ orange brown (334), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), astounding example
with crisp clear impression and perfectly balanced margins; a true GEM; this is the only example achieving the
grade of Sup-98, with only 4 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report, Superb; with 2007 P.S.E.
certificate graded SUP 98, Scott $37. SMQ SUP 98; $250.
Estimate $250 - 350

1798

1799

1798 HHa
1908, 4¢ orange brown (334), bottom block of 6 with plate number and part imprint, o.g., never hinged,
deep, rich color; small gum wrinkle on right center stamp, light perforation separation, F.-V.F.; with 2001 A.P.E.X.
certificate, Scott $555.
Estimate $300 - 400
1799 HH/Ha 1908, 4¢ orange brown (334), bottom plate block of 6 with imprint and star, o.g., hinge remnant (3 bottom
stamps never hinged), deep rich color; small gum skip on bottom right stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$450.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1800

Ex 1801

1800 HH/Ha 1908, 5¢ blue (335), bottom block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (2 stamps never hinged), bright color, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $320.
Estimate $250 - 350
1801 HH/H 1909, 13¢ blue green & 15¢ pale ultramarine (339, 340), plate number strips of 3, o.g., lightly hinged (1
339 is never hinged), fresh appearing; a couple staple holes on 15¢ strip, F.-V.F., Scott $393 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

1802

1803

1802 H
1909, 13¢ blue green (339), o.g., very lightly hinged, absolutely amazing example, featuring colossal
margins rarely seen on this issue; a striking stamp with brightly emblazoned color that would enhance any great collection, as this stamp is a true condition rarity; this is the only example of #339 to attain the grade of Sup-98J, with
just one other example currently grading higher, according to PSE’s population report, Superb; with 2009 P.S.E.
certificate graded SUP 98J, Scott $37. SMQ SUP 98J; $350.
Estimate $300 - 400
1803 HH
1909, 13¢ blue green (339), o.g., never hinged, nice big margins and brilliant fresh color; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate, Scott $90.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1804

1805

1804 HHa
1909, 13¢ blue green (339), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, stunning full wide top with ravishing
rich color; among the most impressive examples one could ever imagine; three rejoined perforations at the bottom
left and other minor separations, otherwise Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $875.
Estimate $500 - 750
1805 Ha
1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine (340), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., hinged, remarkably choice multiple with
vivid color, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

1806

1807

1808

1809

1810

1806 H
1909, 50¢ violet (341), o.g., lightly hinged, impeccably fresh well margined stamp, with exuberant color
and outstanding centering; this delightful example is 1 of 13 examples attaining the grade of XF-Sup-95, with just 3
others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $300. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
1807 H
1909, 50¢ violet (341), o.g., very lightly hinged, tremendous top quality example; strong color and generous margins - much larger than normally encountered on this “tight” margined issue, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $300. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
1808 HH
1909, 50¢ violet (341), o.g., never hinged, immaculate mint example, in pristine condition with iridescent
color, F.-V.F., Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500
1809 H
1909, $1 violet brown (342), o.g., lightly hinged, after 25 years of grading, this stamp has achieve the
lofty status of being 1 of only 2 stamps to achieve this lofty grade, mathematically precise centering down to below a
tenth of a millimeter, finer than even the human eye can measure without mechanical aid, a true GEM of philately,
Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ $4,750 Gem 100.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1810 HH
1909, $1 violet brown (342), o.g., never hinged, premium quality example of this difficult stamp, that is almost never seen in immaculate mint condition; this stamp is in a wonderful state of preservation, Very Fine; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1811

1812

1813

1811 H
1909, $1 violet brown (342), o.g., lightly hinged, attractive well centered stamp with intense color and razor sharp impression; a gorgeous $1 Washington, Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $500 - 750
1812 H

1909, $1 violet brown (342), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

1813 HH
1909, $1 violet brown (342), o.g., never hinged, a lovely well margined example, with vibrant color; expertly reperforated at left, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 1814

1816

1817

1814 Ha
1908, Washington-Franklins, 1¢ to 5¢ complete, imperf (343-347), complete set of plate blocks of 6,
o.g., hinged, desirable well margined set, handpicked for intense color and eye appeal, Extremely Fine; #345 plate
with 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott $725.
Estimate $250 - 350
1815 HH/Ha 1909, 5¢ blue, imperf (347), block of 4, o.g., top 2 hinged, bottom 2 never hinged, dazzling color, a handsome multiple, Extremely Fine; with 1983 P.F. certificate, Scott $195 for 2 pairs (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
1816 Ha
1909, 5¢ blue, imperf (347), top plate block of 6, o.g., very lightly hinged, a choice top, with wonderful
bold color, lower right stamp with natural inclusion spot, lower left stamp with pencil notation on reverse, Very Fine,
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
1817 HH
1909, 5¢ blue, imperf, vertical coil (347V), imperforate guide line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice example of this rarely offered strip, Fine; with 1986 P.F. certificate at one time accompanied
this stamp; copy of cert. #165530 accompanies, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1818

1819

1820

1818 HH
1908, 1¢ green, vertical coil (348), line pair, o.g., never hinged, marvelous example of this coil, wide
margins and dazzling color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1981 P.F.C. and 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF
85, Scott $650. SMQ VF-XF 85; $725.
Estimate $600 - 800
1819 H
1910, 4¢ orange brown, vertical coil (350), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, intense color and crisp clear impression, F.-V.F.; with 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,175.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1820 H
1909, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (352), line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2015 P.F. certificate for strip, Scott $825.
Estimate $600 - 800

1821

1822

1821 H
1909, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (353), line strip of 4, o.g., previously hinged, the center line pair is very
well centered, Very Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $930.
Estimate $600 - 800
1822 HH
1909, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh and gigantic margins
all around, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate for pair and 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. SMQ
$1,200 XF 90J.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1823

1824

1823 H
1909, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh color with
great centering, this stamp would be a prize in any decent U.S. collection, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate for
strip, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1824 HH/H 1909, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), line strip of 5 (left two stamps with guide line), o.g., previously hinged (center stamp never hinged), Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $2,300.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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1825

1826

1827

1825 m
1909, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (354), line pair, neatly placed “Benton Harbor, Mich” double
oval cancellations, impressive example of this scarce used line pair; much scarcer in used condition than mint condition; left stamp with a pressed crease at bottom right, otherwise Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1826 H
1909, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), paste-up pair, o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1994 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
1827 H
1909, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant blue hue; trivial nibbed perforation at right, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

1828

1829

1828 m
1909, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), lightly cancelled, premium example of this exceedingly scarce used
coil single, Very Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1829 m
1909, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (355), line pair, double oval cancels, scarce used line pair; right stamp with
light surface scratch at upper left, V.G.-Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

1909 BLUISH PAPER ISSUE

1830 HHa
1909, 1¢ green, bluish paper (357), right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extremely handsome premium quality multiple with outstanding color and impression, pencil notation of reverse of right center selvage doesn’t affect any of the stamps, a marvelous example - rarely found in perfect mint condition, Fine, Scott $1,850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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1831

1832

1831 HH
1909, 2¢ carmine, bluish paper (358), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example with incredibly large
margins; Post Office fresh and choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $170.
Estimate $200 - 300
1832 H
1909, 2¢ carmine, bluish paper (358), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016
P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $180 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $150 - 200

1833

1834

1833 HH/Ha 1909, 2¢ carmine, bluish paper (358), block of 4, o.g., top 2 hinged, bottom 2 never hinged, fresh multiple with radiant color, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $500 for singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
1834 HHa
1909, 2¢ carmine, bluish paper (358), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh; tiny natural inclusion in top center stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1835
1835 H

1836

1837

1909, 5¢ blue, bluish paper (361), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $5,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1836 H
1909, 6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., previously hinged, attractive contrast of red orange color
brought out by bluish paper, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1837 H
1909, 6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., previously hinged, lovely contrast of red orange color
boldly brought out by bluish paper; reperforated at right, otherwise Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
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1838

1839

1840

1841

1838 H
1909, 6¢ red orange, bluish paper (362), o.g., hinge remnant (pencil mark on gum), flawless example of
this tough stamp; gorgeous rich shade, Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
1839 H
1909, 10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), disturbed o.g., hinge remnant, decent example of this terribly elusive stamp; completely sound in all respects, Fine; with 1973 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1840 H
1909, 10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh yellow color; reperforated at top, left and
right, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
1841 H
1909, 10¢ yellow, bluish paper (364), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh and affordable example of this scarce
and undervalued Bluish paper; tiny thin at top center; reperforated at right, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750

1842 H
1909, 13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), disturbed o.g., hinge remnant (pencil mark on gum), an astounding top quality example of this scarce 13 cent Bluish paper; this tremendous stamp has JUMBO margins of
monumental proportions and near perfect centering; a true GEM with scintillating color and clear impression; as the
vast majority of the stamps from this issue are found with “tight” margins, finding an example like this is a rare occurrence; you’ll never see another example quite like this, Extremely Fine, Scott $2,600. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1843 H
1909, 13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ $4,000 XF 90.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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1844

1845

1846

1847

1844 H
1909, 13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), o.g., lightly hinged, desirable example of this sound and attractive Bluish Paper; exceptionally clean example with nice fresh gum that doesn’t have any of the ink handstamps
that usually plague this issue, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1845 H
1909, 13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), o.g., lightly hinged, exceedingly fresh both front and back rare thus, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1846 H
1909, 13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), small areas of disturbed o.g., intense watermark impression
on bright bluish paper bringing out the rich blue green color of the issue, F.-V.F.; with 2016 A.P.S. certificate, Scott
$2,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1847 HH
1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., never hinged, lovely complementary ultramarine
on bluish paper, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate for block, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1848

1849

1850

1851

1848 H
1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1849 H
1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2016
P.S.E. certificate for block, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800
1850 H
1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g.,
hinged (ink owner’s handstamp on gum), extremely fresh example with vivid color; reperforated at left, otherwise F.-V.F.; with
2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
1851 H
1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g.,
hinge remnant, wonderfully well balanced margins and brilliant
color; a great “looker”; small thin spot at left, otherwise Very Fine,
Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600
1852 Ha
1909, 15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), left
plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, lovely wide side, with remarkably bright color; a sound and attractive example of this seldom
offered multiple, Fine, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1852
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1909 COMMEMORATIVE ISSUES
1853 HH
1909, 2¢ commemoratives (367//373), premium quality group of 6 stamps, including 367-368, and
370-373, missing only #369 - the bluish paper, o.g., never hinged, selected by a quality conscious collector who
liked large margined stamps with brilliant colors, Extremely Fine, Scott $145 (photo on web site0.
Estimate $100 - 150

1854

1855

1854 HHa
1909, 2¢ Lincoln (367), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, the finest obtainable example of this
tough plate block; a couple minor perf separations at bottom right are trivial in nature and very difficult to see, and
shouldn’t be the reason to not go after this tremendous showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $275.
Estimate $500 - 750
1855 HHa
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, imperf (368), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, a remarkable showpiece, rarely
found with unblemished gum without a single skip or bend; a true GEM plate, Superb, Scott $390.
Estimate $300 - 400

1856

1857

1856 HH
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged, immense JUMBO margins; a fabulous GEM
quality example of this tough Bluish Paper, Extremely Fine; with 1977 and 2015 P.F. certificates for block/4, from
which this stamp was taken, bottom left stamp from the block, Scott $320.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1857 HH
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never hinged, absolutely extraordinary top left corner margin
singles with siderographer’s initials showing in left side selvage; a fabulous stamp with incredible centering and
deep saturated color; this tremendous position piece is unique like this, and is irreplaceable at any price, Extremely
Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $320. SMQ XF 90; $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
www.kelleherauctions.com
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1858 m
1909, 2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), extremely light and unobtrusive cancellation, remarkably fresh
and choice example of this difficult stamp; which is much scarcer used than mint, Very Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

1859 HHa
1909, 2¢ Alaska-Yukon (370), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, among the finest obtainable;
with gleaming fresh gum and near perfect centering; a true condition rarity that would please the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine, Scott $320.
Estimate $250 - 350

1860 HHa
1909, 2¢ Hudson-Fulton, imperf (373), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, marvelous full wide top
with brilliant color, Very Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1910-1911 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, SL WATERMARK
1861 H/m
1910-11, Washington-Franklins, 1¢ to 13¢ complete (374-382), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh group of 9
different values; 374 is used, lightly cancelled; the rest are decent lightly hinged stamps with bright colors on all values; #381 is reperforated at left and bottom, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $562 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1862 HH
1910, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (374, 375), o.g., never hinged, select top quality examples with nicely
balanced margins and brilliant colors, Extremely Fine, Scott $30 (photo on web site).
Estimate $75 - 100

1863

1864

1863 HHa
1910, 1¢ green (374), complete star sheet of 60, 3mm spacing, o.g., never hinged, outstanding example
of this rarely offered star sheet of 60; these smaller size sheets were sold only in Washington, D.C. post offices during September and October of 1912, and were made from the outer 6 vertical rows of the imperforate star plates,
that had been deemed unsuitable for use in private vending machines; this is a wonderful opportunity for the serious
Washington-Franklin collector to obtain one of these rare sheets, especially since it is one of the few that are known
in pristine never hinged condition; a true condition rarity, F.-V.F., Scott $2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1864 HH
1910, 1¢ green (374a), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, impeccably fresh and choice example in immaculate mint condition, with full unblemished gum and brilliant color, F.-V.F., Scott $375. Estimate $200 - 300

1865 HH
1911, 3¢ deep violet (376), o.g., never hinged, an amazing little GEM, with vibrant rich color and detailed
impression; just a great little stamp that would please the most discriminating collector, Extremely Fine to Superb,
this stamp is 1 of 21 examples to attain the grade of XF-Sup-95 according to PSE’s population report; with only 28
others grading higher; with 2002 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $45. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1866

1867

1868

1866 HHa
1911, 3¢ deep violet (376), block of 9 with sheet margin at right, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh multiple with excellent eye appeal, F.-V.F., Scott $405 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
1867 HH
1911, 4¢ brown (377), o.g., never hinged, desirable example with prodigious margins and glowing rich
color; outstanding, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $70.
Estimate $150 - 200
1868 HH
1911, 5¢ blue (378), o.g., never hinged, immaculate stamp with mouthwatering deep rich color - the most
intense shade of blue you’ll ever see; a fresh to the market stamp that would enhance any collection, Extremely Fine
to Superb, this stamp is 1 of 20 examples to attain the grade of XF-Sup-95 according to PSE’s population report;
with only 20 others grading higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $70. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$475.
Estimate $400 - 600

1869

1870

1869 HH
1911, 5¢ blue (378), o.g., never hinged (minor gum crease), oversized margins and vivid color; a beauty,
Extremely Fine, Scott $70.
Estimate $50 - 75
1870 HH
1911, 5¢ blue (378), top strip of 3 with plate number, star and imprint, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh
appearance; tiny gum skips on right stamp, Very Fine overall, Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1871

1872

1871 HH
1911, 5¢ blue (378), strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh multiple with super intense color,
F.-V.F., Scott $210 for singles.
Estimate $100 - 150
1872 HH
1911, 6¢ red orange (379), o.g., never hinged, spectacular color and impression without any trace of oxidation; a handsome large margined stamp in a wonderful mint state, Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate,
Scott $90.
Estimate $200 - 300

1874

1873

1873 HHa
1911, 6¢ red orange (379), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, delightful multiple with fiery bright color,
F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $360 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
1874 Ha
1911, 8¢ olive green (380), top plate block of 6 with imprint and star, o.g., previously hinged, deep rich
color, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1875

1876

1877

1875 m
1911, 8¢ olive green (380), duplex cancel, massive jumbo margins, brilliant hue, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. SMQ $325 XF-SUP 95J.
Estimate $250 - 350
1876 HH
1911, 10¢ yellow (381), o.g., never hinged, magnificent showpiece featuring an incredible depth of color
along with huge boardwalk margins; an unbelievable GEM stamp that is unheard of in this condition, Extremely Fine
to Superb; with 1993 and 1996 P.F. certificates, Scott $220.
Estimate $500 - 750
1877 H
1911, 10¢ yellow (381), redistributed o.g., spectacular large margins and bright hue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $95.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1878
1878 HHa

1879

1880

1881

1911, 10¢ yellow (381), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $880.
Estimate $300 - 400

1879 m
1911, 10¢ yellow (381), Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott Stamp Values $150 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $100 - 150
1880 HH
1911, 15¢ pale ultramarine (382), o.g., never hinged, a fabulous stamp of unparalleled quality; with captivating color printed on lily white paper; this stamp is a true condition rarity when found with such wonderful attributes, Extremely Fine, this stamp is 1 of 20 examples to attain the grade of XF-90 according to PSE’s population
report; with only 14 others grading higher; with 1983 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $525.
SMQ XF 90; $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1881 Ha
1911, 15¢ pale ultramarine (382), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), extremely fresh example of this rare plate; with breathtaking color, Fine, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1882

1883

1884

1882 HH
1910, 1¢ green, vertical coil (385), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values $1,300 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1883 HH
1910, 1¢ green, vertical coil (385), line pair, o.g., never hinged, lovely example of this elusive coil; with
radiant color and full and unblemished gum, F.-V.F.; with 1994 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800
1884 HH
1910, 2¢ carmine, vertical coil (386), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F.
certificate and 2008 P.F. and 2017 P.S.E. certificates graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $350 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1885 m
1911, 3¢ deep violet, the “Orangeburg” coil (389), tied to piece with Orangeburg, N.Y. machine postmark; tear at top left, otherwise Fine, These stamps are incredibly rare and missing from most collections, made
even more scarce by still being affixed to piece with full Orangeburg, N.Y. machine postmark. Don’t miss your
chance to buy this important stamp.; with 1994 P.F. certificate, Scott $10,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
In 1911 a pharmaceutical company in Orangeburg, New York placed a small order of the new 3¢ coil stamps to
send some samples. These stamps were considered by collectors at the time to be inferior because they had not
just one, but two straight edges at top and bottom. It wasn’t realized until later the importance of these
experimental stamps to philately. Out of this supply originated what became one of the great rarities of philately…
the “Orangeburg” coil.

1886

1887

1888

1886 m
1910, 1¢ green, vertical coil (390), pair, Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott
Stamp Values $400 SUP 98.
Estimate $300 - 400
1887 HH/H 1910, Washington-Franklin coils, 1¢ to 5¢ complete (392-396), pairs, all o.g., hinged, except the 394
pair with 2mm spacing - which is never hinged, extremely desirable group of genuine flat plate coil pairs; includes
both spacings on the 3 cent value - Scott #394, the 2mm spacing pair plus the wide 3mm spacing pair; an excellent
selection, F.-V.F., Scott $982.
Estimate $400 - 600
1888 HH/H 1910, Washington-Franklin coils, 1¢ to 5¢ complete (392-396), line pairs, all o.g., hinged, except the
393 line pair which is never hinged (pencil marks on reverse), tremendous group of five different genuine line pairs;
each handpicked for color and condition; a wonderful opportunity for any serious philatelist, F.-V.F., Scott $1,815.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1889

1890

1891

1889 HH
1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, o.g., never hinged, magnificent showpiece with astounding color and clearly etched impression; a true condition rarity when found in this wonderful mint state, Extremely Fine, 1 of 12 examples at this impressive grade, with only 6 others grading higher according to PSE’s
population report; with 2002 P.F.C. and 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $925. SMQ XF 90; $1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1890 H
1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, o.g., hinged, Very Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate,
Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
1891 m
1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), pair (3mm spacing), neatly struck black cancellation, a genuinely used coil pair with lively color, scarce thus, F.-V.F., Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200

1892

1893

1894

1892 m
1911, 3¢ deep violet, horizontal coil (394), line pair, light duplex cancel, scarce line pair; light wrinkles
on right stamp, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
1893 HH
1912, 4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line pair, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous deep rich color; rarely
seen so choice, Very Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1894 HH
1912, 4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line pair, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine; with
2015 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

1895

1896

1897

1895 H
1912, 4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, deep rich color, Very Fine; with 2015
P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
1896 HH/H 1912, 4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), line strip of 4, o.g., hinged or never hinged (two center stamps
that make up the line pair are never hinged), F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,220.
Estimate $400 - 600
1897 m
1912, 4¢ brown, horizontal coil (395), pair (3mm spacing), neatly struck black cancellation, warm rich
color and wide spacing between the stamps; a very elusive genuinely used coil pair, F.-V.F., Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1898

1899

1900

1901

1898 HH
1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), o.g., never hinged, beautiful coil single in immaculate mint condition, Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F.C. and 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $135. SMQ XF 90; $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
1899 HH
1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), line pair, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine; with 1989
and 2005 P.F. certificates, Scott $975.
Estimate $500 - 750
1900 HH
1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), line pair, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine; with 2013
P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott $975.
Estimate $500 - 750
1901 m
1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), wavy black cancellation, incredible depth of color; an extremely
handsome example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85, Scott $70. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $130.
Estimate $100 - 150

1902 m
1913, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (396), line pair, non-contemporary cancel, deep rich color, Very Fine; with
1991 and 2015 P.F. certificates, Scott $825.
Estimate $400 - 600

1913-1915 PANAMA-PACIFIC ISSUE

Ex 1903

Ex 1904

1903 HH/H 1913-15, Panama-Pacific complete, both perf types (397-404), all o.g., hinged, except #404 which is
never hinged, handsome group of both the perf 12’s and the scarcer perf 10’s, very pretty group; #403 with a couple
pulled perfs at right, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $2,359.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1904 HH
1913, Panama-Pacific perf 12 (397-399), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice examples
with intense colors, Very Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1906

1907

1905 HH/Ha 1913, 1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (397), top plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnant (5 stamps never
hinged), incredibly intense color printed on clean white paper; simply gorgeous, Very Fine, Scott $300 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1906 Ha
1913, 2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (398), top plate block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants, handsome example
with unusually rich color; the top three stamps are well centered, large margined examples, Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200
1907 Ha
1913, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12 (399), left plate block of 6, o.g., very lightly hinged, beautiful multiple an immaculate wide side with deep prooflike color; visually pleasing example of this tough plate, Fine, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1908

1910

1911

1912

1908 HH
1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow (400), o.g., never hinged, large well balanced margins and fiery bright color; an extraordinary example in perfect mint condition, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2002
P.F. certificate, Scott $270.
Estimate $500 - 750
1909 HH
1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow (400), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2006
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ $525 XF 90 (phot on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1910 HH
1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow (400), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary top quality
example in perfect mint condition, with full and unblemished gum with mirror like impression, Extremely Fine; with
2004 P.S.E. certificate for vertical pair, from which it was taken, bottom stamp from the pair, Scott $270.
Estimate $300 - 400
1911 HH
1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow (400), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged,
delightful high quality stamp in a pristine mint state, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded
VF-XF 85, Scott $270. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
1912 HH/H 1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow (400), o.g., lightly hinged (1 stamp never hinged),
popular singles from freshly broken block; two of the hinged stamps have tiny thin specks, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott
$630.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1913

1914

1913 HHa
1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange yellow (400), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, an
awesome top plate position featuring an enormous top margin of epic proportions; simply gorgeous, Fine, Scott
$3,850.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1914 Ha
1915, 2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (402), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge, among the
most impressive examples obtainable; near perfect centering, gleaming fresh color, and an immense selvage at
bottom; this plate block has it all; destined for the finest collection; a couple of inconsequential perforation disc indents mentioned for strict accuracy, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $1,950.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

1915

1916

1917

1918

1915 HH
1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange (400A), o.g., never hinged, premium quality example in immaculate mint condition, with fiery bright color printed on bleach white paper; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $400. SMQ XF 90; $775.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1916 HH
1913, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 12, orange (400A), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F.; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate for block, Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
1917 HH
1915, 2¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (402), o.g., never hinged, supreme example with nicely balanced
margins and remarkably fresh color, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $170. SMQ XF
90; $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
1918 HH
1915, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), o.g., never hinged, tremendous top quality mint stamp, in immaculate mint condition; a beautifully centered, well margined stamp with tremendous eye appeal, Extremely Fine;
with 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $390.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1919

1920

1921

1922

1919 HH
1915, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F.
certificate, Scott $390.
Estimate $300 - 400
1920 HH
$390.

1915, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate, Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

1921 HH
1915, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), o.g., never hinged, deep rich color printed on lily white paper,
F.-V.F., Scott $390.
Estimate $200 - 300
1922 H

1915, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200

1923

1924

1923 Ha
1915, 5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), block of 4, o.g., previously hinged, deep dark blue, Very Fine,
Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350
1924 HH
1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color,
Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1925

1926

1925 HH
1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., never hinged, superior GEM quality example; brilliant
fresh condition - both front and back, in a remarkable mint state; gorgeous stamp that would please the most quality
conscious collector, Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,700.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1926 HH
1915, 10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate, Scott
$1,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1912-1916 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUES
1927 H
1912-14, 1¢ green, 2¢ carmine and 7¢ black (405-407), o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably fresh and
choice well centered stamps; the #405 is a bottom margin plate # single, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $83 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1928 HH/H 1912, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine (405b, 406a), booklet panes of 6, o.g., 406a is hinged, 405b is never
hinged, attractive panes; the 406a booklet pane is position D - plate number 5938, Fine, Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

1929

1930

1931

1929 HH
1912, 2¢ carmine (406), o.g., never hinged, absolutely perfect example with boardwalk margins and vivacious color with great eye appeal; among the most beautiful examples we have ever encountered, Superb, this is
1 of 8 examples attaining the grade of SUP-98 according to PSE’s population report, with only 7 others grading
higher; with 2003 P.F.C. and 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98, Scott $15. SMQ SUP 98; $425.
Estimate $500 - 750
1930 HH
1912, 1¢ green, vertical coil (410), line pair, o.g., never hinged, particularly choice multiple with unusually wide margins and gleaming color; a surprisingly difficult coil to find genuine, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150
1931 HH
1912, 1¢ green, vertical coil (410), line pair, o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh example of this tough
little coil, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded F-VF 75, Scott $65. SMQ F-VF 75; $55. Estimate $50 - 75
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1932

1933

1934

1935

1932 HH
1912, 2¢ carmine, vertical coil (411), line pair, o.g., never hinged, astounding GEM quality example of
this notoriously difficult coil; cut from the coil roll with scissors leaving portions of adjoining stamps along top and
bottom; an impeccably fresh multiple, Extremely Fine; with 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott $125.
Estimate $150 - 200
1933 HH
1912, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (412), line pair, o.g., never hinged, dynamite top quality example of this
tough line pair, with superior centering and ravishing rich color; a handsome “fresh to the market” showpiece for the
finest collection, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $260. SMQ XF 90; $400.
Estimate $400 - 600
1934 m
1912, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (412), Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $210 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $150 - 200
1935 H
1912, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (413), line pair, o.g., previously hinged, beautifully choice, Extremely
Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $440 XF 90.
Estimate $300 - 400

1936

Ex 1937

1938

1939

1940

1936 m
1912, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil (413), wavy line machine cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90. SMQ $150 XF 90.
Estimate $100 - 150
1937 H
1912, 8¢ to 50¢, 8 different (414-420, 422), o.g., hinged, attractive group, incredibly fresh and choice,
F.-V.F., Scott $794.
Estimate $200 - 300
1938 HH
1912, 8¢ pale olive green (414), o.g., never hinged, tremendous color and clear impression; an extraordinary state of preservation, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $100.
Estimate $200 - 300
1939 HH
1914, 9¢ salmon red (415), o.g., never hinged, marvelous stamp with sumptuous rich color printed on
clean white paper, and superior centering, Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $120.
Estimate $200 - 300
1940 HH
1912, 10¢ orange yellow (416), o.g., never hinged, awesome example, chosen by a fanatical collector
who choose only top quality stamps with gorgeous color and extra large margins, Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F.
certificate, Scott $100.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1941 HHa
1912, 10¢ orange yellow (416), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh color; tiny gum
skips along left two stamps, F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1942 H
1912, 15¢ gray and 30¢ orange red (418, 420), plate number singles, o.g., lightly hinged, attractive examples with impressive rich colors, Very Fine; Scott #418 with 2005 P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
1943 HH
1912, 15¢ gray (418), o.g., never hinged, awesome example with boardwalk margins and exquisite fresh
color; an outstanding showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J, Scott $190. SMQ XF
90J; $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
1944 HH
1912, 15¢ gray (418), o.g., never hinged, incredibly choice example of this difficult stamp; with outstanding margins and beautiful rich color; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine; with 1995 P.F. certificate, Scott $190.
Estimate $300 - 400
1945 HH
1912, 15¢ gray (418), top single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2015 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $250 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $200 - 300
1946 HH
1914, 20¢ ultramarine (419), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80,
Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1947

1948

1949

1947 HH
1914, 30¢ orange red (420), o.g., never hinged, beautifully neat and clean, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott Stamp Values $360 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $250 - 350
1948 H
1914, 30¢ orange red (420), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), robust color and clearly
etched impression; a great stamp, Extremely Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott $115. Estimate $150 - 200
1949 H
1914, 30¢ orange red (420), slightly disturbed o.g., fresh color and exceptionally pleasing centering, Extremely Fine, Scott $115.
Estimate $100 - 150

1950 HH/Ha 1914, 30¢ orange red (420), top plate block of 6, o.g., bottom center stamp lightly hinged (5 stamps never
hinged), fiery red color, F.-V.F., Scott $1,450.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1951

1952

1951 H
1914, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark (421), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), perfectly
centered amid large balanced margins, with gleaming rich color; certainly among the finest known examples of this
terribly difficult stamps; this is 1 of only 6 examples to attain the sought after grade of Sup-98, with just 1 other grading higher, according to PSE’s population report, Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98, Scott $350.
SMQ SUP 98; $1,350.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1952 HH
1914, 50¢ violet, S.L. watermark (421), o.g., never hinged (pencil mark on gum), large margins and
warm rich color; an extremely elusive mint stamp seldom seen, F.-V.F., Scott $775.
Estimate $350 - 500
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1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1953 H
1912, 50¢ violet, D.L. watermark (422), o.g., very lightly hinged, ravishing rich color; a spectacular top
quality example that is rarely found so choice; large margins and tremendous eye appeal, Extremely Fine to Superb, this stamp is 1 of 12 examples to attain the grade of XF-Sup-95 according to PSE’s population report; with only
5 others grading higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $225. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
1954 H
1912, $1 violet brown (423), o.g., hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. SMQ $1,000 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1955 HH
1912, $1 violet brown (423), o.g., never hinged, the freshest example you’ll see; a premium quality well
centered stamp with delightful rich color printed on clean white paper; rarely offered in this remarkable state of preservation, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1956 H
1913-15, Washington-Franklins, perf 10, S.L. watermark, 1¢ to 50¢ complete (424-440), o.g.,
hinged, extremely fresh and choice set of these tough perf 10 issues; includes additional shades on 426 (pink back
variety), 427, and 435a; an impressive group, F.-V.F., Scott $1,452.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1957 HH
1913-15, Washington-Franklins, perf 10, S.L. watermark, 1¢ to 12¢ (424//435), o.g., never hinged, select group of 7 different values, including 424-426, 428-429, and 434-435; premium quality mint stamps in Post Office fresh condition, Extremely Fine, Scott $339.
Estimate $350 - 500
1958 HH
1914, 4¢ brown (427), o.g., never hinged, the most impressive example we have had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a perfect stamp with large balanced margins and tantalizing color; this matchless GEM is a true
condition rarity deserving placement in the finest collection, Superb, this stamp is 1 of 6 examples to attain the grade
of SUP-98 according to PSE’s population report; with only 3 others grading higher; with 1997 P.F.C. and 2017
P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98, Scott $75. SMQ SUP 98; $1,900.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1959 HHa
1914, 4¢ brown (427), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, fabulous full sheet in a marvelous mint
state; probably the finest remaining examples with astounding rich color; numerous GEM quality examples on the
right side of the sheet; both plate blocks at top and right and in choice condition; a unique opportunity for the serious
philatelist, F.-V.F., Scott $7,937 as singles and plates.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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1960 HHa
1914, 5¢ blue (428), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous mint sheet with incredibly bright
color; every stamp is in immaculate mint condition including the two handsome plate blocks, F.-V.F., Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1961 HHa
1914, 6¢ red orange (429), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, immaculate, Post Office fresh and
choice multiple with outstanding color and gleaming fresh gum; much more difficult to obtain in this condition than
it’s modest catalog value would indicate, Very Fine, Scott $725.
Estimate $600 - 800

1962

1963

1962 HH
1914, 7¢ black (430), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example with wonderfully balanced margins and
brilliant color; an amazing stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 15 examples at the impressive grade of
XF-Sup-95, with only 4 others grading higher; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $200. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $1,350.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
1963 HH
1914, 7¢ black (430), o.g., never hinged, extremely handsome example with large margins and Jet-Black
color; eye catching showpiece, Extremely Fine; with 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1964

1965

1964 Ha
1914, 8¢ pale olive green (431), bottom plateblock of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh appearance,
F.-V.F., Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
1965 Ha
1914, 9¢ salmon red (432), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, remarkably fresh appearance,
F.-V.F., Scott $725.
Estimate $350 - 500

1966

1967

1968

1969

1966 H
1914, 9¢ salmon red (432), o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), attractive well margined
example with lively color; the newer certificate states “previously hinged”, but we can find absolutely no trace of
hinging on the back of this stamp; a wonderful opportunity for any collector looking to buy a great stamp at a bargain
price, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1991 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $45. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $135.
Estimate $150 - 200
1967 HH
1914, 9¢ salmon red (432), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded VF 80, Scott $105.
Estimate $100 - 150
1968 HH
1914, 10¢ orange yellow (433), o.g., never hinged, absolutely stunning top quality example with large
balanced margins and full long perforations on all sides; with electrifying color and clear impression; a pristine
showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb, this stamp is 1 of 25 examples to attain the grade of XF-Sup-95 according to
PSE’s population report; with only 13 others grading higher; with 1997 P.F.C. and with 2006 P.F. and 2017 P.S.E.
certificates, both graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $105. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1969 HH
1914, 12¢ claret brown (435), o.g., never hinged, well margined stamp with ravishing rich color; a particularly strong “90" grade, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $60. SMQ XF 90; $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1970 HHa
1914, 12¢ claret brown (435), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum crease), bold color
printed on lily white paper, Fine, Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1971 HH
1914, 20¢ ultramarine (438), o.g., never hinged, delightful example in immaculate mint condition; rarely
found so choice, Extremely Fine; with 1986 and 2001 P.F. certificates, Scott $430.
Estimate $500 - 750
1972 HH
1914, 20¢ ultramarine (438), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $430.
Estimate $300 - 400
1973 HH

1914, 20¢ ultramarine (438), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $430.
Estimate $200 - 300

1974 HH
1914, 30¢ orange red (439), o.g., never hinged, among the finest known examples of this difficult stamp;
featuring huge boardwalk margins of epic proportions, and astounding rich color printed on clean white paper; a
true GEM, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J, Scott $500. SMQ XF-SUP 95J;
$4,250.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1975 HH
1915, 50¢ violet (440), o.g., never hinged, awesome example of this scarce never hinged stamp; with iridescent color and nice margin balance, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.F.C. and 2017 P.S.E. certificates,
Scott $1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1976 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, vertical flat plate coil (442), o.g., never hinged, beautifully neat and clean, Extremely
Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $115 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1977

1978

1979

1980

1977 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, vertical flat plate coil (442), line pair, o.g., never hinged (minute natural gum skips),
wonderfully fresh and choice multiple with brilliant color, Very Fine; with 1997 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150
1978 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil (444), line pair, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
1979 H
1914, 2¢ carmine, horizontal flat plate coil (444), line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, brilliant fresh color,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1994 P.F. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
1980 H
1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), o.g., lightly hinged, after over 25 years of grading, this is
one of only three stamps graded by P.S.E. to achieve this perfect grade, both previously hinged; with 2016 P.S.E.
certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ $1,800 Gem 100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1981

1982

1983

1984

1981 H
1914, 3¢ violet, horizontal flat plate coil (445), pair, o.g., hinged (pencil mark on gum), extremely attractive example of this elusive multiple; brilliant fresh color, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
1982 H/m
1914-16, 4¢ and 5¢, horizontal coils, and 1¢ to 5¢, vertical rotary coils (446-447, 452-458), lovely
group of 9 coil issues, all unused o.g., hinged, except 456 which is used, vivid colors, F.-V.F., Scott $625.
Estimate $250 - 350
1983 HH
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), pair, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1989 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
1984 H
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), paste-up pair, o.g., barest trace of hinge, impressive
paste-up pair, the right stamp being a distinctly deeper shade then the left stamp, Fine; with 1989 P.F. certificate,
Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1985

1986

1987

1988

1985 H
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), line pair, o.g., hinge remnants, well centered multiple,
with hinges neatly re-inforcing vertical perforations at center, Very Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350
1986 m
1914, 4¢ brown, horizontal flat plate coil (446), pair, neatly struck duplex cancellation that is genuine in
all respects, fabulous used coil pair in flawless condition; gorgeous deep rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $425.
Estimate $400 - 600
1987 HH
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2016 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $750 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $600 - 800
1988 HH
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), line pair, o.g., never hinged, prooflike color on bright white
paper; a Post Office fresh multiple, Very Fine; with 2003 P.F.C. and 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $525.
SMQ VF 80; $525.
Estimate $350 - 500

1989

1990

1991

1992

1989 HH
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1994 P.F. certificate, Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400
1990 HH
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), line pair, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1981 and 1992
P.F. certificates, Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
1991 H
1914, 5¢ blue, horizontal flat plate coil (447), line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, select well centered example with bold prooflike color, Extremely Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300
1992 HH
1915, 1¢ green, vertical rotary coil (448), pair, o.g., never hinged, premium quality multiple with amazing deep rich color; scarce when found so choice, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95, Scott $40. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1993

1994

1995

1996

1993 HH
1915, 1¢ green, vertical rotary coil (448), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $125.
Estimate $150 - 200
1994 m
1915, 1¢ green, vertical rotary coil (448), line pair, wavy black machine cancellation, impressive example of this terribly difficult line pairs, with intense color, Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
1995 m
1916, 2¢ carmine, type III, vertical rotary coil (450), line pair, neat duplex and “1923" year date cancellation, exceptionally choice genuinely used line pair; among the most attractive example of this difficult coil we have
ever offered; much scarcer used than mint, Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $800. Estimate $600 - 800
1996 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), o.g., never hinged, one of the most impressive never hinged coil singles we’ve seen; extra large margins and breathtaking color, Extremely Fine; with 2002
P.F. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $500 - 750

1997

1998

1999

2000

1997 H
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), pair, o.g., hinged, fabulous example of this
elusive and undervalued type I coil issue, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $300.
SMQ XF 90; $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
1998 H
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), pair, o.g., small hinge remnant, magnificent
multiple; beautifully centered with radiant color; quite scarce when found so choice, Extremely Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
1999 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), line pair, o.g., never hinged, brilliant, fresh
color, F.-V.F.; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,450.
Estimate $500 - 750
2000 HH/H 1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged (1 stamp never
hinged), F.-V.F.; with 1977 P.F. certificate, Scott $440.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2001

2002

2003

2004

2001 H
1914, 2¢ carmine rose, type I, horizontal rotary coil (453), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, bright and fresh
appearance, F.-V.F.; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $675.
Estimate $200 - 300
2002 HH
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and appealing example of this tough coil single, Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $200 - 300
2003 HH
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 1993 A.P.S.
and 2000 P.F. certificates, Scott $360.
Estimate $500 - 750
2004 HH
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016
P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $550 XF 90.
Estimate $400 - 600

2005

2006

2007

2005 HH
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), pair, o.g., never hinged, outstanding color of great intensity; simply gorgeous, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $360.
Estimate $250 - 350
2006 HH
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and choice
example of this type II coil, F.-V.F., Scott $360.
Estimate $150 - 200
2007 HH/H 1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), strip of 4, o.g., lightly hinged (2 end stamps never
hinged), impressive multiple with Post Office fresh color; the end stamp at right is an Extremely Fine, never hinged
showpiece, Very Fine, Scott $485.
Estimate $150 - 200

2008

2009

2010

2008 HH
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), line pair, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and
choice multiple with strong impression and eye arresting color, F.-V.F., Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
2009 HH
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), line pair, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F.;
with 2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
2010 HH
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), line pair, o.g., never hinged, delightful fresh multiple of
this elusive type II line pair, with most impressive fresh color, F.-V.F.; with 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2011

2012

2013

2011 HH
1915, 2¢ red, type II, horizontal rotary coil (454), line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright fresh color,
Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,170.
Estimate $300 - 400
2012 HH
1915, 2¢ carmine, type III, horizontal rotary coil (455), line pair, o.g., never hinged, an awesome example with deep prooflike color, Extremely Fine, Scott $105.
Estimate $150 - 200
2013 H
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), pair, o.g., hinge remnants, handsome well margined example with lively color; much nicer than normally found, Very Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

2014

2015

2016

2017

2014 H
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1993 P.F. certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350
2015 H
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), line pair, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate and 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $1,250. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2016 m
1916, 3¢ violet, horizontal rotary coil (456), light wavy black machine cancellation, radiant color; a
sound and attractive coil single, F.-V.F.; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200
2017 HH
1916, 4¢ brown, horizontal rotary coil (457), pair, o.g., never hinged, large margined coil with striking
rich color, a gorgeous multiple, Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300

2018

2019

2020

2021

2018 H
1916, 5¢ blue, horizontal rotary coil (458), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150
2019 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), o.g., never hinged, sensational example of this imperforate coil; perfectly centered with exemplary color, Superb; with 2005 P.F. certificate, Scott $300.
Estimate $350 - 500
2020 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $350 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $250 - 350
2021 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), o.g., never hinged, vivid color; extremely fresh single,
Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2022

2023

2024

2025

2022 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), pair, with vertical crease as usual, o.g., never hinged,
brilliant fresh color; a lovel example of this elusive coil, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $875.
Estimate $600 - 800
2023 HH
1914, 2¢ carmine, imperf horizontal coil (459), pair, o.g., never hinged, appealing multiple with well
proportioned margins and brightly emblazoned color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
2024 H
1915, $1 violet black, D.L. watermark, perf 10 (460), o.g., lightly hinged, generous margins and extremely intense color; a select top quality stamp, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
2025 HH
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), o.g., never hinged, magnificent example of
the difficult pale carmine red shade; a stamp that usually comes terribly off centered, and is one of the most highly
counterfeited Washington-Franklin issues; a rare opportunity to acquire a genuine top quality example of this stamp
in immaculate mint condition, Extremely Fine, this stamp is 1 of 17 examples to attain the grade of XF-90 according
to PSE’s population report; with only 17 others grading higher; with 1999 P.F.V. and 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF 90, Scott $325. SMQ XF 90; $700.
Estimate $600 - 800

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Ex 2031

2026 HH
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), o.g., never hinged, outstandingly choice,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1990 P.F. and 2017 P.S.A.G. certificates, Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500
2027 HH
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh example
of this notoriously difficult stamp, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2016 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp
was taken, top right stamp from block, Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
2028 (H)
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), unused without gum, Superb; with 2008
P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ $850 for Superb 98 ogPH.
Estimate $200 - 300
2029 HH
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of
2016 P.F. certificate for block, Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200
2030 m
1915, 2¢ pale carmine red, S.L. watermark, perf 11 (461), neatly struck black cancellation, most impressive example of this scarce used stamp, which is valued higher in used condition than in mint condition, F.-V.F.;
with 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
2031 H
1916-17, 1¢ to 20¢, 14 different (462-466, 468-476), o.g., lightly hinged, an excellent group of these elusive unwatermarked perf 10 issues; #473 reperforated at top, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,111.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2032 HHa
1916, 1¢ green (462), complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, lovely attractive sheet, with several exceptionally well centered stamps; 20 stamps with light gum creases and natural gum skips along bottom row,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,958 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

2033

2034

2035

2036

2033 HH
1916, 3¢ violet (464), o.g., never hinged, eye catching example with monumental JUMBO margins and
dazzling color; a true condition rarity, as this stamp is seldom seen with these impressive qualities, Extremely Fine;
with 1996 and 2004 P.F. certificates, Scott $175.
Estimate $300 - 400
2034 HH
1916, 3¢ violet (464), o.g., never hinged, dynamite example in exemplary condition; a superior stamp
featuring extra large margins and tantalizing color, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F.C. and 2015 P.F. certificate
graded XF 90, Scott $175. SMQ XF 90; $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
2035 HH
1916, 5¢ blue (466), o.g., never hinged, unusually choice and attractive, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
2036 H
1916, 5¢ blue (466), o.g., lightly hinged, fabulous rich color and large balanced margins; a great stamp,
Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150

2037

2038

2039

2037 HH
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), o.g., never hinged, big beautiful margins and captivating rich color; a stunning GEM quality example that would enhance any great collection, Superb, this is 1 of 4 examples to achieve the
grade of Sup-98, with just one other currently grading higher; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98, Scott
$850. SMQ SUP 98; $12,000.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
2038 HH
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), o.g., never hinged, as you go down the checklist of what you want in better
stamps, this one has it all; centering, color and post office fresh, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $4,250 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
2039 HH
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), the double error in a vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $1,700. SMQ $9,500 XF-SUP 95 as two singles.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2040 H
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), the single error in a horizontal pair, o.g., heavy hinge remnants, wonderfully fresh color; affordable example of this popular color error, V.G., Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

2041

2042

2041 Ha
1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), the single error in a block of 6, o.g., heavy hinge remnants, attractive example with lively bright color; a handsome multiple, Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400
2042 HH/Ha 1916, 5¢ carmine error (467), the double error in a block of 12, o.g., lightly hinged (11 stamps never
hinged, including both errors of color), brilliant fresh multiple of this extremely elusive perf 10 double error block,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2043 (H)a
1916, 7¢ black (469), rare top plate block of 6, unused without gum, sharp impression, a respectable example of this difficult plate block, Very Fine centering, Scott $1,350. Durland $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2044

2045

2046

2047

2044 HH
1916, 11¢ dark green (473), o.g., never hinged, awesome GEM quality showpiece, with strong impression and beautifully balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95,
Scott $95. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $625.
Estimate $600 - 800
2045 HH
1916, 12¢ claret brown (474), o.g., never hinged, quality mint stamp with wide margins; impeccably
fresh and choice, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $115.
Estimate $200 - 300
2046 HH
1916, 15¢ gray (475), o.g., never hinged, spectacularly clean and post office fresh, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $2,150 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2047 HH
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2048

2049

2050

2051

2048 H
1917, 50¢ light violet (477), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh and choice example of this scarce
unwatermarked stamp; a beauty, Very Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
2049 H
1916, $1 violet black (478), top plate number single, o.g., very lightly hinged, beautiful plate position
showpiece, with an incredible depth of color, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85J, Scott
$625. SMQ XF 90; $750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2050 H
1916, $1 violet black (478), o.g., lightly hinged, worthwhile example with large margins and radiating
color, Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
2051 HH/H 1917, $2 dark blue and $5 light green (479, 480), o.g., 479 is hinged, 480 is never hinged, absolutely
gorgeous colors on both stamps; very pleasing examples, F.-V.F., Scott $585.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2052 (H)a

1917, $2 dark blue (479), bottom plate block of 6, unused without gum, F.-V.F., Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2053

2054

2055

2056

2053 HH
1917, $2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, ravishing rich color and sharp clear impression; exceptional
stamp, Very Fine, Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
2054 HH
1917, $5 light green (480), o.g., never hinged, for the most condition conscious connoisseur, Extremely
Fine to Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $1,300 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2055 HH
1917, $5 light green (480), o.g., never hinged, outstanding centering amid balanced margins; a brilliant
fresh example in tip top condition, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2004 P.F. certificate for pair, from which this
stamp was taken, left stamp from the pair, Scott $375.
Estimate $500 - 750
2056 HH
1917, $5 light green (480), o.g., never hinged, premium quality example in a wonderful mint state, with
gorgeous fresh color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500

2057

2058

2057 HH
1916, 3¢ violet, type II, imperf (484), o.g., never hinged, each with massive margins with portions of adjoining stamps all around; each with horizontal guide line at bottom, Superb, Scott $72.
Estimate $150 - 200
2058 HH
1916, 3¢ violet, type II, imperf (484), o.g., never hinged, extra large “picture frame” margins showing
portions of surrounding 8 stamps; a great stamp in amazing quality, Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded
Gem 100J, Scott $20. SMQ Gem 100J; $90.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2059

2060

2059 HH
1916, 3¢ violet, type II, imperf (484), o.g., never hinged, extra large “picture frame” margins showing
portions of surrounding 8 stamps; a great stamp that would please the most quality conscious collector, Superb;
with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J, Scott $20. SMQ Gem 100J; $90.
Estimate $100 - 150
2060 HH
1916, 3¢ violet, type II, imperf (484), o.g., never hinged, huge margins showing portions of surrounding
5 stamps, Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded Gem 100, Scott $20. SMQ Gem 100; $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

Ex 2061

Ex 2062

2063

2064

2061 HH
1916-19, 1¢ and 3¢, horizontal rotary coils, and 2¢ to 10¢, vertical rotary coils, 6 different (486, 489,
492, 494-495, 497), pairs, o.g., never hinged, all selected for quality and freshness, Extremely Fine, Scott $206.
Estimate $150 - 200
2062 HH/H 1918, 1¢ green, vertical coil (486/497), line pairs, 11 values, including 486-490 and 492-497 (missing
only 491 for completeness), o.g., hinged, except 486, 488-490, 492-493, and 495-497 never hinged, a handsome
well centered group, F.-V.F., Scott $1,201.
Estimate $500 - 750
2063 HH
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, vertical coil (487), line pair, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh appearance;
top stamp has light gum bend, mentioned for accuracy, otherwise Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150
2064 HH
1919, 2¢ carmine, type III, vertical coil (488), line pair, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Extremely
Fine, Scott $90.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 2065

2066

2067

2068

2065 HH
1917, 3¢ violet, vertical coil, 3¢ violet, type I, horizontal coil and 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil
(489, 493, 495), line pairs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $460.
Estimate $250 - 350
2066 m
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), wavy black machine cancellation, unusually choice example with breathtaking rich color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $800. SMQ VF 80;
$800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2067 m/)
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), wavy black machine cancellation, wonderfully fresh and
choice example of this tough type II coil single; with richly saturated color, F.-V.F.; with 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott
$800.
Estimate $500 - 750
2068 m
1916, 2¢ carmine, type II, horizontal coil (491), wavy line machine cancel, F.-V.F.; with 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

2069

2070

2071

2069 HH
1917, 3¢ violet, type I, horizontal coil (493), line pair, o.g., never hinged, outstanding example of this
surprisingly difficult line pair; this new to the market multiple has outstanding centering and tremendous fresh color;
this is among the finest known examples and it certainly deserves placement in a collection of distinction; be prepared to bid high on this dynamite line pair, as it’s truly rare in this unbelievable quality, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $230.
Estimate $600 - 800
2070 HH
1917, 3¢ violet, type I, horizontal coil (493), line pair, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; light inclusion
on cheek of right Washington, Extremely Fine, Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300
2071 HH
1917, 3¢ violet, type I, horizontal coil (493), line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1986 P.F.
certificate, Scott $290.
Estimate $150 - 200

2072

2073

2072 HH
1917, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (495), line pair, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh well
margined example with beautiful color, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $160. SMQ
XF 90; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350
2073 HH
1917, 4¢ orange brown, horizontal coil (495), line pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2007
P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. SMQ $350 XF 90.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2074 HH
1919, 5¢ blue, horizontal coil (496), line pair, o.g., never hinged, sensational GEM quality multiple in
pristine mint condition, Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150

1917-1919 WASHINGTON-FRANKLIN ISSUE, PERF. 11
2075 HH
1917-19, Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 (498//518), absolutely stunning GEM quality “set” of
these popular perf 11 issues, missing only the scarcer #500 and color error #505 for completeness; this incredible
group includes two Scott #511’s, one in the normal green shade, the other the desirable dark green shade; both 12
cent shades, Scott #512 and 512a; and both shades on the 50 cent value - the common red violet shade and the
more elusive light violet shade, o.g., never hinged, except one of the #511’s (very lightly hinged), this outstanding
set took the collector who assembled it nearly two decades to complete this group in the desirable quality he was
obsessed in obtaining; now you can enjoy the work he put into obtaining all the “key” values in one fell swoop; a wonderful way to complete a page in your album, as the quality of these stamps is second to none; our conservative estimate should easily be exceeded when this lot sells at public auction, Extremely Fine to Superb; Scott #’s 499 and
518 both with 2002 P.F. certificates, Scott $947 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 2076

Ex 2077

2076 H
1917-19, Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to $1 (498//518), o.g., hinge remnants, extremely fresh
and choice group, includes two interesting shades on #518, the $1.00 values - one in the normal violet black shade
the other in a much lighter shade, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
2077 HH
1917-19, Washington-Franklins, perf 11, 1¢ to 50¢ (498//517), 8 different including 498-499, 504,
506-507, 512a. 514, and 517, o.g., never hinged, select top quality examples of the 1917-1919 perf 11 issues, Extremely Fine, Scott $321.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2078 Ha
1917, 1¢ green (498), top left block of 10, with plate number in left side
selvage, o.g., hinge remnants, eye catching multiple showing large unprinted section on two upper left stamps caused by pre-printing paper foldover; interestingly
the missing parts of the design is on the back of the wide selvage at upper left,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

2078

2079 H
1917, 1¢ green (498f), A.E.F. booklet pane of 30, o.g., lightly hinged, handsome and well centered example of this popular A.E.F. booklet pane; the bottom right stamp (position #30) with inclusion spot showing at edge of
bottom margin; a very pretty multiple, Very Fine, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800
2080 HH
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., never hinged, handsome example of this notoriously difficult type
Ia stamp; unusually choice example with deep rich color; this stamp is seldom encountered with such wonderful eye
appeal, Very Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $550 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

2081 HH
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., never hinged (pencil mark on gum), extremely desirable large
margined example of type Ia, with brilliant color; a gorgeous example, Very Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2082

2083

2082 HH
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., never hinged, very pleasing example in immaculate mint condition; fiery color and clear impression, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken,
bottom right stamp, Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350
2083 HH
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh,
F.-V.F.; with 1981 P.F. certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

2084 HHa
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), corner margin block of 8, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh; natural
straight edges at bottom two stamps, Fine overall, Scott $4,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2085

2086

2085 m
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), light wavy line machine cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G.
certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $400 XF 90.
Estimate $300 - 400
2086 m
1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), neatly struck black cancellation, extremely intense color and impression, V.G.-Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $240.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2087
2087 m

2088

2089

1917, 2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), pair, machine cancel, F.-V.F.; with 1997 P.F. certificate, Scott $480.
Estimate $150 - 200

2088 HH
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh and choice stamp with generous margins
and eye arresting color; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $625.
SMQ XF 90; $1,050.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2089 HH
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), o.g., never hinged, exceptionally well centered with portions of adjacent
stamps on all four sides, a great showpiece, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $600 - 800

2090

2091

2092

2090 HH
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), o.g., never hinged, P.O. Fresh example of this elusive 5 cent color error, Very
Fine; with 1999 and 2017 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $625.
Estimate $500 - 750
2091 HH
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, magnificent mint strip/3 - the
scarce error of color is the center stamp in the strip; brilliant color and clear impression, Extremely Fine; with 2004
P.F. certificate, Scott $625.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2092 HH
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, fantastic well centered error in
a wonderful top quality strip; with ravishing rich color and sharp clear impression, Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $600 - 800

2093

2094

2093 HH
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, immaculate multiple in pristine mint condition, V.G., Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300
2094 H
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2095

2096

2095 HH/Ha 1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants (5 cent error stamp never
hinged), appealing multiple with gorgeous color, F.-V.F., Scott $625.
Estimate $350 - 500
2096 Ha
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., previously hinged; usual straight edge at
top, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

2097

2098

2097 Ha
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of 9, o.g., previously hinged (a little bit of slight gum
disturbance and hinge remnants at top and bottom), popular 5¢ error, surrounded by normal 2¢; light gum bend
along left 2¢ stamps, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
2098 HHa
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a block of 12, o.g., never hinged, absolutely extraordinary
example of this popular double error block/12; incredibly well centered with breathtaking fresh color; this block is
unlike anything we have ever seen as is deserving of placement in the finest collection, Extremely Fine; with 2013
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2099

2100

2099 HH/Ha 1917, 5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a block of 12, o.g., hinge remnants on top 3 stamps (9
stamps including both errors are never hinged), brilliant fresh color; a decent example of this desirable double error
block; the bottom error with a small natural inclusion spot, Fine, Scott $1,300.
Estimate $500 - 750
2100 HHa
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, very fresh overall color and appearance, 5¢ error stamps are well centered and could produce a gorgeous block of 12; a small gum wrinkle affecting 4
stamps away from error block and missing top left corner selvage, tiny inclusion on 2¢ above 5¢ error, previously
folded along fourth row perforations, Very Fine, Scott $2,127 for blocks and singles.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2101

2102

2101 HHa
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, visually attractive full sheet with
double 5¢ errors at bottom; a few light perf separations at top and a few light gum bends, light gum wrinkle at bottom
going through bottom 5¢ error stamp and sealed tear at bottom affecting a 2¢ stamp just below the error stamp,
F.-V.F. overall, Scott $2,197.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2102 HH/Ha 1917, 5¢ rose error (505), complete sheet of 100, o.g., 14 stamps have hinge remnants, the remaining
stamps are never hinged, sheet has fresh appearance and two error stamps have decent F-VF centering; 1 stamp
has thin (adjacent to 5c error), three stamps have gum creases, usual staple holes selvage (of one of the plate
blocks), some perforation separations, F.-V.F. overall, Scott $1,470.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2103

2104

2103 HH/Ha 1917, 5¢ rose error (505), complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged (4 stamps are hinged), bright and
fresh appearance; usual straight edges on 19 stamps (four of which are hinged to reinforce perforations), missing a
couple pieces of corner margin selvage at top, a few light gum bends, V.G.-Fine, Scott $2,194.
Estimate $600 - 800
2104 Ha
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), complete sheet of 100, disturbed o.g.; light overall toning, several perforation
separations, 505 block of 9 does not have separations, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $758.
Estimate $200 - 300

2105

2106

2105 m
1917, 5¢ rose error (505), neatly struck black cancellation, impressive example of this seldom offered
used 5 cent error of color; a completely sound and attractive stamp with vibrant color, Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2106 HHa
1917, 6¢ red orange (506), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2107

2108

2107 HH
1917, 7¢ black (507), o.g., never hinged, astounding GEM quality stamp featuring stupendous margins
and extremely intense color; a magnificent stamp of unparalleled quality, Superb, this remarkable stamp is 1 of 2
examples to achieve the grade of Sup-98J, with only 1 other grading higher, according to PSE’s population report;
with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98J, Scott $60. SMQ SUP 98J; $1,650.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2108 HHa
1917-1919 perf 11 issues (508/514), blocks or pairs, pristine selection of the perf 11 Franklins; includes
508 x (6) in pairs, 511 x (14) in blocks, 513 x (12) in blocks, and 514 x (2) as a pair, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$841 for singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

2109

2110

2109 HHa
1917, 11¢ light green (511), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, exceedingly fresh example in pristine mint condition, Fine, Scott $260.
Estimate $150 - 200
2110 HHa
1917, 15¢ gray (514), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh example in Post Office
fresh condition, F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2111 HH
1917, 50¢ red violet (517), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $500 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2112

2113

2114

2112 HH
1917, $1 violet brown (518), o.g., never hinged, very scarce this nice, Superb; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott Stamp Values $1,450 SUP 98.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2113 HH
1917, $1 violet brown (518), o.g., never hinged, stunning example with mighty big margins, and warm
rich color; simply outstanding, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J, Scott $95.
SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $800.
Estimate $600 - 800
2114 HH
1917, $1 violet brown (518), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $525 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $400 - 600

1918-1923 ISSUES

2115

2116

2115 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, vibrant color and clear impression;
a quality example of this terribly difficult stamp, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it was
taken, bottom left stamp, Scott $850.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2116 H
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., lightly hinged, one of the most attractive obtainable examples of this notoriously difficult stamp; incredibly well centered amid generous margins on all sides; finding another that comes close to matching the qualities of this example would be quite the accomplishment,
Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2015 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken, this being
the bottom right stamp from block, Scott $400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2117

2118

2119

2117 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
2014 P.S.E. certificate for block, Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
2118 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $600 - 800
2119 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, luscious rich shade; an eye catching fresh stamp, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2120

2121

2122

2123

2120 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh example in pristine mint condition, Fine; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $850.
Estimate $350 - 500
2121 H
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; with 2009 P.F. certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2122 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 1978 P.F. certificate for
block, Scott $850.
Estimate $300 - 400
2123 HH
1917, 2¢ carmine, D.L. watermark, perf 11 (519), o.g., never hinged, impressive example of this notoriously difficult stamp; with natural straight edge at right, Very Fine, Scott $850.
Estimate $150 - 200

2124
2124 H
$650.

2125

2126

2127

2128

1918-20, $2 orange red & black and $2 carmine & black (523, 547), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
Estimate $250 - 350

2125 H
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), o.g., lightly hinged, well margined example with lively bright color,
Very Fine, Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
2126 m
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), neatly struck black cancellation, extremely intense color; a gorgeous
example with very unusual cancel with a nice clean look, Very Fine; with 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300
2127 m
1918, $2 orange red & black (523), nice neat black cancellation, bright color; a splendid example; with a
shallow thin in bottom right corner, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150
2128 HH
1918-20, $5 deep green & black and $2 carmine & black (524, 547), o.g., never hinged, marvelous
mint stamps; each stamp with large margins, Very Fine, Scott $630.
Estimate $400 - 600

2129

2130

2129 HH
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), o.g., never hinged, sensational top quality example with gleaming
rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $360.
Estimate $400 - 600
2130 HH
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), o.g., never hinged, extremely handsome example with exquisite
color and strong impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $360.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2131

2132

2131 HH

1918, $5 deep green & black (524), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2005 P.F. certificate, Scott $360.
Estimate $200 - 300

2132 HH
$360.

1918, $5 deep green & black (524), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

2133

2134

2133 HH/Ha 1918, $5 deep green & black (524), four position blocks of 4, o.g., one hinged and 3 never hinged on
each block, rarely offered position blocks, including left and right arrow blocks; a choice bottom margin arrow block,
and an immaculate center line block/4; a rare offering, F.-V.F., Scott $5,000 for singles. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
2134 HHa
1918, $5 deep green & black (524), top plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, remarkable example of this
eye catching plate block; an incredibly fresh multiple featuring an enormous wide top selvage; as pretty as they
come, F.-V.F., Scott $6,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2135

2136

2135 HH
1918, 1¢ gray green, Offset (525), o.g., never hinged, incredible example with sparkling color and
boardwalk margins; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $6. SMQ XF
90; $45.
Estimate $75 - 100
2136 HH
1920, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type IV (526), o.g., never hinged, flawless top quality stamp with heavenly rich
color and unusually large margins, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $57. Estimate $100 - 150
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2137 HHa
1920, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type IV (526), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bend),
lovely rich shade; premium quality multiple, F.-V.F., Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

2138

2139

2140

2142

Ex 2143

2138 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type V (527), o.g., never hinged, remarkably choice stamp with nicely balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $40.
Estimate $100 - 150
2139 m
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type Va (528), Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95J. SMQ $125 XF-SUP 95J.
Estimate $100 - 150
2140 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), o.g., never hinged, fabulous example of this tough type VII
stamp; precise centering and gleaming rich color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1990 P.F. certificate, Scott $50.
Estimate $100 - 150
2141 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset, type VII (528B), vertical strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $150 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2142 HH
1918, 3¢ violet, Offset, type III (529), o.g., never hinged, matchless GEM with dazzling color; it’s surprising that this stamp didn’t receive “J” designation along with the grade of XF-Sup-95 as it has stupendous margins,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $7. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $160.
Estimate $150 - 200
2143 HH
1919-20, 5 different imperforate Offsets (531, 532, 534, 534A, 535), o.g., never hinged, a superior selection, each handpicked for color, centering and margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2144

2145

2146

2147

2144 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), o.g., never hinged, gigantic margins with adjoining
stamps on all sides; tiny inclusion in top margin, Superb; with 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate graded Gem 100. Scott
Stamp Values $260 for Superb 98.
Estimate $250 - 350
2145 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), o.g., never hinged, giant-size margins and brilliant
fresh color; an awesome World Class example in a pristine mint state, Superb, Scott $70. Estimate $200 - 300
2146 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Superb; with
2017 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ $225 SUP 98.
Estimate $150 - 200
2147 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), o.g., never hinged, stunning GEM with immense
“picture-frame” margins on all sides, showing portions of adjoining 8 stamps; a great stamp, Superb; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150

2148

2149

2150

2151

2148 Ha
1918, 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532), center line block of 4, o.g., very lightly hinged, big
beautiful margins; a prized representation of this difficult offset issue, Superb, Scott $240. Estimate $150 - 200
2149 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), o.g., never hinged, large equally balanced margins and
bold color printed on clean white paper; a magnificent example of type V, Superb; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$175.
Estimate $300 - 400
2150 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), pair, o.g., never hinged, fantastic GEM quality mint pair
with brilliant color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1991 P.F.C. and 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott
$400. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
2151 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), pair, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and choice example of this elusive type V - printed on clean white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2152

2153

2154

2155

2156

2152 m
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type V (533), lightly struck town cancellation, incredibly desirable top
quality used stamp, with breathtaking fresh color, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 1992 P.F. certificate for strip/3,
from which this stamp was taken, this being the center stamp, Scott $125.
Estimate $150 - 200
2153 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type Va (534), with portions of adjoining stamps on all sides, o.g.,
never hinged, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100. SMQ $225 Gem 100. Estimate $200 - 300
2154 HH
1918, 2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VII (534B), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example of type VII
that defies belief; this Superb stamp has prodigious margins and vivacious color; we’ve never offered a finer example of this stamp; a true condition rarity deserving placement in a collection of distinction, Superb; with 1999 P.F.
certificate, Scott $3,750.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
2155 HH
1918, 3¢ violet, Offset imperf (535), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded
Gem 100J. SMQ $125 GEM 100.
Estimate $200 - 300
2156 HH
1919, 1¢ gray green, Offset, perf 12½ (536), o.g., never hinged (natural gum crease not mentioned on
accompanying certificate), huge margins and vivid color; a handsome right sheet margin single, Extremely Fine;
with 1998 P.F. certificate, Scott $45.
Estimate $50 - 75

2157

2158

2157 HHa
1919, 1¢ gray green, Offset, perf 12½ (536), spectacular wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged,
eye catching example featuring an enormous top selvage; simply amazing, F.-V.F., Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2158 HHa
1919, 1¢ gray green, Offset, perf 12½ (536), lower left complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, brilliant color and post office fresh; some light gum bends and minor gum skips, Very Good-Very Fine, Scott $4,760.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Ex 2159

2160

2161

2159 HH
1919, 3¢ Victory & 1920 Pilgrims (537, 548-550), o.g., never hinged, four attractive stamps, handpicked
for color and freshness, Extremely Fine, Scott $117.
Estimate $100 - 150
2160 H
1919, 3¢ Victory, light reddish violet shade (537b), o.g., lightly hinged, spectacular example of the often misidentified light reddish violet shade; this is without question the finest known example of this stamp; disregard the modest Scott catalog value of $150., as this stamp is sure to produce an eye popping price when the gavel
falls at public auction, as this elusive shade never comes this choice, Extremely Fine, this is 1 of only 2 examples to
achieve the grade of XF-90 - the Top Of The Pop and is the HIGHEST GRADED example of this rarely offered
stamp, according to PSE’s population report; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $150. SMQ XF 90;
$225.
Estimate $300 - 400
2161 HH
1919, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (538), o.g., never hinged, large margins and vivid color; a
stunning example, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $23.
Estimate $75 - 100

2162 HHa
1919, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (538), two blocks of 8, one imperforate at bottom, o.g.,
never hinged, exceedingly fresh mint blocks with great color, F.-V.F., Scott $368 for singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

2163 H
1919, 2¢ carmine rose, type II, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (539), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh stamp
with glowing rich color; a completely sound example of this rare type II coil waste issue, V.G.-Fine; with 1986 P.F.
certificate, Scott $2,700 in the grade of “Fine”.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2164 H
1919, 2¢ carmine rose, type II, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (539), this fascinating stamp is a true
Frankenstein of philately, using any device around the BEP to produce this odd issue. The stamp was printed using
a Rotary press intended for coils, but at the end of the print run, there were left over sheets. The stamps were already perforated vertically perforation 10 using rotary machines, but were imperforate horizontally. In an effort to reduce waste, these sheets were run through a perforation 11 machine that was intended for flat plate stamps. Flat
plate perforation machines did not compensate for the larger rotary printed designs, so due to the mis-matching of
machines, most stamps of this issue are notoriously off center. This fascinating production story has caused this
stamp has become quite popular., o.g., lightly hinged, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded F 70, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2165 HHa
1919-21, 3 different rotary coil waste issues: 2¢ carmine rose, type III, perf 11 x 10; 1¢ green, perf
10 x 11; 2¢ carmine rose, perf 11 (540, 542, 546), blocks and strips, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh; light gum
bends on 540 (1 stamp) and 546 (2 stamps), F.-V.F., Scott $1,690 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

2166 HHa
1919, 2¢ carmine rose, type III, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (540), block of 8 (imperf between bottom
stamp and selvage) and strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, bright and overall very fresh; a couple light gum bends, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $330.
Estimate $150 - 200

2167

2168

2167 H
1919, 2¢ carmine rose, type III, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10, imperf vertically (540b), horizontal
pair, disturbed o.g., pleasing example of this incredibly rare imperforate vertically pair; with bold prooflike color; centered much better than normally encountered, Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2168 HH
1919, 3¢ violet, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (541), o.g., never hinged, unusually large margins seldom seen on this normally tight margined issue, Extremely Fine; with 1994 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which
this stamp was taken, top left stamp, Scott $100.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2169

2170

2171

2169 HH
1919, 3¢ violet, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (541), o.g., never hinged, select example with unusually
intense color, Extremely Fine, Scott $100.
Estimate $200 - 300
2170 HH
1919, 3¢ violet, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (541), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with 1992 P.F. certificate, Scott $100.
Estimate $200 - 300
2171 HH
1919, 3¢ violet, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (541), o.g., never hinged, awesome deep rich color; a
lovely example with unusually choice centering, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150

2172 HHa
1919, 3¢ violet, rotary coil waste, perf 11 x 10 (541), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and
choice multiple, F.-V.F., Scott $400 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

2173

2174

2175

2173 HH
1920, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 10 x 11 (542), o.g., never hinged, big time example of this notoriously difficult stamp; featuring immense margins unlike anything we have ever encountered on this coil waste issue; destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95J, Scott
$30. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2174 HH
1920, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 10 x 11 (542), o.g., never hinged, beautiful large margined GEM;
impressive example of this coil waste printing that is rarely found so choice, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $30.
Estimate $75 - 100
2175 m
1923, 1¢ green, rotary sheet waste, perf 11 (544), scarce, well centered for issue; tiny perf tear at upper
right corner, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2012 A.P.E.X. certificate, Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Ex 2176

2177

2188

2179

2176 H
1921, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545, 546), o.g., lightly hinged, choice
examples with rich colors, F.-V.F., Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
2177 HH
1921, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545), o.g., never hinged; reperforated at right, not mentioned
on certificate, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2178 H
1921, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (545), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
with photocopy of 1991 P.F. certificate for block, Scott $170.
Estimate $200 - 300
2179 HH
1921, 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), o.g., never hinged, remarkable top quality
showpiece; a handsome top sheet margin example with “S 30" in selvage; quite scarce when found this choice, Extremely Fine; with 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $230.
Estimate $300 - 400

2180 HHa
1921, 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh and well
centered for issue; minor natural horizontal gum skip along bottom, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate, Scott $920.
Estimate $300 - 400

2181

2182

2181 m
1921, 2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste, perf 11 (546), interesting purple and black cancellations,
awesome used example of this notoriously difficult coil waste issue, that almost never comes in such choice condition, Very Fine, this stamp is 1 of only 2 examples to achieve the desirable grade of VF-80, with 7 others currently
grading higher; with 2001 P.S.E. and 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80, Scott $190. SMQ VF 80; $190.
Estimate $200 - 300
2182 HH
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., never hinged, impeccably fresh example with prooflike color and
razor sharp impression; simply stunning, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95,
Scott $270. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $800.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2183

2184

2185

2183 HH
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., never hinged, handsome top quality example with deep rich color,
Extremely Fine, Scott $270.
Estimate $300 - 400
2184 HH
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate and
2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $400 XF 90.
Estimate $300 - 400
2185 H
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), o.g., lightly hinged, among the finest known; perfectly centered amid
huge margins, with exuberant fresh color, Superb, Scott $125.
Estimate $200 - 300

2186

2187

2186 HHa
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), bottom margin arrow block of 4, o.g., never hinged, marvelous multiple
with wonderful centering and exquisite color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,080
for singles.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2187 HHa
1920, $2 carmine & black (547), right margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged (upper left stamp with fingerprint on gum), dazzling color; a very pretty multiple, F.-V.F.; with 2005 P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott $1,080 for singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2188
2188 HHa
1920, Pilgrim issue complete (548-550), complete set of plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, very fresh
and pleasing examples; each an attractive side plate with vivd colors, F.-V.F., Scott $935. Estimate $400 - 600
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Ex 2189

Ex 2190

2189 HH
1922-25, regular issue, ½¢ to $5 (551-569, 571-573, 622-623), o.g., never hinged, impressive selection, missing only the Scott #570 for completeness, Extremely Fine; Scott #’s 554 and 556 with 2002 P.S.E. certificates for blocks, from which the stamps were taken, Scott $1,023.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2190 HH/H 1922-25, regular issue, ½¢ to $5 complete (551-573), o.g., hinged or never hinged, desirable set of
1922-1925 flat plate issues; includes additional color shades of 555, 563, 566 and 568; all hinged except 552, 555,
557, 559, 563-564, and 567-569 which are never hinged; a very pleasing group, F.-V.F., Scott $699.
Estimate $250 - 350

ex 2191

2192

2193

2191 HHa
1925, 1½¢ yellow brown (553), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, tremendous top quality plate,
quite scarce in this remarkable condition, Extremely Fine, Scott $87.
Estimate $200 - 300
2192 HHa
1923, 2¢ carmine (554), right margin plate block of 6 with five point star and plate number, o.g., never
hinged, bright and fresh appearance; small gum wrinkles at top, staple hole in bottom selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $98.
Estimate $150 - 200
2193 HHa
$120.
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1923, 3¢ violet (555), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
Estimate $150 - 200
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2194

2195

2194 HHa
1923, 3¢ violet (555), wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90 XQ, Scott $425.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2195 HHa
1923, 3¢ violet (555), plate block of 30, o.g., never hinged, great inexpensive multiple with great profit potential; six stamps with light gum wrinkles, a few light perforation separations, F.-V.F., Scott $1,145.
Estimate $250 - 350

2196 HHa
1922, 5¢ dark blue (557), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, the deepest and richest color imaginable; very pretty, F.-V.F., Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

2197 H
1922, 5¢ dark blue, imperf (557a), horizontal pair, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine, only one
pane of 100 issued; with 2017 P.F. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2198

2199

2198 HHa
1922, 6¢ red orange (558), double plate block and corner margin block of 36, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, blinding vibrant color; small nick out of selvage of one of the plate blocks, V.G.-Fine, Scott $2,980.
Estimate $300 - 400
2199 Ha
1922, 6¢ red orange (558), right plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, captivating color and impression; an
excellent example of this elusive plate, F.-V.F., Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

2200 HH
1923, 7¢ black (559), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ $300
SUP 98.
Estimate $200 - 300

2201 HHa
1923, 8¢ olive green (560), right margin plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, F.-V.F.,
Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400
350
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2202

2203

2202 HHa
1923, 8¢ olive green (560), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh multiple in pristine condition, V.G., Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350
2203 HHa
1923, 10¢ orange (562), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (top center stamp with pencil mark on
gum), handsome top plate position with deep saturated color, F.-V.F., Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

2204

2205

2204 HHa
1923, 10¢ orange (562), left plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh appearance; tiny natural gum wrinkle in right stamp, second from bottom, F.-V.F., Scott $555.
Estimate $250 - 350
2205 HHa

1922, 11¢ greenish blue (563), plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $80.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2206

2207

2206 HHa
1922, 11¢ greenish blue (563), wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh; tiny perforation disc indent on bottom right stamp, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $80.
Estimate $100 - 150
2207 HHa
1923, 12¢ brown violet (564), wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F.,
Scott $160.
Estimate $100 - 150

2208

2209

2208 HH/Ha 1923, 12¢ brown violet (564), 4 right margin plate blocks of 6 with plate numbers 17418-17420 (2) and
large 5-point stars, o.g., lightly hinged (2 plates never hinged), nice group of 4 star plates, each with warm rich color,
Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $400 - 600
2209 HH
1923, 12¢ brown violet, imperf vertically (564a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, eye catching example of this rarely offered imperf vertically pair showing an extra horizontal row of perforations through both
stamps, as often; a great item for the 1922 flat plate specialist as this rarely offered pair almost never appears on the
market, Very Fine, Scott $4,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Only 15 pairs reported including multiples per Datz.
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2210

2211

2210 HH
1923, 14¢ blue (565), o.g., never hinged, massive boardwalk margins and bold color; a one in a million
showpiece that would enhance any great collection, Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 100J, Scott $10.
SMQ Gem 100J; $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
2211 H
1923, 20¢ carmine rose, imperf vertically (567a), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, fantastic deep rich
color; a desirable example of this rarely offered multiple, Superb, only one half pane of 100 issued, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2212

2213

2212 HHa
1923, 20¢ carmine rose (567), block of 30, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, bold vibrant color; four
stamps with light gum creases, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,125.
Estimate $250 - 350
2213 HHa

1923, 20¢ carmine rose (567), wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

2214 HH
1922, 25¢ yellow green (568), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh stamp with extra large margins, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $32 (photo on web site).
Estimate $75 - 100
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2215 HHa
1922, 25¢ deep green (568), wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, deep rich deep green color;
light diagonal gum bends and gum skip along bottom stamps, F.-V.F., Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

2216

2217

2218

2216 HH
1923, 30¢ olive brown, double transfer in right “30” (569 var.), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$225 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
2217 HH
1922, 50¢ lilac (570), o.g., never hinged, astounding World Class GEM with equally balanced margins
and brilliant color; an incredible stamp that would please the most quality conscious collector, Superb; with 2016
P.S.A.G. certificate graded 100, Scott $75. SMQ Gem 100; $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2218 HH
1922, 50¢ lilac (570), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded SUP 98J. Scott
Stamp Values $1,000 for Superb 98.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2219

2220

2221

2219 HH
1922, 50¢ lilac (570), o.g., never hinged, visually perfectly balanced margins all around, Superb; with
2007 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ $925 SUP 98.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2220 HH
1922, 50¢ lilac (570), o.g., never hinged, the most impressive prooflike color we’ve seen on this issue; a
fantastic shade of intense lilac printed on bright white paper; while so many stamps from this issue tend to have
drab, washed out color, the example offered here is the exception, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott $75. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $310.
Estimate $250 - 350
2221 HH
1922, 50¢ lilac (570), right plate number single, o.g., never hinged, bright and post office fresh, Extremely
Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $300 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2222

2223

2222 HHa
1922, 50¢ lilac (570), block of 24, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh; six stamps with natural straight
edge at top, top center stamp at right has natural perforation disc indent, Very Fine overall, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $500 - 750
2223 HHa
1922, 50¢ lilac (570), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases), brilliant fresh color
with sharp detailed impression, with an enormous top selvage, Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 2224
2224 HHa
1923, $1 to $5 high values (571-573), blocks of 4, each with plate number in selvage, o.g., never hinged
(#571 with minor gum bends), desirable group of position blocks with fabulous rich colors, F.-V.F., Scott $1,660.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2225
2225 HH
1923, $1 and $2 high values (571-572), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; $2 with 2005
P.S.E. certificate for block, Scott $205.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2226

2227

2226 HHa
1923, $1 violet black (571), wide top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh color and desirable wide
top position; light gum wrinkle on lower right stamp, F.-V.F., Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
2227 HHa
1923, $1 violet black (571), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, choice example in Post Office
fresh mint condition, Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

2228

2229

2228 HHa
1923, $1 violet black (571), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (gum skips and bends), attractive example with vivid color; erased pencil marks in selvage, Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
2229 HHa
1923, $2 deep blue (572), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous plate with deep prooflike
color, simply gorgeous, Very Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2230
2230 HHa

2231

1923, $2 deep blue (572), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

2231 HHa
1923, $2 deep blue (572), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh color; a nice looking multiple; left two stamps with vertical crease - not mentioned on accompanying certificate, otherwise Very Fine; with
2006 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

2232 HHa
1923, $2 deep blue (572), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, rich color; minor gum skips and light
gum bends, F.-V.F., Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

2233

2234

2235

2233 HH
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $425 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $350 - 500
2234 HH
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1995 A.P.S. certificate and 2016
P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott Stamp Values $260 XF 90.
Estimate $200 - 300
2235 HH
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), o.g., never hinged, crystal clear impression, Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E.
certificate for pair, from which this stamp was taken, Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2236

2237

2236 HH
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), right margin pair with arrow, o.g., never hinged (minor gum bends), marvelous margin pair with rich colors and sharp impression, very pretty, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $460 as
singles.
Estimate $250 - 350
2237 HHa
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), top margin block of 4 with arrow and imprint “5.00", o.g., never hinged,
extremely handsome example in immaculate condition, a rather elusive top margin position block, as the only way
to get this position is to break a plate block, Very Fine, Scott $920 as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750

2238

2239

2238 HHa
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), top margin block of 4 with arrow, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh in a
wonderful state of preservation - without a single skip or bend, scarce thus, F.-V.F., Scott $920 as singles.
Estimate $500 - 750
2239 HHa
1923, $5 carmine & blue (573), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, well centered multiple with fabulous centering, and incredibly bright colors; faint diagonal paper bend in top selvage only, not affecting any of the
adhesives, otherwise Extremely Fine, Scott $1,380 for singles.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Ex 2240
2240 Ha
1923, rotary coil waste, 1¢ and 2¢ complete (578-579), top plate blocks of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, extremely handsome examples of these notoriously difficult coil waste issues, that normally come far off centered,
Fine, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $600 - 800

2241

2244

2245

Ex 2246

Ex 2247

2241 HH
1923, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste (578), o.g., never hinged, incredible example of this difficult coil waste
issue; a handsome well centered stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $160.
SMQ XF 90; $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
2242 HH
1923, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste (578), o.g., never hinged, desirable example of this coil waste issue;
unusually large margins and lively bright color, Very Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $160 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2243 HH
1923, 1¢ green, rotary coil waste (578), pair, imperforate at base, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh
multiple of this elusive coil waste issue, F.-V.F., Scott $320 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
2244 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (579), o.g., never hinged, fabulous large margined example with
deep rich color, Extremely Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300
2245 m
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (579), wavy black machine cancellation, wonderfully fresh and
choice example of this tough stamp; seldom offered genuinely used; a rare opportunity, F.-V.F.; with 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150
2246 HH
1923-26, rotary definitives, perf 10, 1¢ to 10¢ complete (581-591), o.g., never hinged, awesome top
quality set, with outstanding rich colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; Scott #’s 588 and 590 with 2001 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $402.
Estimate $350 - 500
2247 HH/H 1923-26, rotary definitives, perf 10, 1¢ to 10¢ complete (581-591), o.g., all hinged, except 591 which is
never hinged, handsome set of perf 10’s, Fine, Scott $226.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 2248

2252

2254

2248 Ha
1923-26, rotary definitives, perf 10, 1¢ to 10¢ complete (581-591), complete set of plate block of 4,
o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and attractive set of 11 different values; all with excellent color, Fine, Scott $2,580.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2249 HHa
1923, 1¢ green, rotary (581), bottom left complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, very well centered
and fresh for issue, F.-V.F., Scott $2,410 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
2250 HHa
1923, 1¢, 1½¢, 6¢ and 9¢, rotary (581, 582, 587, 590), plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,066 (photo on web site).
Estimate $250 - 350
2251 HHa
1924, 2¢ carmine, rotary (583), bottom right complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, very well centered and fresh for issue; one stamp with tiny spot of gum disturbance, F.-V.F. overall, Scott $734 (photo on web
site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2252 HHa

1926, 7¢ black, rotary (588), plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $480.
Estimate $150 - 200

2253 HHa
1926, 7¢ black, rotary (588), bottom right complete sheet of 100, o.g., never hinged, overall fresh and attractive; one stamp with tiny gum skips, F.-V.F. overall, Scott $3,065 (photo on web site). Estimate $600 - 800
2254 HHa
1926, 8¢ olive green, rotary (589), plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $570.
Estimate $150 - 200

2255 HHa
1925, 10¢ orange, rotary (591), bottom right plate block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, delightful example of this difficult plate block, with
amazing rich shade, Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400

2255
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2256

2257

Ex 2258

2259

2256 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g., never hinged, lovely example of this tough stamp; ravishing rich color - much deeper and richer than normally found, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2001 P.F. certificate for
block/4, from which it was taken, top right stamp from the block, Scott $475.
Estimate $350 - 500
2257 m
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), wavy black machine cancellation that’s 100% genuine, impressive example of this coil waste issue that is rarely seen in genuine used condition, let alone choice and well centered like this stamp is; a wonderful opportunity for the serious collector who is looking for a genuinely used example
of this notoriously difficult stamp, Very Fine; with 1990 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
2258 HH
1923, 1¢ green, horizontal coil (597/606), line pairs, o.g., never hinged (598 line pair with gum disturbance), attractive set with glowing colors; missing only the scarcer 599A line pair for completeness, Very Fine, Scott
$223.
Estimate $100 - 150
2259

1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, types II & I (599A,599), combination joint line pair, tied on piece by
mute 4-bar cancels, F.-V.F. A very scarce pair in exceptional used condition.; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
s

2260

2261

2262

2260 m
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, types II & I (599A,599), combination line pair, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F.
certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
2261 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with
1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $200.
Estimate $300 - 400
2262 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), pair, o.g., never hinged, incredibly well centered with
robust color; an excellent representation of this type II coil, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate
graded VF-XF 85, Scott $425. SMQ VF-XF 85; $550.
Estimate $400 - 600

2263 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), pair, o.g., never hinged, impeccably fresh and choice
multiple with intense color, Very Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate, Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2264

2265

2266

2264 HH
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), line pair, o.g., never hinged, good looking example
with ravishing rich color; an immaculate Post Office fresh multiple, F.-V.F.; with 2006 A.P.S. certificate, Scott
$1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600
2265 H
1929, 2¢ carmine, horizontal coil, type II (599A), line pair, o.g., very lightly hinged, Very Fine; with 2008
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
2266 HH
1923, 1¢ green, vertical coil (604), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP
98. SMQ $175 SUP 98.
Estimate $150 - 200

2267

2268

2267 HH
1923, 1¢ green, vertical coil (604), pair, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2014 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $175 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $150 - 200
2268 HH
1923, 2¢ carmine lake, vertical coil (606a), line strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. SMQ $1,000 VF-XF 85.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2269 HHa
1923, 2¢ Harding, imperf (611), center line block of 4, o.g., never hinged, without question, the finest
known example of this difficult block; monumental margins including parts of surrounding 12 stamps; a record realization is in store for this amazing multiple, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem 100J, Scott $110.
Estimate $350 - 500
362
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The Rare Harding Perf 11 Rotary

2270 m
1923, 2¢ Harding, rotary, the rare perf 11 (613), exceptionally lightly cancelled, if cancelled at all, it is
possible that what the PF and P.S.E. called cancellation is nothing more than the typical mottling found on rotary
press Harding Memorial stamps, which would make this the only unused example of this exceptionally rare US
stamp, much better centered than normally found; PSE notes a repair in the bottom right corner, but it is not obvious
when placed in fluid, otherwise Fine, approximately 50 examples are thought to exist, about half of which have
flaws; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate and 1963 P. F. certificate, Scott $40,000 in grade of “Fine”.
Estimate $35,000 - 50,000
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Ex 2271

2272

2271 HHa
1924, Huguenot-Walloon complete (614-616), set of top plate blocks of 6, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
Scott $530.
Estimate $250 - 350
2272 HHa
1925, 5¢ Lexington-Concord (619), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh and
choice; an impressive wide top with immense selvage, F.-V.F., Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2275
2273 HHa
1925, Norse-American complete (620-621), top plate blocks of 8, o.g., never hinged, marvelous
matched set in Post Office fresh condition, Very Fine, Scott $975.
Estimate $350 - 500
2274 HHa
1925, Norse-American complete (620-621), top plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged, clean full tops; a
few light gum bends, F.-V.F. overall, Scott $1,131 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2275 HHa
1925, Norse-American complete (620-621), 2¢ is top plate block of 8, 5¢ is top plate block of 12, o.g.,
never hinged, clean full tops, F.-V.F. overall, Scott $1,105 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2276 HHa
1925, Norse-American complete (620-621), top plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged, clean full tops; a
few light gum bends on 2¢, F.-V.F., Scott $1,131 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2277 HH
1925, 5¢ Norse-American (621), o.g., never hinged, a few better position pieces, two corner and two arrow blocks; a small minority of stamps with light gum bends, but vast majority is sound, F.-V.F., Scott $2,000 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
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2278

2279

2278 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, a superior souvenir sheet, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2279 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and choice example of
this popular White Plains sheet, F.-V.F., Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
2280 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged (lightly hinged in selvage), fresh and inexpensive souvenir sheet, F.-V.F. overall, Scott $350 as hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2281 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged (lightly hinged in selvage), fresh and inexpensive souvenir sheet; three stamps with light gum bends, a couple light perforation separations, F.-V.F. overall,
Scott $350 as hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
2282 HH
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never hinged (lightly hinged in selvage and on 1 stamp),
fresh and inexpensive souvenir sheet, F.-V.F. overall, Scott $350 as hinged (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2283 m
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), wonderfully fresh and solid with light mute circle cancels, Very
Fine. An exceptional used sheet—the top positions are rarely found with full top selvage., Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Ex 2284
2284 H
1926, White Plains souvenir sheet (630), four sheets, o.g., hinge remnants, impressive group of 4
White Plains souvenir sheets; a very fresh and affordable group of these popular sheets, Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

2285

2286

2287

2288

2289

2290

2285 m
1926, 2¢ carmine lake, rotary, type I (634b), wavy black machine cancellation, impressive example of
the carmine lake shade; rarely offered in used condition; one of the few genuinely used examples available to collectors, Fine; with 1999 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
2286 HH
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2002
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2287 HH
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), o.g., never hinged, incredible example of this elusive type II
stamp; with unusually choice centering and captivating color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
2288 HH
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), o.g., never hinged, crisp impression, F.-V.F.; with 1980 P.F.
certificate and 2015 P.F. certificate graded F-VF 75, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
2289 HH
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), o.g., never hinged, Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate for pair,
Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300
2290 H
1928, 2¢ carmine, rotary, type II (634A), top left plate number single, o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully
rich color; a very elusive stamp, V.G., Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Ex 2291

2293

Ex 2294

Ex 2295

2291 HH
1929-32, 6 different rotary press coils (656, 686-687, 721-723), line pairs, o.g., never hinged, a select
group, all handpicked for color and freshness, Extremely Fine, Scott $244.
Estimate $150 - 200
2292 HH
1929, 2¢ Sullivan Expedition, lake color error (657a), o.g., never hinged, wide margined example of
this distinct lake color variety; this is a superior example from the original sheet, not one of the new “wanna be” examples of this elusive shade, Very Fine; with 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $625(photo on web site).
Estimate $350 - 500
2293 HH
1929, 2¢ Sullivan Expedition, lake color error (657a), o.g., never hinged, outstanding deep rich color; a
premium example of this elusive color variety, F.-V.F.; with 1997 P.F. certificate, Scott $625.
Estimate $350 - 500
2294 HH/H 1929, Kans.-Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-679), o.g., hinged or never hinged, attractive set; most are
hinged but several, including 658-661, 663, 667-668, 670-672, 676-677 and 679 are in pristine mint condition; an
excellent selection, F.-V.F., Scott $708.
Estimate $200 - 300
2295 HH
1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), o.g., never hinged, attractive complete set of Kansas overprints; excellent quality group of these tough stamps, Very Fine; Scott #664 with 2002 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $431.
Estimate $300 - 400
2296 HH
site).

1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $432 (photo on web
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2297
2297 HH/Ha 1929, Kans., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (658-668), plate blocks of 4, o.g., hinged or never hinged, nicely balanced complete set of Kansas overprints; all hinged except 665 and 668 which are never hinged; 658 showing
slight moister soaking along right side of top right stamp, otherwise Fine, Scott $3,505.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2298

2299

2298 HH
1929, 4¢ Kans. (662), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. SMQ $250 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $200 - 300
2299 HH
1929, 8¢ Kans. (666), o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality example with deep saturated color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95, Scott $145. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

2300

2301

2300 HHa
1929, 8¢ Kans. (666), bottom left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, desirable example of this notoriously difficult plate block, the key value to any great set of Kansas overprints, with warm rich color and great eye appeal, Very Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2301 HHa
1929, 8¢ Kans. (666), top left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, flawless example with breathtaking
color, nice quality, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

Ex 2302

Ex 2303

2302 HH
1929, Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (669-679), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous selection, handpicked for centering, color and overall freshness, Very Fine, Scott $530.
Estimate $400 - 600
2303 HH
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Ex 2304

2305

2306

2307

2308

2304 HH
1929, Nebr., 1½¢ to 10¢ (670-679), missing 1¢, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh, overall well centered, Very Fine, Scott $262.
Estimate $150 - 200
2305 HH
1929, 3¢ Nebr. (672), o.g., never hinged, perfectly centered margins of this usually difficult issue, Superb;
with 1984 P.F. certificate and 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ $575 SUP 98. Estimate $400 - 600
2306 HH
1929, 5¢ Nebr. (674), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. SMQ $210 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $150 - 200
2307 HH
1929, 10¢ Nebr. (679), o.g., never hinged, exquisite top quality showpiece in a quality rarely encountered; with luxurious rich color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95, Scott
$180. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
2308 HH
1929, 10¢ Nebr. (679), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ $300 XF 90.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 2310

Ex 2309

2309 Ha
1929, Nebr., 1¢ to 10¢ complete (669-679), plate blocks of 4, o.g., lightly hinged, particularly fresh and
attractive group of 11 different values; a rarely offered complete set of Nebraska plates, Fine, Scott $3,695.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2310 HHa
1931, rotary definitives, 11¢ to 50¢ complete (692-701), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, premium
quality; immaculate mint condition; a very pleasing set, Very Fine, Scott $860.
Estimate $200 - 300

2311 H
1933, 5¢ Kosciuszko, imperf vertically (734a), horizontal pair, o.g., hinged, marvelous example of this
rarely offered pair; with eye arresting color; very choice, F.-V.F., only 1-2 panes issued, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Ex 2312
2312 H
1934, National Parks, Harry L. Peckmore engravings (740-749), complete set of engravings with designs and colors similar to the issued stamps, each die-sunk on 5½" x 6¾" card, fresh and Very Fine. A marvelous
set of these lovely National Parks collateral items; includes a set of imperf Parks (756-765) in bottom margin arrow
blocks of 4, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
H.L. Lindquist commissioned Peckmore, who had designed and engraved many U.S. and foreign stamps and
banknotes, to produce these etchings as subscription premiums for his Stamps magazine.

Ex 2313

2314

2313 HH
1934, National Parks, 4¢ to 6¢ and 8¢ (743-745, 747), high grade singles, o.g., never hinged, Superb;
with 2006-7 P.S.E. certificates, all graded SUP 98. SMQ $455 SUP 98.
Estimate $150 - 200
2314 H
1934, 5¢ Parks, imperf vertically (744a), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh appearing; right
stamp has horizontal wrinkle at top left, F.-V.F., only 50 pairs issued, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $350 - 500

Ex 2315
2315 HH
1938, $1-$5 Presidentials (832-834), o.g., never hinged, lovely top quality examples of the high value
Presidentials, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $109.
Estimate $75 - 100
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Ex 2316

2317

2316 HHa
1938, $1-$5 Presidentials (832-834), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged (minor gum crease on 834
plate), attractive examples of these popular plates, F.-V.F., Scott $492.
Estimate $200 - 300
2317 H
1938, $1 Presidential, imperf horizontally (832a), vertical pair, o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine;
with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2318 HHa
1938, $1 Presidential, imperf horizontally (832a), left margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged (natural
gum bends, pencil marks on gum), scarce and desirable multiple, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $3,000 as two
pairs.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2319 HH
1951, $1 Presidential, watermarked USIR (832b), o.g., never hinged, fantastic large margined example
with vibrant colors; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp
was taken, bottom right stamp, Scott $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2320 HHa
1938, $2 Presidential (833), plate block of 20, complete top 20 stamps of sheet that contains center plate
block, green and black tops and denomination corner blocks at right and left, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh;
four stamps at extreme right and left with minor gum skips, Very Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

2321

2322

2321 HHa
1938, $5 Presidential (834), centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh; tiny gum skips on
bottom right stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $200 - 300
2322 HHa
1938, $5 Presidential (834), plate block of 4, rare dramatic vignette shift to top right, o.g., never hinged;
staple hole causing small tear in top right selvage, Very Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2323 HHa
1938, $5 Presidential (834), top plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, well centered and fresh; light gum
bend on top right stamp, two staple holes above plate numbers, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $690.
Estimate $300 - 400
2324 HH
1939, 1¢-10¢ Presidential coils complete (839-851), line pairs, o.g., never hinged, handpicked GEM
quality set of these terribly difficult line pairs; a wonderful opportunity for any collector looking for a lovely group of
these coils, Extremely Fine, Scott $126 (photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

1959-2017 MODERN ERRORS

2325 E
1959, 4¢ Soil Conservation, unadopted essay, similar to actual design (1133 var.), on photo lithographic paper, on thin card, 107 x 93 mm, an incredible rendition and quite possibly unique; toning on reverse side
probably from mounting, Very Fine and very rare.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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2326 HH
1969, 6¢ Grandma Moses, imperf between (nearly) (1370a var.), 3 horizontal pairs in a block of 30,
o.g., never hinged, large block with the center row pairs appearing to be imperforate between, but do show evidence of perf impressions, so it cannot be considered a true imperf between, Very Fine, only 250 pairs issued, Scott
$300.
Estimate $150 - 200

2327

2328

2329

2327 HH
1969, 6¢ Baseball, black omitted (1381a), o.g., never hinged (faint fingerprint on gum), F.-V.F., only
150-200 issued; 1992 PF cert, Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
2328 HH
1977, 13¢ Colorado, imperf vertically (1711b), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged (faint fingerprint on
gum), Very Fine, only 35 pairs issued, Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500
2329 HH
1979, 15¢ Martin Luther King, imperf (1771a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

2330 HHa
1980, 15¢ Benjamin Banneker, imperf vertically (1804a), top right plate block of 12, o.g., never hinged,
unique plate block; light gum wrinkle on top right selvage, Very Fine, only 25 pairs issued; with 1990 P.F. certificate,
Scott $1,800 for regular pairs.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2331

2332

2333

2331 HHa
1981, 20¢ Cactus, deep brown omitted (1945b), se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
only 10 blocks issued, Scott $3,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2332 HH
1982, 20¢ US-Netherlands, imperf (2003a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, impressive pair with bright
colors, Very Fine, only 94 pairs issued, Scott $250. Datz $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2333 HH
1983, 20¢ Scott Joplin, imperf (2044a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous well margined
pair, brilliant colors, a quality imperf error, Extremely Fine to Superb, only 50 pairs issued, Scott $350. Datz $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

2334

2335

2334 HH
1986, 22¢ Duke Ellington, imperf horizontally (2211a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., only
40-60 pairs issued, Scott $675.
Estimate $300 - 400
2335 HH
1991, 29¢ Cole Porter, imperf horizontally (2550a), left margin vertical strip of 3, o.g., never hinged (top
stamp faint fingerprint on gum), Very Fine, only 50-75 pairs issued; 1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $450 as a pair.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2336

2337

2336 HH
1988, 25¢ Honeybee coil, black (litho) omitted (2281c), pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 50-60 issued, Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
2337 HH
1988, 25¢ Honeybee coil, imperf (2281g), imperf strip of 6, with plate number 2, o.g., never hinged, outstanding top quality example of this seldom offered plate number strip, Extremely Fine, only 10 pairs and 1-2 strips
issued.
Estimate $500 - 750

2338 HH
1993 (10¢) Eagle & Shield coil, imperf (2603a), imperf strip of 6, with plate number 11111, o.g., never
hinged, eye catching strip with bold colors; quite elusive, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

2339 HHa
1992, 29¢ Greetings, imperf proof (2718aP), se-tenant block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged;
small gum disturbance in selvage, Extremely Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

2340 HHa
1993, 29¢ Sporting Horses, black (engraved) omitted (2759b), left margin se-tenant block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged (faint fingerprints on gum), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2341 HHa
1993, 29¢ Sporting Horses, black (engraved) omitted (2759b), se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

2342 HHa
1993, 29¢ Sporting Horses, black (engraved) omitted (2759b), se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

2343 HHa
1993, 29¢ Sporting Horses, black (engraved) omitted (2759b), bottom margin se-tenant block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
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Right Side Up Modern Jenny Error

2344 HH
2013, Inverted Jenny, miniature sheet of 6, airplane right-side up (4806d), complete pane of six
self-adhesive stamps with souvenir sheet design in margin, very well centered, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 100 were distributed to random post offices around the country, as of 4/8/17 only 30 have been
registered with the postal service. a tremendous modern rarity., Scott $75,000.
Estimate $60,000 - 70,000
To honor stamp collecting, on September 22, 2013 the United States Postal Service issued a souvenir sheet
showing six examples of the stamp denominated $2 each rather than the original 24 cents. The issue was sold at
face value, although various special packagings for collectors were also offered for a premium.
The Postal Service announced it has also printed 100 sheets of “corrected Jenny sheets” ? the plane flying right
side up. All sheets of the stamp are individually wrapped in a sealed envelope to recreate the excitement of
finding an Inverted Jenny when opening the envelope and to avoid the possibility of discovering a corrected
Jenny prior to purchase. Individuals purchasing “corrected Jenny sheets” will find a congratulatory note inside the
wrapping asking them to call a phone number to receive a certificate of acknowledgment signed by Postmaster
General Patrick Donahoe.
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Ex 2345
2345 HH
2013, Inverted Jenny, limited boxed edition souvenir kit (4806 var.), commemorative box containing
an selection of proof material and sheets, including sheets of six with vignette only, frame only, complete stamps but
without background design, albino stamps with background design, die cleaned sheet, also normal sheet and first
day precancelled sheet, plus 48-page booklet, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, recently realized $1,652.00 at NY
Public Auction, only a few of these kits were sold before the Postal Service ended their sales of this issue.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2346 HH
2017, Forever, Quilled Paper Heart Love, die cutting omitted (5036a), pane of 20 with corner plate
numbers B11111, regularly issued with die-cutting, this pane missed that process, these were produced from the
lower right position of the sheets, o.g., never hinged, completely sound and free of any imperfection, of the several
sheets reported, most had creasing, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Only press sheets were regularly issued imperforate and were printed with plate number #S11111, this is the
discovery example featured on the front page of Linns Nov 7 2016.
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SMALL MISC. GROUPS OF GEM QUALITY GRADED STAMPS

Ex 2347

Ex 2348

Ex 2349

2347 HH/H 1912-38, three better graded stamps (410//832), including 410 line pair (graded 90), 721 line pair (90),
and 832 (95), o.g., 721 & 832 never hinged, 410 line pair with disturbed gum, a nice group, Extremely Fine; with
2011 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $50. SMQ XF 90; $175.
Estimate $100 - 150
2348 HH
1916-17, four better graded Washington-Franklins (463//512a), o.g., never hinged, each with a
graded PSE certificate; includes 463 (graded 90), 511 (85), 512 (90), and 512a (85) - a desirable group that includes both shades on the 12 cent 1917 perf 11 issue, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. graded certificates, Scott
$66. SMQ VF-XF 85; $165.
Estimate $100 - 150
2349 HH
1932-56, 12 different modern PSE graded stamps (715//1077), o.g., never hinged, magnificent group
of 12 different GEM quality PSE graded stamps; includes Scott #715 graded 95, 737 graded 98, 743 graded 95, 785
graded 95, 787 graded 95, 791 graded 95, 805 graded 95, 874 graded 95, 889 graded 95, 863 graded GEM-100,
911 graded Sup-98, and 1077 graded GEM-100; this outstanding group would enhance any great collection or
eBay dealer’s stock as the total SMQ values for these outstanding graded stamps is $677.00, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $20. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $677.
Estimate $300 - 400

Please Vist Our Web Site
www.kelleherauctions.com
Most lots in this sale have photographs on our site. Also, you can bid on our site,
and the site is fully searchable.
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2350

2351

2352

2350 HH
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), o.g., never hinged, showpiece example with superior centering and lively rich
color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $120. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2351 HH
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90.
SMQ $225 XF 90.
Estimate $150 - 200
2352 HH
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), o.g., never hinged, well margined example with breathtaking bright color, Extremely Fine. Scott $120.
Estimate $100 - 150

2353

2354

2353 HHa
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), block of 12, horizontal and vertical guide lines that include centerline block in center of block, o.g., never hinged, brilliant color and post office fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $1,440 for singles.
Estimate $400 - 600
2354 HHa
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top left corner margin and arrow block of 21, o.g., never hinged, brilliant color and
post office fresh; three stamps with gum wrinkles, four staple holes (two in arrow block) and small piece out of inconsequential selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $2,940.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
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2355

2356

2355 HHa
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top plate block of 6, o.g., stamps never hinged (slightly dull original gum and fingerprints, hinged in selvage), F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500
2356 Ha
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top plate block of 6, disturbed o.g., choice centering and dazzling color; a nice
looking example of this popular airmail plate block; a few perf separations along top center perfs at center, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

2357

2358

2359

2357 Ha
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, warm rich color; fresh and affordable example; top left stamp with a trivial thin spot, otherwise Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $200 - 300
2358 HH
1918, 16¢ green (C2), o.g., never hinged, extremely intense color; a beautiful stamp with nicely balanced
margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $130. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$425.
Estimate $350 - 500
2359 HH
1918, 16¢ green (C2), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, remarkable example with tremendous
deep color, Very Fine. Scott $130.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2360

2361

2360 HHa
1918, 16¢ green (C2), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, handsome quality example with tremendous rich color, Very Fine. Scott $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2361 HH/Ha 1918, 16¢ green (C2), top plate block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged (some stamps never hinged), Very Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750

2362

2363

2364

2362 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example of this popular stamp,
featuring stupendous margins and dazzling colors; an amazing stamp that would please the most quality conscious
collector, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP
95J; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
2363 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), o.g., never hinged, marvelous example with deeply emblazoned
color; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $140.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $440.
Estimate $350 - 500
2364 H
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), neatly little group with various interesting slight shifts, o.g., hinged;
4 stamps with small thins, 1 of which also has creases, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

2365 H
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, “grounded plane” variety (C3 var.), very pronounced shift with the
plane’s wheels extending well below the mid-point of “Cents”, o.g., lightly hinged, exceptionally dark colors for this
spectacular variety, Very Fine, very scarce in well centered and sound condition; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
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2366

2367

2366 HH/Ha 1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), bottom margin block of 4 with engraver’s initials in selvage, o.g.,
top left stamp hinged, others never hinged, fresh and appealing position block with warm rich colors, F.-V.F. Scott
$490 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
2367 HHa
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue, “Fast Plane” variety (C3 var.), top margin arrow block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, remarkably fresh multiple showing interesting vignette shift on each stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $560 for singles.
Estimate $300 - 400

Ex 2368
2368 P
1923, Second Issue, 8¢-24¢ large die proofs complete (C4P1-C6P1), each on full 8" x 6" card with the
approval signature of Postmaster General Harry S. New in bottom margin and blue control number on reverse,
fresh and clean, Very Fine. Scott $14,250.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000
An immaculate set of these rare proofs—only five sets are believed to have been produced.
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2369

2370

2371

2369 HH
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), o.g., never hinged, luxurious rich color and strong impression; a superb GEM
well placed within its borders, Superb; with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $40. SMQ SUP 98; $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
2370 HH
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), o.g., never hinged, among the most impressive examples you’ll ever see; perfectly centerd stamp with electrifying color, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $40. SMQ
SUP 98; $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
2371 HHa
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), top right corner margin plate block of 24, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh
beautiful large multiple; some light diagonal gum bends and usual staple holes in selvage above plate number, Very
Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $400 - 600

2372

2373

2374

2372 HH
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh example with sumptuous color and
strong impression; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott $130. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $425.
Estimate $300 - 400
2373 HH
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), o.g., never hinged, astounding showpiece; big boxy margins and
mouthwatering color; matchless GEM quality, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $130.
Estimate $200 - 300
2374 HHa
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), top plate block of 6, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only, premium quality top plate position; an extremely fresh and choice plate block that catalogs for $2,150.00 in never
hinged condition; the hinge mark in top selvage keeps this from being an immaculate multiple, Fine. Scott $1,400 for
“hinged”.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2375

2376

2377

2378

2375 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), o.g., never hinged, a matchless GEM copy with captivating color and perfect
centering; a true condition rarity in a wonderful state of preservation, Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded
SUP 98. Scott $140. SMQ SUP 98; $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2376 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), o.g., never hinged, an awesome top quality showpiece, with unusually large
margins and riveting color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $140.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $450.
Estimate $350 - 500
2377 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), o.g., never hinged, beautiful example with generous margins and remarkably
rich color; simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $140.
SMQ XF-SUP 95; $400.
Estimate $350 - 500
2378 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $450 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $350 - 500

2379
2379 HH

2380

2381

1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), right margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

2380 HHa
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh mint block with mouthwatering
color, F.-V.F.; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $560 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
2381 HHa
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, magnificent GEM QUALITY example
that would please the most quality conscious collector, beautifully centered with radiant color, a very scarce plate
block in this wonderful state of preservation, Extremely Fine. Scott $2,850.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2382 HH
1928, 10¢ Lindbergh (C10a), booklet pane of 3, o.g., never hinged, gorgeous top quality example with
deep rich color; a relatively common booklet pane is uncommon quality, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $120
(photo on web site).
Estimate $100 - 150
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2383

2384

2383 HH
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), C15 is a right margin plate number single, o.g., never hinged
(C15 with natural gum crease), extremely appealing mint set with deep rich color on all three values, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,875.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2384 HH/H 1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g., C14-C15 hinged, C13 is never hinged, fresh and attractive set of these popular stamps; C14 is a left sheet margin single that shows a small inclusion spot, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

2385
2385 H

2386

1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), disturbed o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $1,155. Estimate $500 - 750

2386 m
1930, Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), neatly struck black cancellations, awesome top quality set,
handpicked for color, centering and soundness; a flawless set of these popular stamps that is much more difficult to
obtain than one would think, Very Fine; C13 with 1984 P.F.C., C14 with 2007 P.F.C. graded VF-80, and C15 with
2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,140.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2387

2388

2387 HH
1930, 65¢ and $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C13-C14), o.g., never hinged, fresh appearance; C13 with tiny perf
thin at left, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $925.
Estimate $400 - 600
2388 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, particularly choice example with astounding color
and clear impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $275. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

2389

2390

2389 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, impressive left sheet margin single with wide margins; a Post Office fresh and choice stamp, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2000 P.F. certificate for block/4, from
which this stamp was taken, top left stamp. Scott $275.
Estimate $350 - 500
2390 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged (minor gum bend), wonderfully fresh top sheet margin
single with big margins, Extremely Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $300 - 400

2391

2392

2393

2391 HH
$275.

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, pristine example with brilliant color, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300

2392 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $275.

2393 HH

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged; lightly pencil signed on reverse, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2394
2394 HH

2395

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never hinged, fresh color; light gum bends, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

2395 HHa
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, popular Graf Zeppelin issue; light toning
on gum, a few light gum bends, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

2396 HHa
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends), among
the freshest and choicest examples we have offered in some time; superior centering and gleaming rich color; this
plate would make an excellent start for any collector building a top quality set of Zeppelin plate blocks one select example at a time, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $2,450.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2397
2397 m

2398

1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), Very Fine. Scott $165.

2399
Estimate $100 - 150

2398 HH
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., never hinged, splendid example with crystal clear impression,
Very Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $625. SMQ VF 80; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
2399 H
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), o.g., very lightly hinged, superior example with incredible centering
and brilliant color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $400. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2400

2401

2400 H
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), right plate number single, o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never
hinged), premium quality example with extremely wide margins and sterling rich color, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
2401 m
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), neat black cancellation, desirable used example; dazzling color, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $375. SMQ VF-XF 85; $475.
Estimate $350 - 500

2402

2403

2404

2402 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, magnificent GEM quality stamp; an awesome
stamp with fantastic rich color; quite scarce when found with such wonderful attributes, Extremely Fine to Superb;
with 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $975. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,750. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2403 HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., never hinged, immaculate fresh stamp with incredibly bright
color, Very Fine. Scott $975.
Estimate $600 - 800
2404 m
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), slogan machine cancel, high value of Graf Zeppelin set; corner
creases and tiny thin specks, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

2405

2406

2407

2405 HH
1931, 5¢ Winged Globe, rotary (C16), o.g., never hinged, magnificent rotary press printing rarely found
in such beautiful condition; a gorgeous large margined GEM with sumptuous color, Extremely Fine to Superb; with
2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $8. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
2406 HH
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), o.g., never hinged, spectacular example of this stamp; a relatively
common stamp in a rather uncommon condition; perfectly centered amid extra large margins; what a stamp, Superb. Scott $85.
Estimate $150 - 200
2407 HH
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2007 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-SUP 95. SMQ $180 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2408

2409

2408 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minute natural gum skips),
fresh and very pleasing example with lively rich color, a choice wide top, Very Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $400 - 600
2409 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, an incredible extra wide
top with extraordinary color and impression, that would please the most quality conscious collector, scarce like this,
Extremely Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $400 - 600

2410

2411

2410 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (tiny natural gum
skips), attractive wide bottom plate, with brilliant color, F.-V.F. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400
2411 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, attractive example
with warm rich color, a beauty, Very Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $300 - 400

2412

2413

2412 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor natural gum
skips), impressive deep rich color, a pretty example, Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $250 - 350
2413 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (trivial gum skips and
bends), fresh and bright color; a handsome wide top, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2414

2415

2414 H
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), o.g., lightly hinged, very fresh, attractive example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Scott $550.
Estimate $500 - 750
2415 H
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), o.g., hinge remnant, extra large margins and beautiful color; faint toning of bottom
perfs, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

2416

2417

2418

2416 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), o.g., never hinged, awesome rich color; a delightful example in a wonderful state
of preservation, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken, this being the
top right stamp. Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750
2417 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F.; with 1999 P.F. and 2015 P.S.A.G.
certificates. Scott $675.
Estimate $350 - 500
2418 H

1893, 10¢ orange (E3), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

2419 HHa
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), top plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, beautiful post office fresh color; position 3
has small thin, light crease in right selvage, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $16,500.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
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Rare Gem Graded 95 Jumbo

2420 HH
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), o.g., never hinged, the most remarkable example of this rare
never hinged stamp we’ve ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a marvelous well centered stamp with immense margins of epic proportions, and captivating color with detailed impression; this amazing stamp is the only
example achieving the grade of 95J, and there is only one other example grading higher, according to P.S.E.’s population report, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $2,100. SMQ
XF-SUP 95J; $18,300.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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2421

2422

2423

2421 H

1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), o.g., lightly hinged, deep and rich color, Very Fine. Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

2422 H

1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $900.

2423 HH

1895, 10¢ blue (E5), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $500.

2424

Estimate $300 400

Estimate $200 - 300

2425

2424 HH
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), top plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinge remnants in
selvage only, gorgeous rich shade printed on lily white paper, Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
2425 H
1895, 10¢ blue, dots in curved frame above messenger (E5a), o.g., lightly hinged, exquisite showpiece with precise centering and tantalizing color; the Top Of The Pop, scarce thus, Extremely Fine to Superb, this
is the only #E5a to achieve the impressive grade of XF-Sup-95, and is the highest graded example of this stamp, according to PSE’s population report; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $375. SMQ XF-SUP 95;
$750.
Estimate $500 - 750

2426

2427

2428

2426 HH
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), o.g., never hinged, fresh stamp with unusually rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate for strip, from which this stamp was taken, left stamp from the strip. Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300
2427 E

1908, 10¢ greenish blue, small proof on thin card (E7E), Very Fine.

Estimate $500 - 750

2428 E

1908, 10¢ bluish green, small proof on thin card (E7E), Very Fine.

Estimate $200 - 300
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2429

2430

2431

2429 E
1908, 10¢ essay, in dark blue (E7-E5), “The Merry Widow”, #425, Bureau of Engraving and Printing experimental, engraved from the first three designs submitted by Whitney Warren, abandoned in favor of the fourth
design, Essay on wove mounted on card with #319, which has been marked with the stamp dimensions for comparison; usual light creases at top and sides, Very Fine, fascinating rare piece that would enhance any Special Delivery
collection.
Estimate $500 - 750
2430 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, marvelous JUMBO with alluring rich color; a true condition rarity as this stamp is almost never found this choice, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 4 examples achieving this
impressive grade, with only 8 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report; with 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $775.
Estimate $600 - 800
2431 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott Stamp Values $500 for 95, XF-SUP 95J.
Estimate $500 - 750

2432

2433

2434

2435

2436

2432 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, superior top quality stamp, with gleaming color and clear impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2013 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $140. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $600.
Estimate $400 - 600
2433 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, outstanding well margined stamp; brilliant color printed on lily white paper, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $140.
SMQ XF 90J; $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2434 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90 for block. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
2435 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2016 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF 90 for block. Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200
2436 m
1908, 10¢ green (E7), duplex cancel, Extremely Fine; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF 90. Scott
Stamp Values $130 XF 90.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2437 HH
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), o.g., never hinged, a true World Class GEM with the deepest and richest
color ever encountered on this issue; perfectly centered with extra large margins; this stamp is an incomparable
showpiece deserving placement in the finest mint collection, Superb, this is 1 of 5 examples achieving this impressive grade, and is the HIGHEST GRADED Scott #E9, according to PSE’s population report; with 2002 and 2016
P.F. cert. graded XF-S-95 XQ, and with 2016 and 2017 P.S.E. certificates, both graded SUP 98. Scott $425. SMQ
SUP 98; $2,800.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2438

2439

2440

2438 HH
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), o.g., never hinged, incredible representation of this issue with virtually perfect centering and supple rich shade; a GEM stamp that would please the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine to Superb, this is 1 of 21 examples achieving this impressive grade, with only 13 others grading higher,
according to PSE’s population report; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $425. SMQ XF-SUP
95; $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2439 HH
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), o.g., never hinged, absolutely awesome example with enormous
JUMBO margins; a spectacular showpiece with wonderful overall freshness, Extremely Fine, this is 1 of 11 examples achieving this impressive grade, with only 20 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report; with
1995 P.F.C. and 2011 P.F. certificate graded XF 90J. Scott $700. SMQ XF 90J; $1,350.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2440 HH
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), o.g., never hinged, premium quality example of this elusive mint
stamp; with bright color and well incised impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott
$700.
Estimate $500 - 750

2441

2442

2441 HH
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), o.g., never hinged, awesome deep rich color; incredible centering;
reperforated at right, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
2442 HH
1917, 10¢ ultramarine, “pink back” variety (E11), o.g., never hinged, magnificent example of the elusive “pink back” variety; featuring prodigious margins of epic proportions and vibrant color; simply amazing, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J. Scott $45. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $300 for
“normal”.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2443

2444

2445

2443 HH
1922, 10¢ gray violet (E12), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example with monumental margins unlike
anything we’ve ever seen; a true GEM, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF-SUP 95J.
Scott $95. SMQ XF-SUP 95J; $575.
Estimate $500 - 750
2444 HH
1925, 15¢ deep orange (E13), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh and choice example with excellent centering, Extremely Fine; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $75. SMQ XF 90; $105. Estimate $100 150
2445 HH
1944, 17¢ orange yellow (E18), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh stamp with impressive centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $3. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $30.
Estimate $50 - 75

2446

2447

2446 HH
1911, 10¢ Registry (F1), right plate number single, o.g., never hinged, a wonderful opportunity to acquire
a superb example of this elusive 1911 Registration stamp, which is seldom found in such a wonderful mint state,
plus it’s a plate single to boot! Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2002 P.F. certificate. Scott $175.
Estimate $250 - 350
2447 HH
1911, 10¢ Registry (F1), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, marvelous top quality example
in brilliant fresh condition, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $175. SMQ XF 90; $300.
Estimate $250 - 350

POSTAGE DUE

Ex 2448

2449

2450

2448 H/(H)
1879, 1¢ to 30¢ (J1//J6), o.g. or without gum, decent group of 5 better early Postage Dues, includes J1-J4
and J6; couple trivial paper flaws, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,665.
Estimate $300 - 400
2449 H
1879, 50¢ brown (J7), o.g., lightly hinged, desirable example of this stamp, with impressive centering
and margins, along with sterling fresh color, Very Fine; 1987 P.F. certificate. Scott $650. Estimate $400 - 600
2450 H
$600.

1879, 50¢ brown (J7), o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2013 P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott
Estimate $250 - 350
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2451 H
1879, 10¢ deep brown, Special Printing (J12), part o.g., outstanding example of this rarely offered
1879 Special Printing; one of the few completely sound and well centered examples available to collectors; a rare
opportunity, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 174 reportedly sold; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

2452

2453

2454

2455

2456

2452 H
1879, 10¢ deep brown, Special Printing (J12), o.g., hinged; thins and wrinkle at bottom, otherwise Fine;
with 1984 P.F. certificate. Scott $7,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2453 H

1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

2454 HH
1891, 1¢ to 10¢ (J22//J26), o.g., never hinged, three pristine mint Postage Dues, includes J22, J24 and
J26; a nice little group, F.-V.F. Scott $765.
Estimate $300 - 400
2455 HH
1891, 3¢ bright claret (J24), o.g., never hinged, fabulous mint example with alluring rich color printed on
lily white paper, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $180. SMQ VF-XF
85; $275.
Estimate $200 - 300
2456 HH
1891, 3¢ bright claret (J24), top margin single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, excellent example,
extra large margins, and vivid fresh color, quite handsome, Very Fine. Scott $200.
Estimate $150 - 200

2457 m
1891, 30¢ bright claret (J27), neatly struck black cancellation, brilliant fresh example with great color,
Very Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2458

2459

2460

2461

2458 H
1894, 1¢ vermilion (J29), o.g., hinge remnant (natural gum creases), one of the nicest centered examples one could ever hope for; a very handsome top quality stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2459 HH
1894, 1¢ vermilion (J29), o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh top sheet margin single; a great rarity
missing from most postage due collections, V.G.; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2460 H
1894, 1¢ vermilion (J29), o.g., hinged, choice example; with brilliant color in the true vermilion shade,
Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2461 H
1894, 1¢ vermilion (J29), o.g., previously hinged; reperforated at left, otherwise Very Fine; with 2016
P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

2462 HH
1894, 2¢ vermilion (J30), o.g., never hinged, impressive right sheet margin single with part arrow in selvage; a handsome well centered example of this scarce stamp, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $1,900. SMQ XF 90; $2,900.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2463
2463 (H)
$62.

2464

1894, 2¢ deep claret (J32), regummed, deep rich color; reperforated at top, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $50 - 75

2464 HH
1894, 10¢ deep claret (J35), o.g., never hinged, brilliant color and impression; small natural gum skip at
bottom, Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2465

2466

2467

2468

2465 HHa
1895, 2¢ deep claret (J39), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh; slight short gumming
along top perforations, F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350
2466 HH
1897, 30¢ deep claret (J43), o.g., never hinged, attractive wide margined example in Post Office fresh
condition; very scarce stamp when found in such an immaculate state of preservation, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2467 H
1897, 30¢ deep claret (J43), o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF
90. SMQ $875 XF 90.
Estimate $600 - 800
2468 HH
1896, 50¢ deep claret (J44), o.g., never hinged, heavenly rich color and sharp clear impression; a very
elusive mint stamp, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2012 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken,
bottom left stamp. Scott $925.
Estimate $500 - 750

2469

2470

2469 HH/Ha 1910, 2¢ deep claret (J46), bottom plate block of 6, with five point star, o.g., top stamps lightly hinged (3
stamps never hinged), deep rich color; light gum bend on bottom right stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
2470 HHa
1910, 5¢ deep claret (J48), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh color; light gum wrinkle along right side, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2471

2472

2473

2474

2471 m
1914, 3¢ carmine lake (J54), neatly struck black cancellation, outstanding large margined stamp with intense color, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $75.
Estimate $100 - 150
2472 HH
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), bottom single with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine; with
2006 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90J. SMQ $1,150 XF 90J.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2473 HH
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), o.g., never hinged, lovely bright color, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350
2474 ma
1916, 1¢ rose (J59), block of 4, manuscript cancels removed, useful inexpensive piece; top left stamp
with a thin, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2475

2476

2475 HHa
1917, 2¢ rose red (J62a), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, a gorgeous wide top in the handsome
rose red shade, Very Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $125.
Estimate $250 - 350
2476 HHa
1917, 3¢ carmine rose (J63), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, immaculate multiple with radiating color, F.-V.F. Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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2477 HHa
1930, $5 carmine, wet printing (J78), top plate block of 8, o.g., never hinged, a desirable wide top with
breathtaking color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $770.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

OFFICES IN CHINA

Ex 2478

Ex 2479

Ex 2480

2481

2478 HH/H 1919, 2¢ to $2, 15 different (K1//K16), o.g., hinged, six never hinged including K1, K4-5, K7, K10. and
K12, nearly a complete set of plate number singles - missing only K6 for completeness; a very desirable group of 15
different values, F.-V.F. Scott $2,560.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2479 m
1919, 1¢ to 4¢, 4 different (K1-K4), each with lovely well struck Shanghai postmarks, Very Fine; 2¢-4¢
each have with 2003-5 P.F. certificates. Scott $420.
Estimate $300 - 400
2480 H
1919, 4¢ to 60¢, 6 different (K2, K3, K9, K10, K12, K14), o.g., lightly hinged, attractive group, F.-V.F.
Scott $417.
Estimate $200 - 300
2481 HHa
1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K1), block of 12 and block of 8, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh blocks, F.-V.F.
Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2482

2483

2484

2485

2482 HH/Ha 1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K1), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., top stamps lightly hinged, top center stamp with
small hinge remnant, bottom stamps never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
2483 m
1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K1), Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2017 P.S.A.G. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott Stamp Values $450 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $300 - 400
2484 HH
1919, 4¢ on 2¢ rose (K2), o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality example with boardwalk margins and
radiating color; scarce like this, Extremely Fine to Superb. Scott $70.
Estimate $150 - 200
2485 HH
1919, 6¢ on 3¢ violet (K3), o.g., never hinged, spectacular GEM with wonderfully balanced margins; in a
marvelous state of preservation with dazzling rich color; this stamp seldom comes this nice, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2003 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this outstanding stamp was taken, this being the top right
stamp from the block. Scott $150.
Estimate $350 - 500

2486

2487

2486 HH
1919, 8¢ on 4¢ brown (K4), o.g., never hinged, a true condition rarity; with precise centering and sumptuous rich color; we cannot recall offering a nicer example of this notoriously difficult stamp; this is 1 of 7 examples attaining the impressive grade of XF-Sup-95, with only 3 others grading higher, according to PSE’s population report,
Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $150. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $975.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2487 HHa
1919, 8¢ on 4¢ brown (K4), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, exceptionally well
centered plate block, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2000 P.F. and 2014 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $1,150.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2488

2489

2490

2491

2492

2488 HH
1919, 10¢ on 5¢ blue (K5), o.g., never hinged, extremely handsome well margined stamp, with prooflike
color and impression; as fresh as the very first day it was issued, Extremely Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate. Scott
$170.
Estimate $300 - 400
2489 H
1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange (K6), o.g., lightly hinged, perfectly centered example with warm rich color,
Superb. Scott $85.
Estimate $100 - 150
2490 m
1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange (K6), socked on nose U.S. Pos. Service, Shanghai, China postmark, bright
color and large margins, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $85.
Estimate $100 - 150
2491 H
1919, 14¢ on 7¢ black (K7), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely gorgeous GEM quality example; perfectly
centered with extremely intense color and impression; this is 1 of only 2 examples to achieve the grade of Sup-98,
and is the highest graded Scott #K7, according to PSE’s population report, Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate
graded SUP 98. Scott $87. SMQ SUP 98; $425.
Estimate $400 - 600
2492 m
1919, 14¢ on 7¢ black (K7), perfectly struck “U.S. Postal Service Shanghai, China” cancellation, impressive example in flawless condition, Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200

2493

2494

2495

Ex 2496

2493 HH
1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive bister (K8), o.g., never hinged, wide margined GEM stamp, with riveting color; a
gorgeous stamp that would enhance any great collection, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 1998 P.F. certificate for
block/4, from which this stamp was taken, this being top right stamp from the block. Scott $160.
Estimate $350 - 500
2494 HH
1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive bister (K8), o.g., never hinged, fantastic example with warm rich color, in immaculate condition, Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $180.
Estimate $200 - 300
2495 HHa
1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive bister (K8), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, impressive multiple with sterling color, in
Post Office fresh condition, F.-V.F. Scott $720 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
2496 HH/Ha 1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red and 20¢ on 10¢ orange yellow (K9, K10), K9 block of 4 and K10 pair, o.g.,
hinge remnants (2 bottom stamps of K9 block are never hinged), fresh appearance of these popular issues; K9
block has some light gum bends / wrinkles, top right stamp with tiny thin, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $590.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2497

2498

2499

2500

2501

2497 HH
1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), o.g., never hinged, superior top quality example in the freshest and
choicest quality obtainable, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 95. Scott $170. SMQ
XF-SUP 95; $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2498 HH
1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), o.g., never hinged, exuberant rich color; a pristine mint example with
outstanding centering, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $170.
Estimate $400 - 600
2499 HH

1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200

2500 HH
1919, 18¢ on 9¢ salmon red (K9), o.g., never hinged, impressive example with outstanding color, Very
Fine; with photocopy of 1993 P.F. certificate for block/8 from which this stamp was taken, top left stamp. Scott $170.
Estimate $100 - 150
2501 m
1919, 20¢ on 10¢ orange yellow (K10), Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.S.E. and 2004 P.F. certificates. Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300

2502

2503

2504

2505

2502 HH
1919, 24¢ on 12¢ claret brown (K11a), o.g., never hinged, unusually choice example of the often misidentified claret brown shade; wide margins and deep rich color, Extremely Fine. Scott $275.
Estimate $350 - 500
2503 HH
1919, 30¢ on 15¢ gray (K12), o.g., never hinged, particularly choice top quality example; nice big margins and crystal clear impression; a very elusive stamp when found in this pristine mint state, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2001 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $210.
Estimate $400 - 600
2504 HH
1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine (K13), o.g., never hinged (small perf disc indent on gum), perfectly
centered stamp with gleaming fresh color; a gorgeous stamp that is rarely found so choice, Extremely Fine; with
2015 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90, stating “apparent centering - 100". Scott $300. SMQ XF 90; $775.
Estimate $400 - 600
2505 HH
1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine (K13), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2014
P.S.E. certificate for block. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2506

2507

2508

2509

2510

2506 H
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), o.g., lightly hinged, phenomenal top quality example of this tough
stamp; with breathtaking rich color and sharp detailed impression, Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $575. SMQ XF 90; $825.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2507 HH
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1982 P.F. and 2013 P.S.E. certificates. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $600 - 800
2508 H
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), o.g., very lightly hinged, premium example with crisp clear color; a
very choice stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2012 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $575. SMQ
VF-XF 85; $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
2509 H
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded
VF 80. Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600
2510 m/)
1919, $1 on 50¢ light violet (K15), light “U.S. Postal Agency, Shanghai, China” cancellation, scarce
used example of this “key” value in the set, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

2511

2512

2513

2511 H
1919, $2 on $1 violet brown (K16), o.g., hinged, marvelous top quality example with wonderful rich color
and balanced margins; a true GEM, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95.
Scott $450. SMQ XF-SUP 95; $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2512 HH
1922, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K17), o.g., never hinged, oversized margins and breathtaking fresh color, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2007 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken, bottom left
stamp. Scott $250.
Estimate $350 - 500
2513 HH
1922, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K17), o.g., never hinged, supple rich shade and crisp clear impression, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2007 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken, top left
stamp. Scott $250.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2514

2515

2514 HHa
1922, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K17), block of 32, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, sure to yield better profits if
broken down correctly; four stamps with natural straight edges at bottom, some minor perforation separations,
V.G.-Fine. Scott $8,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2515 HHa
1922, 4¢ on 2¢ carmine (K18), block of 48, o.g., never hinged, overall post office fresh that will surely
yield higher profits if broken down correctly; several light gum bends of little consequence, light inclusions on three
stamps, natural straight edges on 13 stamps (four of which have light gum creases and one of which has a perforation disc indent), F.-V.F. Scott $11,040.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Ex 2516
2516 P

Ex 2517

2518

2519

2520

Officials, 1873 issues complete, plate proofs on card (O1P4-O93P4), Extremely Fine. Scott $878.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2517 H/m
1873, 7 different (O3//O119), disturbed o.g., valuable group of 7 different Officials, including O3 with
manuscript cancel, along with 6 unused stamps - O13, O42, O76, O90, O113 and O119; couple small faults, generally Fine. Scott $10,137.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2518 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 10¢ yellow (O5), o.g., hinged, remarkably fresh stamp with glowing color; absolutely extraordinary in this top condition, Extremely Fine, this stamp is 1 of 2 examples in the grade of XF-90, with
only 2 others grading higher; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $525. SMQ XF 90; $1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2519 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 10¢ yellow (O5), o.g., previously hinged, abnormally intense shade of this normally light color issue, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600
2520 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 10¢ yellow (O5), o.g., heavy hinge remnants (pencil mark on gum), robust
color; an attractive example of this elusive Official stamp, Fine. Scott $525.
Estimate $100 - 150

2521

2522

2523

2521 H
Agriculture Dept., 1873, 24¢ yellow (O8), o.g., hinge remnant, slightly disturbed gum, delightful sound
example of this tough stamp, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350
2522 H
Executive Dept., 1873, 2¢ carmine (O11), o.g., hinged, breathtaking color and impression; a gorgeous
example of this tough stamp, Very Fine; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $400 - 600
2523 HH
Interior Dept., 1873, 10¢ vermilion (O19), top margin strip of 5, with full imprint in selvage, o.g., never
hinged (left stamp with gum skips, right stamp with bends), exceedingly fresh multiple with deeply saturated color;
an impressive and seldom offered multiple, F.-V.F. Scott $800.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2524

2525

2526

2527

2524 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 6¢ purple (O28), large part o.g. (only missing a little gum at top corners), fresh and
bright color, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300
2525 H
Justice Dept., 1873, 6¢ purple (O28), o.g., previously hinged, beautiful hue, Very Fine; with 2015 P.F.
certificate graded VF 80. Scott $310.
Estimate $200 - 300
2526 m

Justice Dept., 1873, 90¢ purple (O34), light blue cancel, F.-V.F.; with 2003 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,900.
Estimate $600 - 800

2527 H
Navy Dept., 1873, 90¢ ultramarine (O45), disturbed o.g., impeccably fresh and choice stamp with outstanding color, Very Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $600 - 800

Ex 2528

Ex 2529

2528 H
Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢, 10¢ and 15¢ (O47//O53), 1¢ strip of 3, 10¢ single and pair, 15¢ single and
block of 4, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $1,310.
Estimate $400 - 600
2529 HHa
Post Office Dept., 1873, 1¢ black and 3¢ black (O47, O49), 1¢ block of 4 and 3¢ block of 6, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $390 for singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

2530 H
State Dept., 1873, 90¢ dark green (O67), disturbed o.g., decent example of this tough State department
issue, Fine. Scott $1,050.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2531

2532

2533

2534

2531 H
State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (O68), o.g., previously hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2013 P.F. certificate.
Scott $1,600.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2532 m
State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (O68), black cancellation, choice centering and deep rich color;
small faults show in fluid, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2533 m
State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (O68), neatly struck blue handstamp cancellation, bright vivid color;
a nice appearing example; reperforated at top and right, V.G. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
2534 m
State Dept., 1873, $2 green & black (O68), scarce State Department high value; small faults and partly
reperforated at lower left, Just Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

2535

2536

2537

2538

2539

2540

2535 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 6¢ brown (O75), o.g., previously hinged, deep rich color, Extremely Fine; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $120.
Estimate $200 - 300
2536 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 10¢ brown (O77), o.g., heavy hinge remnants, sharp and clearly etched impression, F.-V.F. Scott $240.
Estimate $100 - 150
2537 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 12¢ brown (O78), disturbed o.g., brilliant color; a splendid high quality example,
Very Fine; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
2538 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 15¢ brown (O79), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely intense color, F.-V.F.; with 1984
P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350
2539 H
Treasury Dept., 1873, 30¢ brown (O81), o.g., lightly hinged, showpiece example with large margins and
eye-arresting color; a wonderful opportunity to acquire a spectacular example of this stamp, Extremely Fine, 1 of 2
examples in the grade of XF-90, with only 3 others currently grading higher; with 2015 P.F. certificate graded XF 90.
Scott $400. SMQ XF 90; $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2540 HH
War Dept., 1873, 15¢ rose (O90), o.g., never hinged, immaculate example of this tough stamp, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2013 P.S.E. certificate for strip/6, from which this stamp was taken. Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Ex 2541

2542

2543

2544

2545

2541 S
Executive Dept., 1875 Special Printings, 1¢-10¢ complete, overprinted “Specimen”
(O10SD-O14SD), without gum as issued, awesome set of these elusive “Specimen” overprints; each stamp with
fabulous rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $348.
Estimate $350 - 500
2542 S
Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 6¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen” (O18SD), without gum
as issued, decent example of this rarely offered Specimen overprint; perfs trimmed off at bottom, otherwise Fine,
only 83 examples reportedly sold; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750
2543 S
Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 12¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen” (O20SD), without gum
as issued, incredible deep rich color; a pleasing example that is seldom offered; scissor blunted perforations along
the bottom, otherwise Fine, only 75 examples reportedly sold; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
2544 S
Interior Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ vermilion, overprinted “Specimen” (O21SD), without gum
as issued, fabulous color and impression; a very elusive stamp; scissor blunted perforations at upper right, otherwise Fine, only 78 examples reportedly sold; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
2545 S
Justice Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 15¢ purple, overprinted “Specimen” (O31SD), without gum as
issued, brilliant proof like color and impression, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded
XF-SUP 95. Scott Stamp Values $4,150 XF-SUP 95.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2546

2547

2548

2549

2546 S
Post Office Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 90¢ black, overprinted “Specimen” (O56SD), without gum
as issued, exceptionally fresh and bright; small piece torn out at upper left and hinged back into place, F.-V.F. appearance. Only 82 examples were sold. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $200 - 300
2547 S
Treasury Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 12¢ dark brown, overprinted “Specimen” (O78SD), without
gum as issued, scarce official Specimen issue, crisp impression and vivid color, Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2548 S
Treasury Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 24¢ dark brown, overprinted “Specimen” (O80SD), without
gum as issued, beautiful deep rich color; a very rare stamp; scissor blunted perfs at top, otherwise Fine, only 99 examples reportedly sold; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
2549 S
War Dept., 1875 Special Printing, 2¢ deep rose, overprinted “Specimen” (O84SD), without gum as
issued, boardwalk margins and vivid color; one of the most impressive examples imaginable, Extremely Fine, only
1618 examples reportedly sold; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $125.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2550

2551

2552

2553

2554

2550 (H)
Agriculture Dept., 1879, 1¢ yellow (O94), without gum as issued, extremely fresh and desirable example of this rare soft paper Agriculture Dept. issue; diagonal crease along bottom of vignette, otherwise Very Fine;
with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2551 (H)
Agriculture Dept., 1879, 1¢ yellow (O94), without gum as issued, proof like color and impression; large
thins and reperforated at right, V.G.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $6,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2552 H
Interior Dept., 1879, 24¢ vermilion (O103), o.g., hinge remnants, alluring rich color; a sound and attractive example of this seldom offered stamp, Fine; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2553 H
Interior Dept., 1879, 24¢ vermilion (O103), o.g., hinged, decent example at an affordable price; 10mm
internal sealed tear, otherwise Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
2554 (H)
Interior Dept., 1879, 24¢ vermilion (O103), regummed, scarce soft paper official issue; filled in thins, repairs along right side and bottom, small surface scuffs and toned spots, V.G.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$2,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

2555

2556

2557

2558

2559

2555 H
Justice Dept., 1879, 6¢ bluish purple (O107), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely magnificent example of
this ridiculously undervalued soft paper Justice Dept. issue; beautiful centering and gleaming bright color; if you’ve
been searching for a quality example of this stamp - act now, as there might a serious wait otherwise, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, 1 of 1 example to achieve the grade of VF-XF-85, with just 1 other grading higher; with 2015 P.S.E.
certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $475. SMQ VF-XF 85; $675.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2556 H
Justice Dept., 1879, 6¢ bluish purple (O107), o.g., lightly hinged, dynamite color; a choice example of
this tough stamp, Fine. Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
2557 H
Treasury Dept., 1879, 3¢ brown and 6¢ brown (O109, O110), o.g., hinged, handsome fresh stamps,
very choice, F.-V.F. Scott $280.
Estimate $150 - 200
2558 H
Treasury Dept., 1879, 30¢ brown (O112), o.g., hinged, decent example of this scarce and often
mis-identified stamp; small toned spot; a few perf tip thins along the perfs at top and bottom, otherwise Fine; with
2010 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $500 - 750
2559 (H)
Treasury Dept., 1879, 90¢ brown (O113), unused without gum, completely sound and attractive example with gorgeous rich color, F.-V.F.; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2560

2561

2560 HH
Postal Savings Official, 1911, 50¢ dark green (O122), o.g., never hinged, a tough stamp to find in pristine mint condition, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken, bottom right
stamp. Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350
2561 HH
Postal Savings Official, 1911, 10¢ carmine (O126), o.g., never hinged, awesome rich color printed on
lily white paper, Extremely Fine; with photocopy of 2015 P.F. certificate for block/10, from which this stamp was
taken. Scott $50.
Estimate $150 - 200

NEWSPAPER STAMPS

2562

2563

2564

2565

2562 (H)
1865, 25¢ orange red (PR3), without gum as issued, handsome example of this tough newspaper
stamp; with fabulous rich color, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
2563 (H)
1875 Reprint, 5¢ dull blue (PR5), without gum as issued, choice example with brilliant color; small central stain shows only on reverse, otherwise F.-V.F., only 10,000 reportedly sold. Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150
2564 (H)
1875 Reprint, 25¢ dark carmine (PR7), without gum as issued, appealing example of this tough stamp;
with alluring rich color, F.-V.F., only 6,684 reportedly sold. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
2565 (H)
1880 Reprint, 5¢ dark blue (PR8), without gum as issued, desirable well centered example with large
margins and vivid color; quite elusive when found so choice; with small thins at top and a horizontal crease at bottom, Extremely Fine, only 5,645 sold; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400
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2566

2567

2568

2569

2570

2566 m
1875, 36¢ rose (PR18), blue brush cancellation along top right corner, exceedingly scarce stamp when
found in flawless used condition; with scintillating rich color, Very Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $300 with
blue brush cancel.
Estimate $250 - 350
2567 (H)
1875, 60¢ rose (PR20), unused without gum; corner crease and diagonal crease at lower right,
V.G.-Fine; with 2016 A.P.E.X. certificate. Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200
2568 m
1875, 72¢ rose (PR21), single stroke manuscript cancel, rich color, huge margins at right, bottom and
left, Very Fine. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500
2569 (H)
1875, $6 ultramarine (PR26), unused without gum, beautiful bright pastel color, F.-V.F.; with 2017 P.F.
certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2570 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 10¢ gray black (PR39), without gum as issued, attractive and completely sound
example of this incredible scarce 1875 Special Printing; with lively bright color and steep impression, Fine, only
1,499 examples old; with 2000 P.F.C. and 2007 P.F. certificate graded F 70. Scott $1,400. SMQ F 70; $590.
Estimate $500 - 750

2571

2572

2573

2574

2571 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 24¢ pale rose (PR41), without gum as issued, gorgeous color and sharp impression; a flawless sound Special Printing, Fine, only 411 examples reportedly sold; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott
$2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2572 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 48¢ pale rose (PR43), without gum as issued, scarce newspaper stamp; small
corner crease at upper right and tiny tear at right, otherwise Fine; with 2002 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2573 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 72¢ pale rose (PR45), without gum as issued, splendid example with warm rich
color; a great rarity missing from even the most advanced collections, Fine, only 174 examples reportedly sold; with
2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2574 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 84¢ pale rose (PR46), without gum as issued, extremely attractive and completely sound example with sumptuous rich color printed on clean white paper; a great stamp, F.-V.F., only 164 examples reportedly sold; with 2015 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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2575

2576

2577

2578

2579

2575 H
1879, $6 blue (PR73), o.g., hinged, bright pastel color; tiny thin speck at top, otherwise Fine. Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $250 - 350
2576 H
1885, 24¢ carmine, Special Printing (PR83 var.), o.g., lightly hinged, interesting Special Printing, in the
issued carmine shade, privately perforated on all sides; rarely offered, F.-V.F.; with 2002 and 2007 P.F. certificates.
Scott $225.
Estimate $150 - 200
2577 HH
1894, 1¢ intense black (PR90), o.g., never hinged (minor horizontal gum crease), eye catching example
with magnificent margins of epic proportions; with intense Jet-Black color, F.-V.F.; with photocopy of 2004 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which it was taken, bottom left stamp. Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600
2578 HH
1894, 4¢ intense black (PR92), o.g., never hinged, astounding stamp in a fantastic state of preservation;
as fresh and choice as the very first day it was printed back in 1894, F.-V.F.; with 2004 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,275.
Estimate $500 - 750
2579 H
1894, 4¢ intense black (PR92), slightly disturbed o.g., extremely intense color, a pretty stamp, F.-V.F.;
with 2004 Moorhouse certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300

2580

2581

2580 H
1894, 4¢ intense black (PR92), o.g., hinged (natural gum wrinkle), rich jet black color and razor sharp impression within abundantly large margins, straight edge at top; with a natural gum wrinkle, otherwise Very Fine; with
2016 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $550.
Estimate $150 - 200
2581 H

1894, 12¢ pink (PR95), o.g., hinged, scarce issue, Fine; with 2014 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $2,600.
Estimate $600 - 800
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2582 H
1894, 60¢ pink (PR98), o.g., previously hinged; thin spot at bottom and horizontal crease, otherwise
Fine; with 2017 P.F. certificate. Scott $40,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

2583

2584

2585

2586

2587

2583 HH
1895, 1¢ black (PR102), top left margin single, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully attractive color and impression; light natural gum crease at top and selvage, Extremely Fine centering. Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500
2584 m
1895, 5¢ black (PR104), rare “Sewing Machine” cancellation, incredibly elusive example of a newspaper
stamps featuring “sewing machine” perforations cancel; an exhibition quality showpiece that would enhance any
advanced newspaper stamp collection, Fine; with 2008 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $425.
Estimate $350 - 500
2585 H
$385.

1895-97, 1¢ to $100 complete (PR114-PR125), o.g., hinge remnants, bright fresh color, F.-V.F. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2586 HH

1897, $2 scarlet (PR120), o.g., never hinged, bright color; an immaculate mint stamp, F.-V.F. Scott $170.
Estimate $100 - 150

2587 m
1896, $100 purple (PR125), neatly struck black cancellation, premium quality example with captivating
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $275. SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
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PARCEL POST

2588

2589

2590

2588 HH
Parcel Post, 1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), o.g., never hinged, extremely wide margins and radiating
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF 85. Scott $200. SMQ VF-XF 85; $320.
Estimate $250 - 350
2589 HHa
Parcel Post, 1913, 75¢ carmine rose (Q11), left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, amazing Post Office
fresh and choice multiple, rarely found in pristine mint condition; an incredible rarity when found so choice, Very
Fine. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2590 HH
Parcel Post, 1913, $1 carmine rose (Q12), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine; with 2002
P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

2591

2592

2591 H
Parcel Post, 1913, $1 carmine rose (Q12), o.g., lightly hinged, monumental example with colossal margins all around, and brightly emblazoned color; reperforated at right, otherwise Extremely Fine; with 2014 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $280.
Estimate $300 - 400
2592 HHa
Parcel Post Postage Due, 1913, 2¢ dark green (JQ2), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, awesome
top quality example of this plate block; a splendid wide top including portions of adjacent stamps at sides; a true condition rarity deserving placement in a collection of distinction, F.-V.F. Scott $4,850.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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2593

2594

2593 HH
Parcel Post Postage Due, 1913, 10¢ dark green (JQ4), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine;
with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
2594 HH
Parcel Post Postage Due, 1913, 10¢ dark green (JQ4), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F.
certificate for pair. Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

2595

2596

2595 HH
Special Handling, 1929, 25¢ deep green (QE4), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate
graded SUP 98. SMQ $375 SUP 98.
Estimate $300 - 400
2596 HH
Special Handling, 1925, 25¢ yellow green (QE4a), o.g., never hinged, astounding GEM quality example with tantalizing color, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. Scott $32. SMQ SUP 98; $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

BOOKLET

2597 HH
1900-03, 97¢ booklet, black on gray cover (BK9), exploded and reassembled, o.g., never hinged,
spectacular example of this incredibly rare unexploded booklet containing 8 pristine mint booklet panes; among the
mere handful of examples that are known to exist, the example offered here is among the very finest known, as each
pane is in pristine condition with flawless gum; a rare opportunity for the serious booklet pane collector, Very Fine.
Scott $13,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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LOCALS
2598 Ha
Adams & Co.’s Express, 1854, 25¢ black (1L2), complete sheet of 40, o.g., appears never hinged except five stamps with missing gum, clear to large margins except touching on five or six stamps; vertical crease
through fourth vertical row from the right, positions 2122 and 39 with toned spots, margins may be reduced, otherwise Fine, rare. Scott $3,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Scott Catalog value is for 8 blocks of four and 8 singles, the catalogue lists a complete sheet with a dash.

Ex 2599

Ex 2600

2599 m
Wells Fargo & Co., 1861 Pony Express Issues (143L1-143L4), $2 red three singles, $4 (defective), $2
green two singles and $1 red eleven singles, margins mostly into framelines; faults, about Fine appearance. Scott
$27,300.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2600 H
Johnson’s Box, 1865, Lincoln “Locals”, the 3 types in green and orange as listed in Springer + small
shield type in blue and black + orange type 2 on contemporary cover with 2¢ Black Jack for local delivery, very rare
group.
Estimate $600 - 800

POSTAL STATIONERY

2601

2602

2601 H)
Envelope, 1853, 3¢ red on buff, die 1 (U2), watermark 1, size 7, knife 20, entire, exceptionally fresh appearance; single tiny toned spot at top edge not mentioned on certificate, otherwise Very Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $850. UPSS 3; $975.
Estimate $400 - 600
2602 H
Envelope, 1853, 3¢ red, die 2 (U3), cut square, 33 x 39mm, bright; faint diagonal crease at top right, Very
Fine appearing. Scott $950.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2603

2604

2605

2606

2603 H
Wrapper, 1862, 1¢ blue on orange (W22), horizontally laid, die 12, cut square, full corner, 36 x 77mm,
deep blue color beautifully contrasts the orange paper; light horizontal crease 9mm below the indicia not mentioned
on certificate, otherwise Very Fine, rare piece, ex. Dr. Summers; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000. UPSS 40.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2604 H
Wrapper, 1862, 1¢ blue on orange, die 1 (W22), cut square, measuring 30 x 31mm; lightly stained at
top, Extremely Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2605 m
Wrapper, 1861, 1¢ blue on manila, die 3 (W25), cut square, measuring 34 x 39mm; light corner crease
at top left, far away from indicia, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2606 H
Envelope, 1860, 6¢ red (U30), cut square, measuring 41 x 52mm, full corner, Extremely Fine; with 1997
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2607 H
Envelope, 1860, 6¢ red on buff (U31), cut square, measuring 33 x 37mm, full corner, Extremely Fine;
with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2608 H)
Envelope, 1860, 10¢ green (U32), watermark 1, size 7, knife 20, entire; a little light foxing mentioned for
accuracy (and not mentioned on the clean certificate), otherwise Very Fine, very rare, Ex Wunsch; with 2013 P.F.
certificate. Scott $10,000. UPSS 64; $14,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
The 2012 UPSS catalog reports “less than 10 mint exist, some with age stains, spots or soiling”.

2609

2610

2609 H
Envelope, 1860, 10¢ green on buff (U33), cut square, measuring 24 x 27mm; tiny thin at top left, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,450.
Estimate $500 - 750
2610 H
Envelope, 1861, 3¢ pink on orange (U37), cut square, measuring 32 x 35mm, bright pink on fresh orange paper; tiny little bend at top right (mentioned only for accuracy), otherwise Very Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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2611 H)
Envelope, 1861, 3¢ pink on orange (U37), watermark 0, size 7, knife 20, entire, brilliant color, fresh and
bright paper; small bit of separation of back flap at right, otherwise Very Fine, an astoundingly choice entire; with
2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500. UPSS 84; $8,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
The 2012 UPSS catalog reports “up to 12 may exist”.

2612 H)
Envelope, 1861, 3¢ pink on orange (U37), watermark 0, size 7, knife 20, entire, bright color; faint hinge
mark in center, Very Fine, an astoundingly choice entire; with 2007 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500. UPSS 84; $8,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
The 2012 UPSS catalog reports “up to 12 may exist”.

2613

2614

2613 H
Envelope, 1863, 2¢ black on buff, die 2 (U48), cut square, measuring 31 x 33mm, Very Fine; with 1996
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,250.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2614 H)
Envelope, 1863, 2¢ black on orange, die 23 (U49), watermark 1, size 7, knife 24u, entire; top half
slightly toned, Very Fine appearance; with 1985 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,000. UPSS 107; $6,000.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
The 2012 UPSS catalog reports “mint maximum 15 reported, many with stains and other flaws”.
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A Unique Postal Stationery Essay

2615 P
Envelope, 1870, 1¢ Franklin, hub die essay with marked changes, in dark red on unwatermarked
wove paper and affixed to card (102 x132 mm), with matching color surrounding design, pencil notations with suggested changes reading: 1) “The top of the head is slightly too flat”; 2) “The chin is a little too rounded and plumb-it
should be merged into the wider-chin a little more” & 3) “The back hair ought to be extended further back”, Very Fine,
and extremely rare, possibly unique.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
The die was engraved by Rudolph P. Laubenheimer for the 1¢ envelope produced by George H. Reay in
Brooklyn, and can be considered a work in progress, as the design is a little different than the one in the issued
envelope.

2616

2617

2616 P
Envelope, 1870, 3¢ Washington, postal envelope die proof of the embossed stamp, on card, and
with matching color surround, originally mounted on white card, die engraved by Rudolph P. Laubenheimer for the
3¢ envelope produced by George H. Reay in Brooklyn NY (Undersander E37Og, Die 37), rich color and detailed impression, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
2617 H)
Envelope, 1870, 30¢ black on cream, die 43 (U104), watermark 2, size 21, knife 98, entire, pristine with
clear detailed embossing, Extremely Fine, ex-Floyd. Scott $425. UPSS 247; $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Immensely Rare - One of Only Two Known

2618 H
Envelope, 1874, 2¢ brown on cream, die 2 (U130), cut square, 35 x 39mm; deep rich color, Very Fine,
Ex Curie; signed Bartels, with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $35,000. UPSS 305.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000
The UPSS catalogue reports only two cut squares known. Unpriced in UPSS.
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2619

2620

2621

2619 H
Envelope, 1874, 2¢ brown, die 4 (U134), cut square, measuring 33 x 37mm, full corner, Extremely Fine.
Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800
2620 m
Envelope, 1874, 3¢ green, die 2, double impression (U82 var), cut square, grid cancel, cancelled cut
square with full double impression, scarce as such; paper adhesions, otherwise Fine; 2015 PSE certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400
Unlisted in Scott.
2621 m
Envelope, 1881, 3¢ green on blue, die 3 (U170), cut square, measuring 73 x 43mm, full side backflap,
1882 Burlington, Vt. duplex cancel; light corner crease at top right away from indicia, otherwise Very Fine; with 1999
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2622

2623

2622 H
Envelope, 1881, 3¢ green on fawn, die 3 (U171), cut square, measuring 29 x 34mm, fancy Skull and
Crossbones cancel, Fine; with 1987 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2623 H
Envelope, 1874, 7¢ vermilion (U185), cut square, measuring 33 x 37mm, Very Fine; with 1991 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

2624 H)
Envelope, 1875, 10¢ yellow ocher, die 65 (U189b), watermark 7, size 21, knife 100, entire, boldly struck
embossing on this lovely rarity, fresh and clean, Very Fine and choice, ex-Barkhausen and Whitington. Scott
$5,250. UPSS 553a; $7,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2012 U.P.S.S. reports “mint only 7 or 8 thought to exist”.
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2625

2626

2625 H
Envelope, 1875, 90¢ carmine on cream (U213), cut square, measuring 32 x 36mm, Very Fine; with
1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800
2626 m
Envelope, 1884, 2¢ red on amber (U241), cut square, measuring 33 x 37mm, bold duplex cancel, Extremely Fine; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

2627 H)
Envelope, 1884, 2¢ red on amber (U248), Die 78, watermark 6, size 7, knife 31, entire, with Meyer &
Kingsbury Marysville Cal. return address, fresh and crisp; tiny toning speck at center not mentioned on certificate,
otherwise Very Fine; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $5,500. UPSS 753; $8,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
The 2012 UPSS catalog reports “6 mint entires, 2 with Wells Fargo & Co. frank reported”.

2628

2629

2628 )
Envelope, 1884, 2¢ red on amber (U248), Die 78, watermark 6, size 7, knife 31, entire, with Citizens National Bank, Oberlin O. corner card; small surface scrapes at top left above the corner card and backflap reattached,
Very Fine overall, scarce entire; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,650. UPSS 753; $2,500.
Estimate $400 - 600
2629 H
Envelope, 1884, 2¢ red on fawn (U249), cut square, measuring 30 x 34mm, F.-V.F.; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750
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2630

2631

2630 H
Envelope, 1884, 2¢ red on fawn (U249), cut square, 42 x 44mm, bright color, with flap at right; diagonal
crease at bottom away from indicia, Very Fine appearance. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400
2631 m
Envelope, 1884, 2¢ brown on fawn (U272), cut square, measuring 33 x 36mm, target cancel, Very Fine;
with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2632 H)
Envelope, 1884, 2¢ brown on fawn (U272), Die 77, watermark 6, size 7, knife 31, entire, envelope is
clean and crisp, with well impressed indicia, Extremely Fine, Ex Barkhausen; with 2000 P.F. certificate. Scott
$8,500. UPSS 751; $12,000.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
The 2012 UPSS catalog reports “4 mint entires reported”.
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2633 m Envelope, 1887, 2¢ green on blue, die 1 (U308), cut square, measuring 27 x 32mm,
quartered cork cancel, F.-V.F.; with 1996 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2634 m
Envelope, 1899, 4¢ brown, die 2 (U373), cut square, measuring 34 x
38mm; tiny thin in left margin, away from indicia, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $400 - 600

2635 H Envelope, 1907, 5¢ black on blue, die 2, color error (U418c), cut square,
measuring 41 x 42mm, Extremely Fine; with 2001 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,250.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2636 H
Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 1¢ green, die 1 (U452), cut square, measuring
39 x 39mm, Extremely Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2637 H Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 2¢ carmine, die 3 (U453), cut square, measuring
44 x 48mm, full corner, Extremely Fine; with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $4,500 - 6,000
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2638 H)
Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 2¢ carmine, die 115A (U453a), watermark 18, size 23, knife 106, entire; inconsequential light internal wrinkle, Very Fine, Ex Barkhausen, it is believed five or less exist; with 2000 P.F. certificate.
Scott $6,500. UPSS 2811; $8,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2639 H
Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 2¢ carmine on blue, die 6 (U453B), cut square, measuring 36 x 38mm, Very
Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2640

2641

2642

2640 H
Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 2¢ carmine on oriental buff, die 6 (U453C), cut square, measuring 36 x 39mm,
Very Fine; with 1991 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2641 H
Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 2¢ carmine on amber, die 1 (U455), cut square, measuring 47 x 43mm, full corner, Extremely Fine; with 1997 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2642 H
$525.

Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 4¢ chocolate on white (U462), cut square, 41 x 42 mm, fresh, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $200 - 300
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2643

2644

2645

2643 H
Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 4¢ black (U463A), cut square, measuring 51 x 56mm, full corner; tiny light stain at
bottom, Extremely Fine; with 1992 P.F. certificate. Scott $900.
Estimate $800 - 1,200
2644 H
Envelope, 2¢ on 2¢ carmine on white, die 140(H), surcharge type 4 (U466Ae), cut square, full corner,
41 x 41mm, bright and fresh, Very Fine and choice; with 2001 P.F. certificate as U466A. Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
2645 H
Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 3¢ green, die 2 (U467), cut square, measuring 42 x 42mm, full corner, Extremely
Fine; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $350.
Estimate $350 - 500

2646 H
Envelope, 1920, 2¢ on 3¢ dark violet (U480), cut square, measuring 38 x 37mm, with left backflap selvage, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 1991 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $5,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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2647

2648

2647 H)
Envelope, 1934, 1½¢ purple, die 132(A), purple color error (U481b), watermark 33, size 20, knife
92w, four mint entires with two of each of both of the corner cards known, two with Moody’s and two with Town Treasurer printed corner cards, fresh, Extremely Fine. Scott $440. UPSS 2158; $500.
Estimate $250 - 350
2648 H
Envelope, 1925, 1½¢ on 1½¢ brown on blue, die 8 (U506), cut square, measuring 53 x 45mm, full corner, Extremely Fine; with 1994 P.F. certificate. Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

2649 H
Envelope, 1925, 1½¢ on 1¢ blue (U507), cut square, measuring 43 x 42mm, full corner, Extremely Fine;
with 1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2650 H
Envelope, 1925, 1½¢ on 1¢ green (U508A), cut square, measuring 39 x 39mm, Extremely Fine; with
1998 P.F. certificate. Scott $3,500.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2651

2652

2651 H
Envelope, 1925, 1½¢ on 1¢ green (U508A), cut square, full corner, 70x72mm, enormous margins; trivial
toned spot on right edge, writing in ink on reverse, still an exceptional cut square, Extremely Fine appearance. Scott
$4,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2652 H)
Envelope, 1978 (15¢) on 16¢ blue, surcharge omitted (U586a), entire, post office fresh, Very Fine.
Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200

Ex 2653

2654

2653 H)
Envelope, 1979, 15¢ Olympics, color omitted errors (U596a-d), entires, pristine, a scarce group of this
popular topic (soccer / sports), Extremely Fine, ex-Floyd. Scott $775. UPSS 3636a-b, 3636d, 3636f; $1,075.
Estimate $400 - 600
2654 H)
Envelope, 1988, 8.4¢ Frigate Constellation, black omitted (U612a), watermark 49A, size 23, knife
115, entire, usual “Guiding Star Shrine No. 56" corner card, bright and fresh, Extremely Fine, according to the Datz
catalog only 8 to 12 error entires have been reported, ex-Whitington. Scott $500. UPSS 3726a; $150.
Estimate $150 - 200

2655 H)
Envelope, 1989, 25¢ Space Station, ultramarine omitted (U617a), watermark 0, size 21, knife 128, entire, showing only the hologram design without any printing, fresh, Extremely Fine, according to the Datz catalog
only 8 to 10 such error entires have been reported, ex-Whitington. Scott $400. UPSS 3735b; $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2656 H)
Envelope, 1995, 32¢ 1st Liberty Bell, greenish blue omitted (U632a), size 23, knife 115, entire, fresh
and pristine, Extremely Fine, ex-Floyd. Scott $400. UPSS 3783b; $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

2657

2658

2657 P)
Postal Card, 1873, 1¢ brown on buff, proof on unwatermarked stock, similar to issued color
(UX1P), Extremely Fine, accompanied by letter of opinion from George Slawson. UPSS S1P. Undersander
UX1Pca; $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
2658 H)
Postal Card, 1873, 1¢ brown on buff, watermarked Large U.S.P.O.D. (UX1), normal watermark; couple small tone spots, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $400. UPSS S1; $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

2659 P)
Postal Card, 1902, 1¢ black on buff, the “full-face McKinley”, proof (UX17P), imprinted “Die Proof of
McKinley Postal Card/. Issue of 1901” at bottom; couple small abrasions, F.-V.F. UPSS S21P. Undersander
UX17Paa; $3,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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REVENUE

2660
2660 EP

2661

2662

2663

1862, $2.00 U.S.I.R. Franklin essay, Very Fine, ex Little. Turner 37b.

Estimate $200 - 300

2661 m
1862, 1¢ Express, imperf (R1a), light manuscript cancel, remarkable top quality example with unusually
large margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP 95. Scott $75.
Estimate $250 - 350
2662 H
1862, 10¢ Power of Attorney, imperf (R37a), neat manuscript cancel, ample to very large margins; two
small margin tears at top and horizontal crease at bottom which is clear of design, Fine appearance; 1993 PSE certificate which incorrectly notes that the crease is along the bottom of the design and does not mention the small
tears at top. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350
2663 ma
1862, 15¢ Inland Exchange, imperf (R40a), expertly reconstructed block of 5, manuscript cancels,
large full margins all around, Very Fine appearance, this is the second largest multiple reported, ex Little, Whitman
and Fay. Scott $545 as pairs and single.
Estimate $200 - 300

2664

2665

2664 m
1862, 20¢ Foreign Exchange, imperf (R41a), vertical pair, manuscript cancel, four clear margins with
huge margins at right and bottom, Very Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
2665 ma
1862, 25¢ Entry of Goods, imperf (R45a), block of 4, manuscript cancel, four clear ample to large margins all around; tiny wrinkle on lower right stamp, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2666

2667

2666 m
1862, 25¢ Power of Attorney, perf’d (R48c), horizontal strip of 6, manuscript cancel, very scarce error
with partial capture of bottom stamp; some toning and creasing, V.G.
Estimate $150 - 200
2667

1862, 25¢ Warehouse Receipt, imperf (R50a), block of 4 on handwritten document piece, April 1, 1863
manuscript cancels, ample to large margins all around; bottom left stamp small tear at left, F.-V.F. centering, this is
the second largest multiple reported. Scott $1,200.
Estimate $250 - 350

sa

2668 ma
1862, $1 Conveyance, imperf (R66a), block of 8, normal manuscript cancels, ample to large margin except touching or into along left side of upper left stamp and right side of lower right stamp; margin faults at lower
right, horizontal crease across bottom stamps, scissors cut to left of bottom right stamp just touches frame, second
stamp from left at top with sealed tear, otherwise Fine. Scott $1,300.
Estimate $400 - 600
The Curtis Census records only eleven larger blocks for this stamp.
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2669 ma
1862, $1 Conveyance, imperf (R66a), block of 24 (6x4), light 1863 ms. cancels, just touching at top, otherwise full to large margins, bright color, much better than usual condition; just a faint trace of a horizontal crease,
Very Fine overall, this is the second largest multiple reported, ex-Joyce. Scott $3,900+. Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

2670

2671

2670 m
1863, $3.50 Inland Exchange, imperf (R87a), light manuscript cancel, clear to very large margins; horizontal and diagonal creases, otherwise Fine, scarce stamp as the Boston Revenue book says that only 1,430 were
issued. Scott $9,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2671 (H)

436

1862, $5 Manifest, perf’d (R90c), pair, unused without gum, Fine. Scott $300.
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2672

2673

2674

2672 m
1862, $10 Conveyance, perf’d (R94c), horizontal strip of 4, “Steubenville & Indiana R.R.” manuscript.
cancels, vibrant color & well centered, F.-V.F. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
One of the few larger known multiples.
2673 m

1862, $10 Mortgage, imperf (R95a), Very Fine. Scott $850.

Estimate $400 - 600

2674 m
1862, $10 Mortgage, imperf (R95a), horizontal strip of 4, Oct. 20, 1863 manuscript cancels, ample to
large margins all around, just slightly cutting in at top; small scissor cut at bottom between center stamps, third
stamp has small tear at bottom, light horizontal crease, still F.-V.F., this is the second largest multiple reported, ex
Joyce. Scott $5,000 as two pairs.
Estimate $800 - 1,200

2675

2676

2677

2678

2675 m
1862, $15 Mortgage, blue, imperf (R97a), very light ms. cancel, 4 well balanced margins, deep rich
color, Extremely Fine, a beautiful example of this very scarce stamp. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2676 m
1862, $15 Mortgage, blue, imperf (R97a), light almost invisible manuscript cancel, large to extremely
large margins, rich deep shade and impression, fresh and eye catching stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott
$3,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2677 m
1862, $15 Mortgage, blue, imperf (R97a), manuscript cancel, ample to very large margins; small tear at
left just into design, faint creasing at bottom and thinned, Very Fine appearing; 2003 APS certificate. Scott $3,750.
Estimate $500 - 750
2678 m
1863, $25 Mortgage, imperf (R100a), manuscript cancel, brilliant and vivid orange color; inclusion at top
left, Very Fine. Scott $2,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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2679

2680

2679 ma
1863, $25 Mortgage, imperf (R100a), block of 8, reconstructed from two horizontal strips of 4, Feb. 18,
1865 manuscript cancels, large to just clear margins all around; few creases and small thins, Very Fine appearance, this is the largest recorded multiple. Scott $24,000 as 4 pairs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
2680 m
1863, $50 U.S. Internal Revenue, imperf (R101a), horizontal strip of 5, 1864 manuscript cancels, four
margins all around; large margins at left, right bottom, clearing at top, bold color and sharp impression; small tears in
second and third stamps, Very Fine appearance, rare large multiple. Scott $1,825 as two pairs and a single.
Estimate $600 - 800

2681

2682

2683

2681 m
1863, $50 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf’d (R101c), light 1871 manuscript cancel; tiny corner perf crease
and trivial nibbed perf at bottom right, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
2682 m
1863, $50 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf’d (R101c), horizontal pair, manuscript cancel, brilliant green
color; trivial shorter perf at top left, otherwise F.-V.F. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
2683 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, set to $1 and $1.50 (R103-R118, R120), some cut cancels, better
than usual, mostly sound condition, mostly F.-V.F. Scott $777.
Estimate $200 - 300
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The Legendary “Persian Rug”

2684 m
Documentary, 1871, Second Issue, $500 “Persian Rug” (R133), manuscript cancel plus cut cancels
over each “500", other than the usual tiny cut cancels this key stamp is otherwise sound and as such is quite desirable, with strong and rich colors (Scott catalogue value is for small faults), Very Fine; 1992 PF certificate. Scott
$17,500.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
Legendary high-value rarity and most sought-after US revenue stamp, Kingsley records only 76 examples, this
stamp is documented as illustration 3-5 of the photo census.
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Inverted Centers

2685

2686

2685 m
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 2¢ orange & black, center inverted (R135b), “1872" manuscript
cancellation, gorgeous example of this eye catching inverted center; a completely sound and choice stamp, Very
Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $475.
Estimate $400 - 600
2686 m
Documentary, 1871, Third Issue, 2¢ orange & black, center inverted (R135b), circular 1872 cut cancel, exceptionally fresh, about Fine. Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

2687 m
Documentary, 1872, Third Issue, $1 green & black, center inverted (R144a), manuscript cancel, rare
invert error with most of small population of these issues known are either faulty or poorly centered. This stamp is
superior having exceptional centering for this issue as well as being in much better condition than most its contemporaries.; horizontal crease at top and blind perforations at left, otherwise F.-V.F., ex Joyce; with 1992 P.S.E.
certificate. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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2688

2689

2688 m
Documentary, 1898, $5 dark blue, surcharge reading up (R160), right plate number strip of 3, attractive red handstamp socked on nose cancels, difficult to find an intact full used plate number strip of 3, scarce and undervalued; tiny margin tear in center selvage (mentioned for accuracy), document offset on reverse and thin in
bottom selvage, otherwise F.-V.F.; with 2012 P.S.A.G. certificate. Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750
2689 (H)a
Documentary, 1940, $20 carmine, imperf (R305Ab), left margin block of 4, without gum as issued, Extremely Fine, rare multiple. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ex 2680
2690 (H)a
Stock Transfer, 1940, $1-$20 bright green, imperf (RD79a-85a), top blocks of 12 with plate number
and arrows and engravers initials, without “Series of 1940" overprint, without gum as issued; a few minor edge flaws
at extreme top of selvage, Extremely Fine, probably unique set of high values.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2691 )
Proprietary, 1871, 1¢ green & black (RB1), blue 1872 precancel, on reverse of ornate green 2"x4"
printed envelope for “Robbins’ Arnica Court Plaster”(Worcester, Mass.) (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

Inverted Centers

2692 m
Proprietary, 1871, 1¢ green & black, center inverted (RB1d), small manuscript “40" cancel, sharp
fresh color, extremely rare invert to find in sound condition, Fine. Scott $5,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2693 (H)
Proprietary, 1874, 2¢ green & black, green paper, inverted center (RB2d), unused without gum, rich
colors, Fine; with 2013 P.F. certificate. Scott $8,000 as used.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
This is the only sound example of this rare stamp reported of the 13 examples recorded. In his privately published
census, Larry Lyons records twelve copies, five of which appear to be used, and all stamps appear to have faults.
This stamp comes from an old time holding and is the only known sound example.
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2694

2695

2696

2694 H
Proprietary, 1875, 1¢ green, rouletted (RB11c), horizontal pair, o.g., small hinge remnant, F.-V.F.,
scarce as mint full original gum. Scott $375 for used.
Estimate $200 - 300
2695 Ha
Proprietary, 1898, 2½¢ lake, imperf horizontally (RB28a), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants; lower left
stamp with gum wrinkle, otherwise Very Fine; McKearin W.H.M. Jany 1901. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
2696 m
Stock Transfer, 1928, 10¢ carmine rose, inverted overprint (RD27a), straight edge at right, light
handstamped cancel; couple short perfs and light diagonal crease, otherwise Very Fine. A rare stamp—known
only used; with 1980 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2697

2700

2697 m
Stock Transfer, 1950, $10,000 Gresham (RD338), fresh and perfectly centered with a Sep 21 “S.C.C.”
handstamped cancel; couple light horizontal document creases (not visible on face) and two tiny filled pinholes at
upper right, Extremely Fine appearance; with 2016 P.S.E. certificate graded VG-F 60. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $300 - 400
2698 (H)a
Wines, 1942-54, 1/5¢ to $10, 57 different (RE108//RE203), block of 4, includes Scott #RE108-113,
115-128, 130-131, 133, 135-141, 144-147, 149, 151-154, 160 173-174, 180, 183-186, 188, 190-193, 195-196,
199-200, 203, without gum as issued, never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $1,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
2699 (H)a
Wines, 1942-54, 1/5¢ to $10, 57 different, 100 of each (RE108//RE203), full panes of 50 or 100 as issued, includes Scott #RE108-113, 115-128, 130-131, 133, 135-141, 144-147, 149, 151-154, 160 173-174, 180,
183-186, 188, 190-193, 195-196, 199-200, 203, without gum as issued, never hinged, Face Value is $5,997.00,
Very Fine. Scott $33,750 (photo on web site).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
2700 m
Wines, 1949, $8 yellow green & black (RE179), hand stamp cancel; small marginal tear and small internal crease, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
2701 H
Consular Service Fee, 1906-52, nearly complete for the period (RK1//RK40), missing only RK10 &
R13; mounted in black Showguard mounts on Scott National pages; RK15 has a light crease, otherwise all apparently clean, generally F.-V.F. Scott $3,515 (photo on web site).
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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2702 P
Private Die Match, Barber Match Co., 3¢ blue, plate proof on India (RO19TC1e), lovely bright pastel
color; two vertical creases, F.-V.F. appearance. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

2703

2704

2705

2703 m
Private Die Medicine, Brown, Dr. C.F., 1¢ blue, old paper (RS36a), perfs just touch at bottom, rich
shade, fresh and attractive stamp, Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400
2704 m
Private Die Medicine, Bull, Dr. John, 4¢ blue, pink paper (RS43c), nicely centered, fresh and attractive stamp; small faults, Very Fine appearance. Scott $600.
Estimate $250 - 350
Aldrich census records 34 examples, 19 of which are faulty, no example in Scarsdale or Tolman collections.
2705 m
Private Die Medicine, Ring’s Vegetable Ambrosia, 4¢ black, perf’d, silk paper (RS203b), perfs just
into outer two rings at right, typical centering for this stamp, sharp crisp impression and paper; natural paper inclusion visible only on the reverse otherwise sound, Fine. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Aldrich census records 24 examples, only 16 of which are thought to be sound.

2706 m
Private Die Perfume, Hoyt & Co., 4¢ black, imperf, pink paper (RT10c), large to very large margins all
around, rich shade and crisp impression, attractive stamp; light vertical crease at left center, otherwise Extremely
Fine. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
Aldrich census records 65 examples, 35 of which are faulty.
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2707

2708

2707 m
Private Die Perfume, Laird, George W., 3¢ black, imperf, silk paper (RT14b), clear to large margins all
around except just touches at top right, rich crisp impression, Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
Aldrich census records 44 examples, 23 of which are faulty.
2708 m
Private Die Perfume, Laird, George W., 3¢ black, imperf, watermarked USIR (RT14d), bottom right
corner margin example showing part imprints at right and bottom, very large margins all around, rich sharp crisp impression; light vertical crease along the left side shows some discoloration along the ridge of the crease at top, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
Aldrich census records 42 examples, 12 of which are faulty.

Ex 2709
2709 (H)
Rectification Tax Stamps, 1946, 1¢ to $2,000 (RZ1-RZ18), without gum as issued, a great set, as fresh
as the day they were printed; usual straight edges at left, Very Fine. Scott $1,819.
Estimate $600 - 800
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DUCK STAMPS
2710 HH
1934-2012 Hunting Permits complete (RW1-RW79), o.g., never hinged, the finest set of duck hunting
permit stamps we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction; a remarkable mint set that was hand picked
for color, centering and freshness by a collector with a keep eye for quality, as he selected only perfect stamps;
housed in two Sterns and Fink, which cost $205.00 themselves, this impressive collection includes 9 certificates of
authenticity, including a Superb #RW1 with 2008 P.F. certificate; RW2 and RW3 with 2005 PSE certs., RW8 with
2008 PSE cert. graded XF-90; RW34 with 2007 PSE cert. graded XF-90; RW55 and RW56 with 2005 PSE certs.
graded XF-Sup-95; RW58 plate # single, with 2005 PSE cert. graded XF-90; and RW61 with 2007 PSE cert. graded
XF-Sup-95; the finest set imaginable and a perfect lot for the collector wanting to buy the entire set of these beautiful
duck stamps in one fell swoop; a rare opportunity, Extremely Fine. Scott $5,483 (photo on web site).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

2711

2712

2713

2711 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, generous margins and bold color
printed on clean white paper, Very Fine. Scott $725.
Estimate $600 - 800
2712 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), bottom single with plate number, o.g., never hinged, fresh color; light gum
bends, tiny gum skips and perforation separations, F.-V.F. Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300
2713 HH
$700.

1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), o.g., never hinged, large margins and supple color, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $400 - 600

2714

2715

2714 HH
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), o.g., never hinged, super intense color; a lovely example with fully unblemished gum without a single skip or bend, F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500
2715 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), o.g., never hinged, a perfect little GEM with extra large margins and
breathtaking rich color; simply incredible, Superb. Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500
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2716

2717

2718

2716 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, large margins and dazzling color; a beautiful stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.A.G. certificate graded 85. Scott $325.
SMQ VF-XF 85; $375.
Estimate $300 - 400
2717 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, outstanding top quality example with ravishing rich color, Extremely Fine; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate graded XF 90. Scott $325. SMQ XF 90;
$475.
Estimate $250 - 350
2718 HH
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks and 1939, $1 Green-Winged Teals (RW4, RW6), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

2719

2720

2721

2719 HH
1937, $1 Scaup Ducks (RW4), o.g., never hinged, appealing example with brilliant color; a handsome
top quality duck stamp, Very Fine; with 2005 P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $275. SMQ VF 80; $325.
Estimate $200 - 300
2720 HH
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), top plate number single, o.g., stamp never hinged, hinged in selvage
only, splendid example of this tough stamp; delightful example with outstanding rich color, Very Fine; with 2016
P.S.E. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $400. SMQ VF 80; $395.
Estimate $300 - 400
2721 HH
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), o.g., never hinged, deep sumptuous color, a well margined example,
F.-V.F. Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2722

2723

2724

2722 HH
$225.

1940, $1 Black Mallards (RW7), o.g., never hinged, wide margins and lively fresh color, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2723 HH
$225.

1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), o.g., never hinged, intense color and clear impression, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $150 - 200

2724 HH
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded VF 80. Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

2725

2726

2727

2725 HH
1960, $3 Redhead Ducks (RW27), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2004 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP
98. SMQ $300 SUP 98.
Estimate $250 - 350
2726 HH
1997, $15 Canada Geese (RW64), o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2017 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem
100. SMQ $400 GEM 100.
Estimate $300 - 400
2727 HH
2006, $15 Ross’s Goose, souvenir sheet (RW73b), artist and engraver signed, o.g., never hinged, Superb; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP 98. SMQ Superb 98; $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
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DUCK STAMP BLOCKS AND PLATE BLOCKS

2728 HHa
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum bends), the most impressive example of this rarely offered plate block we have ever had the pleasure to offer; a handsome well centered multiple with gleaming fresh color printed on clean white paper; a gorgeous showpiece for the plate block
collector who’s been patiently waiting for a magnificent example of this terribly difficult multiple, Very Fine. Scott
$16,500.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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2729 HHa
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum bend of little consequence), spectacular full top of this eye catching and rarely offered plate block; Post Office fresh example in a
wonderful state of preservation; a “Big-Time” example that would please the most quality conscious collector, Very
Fine. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $8,000 - 12,000

2730 HHa
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), bottom left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, bright and fresh appearance; some light gum bends, F.-V.F. Scott $11,500.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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2731

2732

2731 HHa
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), top block of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, fresh and bright;
light gum creases in selvage, Fine. Scott $1,600.
Estimate $500 - 750
2732 HHa
1938, $1 Pintail Drakes (RW5), bottom left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, awesome top quality plate
block in Post Office fresh condition; rarely seen so choice, F.-V.F.; with 2009 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2733

2734

2733 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), block of 4 with plate number at bottom, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips),
Post Office fresh and choice multiple with radiant rich color, Very Fine. Scott $900 for singles.
Estimate $300 - 400
2734 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, stunning example of this difficult
plate block; beautiful centering, gleaming fresh color, and a large sheet margin at top, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

2735 HHa
1942, $1 Baldpates (RW9), bottom left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, top quality plate with awesome rich color; simply gorgeous, Very Fine. Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S. STAMPS: Duck Stamp Blocks and Plate Blocks

Ex 2736

2737

2736 HHa
1943-48 duck stamps (RW10-RW15), blocks of 4, each with plate number in selvage, o.g., never hinged
(gum skips and bends), eye catching group of these popular duck stamps, F.-V.F. Scott $2,060 for singles.
Estimate $600 - 800
2737 HHa
1943, $1 Wood Ducks (RW10), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, vibrant color on clean white
paper; a beautiful example of this, Very Fine. Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600

2738

2739

2738 HHa
1944, $1 White-Fronted Geese (RW11), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh
multiple; gleaming fresh gum - scarce thus, Fine. Scott $750.
Estimate $300 - 400
2739 HHa
1945, $1 Shoveller Ducks (RW12), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases),
premium quality example with lively fresh color, F.-V.F. Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

2740 HHa
1946, $1 Redhead Ducks (RW13), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (noticeable gum creases),
fresh and affordable example of this popular plate, F.-V.F. Scott $310.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2741

2742

2741 HHa
1947, $1 Snow Geese (RW14), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends), splendid
quality example with brilliant color, F.-V.F. Scott $340.
Estimate $150 - 200
2742 HHa
1948, $1 Buffleheads (RW15), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (gum bends), desirable example with choice centering and brilliant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

2743

2744

2743 HHa
1949, $2 Goldeneye Ducks (RW16), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum crease),
vibrant color; a handsome multiple, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300
2744 HHa
1949, $2 Goldeneye Ducks (RW16), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (gum creases), handsome well centered multiple with gleaming color, Very Fine. Scott $425.
Estimate $200 - 300

2745

2746

2745 HHa
1950, $2 Trumpeter Swans (RW17), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum bends),
Post Office fresh multiple with alluring rich color, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400
2746 HHa
1951, $2 Gadwall Ducks (RW18), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum creases), impressive example of this tough plate block; unusually intense color, Very Fine. Scott $550. Estimate $250 - 350
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U.S. STAMPS: Duck Stamp Blocks and Plate Blocks

2747

2748

2747 HHa
1953, $2 Blue-Winged Teals (RW20), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged (natural gum
creases), desirable example of this tough plate, with dynamite color and impression, F.-V.F. Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
2748 HHa
1954, $2 Ring-Necked Ducks (RW21), top right plate block of 6, o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in
selvage only, sharp clear impression, Very Fine. Scott $550 for never hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

2749

2750

2749 Ha
1955, $2 Blue Geese (RW22), top left plate block of 6, o.g., barest trace of hinge, lovely multiple with intense color, F.-V.F. Scott $575 for never hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300
2750 HHa
1956, $2 American Merganser (RW23), top left plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, exceptional quality
plate in Post Office fresh condition, Very Fine. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400

2751
2751 HHa
$575.

2752

1957, $2 American Eider (RW24), bottom right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott
Estimate $300 - 400

2752 HHa
1958, $2 Canada Geese (RW25), top right plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, attractive example in a
pristine mint state, F.-V.F. Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2753

2754

2753 HHa
1959, $3 Labrador Retriever (RW26), top right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, nicely centered with
dazzling colors; bottom 2 stamps creased, otherwise Very Fine. Scott $50.
Estimate $150 - 200
2754 HHa

1961, $3 Mallards (RW28), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $450. Estimate $200 - 300

2755

2756

2755 Ha
1961, $3 Mallards (RW28), bottom right plate block of 4, disturbed o.g. from gum glazing, excellent centering and impressive rich colors, Very Fine. Scott $450 for never hinged.
Estimate $150 - 200
2756 HHa

1962, $3 Pintail Drakes (RW29), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

2757 HHa

1963, $3 Brants (RW30), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
www.kelleherauctions.com
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U.S. STAMPS: Duck Stamp Blocks and Plate Blocks

2758 HHa
1964, $3 Nene Geese (RW31), plate block of 6, This plate block is unique among the $3 denominations
with the plate number in the center of the sheet instead of the corners, making this a plate block of 6 rather than a
plate block of 4 and producing less plate blocks per sheet. This the key plate block of the $3 denominations, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh and attractive; two staple holes in right selvage, F.-V.F. Scott $1,950.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2759

2760

2759 HHa

1965, $3 Canvasback Drakes (RW32), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

2760 HHa

1966, $3 Whistling Swans (RW33), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

2761

2762

2761 HHa
1967, $3 Old Squaw Ducks (RW34), top right plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, lovely multiple with tantalizing colors, F.-V.F. Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
2762 HHa

456

1967, $3 Old Squaw Ducks (RW34), plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350
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2763 HHa
1979-1986 duck stamps (RW46-RW53), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, attractive group of 8 different $7.50 duck plates; total face value is $240, Very Fine. Scott $400 (photo on web site). Estimate $150 - 200
2764 HHa
1991-2006 duck stamps (RW58-RW73, RW72c), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott
$2,210.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2765 HHa
1991-2001 duck stamps (RW58-RW68), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, eye catching group of 11
different $15.00 duck stamp plate blocks; with an impressive face value of $660., Very Fine. Scott $1,505 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
2766 HHa
2004-2014 duck stamps (RW71//RW81), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, attractive group of 8 different $15.00 duck plates, including RW71, RW74-77, and RW79-81; with a face value of $540., Very Fine. Scott
$875 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
2767 HHa

2007-2014 duck stamps (RW74-RW81), plate blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $865.
Estimate $300 - 400

SAVINGS STAMPS

2768

2769

2768 HHa
1911, 10¢ deep blue (PS4), top plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, rich color; light perforation separations, Very Fine overall. Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400
2769 HHa
1956, $5 sepia (S5), plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, fresh and well centered; tiny gum bend on lower
right stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
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CONFEDERATE STATES

Confederate States

2770

2771

2772

2773

2774

2770 m
Charleston, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue (16X1), light black “Charleston, S.C.” town cancellation, handsome four
margin example with strong color; small faults of little consequence, otherwise Extremely Fine. Scott $800 for example with faults.
Estimate $400 - 600
2771 m
Charleston, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue (16X1), nearly four full margins, slightly cutting at several points, black
Charleston postmark, great impression, with better than usual margins, this would be a superior stamp to add to
your collection; faults as usual, Scott value is for a stamp with faults, F.-V.F. overall. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
2772 m
Charleston, S.C., 1861, 5¢ blue (16X1), faintly cancelled, bright color; an affordable example; faults, including vertical crease and light diagonal crease, otherwise Fine. Scott $800 for small faults.
Estimate $250 - 350
2773 H
1862, 2¢ green (3), o.g., hinged, phenomenal example with outstanding color; a true condition rarity that
would please the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine; with 2006 P.F. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
2774 H
1862, 10¢ rose (5), full ample to large margins all around, o.g., previously hinged, Very Fine; with 2004
P.F. certificate. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800

2775

2776

2777

2778

2775 P
1862, 5¢ large die proof in black on glazed card (6TCde), 94 x 109 mm (apparently slightly reduced),
incredibly clean and fresh, Extremely Fine. A pristine example of this proof, which is most often found cut to stamp
size. Scott $900. C.S.A. Catalog 6-TCDc; $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800
2776 HH
1863, 2¢ brown red (8), o.g., never hinged, the finest known example of this stamp; enormous margins
showing parts of surrounding 8 stamps; destined for the finest collection, Superb; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate
graded Gem 100J. Scott $75.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2777 HH
1863, 2¢ brown red (8), bottom left corner margin single with adjoining stamps at top and right, o.g.,
never hinged; a couple light bends, only mentioned for accuracy, Superb; with 2016 P.S.A.G. certificate graded
SUP 98J. Scott $75 for o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750
2778 HH
1863, 10¢ greenish blue (11c), o.g., never hinged, tremendous example of the greenish blue shade;
with stupendous margins including portions of 8 adjacent stamps, Superb; with 2013 P.S.E. certificate graded Gem
100J. Scott $30.
Estimate $400 - 600
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2779 HH/Ha 1863, 20¢ green (13), right sheet margin block of 15, normal streaky o.g., top corner stamps lightly
hinged, rest never hinged; couple small natural paper inclusions, Very Fine. Scott $675 ++. Estimate $300 - 400

U.S. Possessions and U.N.
CANAL ZONE

2780 H
1907, 1c green & black, imperf between (22a), horizontal pair, tropicalized o.g., incredibly fresh and
choice example of this scarce pair, Very Fine, only 50 pairs reportedly known to exist; with 2007 P.F. certificate for
block, from which this pair was taken; bottom pair from the block. Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2781 Ha
1920, 2c orange vermilion & black, double overprint (56a), left margin block of 4, o.g., previously
hinged, F.-V.F.; with 2008 P.F. certificate. Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,200 - 1,800
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U.S. POSSESSIONS AND U.N.: Canal Zone - Guam

2782

2783

2782 HH
1926, 5¢ dark blue, sharp “A”, “ZONE CANAL” (86e), o.g., never hinged, Fine, only 90 examples
printed and most are centered to the right. Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300
2783 HH
1926, 5¢ dark blue, sharp “A”, “ZONE CANAL” (86e var.), overprint slightly diagonal and shifted to the
right with “ZONE” split at top, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine; with 2016 A.P.S. certificate. Scott $350 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

GUAM

2784

2785

2784 Ha
1¢ blue, type I (5), bottom plate block of 6 with plate number 834 and imprint, slightly tropicalized o.g.,
F.-V.F. Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400
2785 Ha
1899, 6¢ lake (6), bottom plate block of 6, usual slightly tropicalized o.g., luminescent color, F.-V.F. Scott
$1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2786 ma
1899, 6¢ lake (6), block of 4, blue Agana, Guam straightline cancels,
F.-V.F.; with 2006 P.S.E. certificate. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

2786
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2787

2788

2787 Ha

1899, 8¢ violet brown (7), bottom plate block of 6, very slightly tropicalized o.g., Very Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $600 - 800

2788 Ha

1899, 10¢ brown, type I (8), bottom plate block of 6, slightly tropicalized o.g., F.-V.F. Scott $1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

2790

2789

2789 HHa
1899, $1 black, type I (12), block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh block with deep rich color, just touching at
left, pristine gum, a superior block, about Fine. Scott $1,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HAWAII
2790 HHa
1868, 5¢ blue, re-issue (10), complete sheet of 20, o.g., stamps never hinged (lightly hinged at top & bottom), Very Fine. Scott $925 as hinged components.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. POSSESSIONS AND U.N.: Hawaii

2791

2792

2791 m
1859, 1¢ light blue on bluish white (12), plate 2-A, type VIII, position 4, canceled red “Postage/ Paid”
oval, large margins; but per accompanying certificate: “thins, tears, creases and tropical stains; hole in upper center”, Defective; with 2005 H.P.S. certificate. Scott $15,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2792 m
1864, 1¢ black (19), plate 6-A, type VII, position 7 with dramatically raised “I” in “INTER”, red pen cancel,
large margins; two diagonal cuts, the uppermost actually severing the upper right corner, which has been hinged
back into place, Decent Appearance. Cancel appears contemporaneous, but is offered on its own merits. Scott
$10,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2793 Ha
1865, 5¢ blue on blue (22), plate 12-A, full pane of 10, types I-X, o.g., large margins except a bit close at
the bottom; small thin upper right stamp, horizontal crease between second & third rows, otherwise Very Fine. Scott
$6,350 as 2 blocks & 2 singles.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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2794

2795

2796

2794 (H)
1865, 5¢ blue on grayish white (22b), plate 12-A, type III, position 8, unused but struck with forged Honolulu diamond grid cancel and San Francisco “cogwheel” cancel, large to oversize margins; small faults and tone
spot at lower right, otherwise Very Fine, . A very rare stamp—unpriced by Scott; with 2017 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
2795 (H)

1864, 2¢ black (24), unused without gum, full large margins all around, Extremely Fine. Scott $325.
Estimate $200 - 300

2796 (H)
1865, 2¢ dark blue (26), unused without gum, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded XF 90.
Scott $350.
Estimate $350 - 500

2797

2798

2797 (H)a
1889, 2¢ carmine, reprint (51), complete sheet of 15, unused without gum; creases and a small pinhole,
otherwise Very Fine; with 1981 P.F. certificate. Scott $525 as o.g. singles.
Estimate $400 - 600
2798 HHa
1893, 10¢ black, red overprint (61), bottom margin block of 15 with American Bank Note Co. imprint at
bottom, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F. Scott $450 as singles.
Estimate $350 - 500

2799 H
1893, 12¢ red lilac, red overprint (63), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; with 2014 P.F. certificate for block.
Scott $165.
Estimate $150 - 200
2800 HH/Ha 1899, 1¢ dark green & 2¢ rose (80-81), full panes of 50 with American Bank Note Co. imprints at top &
bottom, o.g., hinged in the selvage and on one 1¢, otherwise never hinged, F.-V.F. Scott $397 as singles (photo on
web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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U.S. POSSESSIONS AND U.N.: Philippines

PHILIPPINES

2801

2802

2801 HHa
1899, 5¢ blue (216), top plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged (bottom left stamp with small spot of gum
disturbance), scarce and undervalued multiple; a handsome full wide top with tremendous eye appeal, Fine. Scott
$850 is for hinged.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2802 Ha
1901, 6¢ lake (221), top plate block of 6, slightly tropicalized o.g., bright fresh color; minor reinforced perf
separations at top, F.-V.F. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2803 H
1901, $1 black, type II (223A), o.g., previously hinged, Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate graded
XF 90. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

2804

2805

2804 H
1901, $5 dark green (225), o.g., previously hinged, exceptionally well centered and fresh for this issue,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2016 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $600 - 800
2805 HHa
gles.
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1903, 1¢ blue green (226), block of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Scott $93 as sinEstimate $150 - 200
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2806

2807

2808

2809

2806 Ha
1903, 50¢ orange (236), block of 4, o.g., hinged (slightly dull original gum), Very Fine; with 1978 P.F. certificate. Scott $575.
Estimate $300 - 400
2807 H

1904, $2 dark blue (238), o.g., lightly hinged, Extremely Fine; with 1999 P.F. certificate. Scott $650.
Estimate $600 - 800

2808 H
1904, $5 dark green (239), o.g., lightly hinged, gorgeous sharp impression and color, F.-V.F.; with 1999
P.F. certificate. Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
2809 m
1904, $5 dark green (239), tied to small piece with socked on nose Manila 1906 postmark, rich vibrant
color, Fine, only a few of these 746 high denomination stamps issued were actually used, ex Diamond. Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
2810 HH
1904, 2¢ carmine (240), strip of 3 and block of 8, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Scott $193 as singles
(photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

2811

2812

2811 Ha
1899, 5¢ deep claret (J3), top plate block of 8, tropicalized o.g., scarce issue; light crease across right
two selvage margins, V.G.-Fine. Scott $2,030.
Estimate $400 - 600
2812 HHa
1901, 3¢ deep claret (J6), bottom plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, unbelievably fresh and choice multiple in a remarkable state of preservation, Fine. Scott $1,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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U.S. POSSESSIONS AND U.N.: Puerto Rico - Ryukyus

PUERTO RICO

2813 HH
1899, 10¢ Postage Due (J3), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh and choice mint stamp with fabulous
rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; with 2015 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken,
bottom left stamp. Scott $375.
Estimate $350 - 500

RYUKYUS

2814

2815

2814 P
1952, 3y Establishment of the Government, imperf trial color plate proof in rose carmine (18C5b),
on gummed stamp paper, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Referred to in Scott as scarlet. Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2815 P
1952, 3y Establishment of the Government, imperf trial color plate proof in orange (18C5c), on
gummed stamp paper, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Referred to in Scott as red orange. Scott $2,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2816 HHa
Airmail, 1959, 9¢ on 15y blue green, surcharge inverted (C14a), lower left corner margin block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Scott $3,400+. J.S.C.A. A14va.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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UNITED NATIONS

2817 E
1976, 30¢ Definitive, Artist’s drawing of a proposed (unaccepted) design (270E), acrylic on acetate,
design about 6½" x 9", matted to 10½" x 13", signed by the artist on reverse with details “No. 52, Date: 10/3/75, Issue: Defin Series”; corners of matboard “dinged”, otherwise Very Fine, a marvelous and unique collateral item.
Estimate $350 - 500

2818 E
1976, 13¢ Airmail, Artist’s drawing of a proposed (unaccepted) design (C19/UC11E), mixed media,
design about 6½" x 9", matted to 10½" x 13", signed by the artist on reverse with details “No. 52, Date: 10/3/75, Issue: Defin Series”; corners of matboard “dinged”, otherwise Very Fine, a marvelous and unique collateral item.
Estimate $400 - 600
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